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From: Utah Clean Energy 

Subject: Comments on Solar Energy Development Draft Programmatic Environmental 

Impact Statement  

Date: May 2, 2011 
 

 

Introduction 

Utah Clean Energy is a non-profit, non-partisan organization committed to creating a 

future where Utahans significantly decrease our carbon-based energy consumption, become 

more energy efficient, and increase our use of renewable energy.  We partner with diverse 

stakeholders to build the new clean energy economy, focusing on policy, regulatory, and 

educational initiatives aimed at removing barriers to the adoption of clean energy 

technologies.  Utah Clean Energy works closely with both renewable energy developers and 

land and wildlife conservation advocates to facilitate collaboration as we seek to increase the 

amount of renewable energy developed in Utah.   

We are simultaneously mindful of the catastrophic consequences of global climate 

change and our overreliance on finite and volatile fossil fuels along with the potentially 

undesirable impacts of new energy development on critical habitat, species, and wildlife.  In 

developing solar (and other renewable energy) on public lands, it is imperative to strike a 

balance between addressing the near-term impacts of utility-scale solar development with the 

long-term impacts of climate change on biological diversity, fish and wildlife habitat, and 

natural landscapes.  To ensure that the proper balance is achieved, we support smart planning 

for renewable power that avoids and minimizes adverse impacts on wildlife and wild lands.   

We assert that the development of appropriately sited utility-scale renewable energy 

(coupled with increased adoption of energy efficiency and on-site distributed generation) can 

help mitigate the risks, uncertainties, and damaging impacts of our current energy system, 

while also minimizing negative impacts on other species and valuable open space.   

We commend the BLM and DOE for their efforts to facilitate solar energy 

development on public lands in a responsible manner that takes into account impacts on the 

environment, land use, and wildlife.  We are grateful for the opportunity to advocate that solar 

energy development be directed to the most appropriate and suitable locations by developing 

and maintaining a process for identifying and designating solar energy development priority 

zones.     

 

Summary of Comments  

Utah Clean Energy is not a land-use focused organization; therefore, our comments 

include recommendations aimed at reducing conflict between developers and conservationists 

while facilitating expedited development of solar energy in appropriate locations on public 

lands in Utah.  Utah Clean Energy makes the following recommendations:  

 

1. Analyze an Alternative that focuses on the development of solar photovoltaic 

technology over concentrating solar technologies by reviewing and adjusting 
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screening to ensure that sites appropriate for economic solar PV development are 

not inadvertently screened out by the solar isolation criteria.  Such screening is 

appropriate given the current and projected price trends for the different utility-

scale solar technologies along with the nature of Utah’s solar resource.   

 

2. Clearly designate and describe the process for identifying and designating new 

solar energy zones (SEZ) throughout the planning horizon. 

 

3. Specify the process for prioritizing development in SEZs.  Furthermore, 

prioritizing solar development in previously disturbed lands and areas near 

existing transmission and supporting infrastructure could facilitate solar 

development while minimizing conflict.   

 

4. Screen potential solar development zones for roadless areas with wilderness 

characteristics (citizen-proposed wilderness areas) that have not been officially 

designated as Wilderness or Wilderness Study Areas.  This additional screening 

process may help forestall future development conflicts with the conservation 

community.   

 

Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Alternative  

Although generally impressed with the screening criteria established by BLM for 

designating areas suitable for solar energy development, we are discouraged by the apparent 

priority given concentrating solar technologies over solar photovoltaic technologies.  In its 

stated objectives for the programmatic EIS for solar energy development on public lands, 

BLM lists “facilitating near-term utility-scale solar energy development on public lands” as 

one of its priorities.
1
  According to our conversations with solar energy developers, as well as 

recent solar industry reports, it is far more likely that solar PV technology will be prioritized 

by developers and end-users over other utility-scale solar technologies in the foreseeable 

future.   

The dramatic and rapid decline in the installed cost of solar PV technology, combined 

with the fact that solar PV requires little to no water, is shifting the utility-scale market away 

from concentrating solar power (CSP).  The Solar Energy Industries Association and GTM 

Research (SEIA and GTM) report that installed utility-scale solar PV capacity in the U.S. 

more than doubled in 2010
2
  and is expected to double again in 2011.

3
  Additionally in 2010, 

the installed price of utility-scale PV dropped 16%.
4
  Because of this price decline, utilities are 

selecting PV over CSP.
5
   

                                                           
1
 Draft Solar PEIS at 1-8, ln. 3 (emphasis added).   

2
 U.S. solar capacity went from 113 MW in 2009 to 242 in 2010.  U.S. Solar Market Insight™ 2010 Year in Review 7 

(Solar Energy Industries Association and DTM Research 2010) available at http://www.seia.org/galleries/pdf/SMI-

YIR-2010-ES.pdf.   
3
 Id. at 13.   

4
 Id. at 10. 

5
 Syanne Olson, New GTM Research report examines concentrating solar power technology, costs, and markets (PV 

Tech, January 13, 2011) available at http://www.pv-

tech.org/news/new_gtm_research_report_examines_concentrating_solar_power_technology_costs (reporting on 

http://www.seia.org/galleries/pdf/SMI-YIR-2010-ES.pdf
http://www.seia.org/galleries/pdf/SMI-YIR-2010-ES.pdf
http://www.pv-tech.org/news/new_gtm_research_report_examines_concentrating_solar_power_technology_costs
http://www.pv-tech.org/news/new_gtm_research_report_examines_concentrating_solar_power_technology_costs
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Illustrative of this is the fact that two of six CSP plants approved by the BLM were 

later sold to PV developers.  According to SEIA and GTM, 2011 is expected to be a light year 

for CSP development, with CSP facing increasing uncertainty regarding financing, siting, and 

permitting after 2013.
6
  Moreover, PV is expected to maintain a cost advantage over CSP 

through 2020.
7
 

Given that PV is the technology that is most likely to be developed in the near term, it 

is appropriate that the BLM should adjust its screening criteria to reflect resource areas where 

solar PV is likely to be viable. Solar PV can harness solar power at insolation levels lower 

than CSP, yet the Draft Solar PEIS methodology screened out resources with direct normal 

irradiances of less than 6.5 kWh/m2/day.  BLM explained, “The rationale for restricting the 

available lands based on the solar insolation level is to maximize the efficient use of BLM-

administered lands and meet the multiple use intent of FLPMA by reserving for other uses 

lands that are not ideal for solar energy development.”
8
  We are sensitive to the complications 

of complying with a multiple use mandate; nevertheless, the “ideal” threshold for PV 

development is lower than that for CSP, and PV development should not be implicitly 

preempted because the screening criteria assumes the resource assessment needs of a more 

demanding and less economically feasible technology.  

Another of the stated objectives of the BLM’s PEIS for solar development on public 

lands is “providing flexibility to consider a variety of solar energy projects (location, facility, 

size, technology, and so forth.”
9
  BLM should take this objective seriously and consider the 

likelihood and viability of utility-scale solar PV installations in areas that are not as ideal for 

CSP.   

The Draft Solar PEIS does not assess reasonable DNIs for different solar technologies 

in justifying its “ideal” standard.  BLM stated that the threshold of 6.5kWh/m2/day was based 

on “the assumption that at insolation levels below 6.5 kWh/m2/day, utility-scale development 

would be less economically viable given current technologies.”
10
  Current PV technology 

works well at insolation levels below 6.5.  For example, the Utah Renewable Energy Zones 

Task Force Phase I Report, which focused on CSP in assessing Utah’s solar resource included 

areas with an insolation value of 6.0 kWh/m2/day in its consideration of solar energy zones.
11
   

Under clear sky conditions, about 85% of sunlight is DNI and 15% is scattered light 

that comes in at all different angles. DNI can be harnessed by all solar technologies, but only 

PV can utilize scattered light to produce electricity.
12
  Additionally, the maps for solar PV 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

a GTM Research report on CSP, which can be purchased here: 

http://www.gtmresearch.com/report/concentrating-solar-power-2011-technology-costs-and-markets); see also 

Isabella Kaminski, CSP Market Threatened by PV (Renewable Energy Focus.com, January 18, 2011) available at 

http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/view/15198/csp-market-threatened-by-rise-of-solar-pv/.   
6
 Id. at 14-15. 

7
 Id.  

8
 Draft Solar PEIS at 2-28, ln. 34-37.   

9
 Draft Solar PEIS at 1-8, ln. 7.   

10
 Draft Solar PEIS at 2-7, ln. 19-21. 

11
 Utah Renewable Energy Zones Task Force Phase I Report: Renewable Energy Zone Resource Identification (Utah 

Geological Survey, a division of Utah Department of Natural Resources 2009). 
12

 http://teeic.anl.gov/er/solar/restech/dist/index.cfm 

http://www.gtmresearch.com/report/concentrating-solar-power-2011-technology-costs-and-markets
http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/view/15198/csp-market-threatened-by-rise-of-solar-pv/
http://teeic.anl.gov/er/solar/restech/dist/index.cfm
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resource potential developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory indicate that PV 

resource potential is greater at lower DNI’s, as compared with CSP (see figures 1 and 2).    
 

Figure 1. Concentrating Solar Resource of the United States. National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  

2008.  (DNI scale: 1.3 kwh/m2/day to 8.3 kwh/m2/day) 

 
 
Figure 2. Photovoltaic Solar Resource of the United States.  National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  

2008.  (DNI scale: 2.2 kwh/m2/day to 6.8 kwh/m2/day) 

 
 

If the purpose of the screening criteria is to “allow time and effort to be directed to 

those projects which have the greatest chance of success,”
13
 BLM should consider the 

availability of the solar resources applicable to the solar technology with the greatest chance 

of development.  Therefore, we recommend consultation with solar developers and the 

National Laboratories to develop an appropriate insolation screening level in order not to 

preclude cost-effective PV development.   

                                                           
13

 Draft Solar PEIS at 2-7, ln. 5-6. 
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Solar Energy Zones and Other Procedural Issues 

 The process of identifying Solar Energy Zones (SEZ) in six Western states is an 

important effort that will help prevent and minimize conflict between solar energy developers 

and the conservation community.  The identification of priority areas for utility-scale solar 

energy development is imperative to guiding development to suitable areas (and preventing 

development in unsuitable areas).   

As lower conflict areas for solar energy development, SEZs should be prioritized over 

non SEZ areas (as BLM indicates will happen under its preferred alternative).  While the Draft 

Solar PEIS discusses general approaches for directing development to SEZs (see Draft Solar 

PEIS at 2-11-2-13), there is insufficient description of how BLM will ensure that development 

in SEZs will in fact be prioritized by developers.  Because the Draft Solar PEIS leaves out 

critical details with regard to implementation of the Solar Energy Program, the program is 

very difficult to evaluate. 

Prioritizing development within the three SEZs is a good starting point for 

development of solar energy on public lands, but it is neither sufficient nor optimal for 

satisfying changing conditions.  Therefore, in order to guide utility-scale solar energy 

development to the most appropriate public lands, BLM should establish a well-defined, 

robust, and efficient process for practically prioritizing development in SEZs and for 

identifying and designating new and expanded priority SEZs.  Such processes should take into 

consideration the solar resource necessary for both solar PV and concentrating solar, 

improvements in solar technology,  transmission availability or constraints; proximity to 

loads; previously disturbed or degraded lands, including abandoned mines and brownfields; 

and adjacent private lands.  Such a process should also provide meaningful incentives to 

locate projects in designated SEZs and previously degraded areas.   

Both the SEZ Alternative and the Preferred Alternative commit to prioritizing 

development in SEZs and provide for the expansion, addition, removal, or reduction of SEZS 

in light of new information and lessons learned.
14
  Therefore, further defining the processes by 

which additional SEZs will be designated and prioritized is critical as well as consistent with 

both action alternatives.   Key elements of these processes would include the following:  

• a specifically delineated process by which development in SEZs would be 

prioritized over non-SEZs;  

• frequent and periodic re-assessment of the need for additional or expanded SEZs;  

• a public process for identifying and designating additional or expanded SEZs; and  

• specific criteria, additional to the PEIS screening criteria, to avoid conflicts and 

prioritize previously-disturbed lands.   

The commitment to reexamine SEZ designations in light of changing circumstances on 

a regular basis will provide valuable information to decision makers and will create 

opportunities for BLM to learn from its experiences and improve its solar development 

practices, thereby better facilitating solar development.   

With the development of a robust and efficient process for adjusting, identifying, designating, 

and prioritizing SEZs going forward, the BLM can use its solar energy development program 

as a roadmap to our clean energy future.  Without a process for designating and prioritizing 

                                                           
14

 Draft Solar PEIS at 2-14, ln. 25-26. 
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SEZs, BLM risks facing the same problems that have plagued its oil and gas program: 

projects scattered across the West, damage to wildlife and wild lands, and expensive and 

protracted litigation.  Such conflicts jeopardize both our clean energy future and our Western 

wild lands.   

 

Categories of Land to Prioritize and Exclude from Prioritized SEZs 

 We recognize that BLM has included an extensive list of exclusionary screens as part of 

the Draft Solar PEIS process, detailed in Table 2.2-2.
15
  We applaud BLM’s decision to 

include in this list Areas of Critical Environmental Concern and areas with applicable land use 

plan decisions to protect lands with wilderness characteristics.  Nevertheless, we are 

concerned that some areas, that may be similarly inappropriate for solar development, have 

been left out of the screening process.  Additionally, it appears that the Agency has not placed 

sufficient emphasis on prioritizing disturbed lands and other priority development areas. 

 Provided that SEZs are prioritized and that permitting is streamlined, BLM should screen  

for and provide maps of citizen proposed wilderness areas found to have “wilderness 

characteristics,” including naturalness, solitude, and the opportunity for primitive recreation.  

Beyond those core values, citizen proposed wilderness areas also provide important wildlife 

habitat, cultural and scientific resources, invaluable ecosystem services such as clean air and 

water, and important economic benefits. Although these proposed wilderness areas have not 

been formally designated, screening these sensitive areas will reduce conflict between solar 

developers and sensitive land and wildlife issues, thereby facilitating solar permitting and 

development.  Furthermore, providing a visual screen of proposed wilderness areas will assist 

developers in choosing sites with the least conflict.  

Finally, as discussed previously in these comments, the BLM should place emphasis 

on prioritizing previously disturbed lands and lands in close proximity to loads, transmission 

and other necessary infrastructure. 

 

 

  

 

                                                           
15

 Draft Solar PEIS at 2-8.   
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On page 2-7 of the draft PEIS, screening criteria are discussed ([less than]5% slope, large parcels of land, solar insulation level).
Lands where utility scale (20 megawatts) projects would be allowed were derived from the criteria. I think the PEIS is saying (not
very clearly and not very well), is that utility scale projects would be limited to only those lands identified in the EIS. Lines 33-36
on page 2-7 states "It is anticipated that the BLM will continue to amend or revise land use plans over time to adapt to changing
circumstances or new information, and that the shape, size, and/or location of exclusions or priority development areas may
change accordingly." The executive summary states (page ES-6, lines 10-13) "under the solar energy development program
alternative, certain categories of land that are known or believed to be unsuitable for utility-scale solar development would be
excluded from development to guide solar energy developers to areas where there are fewer resource conflicts and potential
controversy". The Executive Summary also states (page ES-7, lines 23,24) (regarding the Solar Energy Zones - SEZ- identified in
the EIS), "changes to SEZs would have to go through a land use planning process, which would be subject to the appropriate
environmental analysis". Comment: Why is BLM setting themselves up to do Land Use Plan amendments? The Solar EIS appears
to be based on current existing solar technology and its many limitations. Solar power today is very inefficient. As interest, need
and capital grow, technology will vastly improve. I have read several articles about research to significantly improve the efficiency
of solar power. I fully anticipate that within ten years we will be able to generate much more power from a vastly smaller area than
we are able to today. At some point the limitations we now identify ([less than]5% slope, large parcels of land, solar insulation
level) will not be as severe. If a BLM office were to receive an application for a solar plant, I don't think BLM should deny the
project just because the area wasn't considered in this Solar EIS. Projects in the future that may be more efficient or have differing
requirements should not be denied up front (absent a Land Use Plan amendment). Perhaps the purpose of the Solar EIS should be
to provide a platform for projects that fit the current criteria to tier to. 
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I hereby incorporate by reference and concur with all comments on the Solar PEIS submitted by Solar Done Right on April 1,
2011, which letter had return receipt number SEDD10149. I was contact person for the letter and signed on behalf of the other
members of Solar Done Right, which includes my organization, the Western Lands Project.



Thank you for your comment, Loretta Mitson.
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The Dept of Interior is unwittingly becoming a roadblock in the road to alternative energy independence. Placing large solar arrays
on thousands of acres of previously undeveloped land will result in much lost time while the government and utilities battle
private landowners over right of way and eminent domain issues for transmission. The Federal government needs to endorse a solar
generation master plan that places solar collectors on buildings, rooftops, and despoiled lands that are already close to the locus of
electrical need and use. We do not have decades to argue over the details of transmission. Global warming is NOW and distributed
generation is the QUICKEST,CHEAPEST way to address this. Germany has already developed a model that works and we are
stupid if we do not learn from their experiences. The politicians need to stop listening to the corporate utility profiteers and
promote alternative energy models that truly benefit the people. All solar is not necessarily good. We need to do this RIGHT. 
For years I have lived in an area of rural Colorado where it has been common knowledge that so much as running an unauthorized
sheep over BLM land will get you severe fines--but now you want to allow corporate America to bulldoze thousands of acres in
order to install already obsolete solar collectors and build transmission lines. The Dept of Interior and the Dept of Energy are being
influenced by the wrong people. You need to listen to the PEOPLE and not the corporate FAT CATS. 
I believe in distributed generation. I have it on the roof of my house. It works GREAT! 
And it requires no additional public lands be carved up for generation or transmission. Ken Salazar, this is your sister-in-law,
Loretta. You need to pay attention to the local experts, all over this country, who are not given a powerful voice in this decision!
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May 2, 2011 
 

Linda Resseguie, BLM Solar PEIS Project Lead 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue 
EVS/240  
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
RE:  Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy 
 Development in Six Southwestern States 
 
Dear Ms. Resseguie: 
 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection (Coalition), 
comprised of 39 environmental and community organizations in Pima County, Arizona. Since 
our founding in 1998, our mission has been to achieve the long-term conservation of biological 
diversity and ecological function of the Sonoran Desert through comprehensive land-use 
planning, with primary emphasis on Pima County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. We 
have reviewed the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy 
Development in Six Southwestern States (hereafter “Solar Energy PEIS”) and submit the 
following comments on this document. 
 
Renewable energy and land conservation 
First, the Coalition wants to clearly state our support for renewable energy development and 
the need for smart land-use planning as large-scale renewable energy projects move forward. 
We have long supported an approach of using land-use planning in order to identify both lands 
deserving long-term protection for their rich biological resources and lands suitable for 
development. This is exemplified by our work on the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, a 
nationally-recognized and award-winning regional conservation plan in Pima County, Arizona.  
 
Preferred Alternative 
In this spirit, we hope that the BLM will change its preferred alternative to the Modified Solar 
Energy Zone (SEZ) Program Alternative, as proposed in comments submitted by The 
Wilderness Society et al. on April 18, 2011 that focused on impacts to Arizona. This 
alternative is a more targeted approach that guides solar development to appropriate lands and 
minimizes impacts to wildlife habitat and wildlife species, while also eliminating elements of 
the currently proposed SEZs and developing a protocol for identifying new SEZs in the future. 
We strongly encourage the BLM to make this the preferred alternative as this plan moves 
forward. The Modified SEZ Program Alternative will serve as a strong, environmentally-sound 
starting point for locating utility-scale solar energy development in the future. We are in 
support of the detailed comments on this topic submitted by The Wilderness Society, et al.  

 
Pima County 
As an organization, our primary geographic focus area is Pima County, Arizona. Our review of 
the Solar Energy PEIS largely focused on its potential impacts to the significant conservation 
efforts that have occurred in Pima County in the recent past and are continuing today.  



 
 
As background, Pima County is home of the nationally-recognized Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan 
(SDCP), a regional conservation plan created in 1998 whose primary goal is to “ensure the long-term 
survival of the full spectrum of plants and animals that are indigenous to Pima County through 
maintaining or improving the habitat conditions and ecosystem functions necessary for their survival.” 
The SDCP is a guiding force not just for Pima County, but also for local jurisdictions such as the City of 
Tucson, Town of Oro Valley, and Town of Marana.  
 
As part of SDCP implementation, a map of biologically-rich lands was created – the Conservation Lands 
System (CLS) – through a rigorous, scientifically-driven process using the most current tenets of 
conservation biology and biological reserve design. It was adopted into Pima County’s Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan in 2001 and has been in use ever since. The CLS consists of seven biologically-sensitive 
land use categories, and an associated map, with specific guidelines for each category. These land 
categories include Important Riparian Areas, Biological Core Areas, Multiple Use Management Areas, 
Special Species Management Areas, Critical Landscape Linkages, Scientific Resource Areas, and 
Agricultural In-Holdings. CLS guidelines are used by the Pima County Board of Supervisors when they 
are tasked with discretionary actions such as rezoning and have resulted in the set-aside of natural 
undisturbed open space within private developments. More importantly, the CLS is a guiding document 
and set of principles that tries to direct development away from biologically-rich areas and into areas 
more suitable for disturbance. 

The BLM Preferred Alternative has identified extensive acreage for solar development that would, if 
developed, adversely impact and potentially jeopardize the integrity of the CLS and the goals set forth 
by the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan to maintain native biological diversity and areas of cultural 
significance. Outlined below are more detailed descriptions of the CLS land use categories and an 
analysis of the significant impacts the BLM Preferred Alternative could have on these biologically-
sensitive lands. (Note: Only four of the seven CLS categories have associated open space set-aside 
guidelines.) 

Important Riparian Areas (IRA) 
The CLS guidelines call for 95% open space set-aside in these areas. These areas are designated for their 
high water availability, vegetation density, and biological productivity. Not all washes are designated as 
IRAs. The BLM Preferred Alternative overlaps IRAs by 57,211 acres.  In addition to the potential for 
habitat destruction and fragmentation, extensive water use for solar energy production in and adjacent to 
IRAs is inappropriate and could lead to degradation and impairment of these riparian systems. One 
example of an IRA is Cienega Creek Natural Preserve, one of Pima County’s last remaining perennial 
streams. Cienega Creek is home to many rare and vulnerable species such as the Lowland leopard frog, 
Chiricauha leopard frog (including proposed critical habitat for this species), Lesser long-nosed bat, 
Desert box turtle, and Bell’s vireo. The Preferred Alternative identifies a parcel of land south of 
Interstate 10 near Cienega Creek as appropriate for solar development. We recommend all of these 
ecologically sensitive lands, again totaling 57,211 acres, be removed from further consideration for 
solar development. 

Biological Core Areas  
The CLS guidelines call for 80% open space set-aside in the Biological Core areas. These lands are 
designated for their potential to support high value habitat for five or more priority vulnerable species 
identified under the SDCP. The BLM Preferred Alternative overlaps Biological Core lands by 85,167 
acres.  Direct and indirect impacts to these ecologically sensitive lands are inappropriate and could lead 



to loss and degradation of key habitats for threatened, endangered or otherwise imperiled species. We 
recommend these ecologically sensitive lands, again totaling 85,167 acres, be removed from 
further consideration for solar development. 

Special Species Management Areas  
The CLS guidelines call for 80% open space set-aside in these areas. These areas are defined as crucial 
for the conservation of specific native floral & faunal species of special concern of Pima County. 
Management of these areas will focus on conservation, restoration, and enhancement of habitat for these 
species. Much of this designation overlaps with Multiple Use Management Areas, but will retain the 
80% set aside percentage. The BLM Preferred Alternative overlaps Special Species Management Areas 
by 123,694 acres.  Direct and indirect impacts to these ecologically sensitive lands, which are crucial for 
the conservation of specific species of special conservation concern, is inappropriate and could lead to 
loss and degradation of key habitats for threatened, endangered or otherwise imperiled species. We 
recommend these ecologically sensitive lands, again totaling 123,694 acres, be removed from 
further consideration for solar development. 

Multiple Use Management Areas 
The CLS guidelines call for 66 and 2/3% open space set-aside in these areas. These lands support high 
value habitat for 3-4 priority vulnerable species identified under the SDCP. Any overlap of the Special 
Species Management Areas over Multiple Use Management Areas will use the 80% set aside 
percentage. The BLM Preferred Alternative overlaps Multiple Use Management areas by 1,418,536 
acres.  Direct and indirect impacts to these ecologically sensitive lands are inappropriate and could lead 
to loss and degradation of key habitats for threatened, endangered or otherwise imperiled species. We 
recommend these ecologically sensitive lands, again totaling 1,418,536 acres, be removed from 
further consideration for solar development. 

Open Space Preserve System 
Another implementation tool of the SDCP is Pima County’s extensive open space preserve system. With 
monies generated through two open space bonds – $25 million approved in 1997 and $174 million 
approved in 2004 – Pima County has purchased over 71,000 acres of private land and over 130,000 
acres of leased State Trust Land and other leased lands. These lands will be used for mitigation in Pima 
County’s Multiple-Species Conservation Plan, part of the County’s recently submitted application for an 
Incidental Take Permit from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The BLM Preferred Alternative could 
impact ~2,264 acres of this open space preserve system, ~1,819 acres of Rancho Seco and ~445 acres of 
the Diamond Bell Ranch. Rancho Seco is comprised of semidesert grassland and open mesquite 
woodland and is home to threatened species such as the California leaf-nosed bat, Mexican long-
tongued bat, Bell’s vireo, and Abert’s towhee. It is also a critical wildlife linkage between the Altar 
Valley, the Tumacacori Mountains and the Santa Cruz River. The Diamond Bell Ranch contains 
portions of the Special Species Management Area for the cactus ferruginous pygmy-owl and contains 
populations of the endangered Pima pineapple cactus. We recommend these ecologically sensitive 
lands be removed from further consideration for solar development.  

In summary, Pima County, local jurisdictions, and a wide variety of community stakeholders have 
invested considerable time, energy, and money into the implementation of the SDCP over the last 13 
years. We strongly recommend that ecologically sensitive lands identified in the BLM’s Preferred 
Alternative that conflict with Pima County’s Conservation Lands System and open space preserve 
system be removed from further consideration for solar development. Furthermore, we want to 
emphasize that the Modified SEZ Program Alternative (our “preferred” alternative) does not impact any 
lands in Pima County’s Conservation Lands System and open space preserve system. 



 
Ironwood Forest National Monument 
The IFNM was established in 2000 and protects over 129,000 acres of Sonoran Desert habitat, including 
the densest stands of desert ironwood trees in the world. Some of the areas identified in the BLM’s 
preferred alternative are in proximity to the IFNM and Pima County’s Conservation Lands System 
(described above) overlaps portions of the IFNM. The Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection helped 
found the Friends of Ironwood Forest and we support their more detailed comments on the Solar PEIS 
submitted on April 27, 2011.  
 
Pinal County 
Pima County shares its northern border with Pinal County. Although the Coalition’s work largely 
focuses on Pima County, we have long recognized that the conservation of wildlife habitat, along with 
other conservation issues, cannot be limited to the boundaries of political subdivisions. With this in 
mind, we have recently expanded our geographic focus into Pinal County. In 2007, Pinal County 
adopted the Open Space and Trails Master Plan. The BLM’s Preferred Alternative overlaps considerably 
with the lands identified in this plan (totaling 3,437,517 acres that Pinal County has designated as public 
or restricted use open space and regional parks, both existing and planned).  
 
Nearly all of the lands in Pinal County designated as suitable for solar development in the BLM’s 
Preferred Alternative are located in areas designated as having “high habitat value” in Pinal County’s 
Open Space and Trails Master Plan. We recommend that all of these lands be removed from further 
consideration for solar development.  
 
We also recommend a more deliberate planning approach that involves detailed, on-the-ground analysis, 
similar to the analysis employed in identifying the Solar Energy Zones. This type of approach would 
potentially identify both areas of conflict and land that are truly suitable for solar development on BLM 
lands.  
 
San Pedro River 
The San Pedro River, located in Cochise, Pima, and Pinal Counties, is a vitally important national and 
international resource. The BLM’s Preferred Alternative would allow 21,900 acres of land in the San 
Pedro River watershed to be available for solar development. We strongly recommend that these acres 
be removed from further consideration for solar development. Anything that threatens the integrity of 
the ecosystem functions of the San Pedro River is of international concern, especially in light of the 
river’s ability to provide for ecoregion resilience and flexibility in the face of climate change. For 
instance, any groundwater use for solar development in the San Pedro River Basin is unacceptable given 
the precarious state of groundwater in this region.  

The San Pedro River is also the last major undammed river in the American Southwest, and exhibits a 
remarkably intact riparian system, including extensive stands of Fremont cottonwood, Goodding's 
willow gallery forest, and large mesquite bosques. 

According to the American Bird Conservancy, southwestern riparian habitat is the fifth most threatened 
habitat type in the nation. The San Pedro River serves as a corridor between the Sky Islands of the 
Madrean Archipelago in northern Sonora and southern Arizona in its southernmost reaches and, in the 
north, Arizona's Central Highlands. The river is not only a major corridor between varied habitat types 
and ecoregions; it represents a ribbon of water and riparian vegetation in an otherwise arid environment. 
The river thus exhibits a remarkably high biodiversity, both in resident and migratory species. 



More than 100 species of breeding birds, including 36 species of raptors, and approximately 250 species 
of migrant and wintering birds, occur in the area, representing roughly half the number of known 
breeding species in North America. The San Pedro River serves as a migratory corridor for an estimated 
4 million migrating birds each year.  

The abundance of mammals, reptiles, and amphibians is also high; more than 80 species of the former 
and more than 40 species of the latter. While fourteen species of native fish formerly occurred in the San 
Pedro River, only two persist today. The high importance of the Lower San Pedro River for the recovery 
of the endangered Southwestern Willow Flycatcher contributed to its designation as critical habitat for 
the species.  

In light of all this supporting information, we recommend that the 21,900 acres of land along the San 
Pedro River currently included in the BLM’s Preferred Alternative be removed from further 
consideration for solar development.  

Summary and Conclusion 
The Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection fully supports the development of renewable energy 
sources, including solar development on targeted and suitable BLM lands. We recognize that the goals 
of renewable energy development and the preservation of important wildlife habitat can often be in 
conflict. However, with smart and targeted planning, we believe that both of these goals can be met. We 
strongly encourage the BLM to adopt the Modified SEZ Program Alternative as its Preferred Alternative 
as it moves forward with the PEIS for Solar Development in Six Southwestern States. We also 
encourage the BLM to include local conservation planning efforts in their analysis as the SEZs are 
further refined and developed. Often, local jurisdictions have conducted finer scale analysis of wildlife 
habitat and sensitive biological resources; acknowledging and including this data into the BLM’s 
analysis will only strengthen future decision-making. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments and recommendations. If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Carolyn Campbell 
Executive Director 
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118 Lion Boulevard Springdale, UT 84767-0187 (435) 772-3434
P.O. Box 187 www.springdaletown.com fax (435) 772-3952 
 

March 2, 2011 
 
Solar Energy PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue 
EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
 
Re:  Comments on the Solar Energy Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to make some comments regarding the draft Solar Energy 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).  The Town of Springdale is the 
gateway community to Zion National Park in Southern Utah.  In this role, the Town has 
partnered with the National Park Service, the BLM, other Federal and State agencies and 
many non-profit and community groups to benefit the Zion Canyon Communities.  Often 
these partnerships seek to promote sustainable lifestyles and environmental stewardship.   
 
The Town of Springdale wholeheartedly supports the development of renewable and 
alternative energy sources.  We have currently installed solar PV arrays to offset power 
used in municipal operations and support Rocky Mountain Power’s Blue Sky Program.  
The Town is designated as an EPA Green Power Community, one of only four such 
communities in Utah. 
 
This being said, the Town has some concerns about the development alternatives outlined 
in the draft PEIS.  In particular, one area adjacent to Springdale, Rockville and Zion 
National Park is identified in the draft PEIS as potentially developable for utility-scale 
solar development under the Solar Energy Development Program Alternative.  This area 
covers the majority of Gooseberry Mesa, a popular recreation area in the region. 
 
The draft PEIS says the following regarding the lands identified under the Development 
Program Alternative: 
 

“However, the 22 million acres (87,336 km2) that would be available for 
application are likely to include many areas not suitable for solar energy 
development because of as yet unidentified conflicts with other resources. As 
described in the authorization policies in Appendix A, BLM staff will be required 
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to coordinate with federal, state, and local stakeholders and evaluate site-specific 
resource conflicts as part of the application analysis process.” 

 
The area of Gooseberry Mesa is certainly one of these areas where solar energy 
development is not suitable.  The impacts of establishing utility-scale solar energy would 
dramatically and forever change a resource that is well known for its recreation 
amenities, wildlife, native vegetation, cultural resources and magnificent views of Zion 
National Park and the surrounding communities.  The area, only accessible by way of a 
Scenic Backcountry Byway, is far removed from roads, power transmission lines and 
other infrastructure necessary for solar development.   
 
The Town supports the development of new solar infrastructure where is makes 
environmental and economic sense.  In particular, we most support the development of 
solar infrastructure on lands that have been previously disturbed or developed.  While we 
applaud the BLM for taking a leading role in providing for America’s energy future, the 
development of solar energy on lands with wilderness characteristics or areas of pristine 
natural habitat should not be considered.   
 
Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment. 
 
TOWN OF SPRINGDALE 
 
 
 
 
Rick Wixom 
Town Manager 
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Please disregard prior comment. 



 

 

 
These comments are being submitted for myself and for the Society 
for the Protection and Care of Wildlife (SPCW), an organization which 
I represent.  I am a desert resident and have been for almost 20 
years.  I have served 9 years in prior times as a member of the 
California Desert Conservation Area Advisory Committee.  I have 
served as a member of all Desert Tortoise Technical Review Teams 
except for the last one.  I have also been a member of the Joshua 
Tree National Park Advisory Committee.  
 
The SPCW has been in existence since 1972 and incorporated in 
California in March of 1977.  Our first effort was to restore the Tule 
Elk and this has been done.  The SPCW has also been involved in 
the desert with Water For Wildlife projects, since its inception. 
 
We are grateful for the opportunity to comment. 
 
  We are sorry to say that your document is badly  flawed . 
   
 The PEIS speaks to 2 levels of analysis.  This is how the PEIS 

introduces combined EISs. In the past NEPA has indicated that 
there can be only one agency responsible for preparing an EIS.  
This document has two lead agencies. Department of the 
Interior/BLM should have completed its PEIS and the Department 
of Energy should have completed its own PEIS tiering off the BLM 
document.   As a result this PEIS falls far short of discussing all of 
the relevant issues. 

 
 This PEIS promises to evaluate and project the need and usage  

of solar for the next 20 years.   No agency or individual can do 
more than guess what will happen over the next 20 years.     
Anyone can create a computer model based upon whatever 
assumptions one wishes to use and arrive at whatever end 
product will satisfy. 

 
 We are concerned that we cannot find mention of the Amargosa 

Valley, Nevada - Millers, Nevada and Brenda, Arizona SEZs in the 
California section.  It is true that they are located in Nevada and 
Arizona however we find that water, listed species and view shed 
at a minimum, appear to be issues concerning these SEZ which 



 

 

need to be discussed in the Section on California.  People 
reviewing this extremely large document are likely to review the 
executive summary, the appendices and the state in which they 
live or recreate.  Without the mentions of all impacts including 
those in adjoining states the PEIS has not met its NEPA obligation.  
The proponents arbitrarily set limits on what would be evaluated as 
visual impacts and in the above 
listed SEZ  and these limits fall far short of the true impact. 

 
 The data gaps and inconsistencies admitted to in the PEIS, are so 

great that there can be no such thing as an informed public 
making informed comments.  The proponents say they will fix 
them in the “final”.  A clear violation of NEPA. 

 
 The producers of this document (BLM and DOE) have chosen to 

ignore several requirements of the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act.   

 
 The producers of the PEIS appear to be responding to 

Administrative/Executive Orders and the 2005 Congressional 
action and ignoring Congressional requirements passed in earlier 
times.  The BLM/DOE say over and over that they have or are 
excluding “special lands and areas” from the SEZ and will exclude 
them from solar development in the “available lands”. They do 
qualify the statements with the words, “to the maximum extent 
possible”. Obviously, in California this does not include the 
Congressional designation of the California desert as a very 
“special area”.  The PEIS as currently written is destroying the 
integrity of the Calif. Desert - partitioning it out without  a 
comprehensive plan - losing the "whole" of it by giving away its 
"parts”.   

 
 The PEIS does not adequately address other FLPMA issues and 

for all practical purposes; disregards the California Desert 
Conservation Area’s very special designation. BLM often calls the 
CDCA the California Desert National Conservation Area yet it is 
treated as just another BLM district. There are major legal issues 
being tried, remanded,  stipulated to, executed and being tried 
now, which have not been included in the PEIS.  This is a clear 
violation of NEPA requirements.  “Fast tracking" is unraveling a 



 

 

multitude of conservation efforts that citizens and BLM have spent 
decades  and millions of dollars implementing.   

 
 
 The Federal Land Policy and Management Act provides the 

guidance for Federal land management decisions.  In the 
California Desert Conservation Area there are several chapters of 
the FLPMA which designate the California Desert as a “Special 
Area” (all of the California Desert) and requires a management 
plan which then becomes the guidance for these “special desert 
lands.”   The California Desert Conservation Area management 
plan already zones this land.   The PEIS mentions the four levels 
of use.  It also mentions DWMAs, ACECs, ROWs and other 
generalized areas.  It does not integrate these areas within the 
planning for the entire PEIS.  In the California Desert 
Conservation Area, because it is a special area on its own, look at 
the desert as a "whole"  and develope an "Energy Plan" with 
zoning and/or specific siting criteria - determine the "right" places.  
The existing CDCA Management Plan has a large section on 
energy which could be amended to accommodate whatever 
changes would be recommended in the “new section on 
alternative energy”. 

 
 The BLM should  increase  its lease rates commensurate with 

the average cost of leased or purchased private parcels (ie: 
fallowed ag. land, etc. that can't be used for anything else in 
today's market),  This will level the playing field for private 
property owners to benefit from these projects and stop the 
subsidizing through the use of public land instead of free market 
options. 

  
 The CDCA management plan provides guidance for treatment of 

other issues.  For example, in the CDCA Plan there are 
notification procedures spelled out for dealing with first Americans 
and decisions which may impact their lands and religion.  
BLM/DOE have not complied with these procedures.  At least 
they have not done so with some tribes within the CDCA.  The 
Chemehuevi are particularly upset that these procedures were 
ignored. (The PEIS says 130 plus tribes were contacted however 
at the Palm Springs hearing a significant number of tribes brought 



 

 

complaints that they had not been contacted.) 
 
 
 The FLPMA requires that each area which is to be designated  for 

a purpose which excludes mining and segregates/withdraws 5000  
acres or more from mineral entry must have first a mineral 
inventory and report and secondly review by Congress.   

 
 In California there are four SEZ in the PEIS which exceed the 

5,000 acre trigger.  In Nevada there are 6 SEZ which exceed the 
5,000 acres with more in other states.   A mineral report and then 
Congressional review is required for each of these SEZ and each 
individual project outside of the SEZ which exceeds 5,000 acres.  
The inventory/report also must look at nearby withdrawals from 
mineral entry.  This information is nowhere in the document and 
not providing it, is a violation of  NEPA.  Adding a sentence, 
paragraph or chapter which says slant drilling from outside the 
SEZ perhaps, might, could, maybe be done with no structures 
being within the SEZ is not the type of report or analysis required 
by FLPMA for Congress.  Nor will the report meet Congressional 
requirements if it is a paragraph which includes the words, “there 
are no mining claims or no active mining claims which equals no 
minerals.”  A real geologist/mineralogist should go and do the 
proper studies.  Who ever does the write ups cannot spread the 
impact of the mining withdrawals over the 22 million acres.  
Minerals are where they are in the ground and not where you 
would wish them to be. 

 
 The Secretary is premature in his withdrawal notice in the Federal 

Register of April 21st on page 22414.  The SPCW believes that 
those areas in which active mining claims are found should be 
excluded from all SEZs.  The proposed Pisgah SEZ is one that I 
personally am familiar with and mining is occurring there today. 

 
 Additionally, in the PEIS there is mention of other types of 

alternative energy sources but no analysis as to which alternative 
energy facility takes precedent except indirectly. (In the Imperial 
South SEZ BLM/DOE have placed a SEZ over a significant portion 
of a KGRA.) The PEIS does not consider the cumulative impacts 
of all of the alternative energy sources on one another and the 



 

 

PEIS lands.  The PEIS does not project any cumulative impacts 
for “available lands” over the next 20 years.  This is likely to be 
significant because states and Congress have set significant 
percentages of solar power  which energy companies must  
deliver to its customers. 

 
 It also seems that the solar PEIS will result in limited access by 

wildlife and those who maintain them,  to tinajas, springs and 
seeps.  It is likely that some wildlife waters  (guzzlers and tanks) 
will have to be relocated.  Some of these issues are not 
addressed and some of these issues are not adequately 
addressed.  

 
The maps are of such scale it is impossible to discover if there are 
special areas which would require mitigation measures of such 
magnitude as to require special review and comment.  The width of  
a line could be significant distance into or from a feature, with no way 
to tell the specifics.   
 
It is impossible to determine the extent of  fragmentation of existing 
roads.  Nor is there discussion of fixes or opportunities to mitigate 
this fragmentation.  Neither is there discussion of the impact of the 
fragmentation of roads on recreational opportunities other than to say 
they don‘t know how many individuals or families recreate on the 
PEIS lands. 
 
Lands and Realty records in California have recently been found to 
be unreliable.  (U.S. Forest Service personal conversation.)  
Therefore the acreage in the various categories in the PEIS can not 
be considered reliable.  BLM has had the responsibility for keeping 
reliable land records for a very long time and this a great 
disappointment  and should be rectified immediately. 
 
The Socio-economic study is a farce.  It implies, no states, that there 
is little to no socio-economic impact.  The PEIS does not address the 
changes which will have to be made in local government’s general 
plans,  nor the cost to the local taxpayers for these changes, nor 
does it address the lost property tax revenue from mitigation lands.  
Neither does it address those counties which are maxed out on PELT 
payments.  Nor does it attempt to quantify the cost to local 



 

 

government for all of the horrible outcomes predicted to arrive with 
the “boom”.  Prior to the socio-economic study the minerals reports 
should have been completed first and the remaining economic 
information built upon this foundation. The PEIS states that ranchers 
may lose grazing lands and AUMs and nowhere is found what this will 
cost, both the ranchers and the federal taxpayer who will have to pay 
for this taking.  (This loss is a taking and without being compensated 
is a violation of the Constitution. )   
 
The assumptions utilized to attempt to assign a value to lost 
recreational opportunities would be laughable if they were not so bad.  
Ignored entirely were the value of  dollars spent with vehicle dealers, 
dollars spent with after market dealers and manufacturers, dollars 
spent with specialized equipment and clothing manufacturers, dollars 
spent with service stations, dollars spent on tack, dollars spent on 
trailers, motor homes and so on. Millions of dollars have been 
ignored.  Somehow the preparers of this PEIS also ignored the 
impact of lost dollars to small communities from lost recreational 
opportunities. The death or near death of small desert communities in 
or near the SEZs have not been given due consideration.   
 
Nowhere is there adequately discussed, lost recreation opportunities.  
This is particularly important in California with the loss of access with 
the expansion of Fort Irwin and the proposed expansion of 29 Palms 
Marine Base and the California Wilderness Coalition‘s latest version 
of more proposed Wilderness which is also not reviewed with the 
SEZ in mind.  Neither of the base expansions are a part of this PEIS 
and should have been discussed under cumulative impacts.   
 
Nor is mitigation for lost recreational opportunities discussed; not 
even on a one acre for one acre basis.   
 
More importantly, nowhere is addressed the inadequacy of mitigation 
lands.  Especially in the CDCA where there are not enough 
mitigation lands to mitigate the impacts of existing applications.  The 
numbers of these lands are available from the BLM State or District 
office.  Because there is no discussion of how the insufficiency of 
mitigation lands will be addressed the document cannot meet NEPA 
requirements.  The public needs to know what is proposed if a 
project cannot be mitigated.   



 

 

 
22 million additional acres are shown in very poor detail as available 
for solar development. The scale is less than a ¼ inch per 36 square 
miles. We are not told what differentiates the 22 million “available” 
acres from the other lands identified as just BLM.  Why the 22 million 
“available” acres are a part of this document is not clear.   As best as 
can be told from the maps there are likely a significant number of very 
special areas and things within the 22 million “available” acres, but it 
is impossible to tell exactly what and where because of the poor 
quality of the maps.  
 
The PEIS states in numerous places that big game animals should 
not be excluded from traditional transition zones and water sources.  
Fencing is allowed but the specifications are not given. In California 
and Nevada and probably in the remaining 4 states, there is an piece 
of paper in every BLM office which gives these specifications.  The 
SPCW was instrumental in securing the adoption of these 
requirements.  The fencing specifications are simple.  There must 
be at least 18 inches clearance from ground level.  (In a couple of 
states that figure is 14 inches.) This is an administrative agreement 
between state fish and game (game and fish), the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and an assortment of federal and state entities.   If the 
fencing is barbed wire the bottom strand must have no barbs.  It 
must be smooth.  This is not a suggestion, it is a must.   While not 
mandatory, the top strand, if the fence is  barbed, should also be 
smooth.    
 
Water sources utilized by wildlife should be left clear of night time 
human activities during construction and removal  of solar facilities.  
If this cannot be accomplished then water must be provided several 
hundred feet away from the water source which is being disturbed.   
 
There should also be a discussion of the appeals process.  The 
difference between the ROD being signed by the Secretary or 
someone from BLM.  This is a significant impact in time and dollars.  
DOI should eliminate its "fast tracking" practice of trumping BLM in 
final actions! 
 
The public cannot be expected to comment in an informed manner on 
the PEIS when the information presented is inadequate or not 



 

 

presented at all.  BLM/DOE cannot just say they will give the needed 
information in the Final PEIS and then sign the ROD.  For all of the 
above reasons this PEIS does not meet NEPA requirements.   
 
We oppose all utility-scale “renewable” projects until the grid can fully 
accommodate its power without siphoning it off due to capacity 
constraints – decelerating/accelerating base load coal/natural 
gas/nuclear generation to accommodate it (which increases 
emissions/wastes power/disrupts systems, etc).  Until this is done all 
that is being accomplished is less and less efficiency.  
 
The Fix is easy.  Halt solar/wind application processing until 
"Programmatic" is finalized/implemented.  Take the time to do it right.  
The President, Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Energy 
can wait while you get it right or wait while you are forced to get it 
right through legal actions. 
 
For myself and for the 
Society for the Protection and Care of Wildlife 
 
 
 
H. Marie Brashear, President. 
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2510 North Shannon Rd 

Tucson AZ 85745 

(520) 505-4366 

maggiefusari@gmail.com 

May 2, 2011 

Solar Energy Draft Programmatic EIS 

Argonne National Laboratory 

9700 S. Cass Avenue - EVS/240 

Argonne, Illinois 60439 

 

Please accept this as a comment on the Solar Energy Development PIES. 

 

As a conservation biologist who has been involved with desert conservation and with the 

Desert Tortoise Council and other conservation organizations for many years I am most 

particularly concerned with the stated objective: “Minimizing potential negative 

environmental, social, and economic impacts” and most especially the environmental 

impacts to the long term conservation of species.  I am especially concerned that, 

although there are many specific mentions of things that could impact conservation of our 

native plant and animal species and specific ecosystems the overall process does not 

prioritize decision-making based on a mandate to protect our vulnerable species over time 

and space.  I believe that a higher priority must be given to the overall conservation of 

populations of species at risk.  The process of overall site designation must be based on 

an adequate and extensive database combined with models sufficiently well developed to 

support prediction of short and long term impacts on our native species and their 

populations. 

 

From the information I have seen I do not think sufficient data have been brought to bear 

on locating solar projects in a manner that assures their success in delivering alternative 

energy source or in avoiding devastating losses to the natural resources of the Southwest 

Deserts and other lands.  I am aware that several groups of researchers are working on 

usable habitat models that will allow intelligent decisions as to what level of overall harm 

would occur should projects be developed on specific sites.  These models should be 

finalized and used to place any solar projects in a coordinated manner such that the 

overall impacts will not destroy irreplaceable natural resources including the special plant 

and animal species, their critical habitats and their connectivities.  Furthermore there 

should be clear standards of habitat and species protection developed and used to 

evaluate short term, localized impacts and long term, cumulative impacts. 

 

The overall impact of placing a large number of energy projects on “free land” using 

“fast-track” or site by site approval procedures will lead to unacceptable, large scale 

impacts on the entire ecosystem due to a lack of detailed standards for siting projects and 

for executing projects in a careful enough manner to avoid as much impact as possible.  

Unfortunately these impacts will be documented only after they have occurred; too late to 

prevent them unless the process for their approval has carefully evaluated the overall 

pattern of energy site placements. 

 



The details of mitigation for all projects are not sufficiently developed.  For example the 

translocation guidelines for desert tortoise as available to date do not address many 

serious question of protecting the desert tortoise from increasing levels of disease and 

from other threats that arise from the changes in behavior or location following 

translocation.  Once the damage is done it is too late to retract; the approval process must 

address long term, large scale, ecosystem level impacts from the beginning. 

 

Another serious flaw in an adequate approval process is the lack of sufficient data 

addressing the location and numbers of sensitive species on proposed sites. Species such 

as the desert tortoise, the Mojave ground squirrel, and especially of rare, annual plants, 

which can only be surveyed during a strong blooming season, do not have a database 

sufficient to decide if a particular placement of energy sites will or will not do irreparable 

harm.  We have already seen several preliminary surveys, presented as supporting 

development in an area, that were later shown to be seriously flawed because they were 

done out of season or by inexperienced personnel. 

 

Although the PEIS can address only BLM lands the impacts of development, on or off 

BLM land, will influence adjacent lands.  This must also be taken into account using 

wide scale projections of development. 

 

Perhaps most important of all is using the habitat models to provide additional and 

permanent protection for all BLM lands important for the protection of desert species on 

lands already designated for them.  Surrounding them with ill conceived and destructive 

developments will almost assure their eventual loss. 

 

So in summary I ask that decisions not be made without sufficient and accurate data to 

support a conclusion that they will not have negative impacts in the short or long term on 

our precious natural resources.  Each region open for potential projects requires a 

database that assures that decisions made will be correct as to their overall impacts. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Margaret H. Fusari 



Thank you for your comment, Laraine Turk.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11850.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:27:10PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11850

First Name: Laraine
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Turk
Organization: Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Address: PO Box 24
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: Joshua Tree
State: CA
Zip: 92252
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: MBCA Final PEIS comment 05 02 11.pdf
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May 2, 2011

Linda Resseguie, BLM Solar PEIS Project Lead
Solar Energy PEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave. – EVS/900
Argonne, IL  60439
Sent via: http://solareis.anl.gov/involve/comments/index.cfm

Re: Comments on the Solar Energy Development Draft Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Resseguie:

In July 2008, the Morongo Basin Conservation Association provided scoping 
comments for the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS.  We are pleased for 
the opportunity to now comment on the Draft PEIS Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).  

The Morongo Basin Conservation Association is a 501(c)(4), community-based, 
California Non-Profit Corporation. The MBCA is the oldest collective voice in our area 
for educating the Morongo Basin’s citizens about the unique and valuable natural 
desert environment surrounding us, of which they are stewards. MBCA was founded 
in 1969, during a successful 11-year campaign to avert the imposition of power lines 
through the Basin by Southern California Edison.  We have continued to be vigilant 
in seeking to protect the desert ecosystem surrounding us.  

We are concerned that the plan proposed by the federal government to support 
renewable energy is subverting our efforts as desert citizens to preserve and protect 
desert resources and the interests of desert communities.  We support energy usage 
reduction and renewable energy in a local distributed mode (“rooftop solar”) as the 
primary goals in reducing carbon emissions and meeting energy needs.  Indeed, the 
federal government’s own 2006 Climate Technology Strategic Plan1 listed distributed 
and community-scale technologies as important methods to meet goals for reducing 
emissions from end use and infrastructure (p. 79) and reducing emissions from the 
energy supply (p. 111).

                                                          
1 US Climate Change Technology Program, Strategic Plan.  DOE/PI-0005, September 2006.

Morongo Basin Conservation Association, Inc.
mbconservation.org



We believe implementation of the Draft PEIS as it stands can only fracture and 
eventually destroy the desert ecosystem by its piecemeal approach, which ignores the 
fragile and essential connections that keep desert ecology intact.  We will also provide 
our recommendations for changes in the DPEIS that would point the nation toward 
“solar done right.”

The 2010 release of the Mojave Desert Ecoregional Assessment 2by The Nature 
Conservancy made us aware of how intact the Mojave Desert ecoregion is3 (see 
Display 1 for map). This intactness supports a healthy functioning ecosystem with a 
high level of biodiversity which we have yet to fully document. It is elsewhere reported 
that, 

Using the trends from the past 50 years and extrapolating forward in time, we 
can expect to discover another 200 native plant species in the California deserts 
over the next 50 years. Thus, approximately nine percent of today’s California 
desert plants are not yet named by science.4

In the belief that a functional network of connected wildlands is essential to the 
continued support of California’s diverse natural communities in the face of human 
development and climate change the California Department of Transportation and 
California Department of Fish and Game commissioned the California Essential 
Habitat Connectivity Project.5 Maps for the Mojave Desert Ecoregion6 and the Sonoran 
Desert Ecoregion7 show the natural landscape blocks and essential connectivity 
areas for the two ecoregions. The California Desert Connectivity Project is currently 
underway to complete the 23 linkage designs (see Display 1 for map). Ecological 
integrity or “naturalness” is used as primary basis for defining the natural landscape 
blocks.8 The location and landscape wide acreage of 13 million acres made available 
for large scale solar development and transmission lines under the DPEIS “no action 
alternative” does not support the ecological integrity essential for successful linkage 
design.  In fact, the Science Advisory Team for the DRECP points out that “Desert 
species and ecological communities are already severely stressed by human changes 
…  Additional stress from large-scale energy developments, in concert with a 

                                                          
2 Randall, J.M., S.S. Parker, J. Moore, B. Cohen, L. Crane, B. Christian, D. Cameron, J. MacKenzie, K. 
Klausmeyer and S. Morrison. 2010 Mojave Desert Ecoregional Assessment. Unpublished Report. The Nature 
Conservancy, San Francisco, California. 106 pages + appendices. Available at http://tinyurl.com/3t5rapn
3 Ibid. p. xii, Figure 6-2. 
4 Andre, James; director, University of California Granite Mountains Desert Research Center. Email 
communication to Solar Done Right, February 17, 2011. Reported in US Public Lands Solar Policy: Wrong from 
The Start. P. 7. April 4, 2011. Available for download at www.solardoneright.org .
5 Spencer, W.D., P. Beier, K. Penrod, K. Winters, C. Paulman, H. Rustigian-Romsos, J. Strittholt, M. 
Parisi, and A. Pettler. 2010. California Essential Habitat connectivity Project: A Strategy for Conserving 
a Connected California. Prepared for California Department of Transportation, California Department of 
Fish and Game, and Federal Highway Administration.
6 Ibid. p. C-43
7 Ibid. p. C-44
8 Ibid. p.5



changing climate, portends further ecological degradation and the potential for 
species extinctions.”9

MBCA strongly supports two specific recommendations drawn from the document 
“US Public Lands Solar Policy:  Wrong from the Start.”10  

* The DPEIS should include a Disturbed Lands alternative.  Large-scale 
centralized solar plants should only be built on the millions of acres of 
abandoned mine lands, brownfields, and federal and non-federal 
Superfund sites identified by EPA and others as suitable for solar and 
other non-fossil-fuel energy projects.

* The DEIS should include a Distributed PV alternative that directs solar 
development to the built environment.  When all costs are factored in –
including new transmission infrastructure and transmission line losses –
local, distributed solar PV is comparable in efficiency, faster to bring 
online, and more cost-effective than remote utility-scale solar plants.

In sum, MBCA believes that the DPEIS document has not provided adequate 
evaluation of the negative effects of widespread solar development on desert 
ecological systems.  Additional alternatives of Disturbed Lands siting and Distributed 
Solar development must be developed and given higher priority than industrial-scale 
solar development favored in the DPEIS.

Sincerely,

Laraine Turk
President, Morongo Basin Conservation Association

                                                          
9 Recommendations of Independent Science Advisors for the California DRECP Report, Appendix A, 
Executive Summary.  Conservation Biology Institute, October 2010.
10 Ibid, p. 



DISPLAY 1 – Competing Visions of the California Desert
The maps below demonstrate competing visions for the California Desert. The ecosystem values and 
biodiversity of the Mojave (Map 1) and Colorado Deserts (Map 2) are conserved by maintaining the ecological 
connectivity between wildlands. The DPEIS preferred alternative (Map 3) supports solar and transmission 
development which insures landscape fragmentation of 13 million acres and the loss of connectivity. The DPEIS 
proposes design features and mitigation requirements intended to offset the environmental impacts to the soil, the 
water, the air quality, and endangered species.  The DPEIS does not evaluate the dynamic interacting whole: the 
loss of ecosystem function resulting from the deteriorating soil, air, and hydrologic systems on plant communities 
and wildlife.  The inadequate mitigation measures are unable to address the unintended consequences of 
ecosystem wide assault. This magnitude of uncertainty and loss is unprecedented.  

Map 1:  Mojave Desert Conservation Value
Dark Green: Ecologically Core
Land with low levels of anthropogenic disturbance which support conservation targets 
and whose protection is critical for the long-term conservation of the ecoregion’s 
biological diversity

Light Green: Ecologically Intact
Land with low levels of anthropogenic disturbance or which supports conservation 
targets and which requires a level of protection that will enable it to continue to support 
ecological processes and provide connectivity

Orange: Moderately Degraded
Land fragmented by roads, off-road-vehicle trails or in close proximity to urban, 
agricultural and other developments

Brick: Highly Converted
Land in urban and agricultural areas that is fragmented and most impacted by human 
uses

The Mojave Desert Ecoregional Assessment
The Nature Conservancy    September 2010
http://tinyurl.com/3t5rapn

Map 2: California Desert Connectivity Linkage Planning Area (partial)
Arrows: Linkage Planning Areas (planning in process)
Yellow: Linkage Design (planning completed)
Pink: Wildland Blocks
Tan: Other Military Lands
Green: Other Public & Private Conservation Lands

When completed, this project will inform land management and conservation 
decisions by identifying areas where maintaining or restoring ecological 
connectivity is essential to conserving the California Desert’s biological diversity. 
This comprehensive connectivity assessment will develop 23 Linkage Designs 
based the habitat and movement needs of over 40 selected focal species.

Science and Collaboration for Connected Wildlands
Formerly: South Coast Wildlands http://tinyurl.com/3lr3mpl

Map 3: 
Figure 2.2-2 BLM Administered Lands in California Available for 
Application for Solar Energy ROW Authorization under the BLM 
Alternatives considered in this PEIS.

The lands available for Solar Energy Development includes both the pink
and blue shaded areas.

The yellow shaded areas are BLM administered lands not available for Solar 
Development.

http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/dpeis/Solar_DPEIS_Chapter_2.pdf



Thank you for your comment, Mark Sechrist.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11851.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:36:01PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11851

First Name: Mark
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Sechrist
Organization: Full Circle Heritage Services
Address: 54 Santana Road
Address 2: 
Address 3: 54 Santana Road
City: Vado
State: NM
Zip: 88072
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

I have reviewed the proposal, particularly the parts concerning cultural resources in southern NM. The Afton, Mason Draw, and
Red Sands areas should be subject to a very robust Section 106 (NHPA) process before any development begins. Also the evidence
for consultation with tribes is weak. A much more assertive effort should be made to solicit their response than letters sent to to
tribal officials. Thank you



Thank you for your comment, William Tyler.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11852.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:36:41PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11852
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Address 3: 
City: [Withheld by requestor]
State: [Withheld by requestor]
Zip: 
Country: [Withheld by requestor]
Privacy Preference: Withhold address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

I strongly oppose the proposed development of large scale solar facilities on public desert lands. These plans are not economically
or environmentally sound. These pristine lands support a high diversity of species and no serious effort has been made to document
these species and the threats posed by development. These plant communities will do more to reduce atmospheric carbon than any
of the proposed plans. Do not give away our public lands for this political grandstanding.



Thank you for your comment, Sophia Merk.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11853.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:37:54PM  
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Address: P. O. Box 403
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Zip: 93527
Country: USA
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May 2, 2011 
 
These comments are being submitted for myself and for the National Public 
Lands News (NPLNews.com), an organization that I represent.  I am a desert 
resident and have been for forty years, have belonged to a Ridgecrest Steering 
Committee for numerous years and many other desert organizations. 
 
The NPLNews has been in existence since 1999 and we are a conduit for 
NEPA informational purposes.  We are grateful for the opportunity to comment 
on this Solar PEIS.   
 
1. Who is the NEPA lead? It cannot be both DOI/BLM and DOE/NREL since 
they have different missions. 
 
Public lands are subject to FLPMA and BLM must be the lead since they are 
the custodians of these public land resources to the American people.  
According to BLM it is both because it is about NREL projects on BLM public 
lands too.  However, the agency with jurisdiction is the BLM even if NREL is the 
project proponent.  It is more appropriate to have them as a co-op agency or 
have the NREL complete their own Draft Solar PEIS. 
 
2. There is a fundamental flaw in the process. 
 
This PEIS is really a resource management planning process not ONLY a 
NEPA process.  It is a mega RMP. It will trigger land-use plan amendments 
across the Western States.  
 
In other words, the federal action involves millions of acres of public lands in six 
western states that are currently governed by their respective land use 
plan/RMP that speak for the disposition of those lands under each states 
jurisdiction. 
 
The PEIS cannot possibly address all of the complex issues that will result if the 
federal action is implemented, since tens of millions of acres are involved. 
The PEIS will not serve a practical purpose on the ground because it is 
structurally flawed from the outset. 
 
DOI and DOE does not have a good track record in this area. In 2005-2006 the 
Wind PEIS was completed and after 4 years of field experience, it has been 
totally ineffective in managing wind energy Type II and Type III applications on 



public lands.  
 
So what is the purpose of doing this solar PEIS?  An Executive Order? The US 
Constitution delegates the disposition of public lands to Congress not the 
President.   The administration should not allocate public land resources without 
congressional approval.   
 
In the Federal Land Policy Management Act (FLPMA), the California Desert 
was provided with its own legislative mandate: to manage the CDCA as a 
single unit in order to balance the conservation and use of the public lands.   
The California Desert Plan was completed in 1980 in conformance with the 
Congressional intent.  
 
The Desert Plan outlined certain operating principles from which BLM and 
other agencies would use a “guidance” for their management of the CDCA.  
 
For example, the 2nd management element was in regards to coordination 
with the Native Americans .   

 

“Chapter 3 of the Desert Plan Native American Element” 

Prominent features of the CDCA landscape, wildlife species, prehistoric and 

historic sites of occupation, worship, and 'domestic activities, and many plant and 

mineral resources are of traditional cultural value in the lives of the Desert's 

Native people. In some cases these resources have a religious value. Specific sites 

or regions may be important because of their role in ritual or the mythic origin of 

an ethnic group. These values will be considered in all CDCA land- use and 

management decisions. The outline for this element is as follows: 

GOALS 

The Native American Element addresses both the contemporary and traditional 

concerns of Native Americans and organized tribal governments. The Plan 

inventory has attempted to identify the full spectrum of Native American cultural 

values. The element deals with these values in two distinct contexts: those values 

associated with traditional heritage and religious concerns: and values and 

concerns which arise from the long-range goals and planning efforts of 



reservation governments in, or adjacent to the California Desert Conservation 

Area (CDCA). The goals of this program are to: 

 

(1) Achieve the full consideration of Native American values in all land-use and 

management decisions. The BLM will seek to manage and protect these values, 

wherever possible and feasible. Guidance is provided through this element to 

insure that this management is consistent not only with the applicable legislation 

but also with the concerns and cultural values of the appropriate Native American 

group(s). 

(2) Provide guidance for contact and consultation with tribal organizations and 

reservation governments as specified in the Memorandum of Agreement 

between BLM and the California State Native American Heritage Commission 

(NAHC). Inconsistencies in the manner and degree of involvement of these 

organizations in projects adjacent to Federal lands has often reflected an absence 

of effective channels of communication between the Federal Government and 

representative Native American government organizations. 

This element seeks to correct these inadequacies within the CDCA by: 

(1) identifying regional tribal governments, associations, and inter-tribal 

government organizations; 

(2) identifying the National Environmental Policy Act notice responsibilities of the 

BLM and Native American Heritage Commission, relative to the Native American 

community and setting these forth in a Memorandum of Agreement (appendix 

VIII to the Proposed Plan, October 1980) ; 

(3) providing an outline for contact procedures and the identification of ' 

"appropriate and informed" tribal groups. 

 
 
During the Barstow public meeting, the Chairman of the Chemeuvi Indian 
Tribe expressed his deep disappointment in the lack of consultation by the 



lead federal agencies with the affected tribes by the Solar PEIS.  In the 
previous meeting held In Indian Wells, on February 8, 2011 the Native 
American Tribes that spoke out against this plan was not properly recorded 
under the clear intent of NEPA.  To date, these comments were not 
provided on your website or are they acknowledged.  
  
It is clear that BLM and NREL did not conduct adequate consultation with 
the tribes in accordance with federal laws and regulations. 
 
Specifically, in the California Desert Conservation Area (where the Solar 
PEIS is proposing to designate SEZ areas), the BLM and NREL failed to 
comply with the letter and spirit of the Native American Element (Chapter 3) 
goals and objectives: 

(1) Achieve the full consideration of Native American values in all land-use 
and management decisions. The BLM will seek to manage and protect 
these values, wherever possible and feasible. Guidance is provided 
through this element to insure that this management is consistent not only 
with the applicable legislation but also with the concerns and cultural values 
of the appropriate Native American group(s).    

(2) Provide guidance for contact and consultation with tribal organizations 
and reservation governments as specified in the Memorandum of 
Agreement between BLM and the California State Native American 
Heritage Commission (NAHC). Inconsistencies in the manner and degree 
of involvement of these organizations in projects adjacent to Federal lands 
has often reflected an absence of effective channels of communication 
between the Federal Government and representative Native American 
government organizations. 

This is only one aspect of the California Desert Plan.  FLPMA provides the 
guidance for federal land decisions.  In FLPMA, there are several sections 
that required a management plan for those “special desert lands”.  The 
California Desert Conservation Plan already zones those special lands.  
This PEIS does not integrate those already existing zones and is not 
adhering to notification procedures, which were spelled out. 

This PEIS does not address other FLPMA issues such as the legal status 
of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA), which in this PEIS calls 
it the California Desert National Conservation area and as such is treating it 



as such.  There was special legislation for this area to be treated as a 
whole unit.  It is true; that in the last ten years, it has not been treated as 
such, and we need to point out that the State and the Federal BLM needs 
to be aware of those “special desert lands”. 

BLM’s mandate with public lands is to strike the right balance between use 
and conservation and that is an admirable mission.  However, the balance 
has shifted dramatically in the past 15 years where conservation has the 
lion’s share of the balancing scale. 

The PEIS has ignored the possible impacts of the acquisition and 
protection of compensatory habitat.  “The PEIS only analyzes the effects on 
recreation directly where the projects are sited.  Places that will be acquired 
and set aside as compensatory habitat will likely be restrictive or will likely 
be places that had considerable conservation opportunity. People who 
enjoy the desert for recreation regularly use those places.  Those 
recreation activities may be motorized, motor dependent, or non-motor 
dependent. These are activities such as back-country touring, bicycling, 
camping, collecting and trapping, cultural site stewardship, educational 
enrichment, equestrian staging, gem and mineral collecting, hunting, model 
rocketry, even dog mushing and carting. Yes. There is general OHV 
driving, four-wheel drive touring, picnicking and photographs, rock climbing, 
solitude seeking, spiritual renewal.  All of these activities have -can have a 
motor-dependent aspect to it.” 
 
Many of these routes that make up the desert have RS2477 status, which 
means there is no right of way granted under law.  Section of Highways 
395 and 190 are examples that were never applied for RS2477. 
 
We have great concern that as these routes are acquired on a piece by 
piece, the designated motorized route network will be destroyed.   
 
Regarding mining under the Solar PEIS: The compensation for lost mineral 
deposits has not been clearly addressed.  Mineral deposits typically cannot 
be moved to compensate lands even if there was enough land for all the 
other compensation that will have to be dealt with.  A complete socio-
economics has not been evaluated for all the multiple uses that will be 
compromised in this PEIS. 
 



Regarding the SEZ areas, again, these are land-use designations under 
FLPMA and it is legal or appropriate to sue the NEPA process to conduct 
and resource management land-use designation with a PEIS. 
 
It is not clear if the SEZ affects PELT (Payment in Lieu of Taxes) and have 
the counties affected by these designations been consulted regarding that 
matter? 
 
Many areas in adjoining states are mentioned in one area, but are not 
mentioned in the adjoining state.  Not only are recreational, but water, 
socio-economics and other existing rights are left out entirely leaving the 
public sorely lacking in being informed, a clear violation of NEPA.  The 
Amargosa Valley is a good example of such. 
 
By limiting access to many of these SEZ zones, many wildlife areas will be 
severely impacted.  Guzzlers, seeps, springs, etc. will no longer get the 
attention that they need for maintenance and repairs. 
 
The maps are not at a scale that the American Public can readily read and 
interpret whether mitigation is of significant distance to require additional 
review. 
 
We could not find any mention of the appeals process.  This should be 
better documented.  The public cannot be expected to comment on an 
inadequate document.  BLM/DOE cannot just say that they will give their 
information to the final PEIS and then sign the ROD.  They have already 
proven that they have excluded tribal commentaries at the Indian Wells 
Meeting.  Will the general public commentaries be excluded at the end? 
 
An alternative that was never mentioned in this PEIS was using private 
land roof-tops closer to the energy usage and not desecrating scenic vistas 
and precious water basins.    
 
In closing, it is disappointing to see how the Federal government wastes 
precious taxpayer dollars on a flawed process.  Providing each BLM field 
office the funds to amend their respective RMP and deal with the local 
issues as they are presented could have better spent the dollars. A One-
size fits all cookie cutter PEIS is misguided the wrong approach and above 
all does a disservice to the public lands.  Americans deserve better from 
their government. 



Sophia Anne Merk, 
Public Coordinator, NPL News, P.O. Box 403, Inyokern, California 93527 
 
 
 
  

 



Thank you for your comment, Gail Sevrens.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11854.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:41:20PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
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Comment Submitted:









Thank you for your comment, Lee Bice.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11855.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:42:57PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11855
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City: Las Vegas
State: NV
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Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 20110502 Ltr to BLM re Solar DPEIS.pdf

Comment Submitted:







Thank you for your comment, patricia goley.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11856.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   18:48:28PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11856

First Name: patricia
Middle Initial: d
Last Name: goley
Organization: humboldt state university
Address: 
Address 2: 
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City: arcata california
State: CA
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Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

I do not approve of the solar energy complex that is being proposed in the California desert. The environment is too fragile and
pristine for this type of development. Desert is not wasteland - it is a fragile habitat that houses specialized plants and animals. I
whole-heartedly oppose this solar energy complex.



Thank you for your comment, Patrick Jordan.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11857.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   19:04:14PM  
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Comment Submitted:

With all that has been happening with the recent developments abroad concerning nucelar power and the continued rising prices of
oil that seems to have no end in sight, I think it's time that we stop all the continued "talk" abour renewable energy and get off the
stick and get it done. 

It's time. 

Patrick Jordan



Thank you for your comment, Jay Chamberlin.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11858.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   19:05:15PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
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Comment Submitted:

See attached letter. 











Thank you for your comment, Diane Ross-Leech.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11859.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   19:09:08PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11859

First Name: Diane
Middle Initial: P
Last Name: Ross-Leech
Organization: Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Address: 77 Beale Street
Address 2: Mail Code B24A
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State: CA
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Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: BLM PEIS Letter.pdf

Comment Submitted:

Pacific Gas and Electric Company appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Solar Energy Development Draft Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (Solar PEIS) published in December, 2010. Our comments on the Draft Solar PEIS are enclosed
in the attached file. 











































Thank you for your comment

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11860.
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Comment Submitted:

I am a current resident of the San Luis Valley and a native of this beautiful location. I am in opposition to this energy movement
unless our interests are protected. There are many locals who are dependent on this landscape and if our interests are removed for
furthering corporate interests then we are in essence losing our rights. If this company is willing to work and protect the existing
rights of the locals in harmony with their interests then possibly things could be worked out. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 



Thank you for your comment, Stacey Crowley.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11861.
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STATE OF NEVADA 

 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

NEVADA STATE OFFICE OF ENERGY 
 

 

May 2, 2011  

 

Delivered via electronic submission to the BLM Solar PEIS website (http://solareis.anl.gov) 

and in hard copy format via U.S. mail. 

 

Linda Resseguie, BLM Solar PEIS Project Lead 

Solar Energy PEIS 

Argonne National Laboratory 

9700 S. Cass Avenue - EVS/240 

Argonne, IL 60439 

 

Re:  Comments on Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy 

Development in Six Southwestern States—Nevada only 

 

 

Dear Ms. Resseguie: 

 

The Nevada State Office of Energy (“NSOE”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on 

the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy Development in Six 

Southwestern States (“PEIS”).    

 

The mission of NSOE is to ensure the wise development of the state’s energy resources in harmony 

with local community economic needs and Nevada’s natural resources by leading the nation in 

renewable energy production, energy efficiency, conservation, and exportation. NSOE strives for 

this by facilitating cooperation between key stakeholders, leading initiatives to stimulate economic 

development and attracting energy-related business venues to the State. 

 

One of those initiatives is to address development of renewable energy on Nevada’s vast public 

lands.  Over 40% of the lands identified in the solar energy development alternative and 25% of the 

lands in the SEZ alternative under the PEIS are located in Nevada.  Striking a balance between the 

need to offset the nation’s fossil fuel use by renewable energy generation and maintaining critical 

biodiversity and habitat poses a unique challenge to a state that is fortunate to have such high quality 

solar attributes.  NSOE understands the need to find a process by which to deal with this challenge 

in a methodical and reasonable way.  Following are a few key comments from the perspective of our 

stated mission. 

 

1. TRANSMISSION - A critical issue facing utility-scaled solar development in Nevada is the 

access to adequate transmission.  Transmission corridors and construction are an important 

STACEY CROWLEY 

Director/Acting Commissioner 
755 North Roop Street, Suite 202 

Carson City, NV 89701 

Office:  (775) 687-1850 

Fax: (775) 687-1869 

 

BRIAN SANDOVAL 

Governor 
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part of solar development and while transmission limitations are mentioned in each of the 

SEZ’s, the report does not sufficiently address the impact of additional transmission for 

those zones or the transmission impacts of the solar energy development alternative.  For 

that reason, additional consideration will need to be given to transmission needs while 

allowing for solar energy development to fully realize its potential.   

 

2. EXISTING STUDIES - Additionally with respect to transmission, several efforts have either 

been completed or are underway to identify solar energy zones similar to those proposed by 

the PEIS.  Among these are the State of Nevada’s Renewable Energy Transmission Access 

Advisory Committee (“RETAAC”) report and the Western Governors Association’s 

Western Renewable Energy Zone (“WREZ”) process.  The RETAAC report is considered to 

be widely accepted by stakeholders in Nevada and describes key renewable energy zones for 

solar, wind, geothermal and biomass development.  NSOE respectfully requests that the 

findings in these reports be considered in the PEIS. 

 

3. PROJECTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT - It is also important to note that there are currently 

several large scale solar developments in the planning phases in Nevada.  Those projects 

may or may not be located within the SEZ’s as described in the PEIS.  From the transcripts 

provided from the Las Vegas scoping meeting, it appears that the existing applications will 

be reviewed under current policy.  Because there has been a significant amount of time and 

financial resources expended on those projects, we believe that there should be an effort to 

establish a reasonable cutoff date for existing projects under review to continue through the 

permitting process.  A selection of a date such as this should be discussed with all interested 

stakeholders during the next phases of this study.   

 

The draft PEIS represents three primary alternatives to facilitate utility-scale solar energy 

development; the no action alternative and two action alternatives.  As stated in the PEIS, the BLM 

may choose to adopt one of the alternatives or a combination of alternatives.  In consideration of the 

variety of variables that make up the findings in the PEIS and variables with regard to feasibility of 

large scale solar development in the state of Nevada, perhaps the most appropriate direction for 

Nevada is to consider a hybrid of the SEZ alternative program alternative in combination with the 

solar energy development program alternative.   

 

As stated in Chapter 2 of the PEIS, “under the SEZ program alternative, the management of SEZs 

would be the same as described for the solar energy development program alternative, including 

the potential for the BLM to expand, add, remove, or reduce SEZs in the future on the basis of new 

information and lessons learned.” NSOE suggests that there should be a diligent and immediate 

effort to work to expand the SEZ’s based on consensus with interested stakeholders and the 

information already provided in reports such as RETAAC and WREZ.  The stakeholder list could 

include federal, state and local agencies, tribes, solar industry representatives, and environmental 

and conservation groups.   

 

NSOE is supportive of this process brought forth by the DOE and BLM as it has the potential to 

produce clear direction for the solar industry on how and where development can occur.  
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Additionally, the PEIS has the ability to streamline the permitting processes which reduces 

workload on the BLM and reduces the risks for developers.   

 

While our comments are general in nature and the PEIS is quite detailed, NSOE would like to be 

included as a cooperating partner in the subsequent phases of this process.  Thank you for your 

consideration of our comments. Please contact me directly if you have any additional questions. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Stacey Crowley, Director 

Nevada State Office of Energy 



Thank you for your comment, Ann McPherson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11862.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   19:43:06PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11862

First Name: Ann
Middle Initial: K
Last Name: McPherson
Organization: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Address: 75 Hawthorne Street
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: San Francisoc
State: CA
Zip: 94105
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: EPAComments.DraftSolarPEIS.05.02.11.pdf
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Thank you for your comment, Bobby McEnaney.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11863.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   20:03:57PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11863

First Name: Bobby
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: McEnaney
Organization: Natural Resources Defense Council
Address: 1200 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: Washington
State: DC
Zip: 20005
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: PEIS NRDC Solar Report Comments.pdf

Comment Submitted:



 
 

 

 

May 2, 2011 

 
Mr. Robert Abbey 
Director, Bureau of Land Management 
United States Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20241 

Delivered via email and US Postal 
 
Dear Director Abbey: 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) appreciates the opportunity to submit these 
comments in response to the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for 
Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States, released in December 2010.  NRDC is a 
national, nonprofit organization of scientists, lawyers and environmental specialists dedicated to 
protecting public health and the environment.  Founded in 1970, NRDC has more than 1.3 
million members and online activists nationwide, served from offices in New York, Washington, 
D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Beijing.  These comments are intended to 
supplement the broader sets of comments already submitted by NRDC and our partners.   

Attached to these comments is a report prepared by NRDC entitled Bureau of Land Management 
Utility-Scale Solar Applications: A Geospatial Survey of Active ROW Applications.  This report 
is a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) assessment in which NRDC analyzed and mapped 
166 right-of-way (ROW) boundaries for proposed and authorized utility-scale solar projects on 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands in California, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona.  
The GIS data for ROW boundaries, as well as depicted land designations were downloaded from 
BLM’s ArcIMS service, www.geocommunicator.gov, prior to the data being removed from the 
public website in late February 2011.  NRDC selected these particular 166 ROW applications 
based upon a concerted attempt to encapsulate the range of solar applications likely to be 
considered active by both solar developers and the BLM. 

http://www.geocommunicator.gov/
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In addition to the comments we have already submitted, NRDC would like to stress three 
additional points that are reinforced by the findings embodied in our report.  These 
recommendations can be summarized as: 

 A full commitment to transparency calls for BLM to maintain an authoritative, 
publically-available list of active solar project ROW applications and incorporate such 
data and representative maps of these ROWs into the final PEIS; 

 Failure to address the issue of existing applications has the potential to undermine the 
success of solar energy development on public lands.  BLM must ensure that applications 
filed after March 1, 2011 are prioritized, and only those that are found in the least conflict 
areas are processed; and 

 In establishing the foundations for a new solar program, NRDC strongly recommends 
that BLM incorporate into the Final PEIS and the Record of Decision a commitment to 
ensure that comprehensive landscape analyses are incorporated into planning decisions, 
in concert with the development of effective solar energy zones to guide solar 
applications to appropriate areas. 

This report is being submitted to help facilitate informed agency decision-making and because 
the data contained within is viewed as essential information for the general public, agencies, 
stakeholders, and developers to consider when discussing a comprehensive solar energy 
development program.  Unfortunately, nowhere in the Draft PEIS does this type of analysis—
effectively portraying the possible range of current solar project ROW applications throughout 
the affected environment—exist.  We consider this a serious deficiency and suggest BLM 
include such data and maps in the final PEIS. 

NRDC encountered numerous barriers in gathering comprehensive data for this report, including 
significant inconsistencies in the agency’s data—such as differing lists of active ROW 
applications, inconsistency in acreage assessments, and incomplete GIS data for conservation 
and exclusion areas.  At a minimum, we recommend that BLM develop and maintain one 
authoritative, publically available list of active solar project ROW applications—including notice 
of any change in pending, closed, and approved ROW application status.  Not only is the lack of 
such an authoritative list a severe impediment to public engagement in the management of our 
public lands, but also such inaction falls far short of that which a true commitment to 
government transparency requires. The February 2011 termination of public access to BLM’s 
LR2000 GIS server will almost certainly aggravate this problem.   

The attached report of active solar project ROW applications demonstrates that, at present, there 
are numerous, widely-dispersed and often overlapping ROW applications throughout BLM’s 
land management system in Arizona, California, Nevada and New Mexico.  Considering the size 
and complexity of most of these projects, in conjunction with the expectation of declining 
agency resources, the challenge to process these existing applications will be considerable.  
Failing to address this issue could jeopardize BLM’s goals to establish a meaningful solar 
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program, as existing applications continue to move forward without clear guidance.  NRDC 
recommends that BLM promptly set forth a definitive, time-certain definition of what it 
considers to be pending applications and a clear description of how such applications will be 
treated as the agency moves forward in establishing a permanent solar program.   

In conclusion, the apparent conflict between ROW applications and environmentally sensitive 
areas undermines the agency’s efforts to establish a meaningful solar program.  The majority of 
existing solar project ROW applications are located outside of BLM’s proposed Solar Energy 
Zones.  In addition, our analysis reveals that 24 ROW applications appear to substantially 
overlap the conservation and exclusion areas.  These conflicts strongly underscore our 
conclusion that in the absence of meaningful instructions embodied in the PEIS that efficiently 
and effectively guide projects towards appropriate areas for development, the timely and 
successful development of solar renewable energy on federal lands will not be fully realized.   

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Bobby McEnaney 
Senior Public Lands Policy Analyst 
Natural Resources Defense Council  
1200 New York Avenue, NW Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

Bureau of Land Management 
Utility-Scale Solar Applications 

A Geospatial Survey of Active ROW Applications 
 

Natural Resources Defense Council 

May 2, 2011 
 
 

Overview  

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) analyzed and mapped 166 right-of-way 
(ROW) boundaries for proposed and authorized utility-scale solar projects on Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) lands in California, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona.1  NRDC selected 
these particular 166 ROW applications based upon a concerted attempt to encapsulate the range 
of solar applications likely to be considered active by solar developers and the BLM.   

Method 

In surveying individual projects, NRDC first mapped ROWs that have been issued a Record of 
Decision (ROD).  This was followed by the four 2011 solar “Priority Projects,” as branded by the 
BLM.2  Succeeding these projects were “first tier” applications—an informal designation 
exclusive to the state of California3—and the remainder of active ROW applications, which 
includes applications listed on BLM state websites or represented in additional unpublished 
ROW lists that NRDC was able to assess.  Table 1 and Table 2 describe additional project 
categorization information. 

                                                           
1 Colorado and Utah were excluded from this survey because current information indicated that there were no active 
ROW applications for solar projects on BLM lands in either of those states at the time of our sampling.  
2 See http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/renewable_energy/priority_projects.html. 
3 These first tier projects are ROW applications that precede, by application date, any subsequent and overlapping 
ROW application. 

http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/renewable_energy/priority_projects.html
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Our intent for this survey was to provide a single, contemporary snapshot of ROW applications 
likely to be considered by the BLM, fully recognizing and expecting the list to change.  Even 
within the parameters utilized to formulate this survey, constructing a singular representation 
with BLM’s data was a challenge given that there were numerous inconsistencies between 
information presented by BLM’s Legacy Rehost 2000 System (LR 2000), BLM state and 
national websites, and other BLM sources.  Considering this, NRDC opted towards including 
project ROWs in the survey even when there were discrepancies regarding project status with the 
differing lists.4  

Appendix 1 contains a list of all ROWs included in this survey.  
 
Table 1:  Solar Project Categorization5 

Solar Project Status or Priority 
Total Number of Solar 

Projects Total ROW Acres 
Record of Decision Issued for Project 13 44,631 

BLM 2011 Priority Projects 4 31,571 

California First Tier Projects, Application Before June 30, 2009 19 154,584 

California First Tier Projects, Application After June 30, 2009 5 7,649 

Other Projects, Application Before June 30, 2009 105 1,201,004 

Other Projects, Application After June 30, 2009 20 63,359 

OVERALL TOTAL 166 1,502,799 
 
 
Table 2:  2011 BLM Priority Projects Represented  
 

Solar Project (type) Developer 
Location/ 

SEZ 
Application 
filing date NEPA Status 

ROW 
Acres 

Potential 
Output 

Sonoran Solar Project 
(parabolic trough) 

NextEra Energy 
Resources, LLC 

Maricopa 
County (AZ) 

6/28/2007 
(Fast-track) 

Draft EIS 
April 19, 2010 14,759 500 MW 

Desert Sunlight  
(thin film PV) 

First Solar 
Development, Inc 

Riverside East 
SEZ (CA) 

11/7/2006 
(Fast-track) 

Draft EIS 
August 27, 2010 20,553 550 MW 

Palen Solar Project 
(parabolic trough) 

Solar Millennium, 
LLC 

Riverside East 
SEZ (CA) 

3/14/2007 
(Fast-track) 

Draft EIS 
April 7, 2010 5,160 484 MW 

Ocotillo Sol  
(thin film PV) 

San Diego Gas & 
Electric 

Imperial 
County (CA) 12/17/2009 Pending 115 14 MW 

 
                                                           
4 It should be noted that the BLM does not publish one definitive list of ROW applications, nor is there any 
standardized method for public notice regarding modifications to such a list. 
5 NRDC chose the date of June 30, 2009 as a demarcation for comparison given that on this date, BLM registered its 
intention to adopt a zone-based approach to the management of solar resources on the public lands under its 
jurisdiction.  See 74 FR 31307. 
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Data Source  

Specific Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data for ROW boundaries were downloaded 
from the BLM’s ArcIMS service www.geocommunicator.gov, prior to the data being removed 
from the public website in late February 2011.6   

Total acreage for the 166 solar projects included is 1,454,800 acres; however, this cumulative 
total does not account for overlap between ROW boundaries, which is especially prevalent where 
there is clustering of solar projects.  Furthermore, there is some discrepancy in acreage 
assessments provided by BLM’s ArcIMS service and the information provided on other 
renewable energy project status lists—this may be attributable to factors such as modification in 
project acreage estimates or differences between actual project footprint and acres applied for in 
a ROW.  All acreage data included in this report is based on information taken from BLM’s 
ArcIMS service.   

Additional data layers for BLM lands were taken from the data presented by the December 2010 
Solar Energy Development Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), 
specifically including data layers for PEIS proposed Solar Energy Zones (SEZs), PEIS 
Developable Areas, PEIS Conservation Areas and ROW Exclusion/Avoidance Areas.7  Data 
layers incorporated for urban areas, major military installations, state boundaries, and roads and 
highways were taken from other publicly available sources. 

Map Layout 
 
This survey begins with an overview map where each of the 166 solar projects is depicted as a 
point located at the center of the ROW boundary.  A second overview map then shows the 
distribution of the series of detail maps that follow, which are displayed at 1:500,000 scale.  
Detail maps are presented in order of decreasing project density per map.  Project names are 
listed next to the outlined ROW boundary in each detail map.      

SEZs are depicted in bright yellow, while “Lands Available for Application - Solar Development 
Program” (Developable Areas) in blue—both of which are described further in the Solar Energy 
Development PEIS.8  A total of 24 SEZs were identified in the PEIS Preferred Alternative, 
covering 677,000 acres, and an additional 21.4 million acres were identified as Developable 
Areas in six states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah).   

                                                           
6 See http://www.geocommunicator.gov/GeoComm/site_alter_notice_static.htm.  
7 See http://solareis.anl.gov/maps/gis/index.cfm.  Relevant problems with these data that NRDC is aware of are 
identified in this report.   
8 See http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/dpeis/index.cfm.  

http://www.geocommunicator.gov/
http://www.geocommunicator.gov/GeoComm/site_alter_notice_static.htm
http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/dpeis/index.cfm
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PEIS Conservation Areas related to sensitive lands, wilderness, and wildlife are shown as a 
continuous layer in the maps in pale green—these areas are excluded from both “action” 
alternatives considered in the PEIS—and include, but are not limited to:  

 Areas of Critical Environmental Concern,  
 Critical Habitat for Threatened and Endangered Species,  
 Designated Wilderness,  
 Units of the National Landscape Conservation System, 
 National Parks, 
 National Recreation Areas, 
 National Wildlife Refuges, and 
 Wilderness Study Areas.   

It is important to note that the data layers for these Conservation Areas are inconsistent across 
states, as the Solar Energy Development PEIS makes specific mention of the fact that not all data 
could be acquired, nor made accessible, by the BLM.9  Similarly, ROW Exclusion and 
Avoidance Areas are presented here in a darker green where such data was presented by BLM.10  

Urban areas and major military installations are depicted on the maps in grey, and highways and 
local roads are also shown.  All other lands, which may include private lands and/or any other 
non-designated federal, state or county lands, are depicted in pale yellow. 
 
Analysis of ROW Distribution 

There are various degrees of overlap between SEZ and Developable Area designations and 
current ROW project applications.  Table 3 provides acreage information for specific SEZs as 
well as overlap between SEZs and ROW applications.  Table 4 presents a rough analysis of this 
intersection, by listing the number of projects and acreage amounts for those ROWs that intersect 
SEZs, Developable Areas and Conservation Areas—using greater than 50% overlap as an 
indicator of significance.   

Overall, most pending ROW applications fall within the Developable Area if not already 
included within a SEZ, while projects that do not intersect a SEZ significantly typically do not 
intersect a SEZ at all—there are only three projects that fall between these categories.  Of the 
projects that do not intersect the Developable Area at all, at least seven are contained wholly 
within BLM’s PEIS Conservation Areas, including one 2011 BLM Priority Project—Ocotillo 
Sol.  There are 24 solar project ROWs that have significant conflict with PEIS Conservation 
Areas, the majority of which occur in Nevada and account for 106,137 acres. 

                                                           
9 See http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/dpeis/Solar_DPEIS_Chapter_2.pdf.  In addition, questions about the 
accuracy of at least some of these data layers have been brought to NRDC’s attention.   
10 Id. 

http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/dpeis/Solar_DPEIS_Chapter_2.pdf
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Table 3:  PEIS Solar Energy Zones by State 
 

State SEZ 
Total SEZ 

Acres 
SEZ Acres in 

Project ROWs* 
Percent SEZ in 
Project ROWs* 

Developable 
Area Acres 

Arizona Brenda 3,878 0 0% 
 

Arizona Bullard Wash 7,239 0 0%  

Arizona Gillespie 2,618 0 0%  

Total Arizona 13,735 0 0% 408,081 
California Imperial East 5,722 3,880 68%  

California Iron Mountain 106,522 79,057 74%  

California Pisgah 23,950 13,219 55%  

California Riverside East 202,896 93,123 46%  

Total California 339,090 189,279 56% 283,753 
Nevada Amargosa Valley 31,625 20,534 65%  

Nevada Delamar Valley 16,552 0 0%  

Nevada Dry Lake 15,649 11,552 74%  

Nevada Dry Lake Valley North 76,874 0 0%  

Nevada East Mormon Mtn 8,968 0 0%  

Nevada Gold Point 4,810 0 0%  

Nevada Millers 16,787 0 0%  

Total Nevada 171,265 32,086 19% 210,803 
New 
Mexico Afton 77,623 4,460 6% 

 

New 
Mexico Mason Draw 12,909 0 0% 

 

New 
Mexico Red Sands 22,520 0 0% 

 

Total New Mexico 113,052 4,460 4% 33,514 
OVERALL TOTAL 637,142 225,825 35% 936,151 

*Calculations meant to capture overall ROW intersection with or coverage of SEZ acres.  Such calculations should 
be distinguished from total active ROW application acreage falling within SEZs—which would represent a much 
larger number or percentage due to significant ROW application overlap. 

 
Notably, there are no current ROW applications in Arizona that fall within a SEZ boundary; 
however, 31 of 36 Arizona projects intersect the Developable Area by more than 50%, including 
one BLM 2011 Priority Project—Sonoran Solar Project.  There are also three projects in Arizona 
that significantly overlap Conservation Areas, but none that overlap Conservation Areas by less 
than 50%.  In California, there are three Projects with RODs issued, two BLM 2011 Priority 
Projects—Desert Sunlight Solar Farm and Palen Solar Project—and 13 first tier California 
projects that intersect SEZs by greater than 50%.  Similarly, 62 of 77 total California projects 
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intersect the Developable Area and 9 projects, or 26,368 acres, overlap Conservation Areas 
significantly.  In Nevada, 6 of 50 total projects intersect a SEZ by greater than 50%, while 34 
projects intersect the Developable Area and 12 overlap Conservation Areas significantly.  In 
New Mexico, one project resides predominantly within a SEZ and three intersect the 
Developable Area by more than 50%.   

 
Table 4: ROW Distribution by State  
 
  AZ CA NV NM Total 

ROWs Intersecting SEZ      

by GREATER than 50% (Acreage) 0 
(0) 

43  
(385,500) 

6 
(38,222) 

1 
(4,502) 

50 
(428,224) 

by LESS than 50% (Acreage) 1 
(5,445) 

0 
(0) 

2  
(19,559) 

0  
(0) 

3 
(25,004) 

by 0% (Acreage) 35 
(488,420) 

34 
(143,820) 

42 
(387,355) 

2 
(29,970) 

113 
(1,049,564) 

ROWs Intersecting Developable Area      

by GREATER than 50% (Acreage) 31 
(457,658) 

62 
(501,696) 

32 
(308,371) 

3 
(34,471) 

128 
(1,302,197) 

by LESS than 50% (Acreage) 3 
(36,006) 

2 
(7,900) 

10 
(68,457) 

0 
(0) 

15 
(112,362) 

by 0% (Acreage) 2 
(200) 

13 
(19,724) 

8 
(68,309) 

0 
(0) 

23 
(88,233) 

ROWs Intersecting Conservation Areas      

by GREATER than 50% (Acreage) 3 
(36,006) 

9 
(26,368) 

12 
(106,137) 

0 
(0) 

24 
(168,511) 

by LESS than 50% (Acreage) 0 
(0) 

2 
(31,764) 

4 
(82,331) 

0 
(0) 

6 
(114,095) 

by 0% (Acreage) 33 
(457,859) 

66 
(471,188) 

34 
(256,669) 

3 
(34,471) 

136 
(1,220,187) 

OVERALL TOTAL  
(Acreage) 

36 
(493,865) 

77 
(529,320) 

50 
(445,137) 

3  
(34,471) 

166 
(1,502,793) 

 

Disclaimer 

Please note, these maps are intended to display a single, contemporary snapshot of active BLM 
solar project ROW applications based upon the best available information at the time.  We 
expect that this snapshot will continue to change as new information becomes available.  As 
noted, we have found numerous discrepancies in acreage assessments between BLM sources.  
All acreage data included in this report is based on information taken from BLM’s ArcIMS 
service.   
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These maps display ROW boundaries for potential solar application projects, and by no means 
represent an endorsement of any specific application or project.  Certain sensitive lands—such as 
parks, monuments and important wildlife habitat areas—are not appropriate for energy 
development.  In some of these places, energy development is prohibited or limited by law or 
policy, while in others it would be highly controversial.  NRDC does not endorse locating energy 
facilities or transmission lines in such areas.  Siting decisions must always be made extremely 
carefully, with unavoidable impacts mitigated and operations conducted in an environmentally 
responsible manner.   

This work was performed by Rachel Fried, Bobby McEnaney, Matthew McKinzie, and Katie 
Umekubo of NRDC’s Lands and Wildlife Program. 

 
For additional information, please contact: 

Katie Umekubo 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
1200 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400  
Washington, DC 20005 
Telephone:  202-289-6868 
Email:  kumekubo@nrdc.org 
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Thank you for your comment, Christine Canaly.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11864.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   20:23:00PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11864

First Name: Christine
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Canaly
Organization: San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council
Address: P.O. Box 223
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: Alamosa
State: CO
Zip: 81131
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 05.02.11.SolarDPEIScommentresponse.final.pdf

Comment Submitted:

PLease accept these comments and let me know you have received them. Thank you very much, we really needed the extension of
deadline. 
Sincerely, 
Christine Canaly 
Director 
San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council 
P.O. Box 223 
Alamosa, CO 81101 
(719) 589-1518 
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Monday, May 2, 2011 

Delivered via electronic comment mail and hard copy U.S. post 

Linda Resseguie, Project Manager       
Solar Energy Draft Programmatic EIS  
Argonne National Laboratory  
9700 S. Cass Avenue - EVS/240  
Argonne, Illinois 60439 
http://solareis.anl.gov  
Re: Comments on the BLM Solar Energy Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement, (DPEIS) specifically, 4 study areas selected for Colorado in the San Luis Valley 

Dear Ms. Resseguie; 

Please accept and genuinely consider these comments regarding our draft response on behalf of 
the San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council. We also signed onto The Wilderness Society comments 
in regards to the PEIS for six western states. We serve the six county area of the San Luis Valley 
basin in South Central Colorado. We provide public policy recommendations for the entire Rio 
Grande Headwaters in CO, an area encompassing over 8,100 square miles. 
 
San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council (SLVEC)The mission of SLVEC is to protect and 
restore—through research, education, and advocacy—the biological diversity, ecosystems, and 
natural resources of the Upper Rio Grande bioregion, balancing ecological values and human 
needs. SLVEC works as the only local public lands advocacy organization that is concerned 
about protecting and restoring intact ecosystems and wildlife corridors, from the mountain peaks 
to the rivers along the valley floor, and into New Mexico.  
  
Since 1995 SLVEC has been serving the San Luis Valley, which is surrounded by 3.1 million 
acres of public lands that includes the Great Sand Dunes National Park, the Rio Grande National 
Forest, three National Wildlife Refuges, numerous State Wildlife Areas, 230,000 acres of 
wetlands- the most extensive system in the Southern Rocky Mountains, and some of Colorado’s 
most remote wilderness. SLVEC originally formed to offer input for the Revised Management 
Plan of the Rio Grande National Forest (RGNF). Today it stands as a voice for citizens 
concerned about threats from increased motorized recreation, destructive timber sales, unbridled 
development, oil and gas development, and most recently, utility scale solar power facilities and 
transmission lines. We formed a Volunteer working group that has been working on 
solar/transmission issues for about 2 years. SLVEC has established a reputation for bringing a 
strong environmental voice that finds workable solutions to the rural, conservative, public arena. 
SLVEC has approx. 500 members and a mailing list of 4,000 supporters. 

http://solareis.anl.gov/
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Thank you for giving us the opportunity to respond to, and offer input into the BLM and 
Department of Energy (DOE) Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS) 
process for agency wide solar energy programs and policy.  

We encourage both a national and a regional conversation on energy use and, especially, on 
fossil fuels and their impacts to climate change. It is imperative that our country makes the 
transition to the use of renewable energy sources.  The warming effects are being felt in the San 
Luis Valley, as in other parts of the world, and are impacting wildlife, water supplies, and forest 
health.  
 
We believe that renewable energy can offer a clean, affordable, sustainable, and environmentally 
friendly alternative.  We support a measured approach, however, to the switch to alternatives.  
We recognize the unique and valuable aspects of the San Luis Valley.   

We understand that the Valley has enormous potential in the area of solar production, and has 
had a long history of supporting solar energy on a smaller scale.  We encourage the development 
of renewable energy strategies that will promote the long-term health and well being of the 
community, and protect the environment, critical habitat, wildlife, sensitive corridors, and water, 
as well as the history and culture of this agro-pastoral community. 

We urge the DOE and BLM to take a long term view when considering the scale, siting, water 
demands and the building of new transmission lines that will be required to accommodate Utility 
Scale Solar development in a culturally and ecologically sensitive area like the San Luis Valley 
(SLV). It is imperative that solar development remain responsible and that renewable energy 
development does not compromise this area’s unique values. 

We recommend a national model of appropriate energy development based on what is currently 
being implemented in European countries. They appear to exercise a three-fold strategy; 
emphasis on flexibility in size and scale fitted to location and need, constructing open ended 
systems that can rapidly integrate new technologies, and suitably subsidizing research and 
development that encompasses a range of alternative energy sources. 

Thank you for considering these scoping comments and for your commitment to prioritize and 
bring the possibility of responsible renewable energy development to our nation’s infrastructure. 
We look forward to a continual interchange of ideas and information throughout this process. 

Sincerely, 

 

Christine Canaly, Director, San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council www.slvec.org 
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There are 4 study areas within the San Luis Valley, representing all of Colorado totaling 22,000 acres.  
1. DeTilla Gulch- North of Town of Saguache, between Hwy 285 and Hwy 17 in Saguache 
County 

2. Four mile East-NW corner of Hwy 150 and 160 intersection, in Alamosa County 

3. Los Mogotes East- directly west of Town of Romeo & Hwy 285 in Conejos County 

4. Antonito Southeast- East of San Antonio Mountain in Conejos County 

We understand that this programmatic effort will also require future site-specific NEPA analysis; 
however, we see many questions that are now ―ripe‖ for evaluation and decisions at this time. 

 We want to support a Solar Program but have serious concerns for the proposed scale and 
implementation here in the San Luis Valley.   

 We are concerned about the presumption of large-utility scale solar energy development 
which would be a poor fit  

 We feel the Solar NEPA process should evaluate a more reasonable array of alternatives 
including a more modest program with small-utility scale solar projects, for instance 10 
mW on 100 acres, next to the 31 sub-stations located within the SLVcoordinated with 
smaller scale projects on private and municipal lands. 

 Such a program would be properly phased to promote local jobs and revenue and to allow 
adaptive management over the 10-20 year planning window. 

 Include a solar-energy-driven ecosystem conservation plan to offer a holistic guide to 
solar development including mitigation strategies and priorities. 

Table of Contents 

1) Cumulative Effects       –Page 3 
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7) Socioeconomics – Revenue and Environmental Justice  -Page 12 
8) Solar Program Facilities Siting    -Page 13 
9) Natural Resources – Soil/Vegetation/Reclamation -Page 13 
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1) Cumulative Effects 
The San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council (SLVEC) recognizes the BLM+DOE NEPA 
Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) has performed a Herculean task identifying and addressing 
cumulative environmental concerns over the six-state project area including 24 individual Solar 
Energy Zones (SEZs) and additional Solar Development Program ―Zones Plus‖ areas.  The Draft 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SOLAR DPEIS) does list many past, present, 
and reasonably foreseeable actions throughout the six-state project area; however, we do not see 
a thorough cumulative analysis of impacts for Colorado and the San Luis Valley. 
 
Colorado is unique in the proposed Solar Program as addressed in the Solar DPEIS in that we are 
the only state where all Solar Energy Zones (SEZs would be located within the same watershed – 
the Upper Rio Grande (DPEIS Figure 2.2-3): 
 
Most, if not all of BLM’s utility scale solar development in Colorado would thus be focused 
upon our predominantly rural valley with its rich agricultural heritage, important national 
wildlife refuges on a critical North American flyway, and growing recreational industry based 
upon natural resources and panoramic viewshed.  Incomes here are lower than other parts of the 
state, and national average, especially Conejos County (DPEIS Page 10.0-304) where most of the 
proposed SEZ development would occur.  New jobs and revenue are certainly welcome, but the 
scale and cumulative effects of increased solar energy development are of great concern. 
 
The San Luis Valley has an active, solar-friendly community now pursuing a number of 
community scale Distributed Generation (DG) solar opportunities and are very proud of our 
recently completed Sun Edison project in Alamosa County near Mosca, now generating 8.2 mW 
on 82 acres.  But the San Luis Valley is also considered ―transmission limited‖ (Renewable 
Energy Development Infrastructure (REDI) by the Colorado Governor’s Energy Office 2009), so 
any significant solar development presses the need for transmission upgrades at a time when 
many residents are very concerned that new transmission corridors will unnecessarily fragment 
large areas of great conservation value and invite massive power projects that will impact our 
way of life and push our own DG solar projects to the side. 
 
Additional Cumulative Impacts Assessment Needed – SLVEC believes that a thorough 
cumulative analysis of SEZ development in the San Luis Valley would reveal that large-utility 
scale solar power development, with ―big footprints‖ modeled after traditional centralized utility 
models based upon fossil fuels, would have enormous cumulative impacts upon the San Luis 
Valley.  We further believe that these cumulative concerns are now ripe for analysis in the 
SOLAR DPEIS and will not necessarily be properly addressed in future site-specific NEPA 
analysis (kicking the can down the road).  A thorough cumulative impact assessment should lead 
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to reasonable mitigations to protect our communities and the environment while paving the way 
for future streamlined solar efforts.  Indeed, the San Luis Valley is ready for more solar 
development, but we are cautious and want solar done for community enhancement. 

Recommendation 1-1:  The DPEIS should recognize the unique Colorado situation of 
having all four proposed SEZs, in addition to significant ―Zones Plus‖ lands, located in 
the Upper Rio Grande watershed.  This situation focuses and amplifies likely cumulative 
impacts of the Solar Development Program upon all other actions and resources in the 
valley, and calls for a more thorough, watershed based analysis than those states where 
SEZs would be more dispersed across the landscape. 

Recommendation 1-2:  The DPEIS should recognize the likelihood of our community 
generating significant solar power on private and municipal lands, with SLVEC stated 
goals of maximum of 800mW to export over 10-20 years as well finding alternative 
solutions to the challenges facing the proposed new transmission corridor over La Veta 
Pass.   

Recommendation 1-3:  The DPEIS cumulative impact assessment should guide a solar-
energy-driven ecosystem conservation plan for the San Luis Valley.  Such a conservation 
plan that would including ecological and agricultural planning and set the stage for future 
site-specific NEPA analysis, and outline general mitigation strategies based upon recent 
guidance (CEQ Guidance on Mitigation and Monitoring dated 16Jan11).  BLM+DOE 
would find many willing partners on this effort and the SLVEC would be pleased to 
facilitate. 

 
2) Solar Program DPEIS Purpose and Need 
SLVEC fully embraces our need for a secure, sustainable energy future, and recognizes the 
DPEIS makes significant progress toward an efficient and enduring solar energy program in the 
six southwestern states.  However, we challenge the logic that our national and state solar goals 
can be met only by centralized, large-utility scale solar energy facilities (DPEIS page 2-24).   
The DPEIS recognizes Distributed Generation (DG) solar projects as typically less than 10mW 
―at or near the point of consumption,‖ and that, while DG and utility-scale solar power will be 
needed to meet future needs in the United States, DG alone cannot meet the DPEIS Purpose and 
Need.  The DPEIS then dismissed DG altogether and focuses on what appears to be an 
assumption of traditional, large footprint, large-scale solar energy development (DPEIS Page 2-
24 lines 16-45). 
 
Perhaps this is an issue of semantics, for the DPEIS identifies utility-scale solar project areas as 
ranging from 90 acres to 6,750  acres (DPEIS Page 2-7) and generating greater than 20mW 
(DPEIS Page 2-1).  SLVEC recognizes that the low end of this range (90 acres) overlaps both 
DG and utility scales of solar power development.  For instance, the successful Sun Edison 
project north of Mosca (8.2 mW of solar generation on 82 acres) would be large DG or small 
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utility according to the DPEIS.  We believe more of this small-utility scale of solar development 
would be embraced in the San Luis Valley on both on Federal and non-Federal lands, but only 
with smaller footprint projects, installed step-by-step under a coordinated adaptive management 
scenario with community DG and other solar efforts.  Multiplied many times over, such a 
cautious, phased small-utility scale effort could achieve great power goals while reducing 
cumulative environmental impacts. 
 
Unfortunately, the DPEIS oversimplifies ―utility-scale solar development‖ with overly broad 
language and opens the door to many of the cumulative concerns voiced in the 7Mar11 Public 
Comments meeting in Alamosa: 

 Large-utility scale concentrated (big footprint) energy development will fundamentally 
change the energy future of the San Luis Valley, not necessarily for the good.  

 Government-sponsored big-footprint energy development gives an unfair competitive 
advantage to large utilities with imperialistic business models and guaranteed profit 
margins, and no reason to respect local ownership, community needs, or the San Luis 
Valley ecosystem. 

 Large capital projects will dominate energy development in the San Luis Valley, 
hindering local free-market innovation and smaller scale DG projects on private and 
municipal lands while driving the need for additional large-scale transmission 
development over La Veta Pass. 

 Large-footprint projects are poorly suited to the adaptive management approach 
promoted by the environmental community, leading to maximum environmental impacts 
with expensive and often ineffective, after-the-fact mitigations. 

 Large capital projects will proceed on a fast track, leading to boom-bust business cycles, 
short-term migrant jobs, and minimal long-term benefits to our local community. 

 
These cumulative concerns and likely impacts are surely ripe for analysis, without which the 
DPEIS would fail to streamline future site-specific NEPA and proper tiering. 

Recommendation 2-1:  The Solar DPEIS must make a reasonable estimate for amount 
of solar power that could be generated in the San Luis Valley, including BLM lands and 
non-BLM lands, and how much of this power could reasonably be exported to other 
markets.   

Recommendation 2-2:  The Solar DPEIS must recognize and evaluate the cumulative 
impacts of a reasonable range of solar-energy development strategies including a more 
diverse, phased, small-footprint small-utility scale (100 acre = 10mW each) program that 
would better mesh with our local community DG efforts while helping meet Colorado 
renewable energy goals. 
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Recommendation 2-3:  The Solar DPEIS baseline must recognize the likely scenario of 
significant power generation on non-BLM lands in the San Luis Valley, including 
private, state, and municipal lands.  One local goal, for instance, is to develop 800 mW of 
solar power (120 mW for each of six counties) over the next 10-20 years. 
 
Recommendation 2-4:  The DPEIS should identify and evaluate barriers to free-market 
energy development in order to better meet its purpose and need.  This should include 
evaluation of traditional heavy-footed centralized business models that hinder innovation. 

 
3) Alternatives 
The Solar DPEIS presents a limited set of alternatives: 

 No Action = baseline conditions with 99 million acres of BLM lands available for utility-
scale solar power development on a case-by-case basis. 

 A Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) alternative which would focus utility-scale solar energy 
development on less than 1% of BLM lands, or 677,400 acres, under new program 
administration and authorization policies and mitigating design criteria.  This is generally 
considered the ―green alternative.‖ 

 A Solar Energy Development Program alternative (Zones Plus) which would focus 
utility-scale solar energy development on 22 million acres of BLM lands available under 
the new program administration and authorization policies and mitigating design criteria.  
This is a compromise between the ―green alternative‖ and a push for more energy 
development opportunities on public lands. 

 
 The SEZ alternative lands near large load centers in California, Nevada, and Arizona may have 
more relevance, but they do not offer a reasonable array of alternatives for Colorado for at least 
three reasons: 

 Our unique situation among the six southwestern states where we have all four SEZs and 
so much of the Zones-Only land in one watershed.  This calls for a discussion of 
alternatives to reduce impacts including development of a solar-energy-driven ecosystem 
conservation plan for the San Luis Valley. 

 The unacceptably broad definition of ―utility-scale‖ solar projects which could include 
community friendly, light footprint, small-utility scale projects as well as heavy-footprint, 
large-utility projects with enormous direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts. 

 The San Luis Valley’s so-called transmission-limited status (REDI 2009) which argues 
for additional alternatives to evaluate Solar Program development with and without a new 
transmission corridor over La Veta Pass. 
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Connected Actions – The DPEIS does present existing transmission corridors (DPEIS un-
numbered Figure of the four SEZs in San Luis Valley), lists present and reasonably foreseeable 
transmission projects (DPEIS Table 10.1.22.2-1), and discusses likely transmission corridors 
near the SEZs.  However, we do not see the larger transmission issues properly considered as 
connected actions into the action alternatives (CEQ 1508.25(a)(1).   SLVEC believes the 
interrelationship of power generation and transmission is critical to the understanding 
programmatic impacts here in the San Luis Valley and, indeed, should drive alternation 
alternatives.  For instance, the assumption of large-utility scale solar development in the San Luis 
Valley drives the apparent need for additional transmission over La Veta Pass, a project that may 
not be available within the 10-20 year DPEIS planning window.  This in turn suggests a more 
prudent action alternative for the SLV that builds upon existing transmission corridors.   We feel 
that optimization of existing transmission and upgrade on existing lines is a more cost effective 
way to export electrical power from the San Luis Valley to market. 
 
As discussed above, the action alternatives appear to promote large-utility scale solar 
development under business models developed by the fossil fuel industries.  Without more 
detailed and diverse alternatives it will be impossible to truly understand or mitigate impacts in 
the San Luis Valley. 
 

Recommendation 3-1:  The Solar DPEIS analysis should be expanded to include a 
reasonable array of renewable-energy development scenarios, from small-utility (100-
acre = 10mW) up to large-utility (6,750 = 675 mW) scales.  This should include a 
meaningful mix of connected actions tied to transmission capacities: 

 150 mW – estimated to be needed locally, with available transmission within 
the valley. 

 300 mW – energy needed locally + estimated to be exportable with available 
transmission over Poncha Pass. 

 650 mW – energy needed locally + estimated to be exportable with upgraded 
transmission over Poncha Pass 

 More than 650mW which would presumably require additional transmission 
over La Veta Pass. 

 
Recommendation 3-2:  The DPEIS should include an action alternative with light-
footprint solar energy development that would meet realistic energy goals in the San Luis 
Valley: 

 A diverse mix of small-utility scale solar projects on public lands coordinated 
with similar scale projects on private and municipal lands. 
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 Project phasing over 10-20 years that would promote sustainable growth while 
allowing more effective adaptive management.  For discussion, we propose a 
cumulative development of 10-30 mW per year over 10-20 years to meet our solar 
potential. 

 Lower density layouts that would reduce impacts while promoting watershed 
conservation and better wildlife use of post-development landscapes. 

 A community-friendly business model that would promote sustainable jobs, 
equitable revenue sharing, and solar-related multipliers including local suppliers. 

 
Recommendation 3-3:  The DPEIS alternatives must offer more detail on the DOE Solar 
Energy program including: 

 Description of the existing solar energy program, priorities for funding, and 
concerns to be addressed in this DPEIS including barriers to innovation and free-
market solar development. 

 Description of what the DOE solar program might look like per the action 
alternatives. 

 More detail on how the DPEIS will streamline future NEPA analysis and DOE 
approval processes. 

 
4) Solar Project Authorization 
The Solar DPEIS states that the BLM program would be  implemented under a BLM-issued 
Right of Way (ROW) process (DPEIS Page 2-2).  We understand the ROW process is typically 
used for cell phone towers, pipelines, irrigation ditches, and temporary roads.  We believe this is 
not appropriate for solar-energy development in the San Luis Valley in part because it undercuts 
revenue generation and limits competition.  For instance, the first-come-first-served approach 
used in ROW authorizations hinders innovation and makes it difficult for BLM to choose the 
best, most practicable projects with greatest public benefit.  We understand that authorizations 
under leases promote better competition amongst project proponents and leads to greater Federal 
revenues. 

Recommendation 4-1:  The Solar DPEIS must identify and evaluate the logistical and 
financial differences between operating the Six-State Solar Program under ROW versus 
Lease authorizations, and present their environmental impacts as well as socioeconomic 
benefits. 

Recommendation 4-2:  The Solar DPEIS should identify and evaluate the regulatory 
hurdles necessary to change from the existing solar ROW authorization process to a 
competitive leasing approach, and begin to make that change as soon as possible to 
facilitate the next round of site-specific Solar NEPA in the San Luis Valley. 
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Recommendation 4-3:  SEZ authorizations should be tied to a solar-energy conservation 
plan for the San Luis Valley. 

 
SLVEC included a number of scoping comments in 2008 for inclusion in developing the DPEIS 
terms and conditions for authorization (reference).  These terms and conditions are incorporated 
by reference here to continue our NEPA status: 

 Reasonable Term and Diligent Development 

 Changes in Applicable Laws and Regulations are Incorporated 

 Monitoring, Phased Development, and Adaptive Management 

 Restoration and Bonding 

 Management Practices to Limit Impacts on the Environment 
 
SLVEC thanks the DPEIS IDT for including most of these suggestions in the Solar DPEIS but 
remains concerned that these terms and conditions be carried forward with the DPEIS planning 
process. 
 
5) NEPA Documentation 
SLVEC respects the BLM/DOE effort to evaluate the Solar Energy Program for Six 
Southwestern States including 99 million acres of public land.  Page by page, the Solar DPEIS is 
well written and organized.  Overall, however, the 10,000-page ―document‖ is clearly too large 
to meet the NEPA goal of ―availability‖ (NEPA Sec. 102 (C).   The document thus fails to fully 
inform the public and decision makers about the programmatic details and ramifications of the 
proposed program.  We are particularly concerned that the emphasis on being thorough and 
consistent between SEZs has made the documentation encyclopedic, rather than dealing with 
many programmatic aspects ripe for analysis and communication with the public.  Many 
taxpayers in Conejos County, for instance, do not have computers or cannot afford to print out 
thousands of pages of NEPA documentation. 
 
For instance, the NEPA documentation for our Colorado SEZs look for all intent and purpose 
like four EISs stacked together.  We do see summaries, but not enough comparisons to 
understand the proposed action alternatives.  A quick editorial estimate shows 25% of the 
discussion is redundant, generally valley-wide discussion, while important differences between 
the SEZs are ignored such as: 

 The proposed DeTilla Gulch and Fourmile East SEZs are located within transmission 
corridors with transmission lines in place.  They would be located in the closed basin part 
of the San Luis Valley and on alluvial fan materials that would be relatively easy to 
engineer for access and facility development.   
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 The Los Mogotes East and Antonito SE sites are located away from transmission 
corridors.  They would in lower part of the San Luis Valley in the Rio Grande Drainage 
on lava flows with sparse, shallow soils that would be more difficult to engineer for 
access and facility development. 

 
Such programmatic comparisons would help the DPEIS meet the goal of streamlining future site-
specific NEPA analysis while helping proactive project proponents better understand 
opportunities to become part of this important Solar Energy Program. 

Recommendation 5-1:  A NEPA summary document pertinent to Colorado should be 
prepared including: 

 Project summary from Chapter 2 Description of Alternatives and Reasonably 
Foreseeable Development Standard. 

 Summary of Colorado SEZs and Zones-Only Lands. 

 Summary for each SEZ (DPEIS Parts 10.1.1, 10.2.1, 10.3.1, and 10.4.1, including 
tables). 

 Mitigations outlined in DPEIS Appendix A. 
 

This state-summary document should be available both electronically as well as hard 
copy available at local libraries and other clearinghouses at cost. 

Recommendation 5-2:  For Colorado at least, the DPEIS should dig deeper into the 
programmatic analysis to help readers and decision makers understand the program.  This 
may be different for other states where SEZs are more dispersed. 

 
6) Socioeconomics – Jobs and Environmental Justice 
Solar enterprises and jobs are welcome in the San Luis Valley, but the presumed industrial model 
of heavy-footed large-utility scale solar development discussed  above lends itself to a boom-
bust cycle of short-term construction, temporary jobs, enormous pressures on local services, and 
limited economic benefits.  Indeed, due to our unique situation with four SEZs and so much 
―Zones Only‖ lands within our watershed, the stresses and strains of solar-energy construction 
would be amplified here in the San Luis Valley far beyond what would be experienced in the 
other five Southwestern States.   
 
The DPEIS does discuss issues of Environmental Justice (for instance DPEIS Part 10.1.20) and 
estimates 2,000 to 4,000 jobs statewide from reductions in the recreation sector (Table 5.17-1) 
with additional concerns for ―a  breakdown in social structures…alcoholism, depression, suicide, 
social conflict, divorce, and delinquency could increase, and levels of community dissatisfaction 
would deteriorate‖ from changes in demographics (DPEIS Page 5-230).  These are hardly 
encouraging words for a disadvantaged community looking for honest work and fair treatment. 
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Local solar construction projects to date have resulted in a small number of temporary jobs and 
an even smaller number of jobs for long-term site maintenance and management.  These 
experiences do not prove the jobs numbers typically presented by industry proponents.  Even in 
jobs-hungry Conejos County where 74 % of the Colorado SEZ development would be located, 
locals are skeptical of industry jobs projections (for instance DPEIS Table 5.17-6) and concerned 
for the loss of traditional agriculture-related businesses.  Again, we believe this is due at least in 
part to the presumed heavy-footprint large-utility scale of discussions and clear history of fossil-
fuel business models throughout the six Southwestern States.  SLVEC believes these concerns 
can be mitigated via the Solar PDEIS program with the analysis of a more reasonable array of 
solar development scenarios that better match local conditions for solar energy generation and 
transmission such as proposed in Part 3 above under ―Alternatives.‖  In addition, we believe that 
phased, less centralized solar development would promote more multiplier effects including 
other solar-related industries such as a PV panel manufacturer or assembly facility here in the 
San Luis Valley. 

Recommendation 6-1:  The Solar DPEIS should evaluate jobs-creation comparing the 
more reasonable array of build out models discussed above, including a phased, less 
centralized small-utility scale solar development program coordinated with DG and other 
small scale development.   

Recommendation 6-2:  BLM should place conditions on solar project authorizations that 
promote cautious project phasing that would promote long-term, locally based jobs in the 
San Luis Valley.  Phasing of 10-30MW per year over 10-20 years would promote more 
local jobs, and increased likelihood of local manufacture, while meeting renewable 
energy goals.  

Recommendation 6-3:  The Solar DPEIS should recognize the implications of forcing 
large-utility scale projects upon disadvantaged communities in the San Luis Valley, 
including NEPA Environmental Justice Considerations. 

 
7) Socioeconomics – Revenue and Environmental Justice  
The small-utility scale Sun Edison project on private land in the San Luis Valley has proven to 
generate significant tax revenue for Alamosa County, and similar projects are now in planning 
and soon to be in construction phases with similar revenue expectations.  However, solar projects 
on BLM lands, especially under ROW authorizations, are not expected to generate as much local 
revenue.  In fact, the large-utility model is often seen as imperialistic, with outside utilities 
generating power to be exported out of the area with little benefit to the local community.  
Worse, we have real concern that large capital projects on public lands will have an unfair 
competitive advantage over local DG and small-utility projects, sapping local resources and 
further reducing local revenues. 
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SLVEC believes that properly phased, decentralized, small-utility solar generation and 
transmission would better serve our local economy while still helping meet renewable energy 
needs.  While projects on private land have shown to be more beneficial, we encourage projects 
on BLM lands be analyzed that might have benefits if planned and implemented in a sustainable 
way. 

Recommendation 7-1:  The Solar DPEIS should evaluate projected costs and benefits of 
solar development in the San Luis Valley, comparing revenue generation and distribution 
in large-utility and small-utility scale projects.  

Recommendation 7-2:  The Solar DPEIS should identify and evaluate barriers to more 
equitable distribution of solar revenues including: 

 The ROW vs. Lease authorization processes discussed above. 

 Competitive project proposals 

Recommendation 7-3:  BLM should put conditions on solar project authorizations that 
would guide cautious project phasing which would in turn promote long-term revenues, 
including multiplier jobs and industries in the San Luis Valley. Also, there doesn’t seem 
to be a direct tax or PILT process in place for counties to benefit from solar development 
on public land. 

Recommendation 7-4:  The Solar DPEIS should recognize the implications of forcing 
large-utility scale projects upon disadvantaged communities in the San Luis Valley, 
including NEPA Environmental Justice Considerations for Conejos County. 

 
8) Solar Program Facilities Siting 
The Solar DPEIS describes a thorough screening process used by BLM to eliminate almost 80% 
of BLM lands (99M – 21.5M) from the Zones Plus alternative and more than 99% of BLM lands 
for the SEZ alternative DPEIS Page 2-1 to 2-2).  We understand this process was carried out in 
collaboration with local BLM field offices and eliminates land with open water, wetlands and 
riparian areas, critical habitats including habitat for Threatened and Endangered Species, areas 
with cultural resources including sites eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places, and other areas of important conservation values (DPEIS Table 2.2-2 on Page 2-8).  In 
addition, the screening process did evaluate the possibility of development solar facilities on 
brownfields including previously disturbed grounds such as mining sites, closed industrial 
facilities, and landfills.  This corresponds with our scoping comments dated 15July08.     
 
We are concerned, however, that this screening only applies to solar-energy generation facilities 
and not to supporting linear infrastructure such as roads, transmission lines, and natural gas or 
water pipelines (DPEIS Page 2-7).   
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Recommendation 8-1:  The Solar DPEIS should disclose any lands of important 
conservation value that is likely to be utilized in transmission, road, and pipeline 
corridors as part of SEZ development in the San Luis Valley. 

Recommendation 8-2:  The Solar DPEIS should disclose the presence of brownfields in 
and adjacent to the SEZs. 

 
9) Natural Resources – Soil/Vegetation/Reclamation 
We have reviewed the four Colorado SEZs by aerial photo and field reconnaissance site checks 
and see that the Solar DPEIS screening process described in Part 2.2.2.2 has eliminated most of 
the BLM lands with high ecological value including lands listed in our SLVEC scoping letter 
dated 10Sept09.   Conversely, the low ecological function of these SEZ lands would present 
greater challenges to site development and reclamation.  Disturbed areas would be prone to 
erosion from wind, vehicle use, precipitation, and increased water along facility drip lines.  Thin 
soils will be difficult to manage, vegetation sensitive to disturbance, and the dry settings will 
make reclamation difficult. 
 
The scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences upon natural resource 
management.  Heavy-footprint, large-utility scale projects would be difficult to fit into the 
landscape while creating more intensive disturbances over shorter periods of time and larger 
volumes of storm water over longer periods.  On the other hand, light-footprint, small-utility 
scale projects would be easier to fit into the landscape and be more suitable to adaptive 
management including phased reclamation where ―live‖ materials from one project phase can be 
used to help reclaim another. 
 
The DPEIS is ripe for evaluation of a solar-energy-driven ecosystem conservation plan for the 
San Luis Valley, identifying larger scale habitat values to guide site-specific NEPA analysis of 
the four SEZs, and high-value mitigations not readily apparent to site specific projects. 

Recommendation 9-1:  The DPEIS should include a conceptual solar-energy-driven 
ecosystem conservation plan for the San Luis Valley responding to likely solar-
development impacts and offering guidance for future site-specific NEPA analysis.  
Conceptual conservation planning would include: 

 Watershed based planning building on numerous sources including our SLVEC 
Ecosystem Map dated March11. We submit link as a BLM/DOE resource. 

 http://slvec.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10&Itemi
d=10 

 Broad-based mitigation strategies that would guide future efforts and be fully 
funded by solar-energy development. 
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 No net loss of habitat values over the conservation area through restored habitat 
linkages, securing and restoration of important habitats, and protection under 
conservation easement. 

 A net improvement of agricultural values over the conservation area through 
restored wildlife-friendly agricultural infrastructure, coordinated rest-rotation 
practices, and land protection through conservation easement. 

 The SLVEC ecosystem base map as a planning base to be combined with other 
resources. 

Recommendation 9-2:  Site development plans should prohibit typical over-lot grading 
and be closely tied to habitat conservation plans to assure minimal disturbance, staging 
and immediate re-use of live topsoil and plant materials, and timely reclamation. 

Recommendation 9-4:  Site reclamation plans should include consideration of 
revegetation needs under solar panels.  Consideration should include elevated panels to 
allow wildlife usage, and grass/shrub species suited to shade and reduced precipitation.   

Recommendation 9-3:  Site designs should take advantage of habitat modifications from 
solar panel shading and concentration of water along drip lines.  For instance, all drip 
lines should fall into vegetated swales that connect to existing drainages. 

 
 
10) Natural Resources – Groundwater/Surface Water 
The Solar DPEIS sorting process has generally eliminated areas with open water, wetlands, and 
riparian areas with shallow groundwater.  In addition, we understand all site development plans 
will include site-specific detailed surveys to further clarify site resources and develop mitigation 
strategies.  As discussed above, we see the dilemma of working in these dry areas where solar 
facilities would shade out and block rain and snow but also concentrate water along facility drip 
edges.  In addition, all four Colorado SEZs have value as water-recharge areas which would be 
modified by site development. 
 
Here again, the scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences on natural 
resource management.  Heavy-footprint, large-utility scale projects would be difficult to fit into 
the landscape while creating more intensive disturbances over shorter periods of time and larger 
volumes of stormwater over longer periods.  Such changes in hydrology could lead to increased 
overland flow and erosion of now-dry drainages.  On the other hand, light-footprint, small-utility 
scale projects would be easier to fit into the landscape and be more suitable to adaptive 
management including phased reclamation and better connectivity between solar site drainage 
and adjacent natural drainages. 
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We commend the DPEIS for proposing to place a condition on authorizations to prohibit high-
water-use solar facilities, consistent with our comments dated 10Sept09.  This will go a long way 
toward re-assuring local residents.   

Recommendation 10-1:  DOE should further evaluate water-conservation practices in 
solar-energy technology and develop performance-based standards for authorizations in 
the Proposed Solar Program. 

Recommendation 10-2:  Site development plans should be closely tied to the solar-
energy-driven conservation plan for the San Luis Valley recommended above. 

Recommendation 10-3:  Site developments plans should include grading to collect drip-
line water and other stormwater into vegetated swales connecting with existing drainages.  
Minor modifications of existing drainages may be required to handle additional flows 
possible from sites. 

 
11) Natural Resources – Wildlife Habitat 
The Solar DPEIS screening process described in Part 2.2.2.2 has eliminated most of the BLM 
lands with high wildlife value including lands listed in our SLVEC scoping letter dated 
10Sept09.  In addition, we understand all site development plans will include detailed surveys to 
further clarify site resources and develop mitigation strategies.   
 
Not readily apparent from outside, these areas do have value to migrating birds, small resident 
mammals and the birds of prey who rely upon them as food base, and pronghorn antelope.  We 
also understand there is some concern for migrating waterfowl mistaking solar arrays for open 
water.  Upon recognizing their mistake, such waterfowl might not have the energy to regain 
flight elevations and be stranded in the dry areas chosen for the SEZs. 
 
Here again, the scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences upon natural 
resource management.  Heavy-footprint, large-utility scale projects would be difficult to fit into 
the landscape while creating more intensive disturbances of wildlife populations.  On the other 
hand, light-footprint, small-utility scale projects would be easier on resident and migrating 
wildlife, allowing them to disperse into closer adjacent areas.  Light-footprint projects could be 
woven around existing habitat corridors, maintaining connectivity, as well as being more suitable 
to adaptive management. 
 
The DPEIS is ripe for evaluation of wildlife characteristics in a solar-energy-driven ecosystem 
conservation plan for the San Luis Valley, identifying larger scale habitat values to guide site-
specific NEPA analysis of the four SEZs, and high-value mitigations not readily apparent to site-
specific projects. 
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Recommendation 11-1:  The DPEIS should include the conceptual solar-energy-driven 
ecosystem conservation plan above in Recommendations 9-1 and 10-1.  This plan should 
be watershed based and address a variety of wildlife habitat needs. 

Recommendation 11-2:  Site development plans should be closely tied to conservation 
planning including timing of disturbances and reclamation activities. 

Recommendation 11-3:  Site reclamation plans should include consideration of wildlife 
opportunities under solar panels.  Consideration should include elevated panels to allow 
wildlife usage, and forage species suited to shade and modified precipitation.  

Recommendation 11-4:  Site development plans should take into account the possibility 
that high-flying waterfowl might mistake the solar facilities for open water areas.   

 
 
12) Natural Heritage and Cultural Resources 
The Solar DPEIS screening process described in Part 2.2.2.2 has eliminated most of the BLM 
lands with Natural Heritage and Cultural Resource values including lands listed in our SLVEC 
scoping letter dated 10Sept09.  In addition, we understand all site development plans will include 
detailed surveys to further clarify site resources and develop mitigation strategies.  Here again, 
the scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences on natural resource 
management.  We believe light-footprint, small-utility scale projects would be easier to blend 
into the landscape, including avoidance of Natural Heritage and Cultural Resources.  As 
mentioned in previous comments, three of the four recommended sites are located within the 
Sangre de Cristo National Heritage Area. 
 
13) Air Quality 
Air quality is a big concern in the San Luis Valley and every disturbance has the possibility of 
generating dust.  This will be a particular concern in the SEZs due to the factors listed above 
such as sparse soils and difficulty of re-vegetation.  There is also some concern for air pollution 
should a solar facility catch fire. 
 
Here again, the scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences on dust and air 
quality.  Heavy-footprint, large-utility scale projects would be offer large continuous areas 
susceptible to wind erosion and fewer natural breaks and traps.  On the other hand, light-
footprint, small-utility scale projects would be easier to fit into the landscape, retaining and 
enhancing natural dust prevention and capture features, and be more suitable to adaptive 
management. 

Recommendation 13-1:  Solar site development plans should include conservation 
methods to prevent dust erosion and capture dust as part of site layout.  Additional 
measures including dust-inhibitors should be balanced against re-vegetation needs.  (Dust 
inhibitors also can inhibit vegetation growth) 
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Recommendation 13-2:  The Solar DPEIS should evaluate the impacts of low-
probability events at developed solar sites including fire and explosions related to natural 
disasters and terrorism. 

  
14) Visual Resource Management 
The Solar DPEIS eliminates all BLM lands with high to moderate visual resource values (BLM 
VRM Classes I and II) as part of site selection (DPEIS Page 2-8) which agrees with our scoping 
letters dated 15July08 and 10Sept09.  Thank you.  We also understand the authorization process 
would prohibit high-profile solar facilities such as ―power towers‖ and that all site plans would 
include visual resource evaluation.  SLVEC supports these conditions. 
 
Here again, the scale and layout of solar projects would have large consequences on visual 
impacts air quality.  Heavy-footprint, large-utility scale projects would presumably include large 
continuous areas of solar panels with few visual breaks.  On the other hand, light-footprint, 
small-utility scale projects would be easier to break into smaller areas spread across the 
landscape, reducing visual impacts. 
 
15) Public Health 
We did not find in the DPEIS discussion of potential impacts upon public health from 
Electromagnetic Frequencies (EMF) including EMF emitted from transmission lines near homes, 
schools, businesses or places such as the Blanca/Ft. Garland Community Center   This is another 
reason to include transmission lines and necessarily connected actions to solar energy 
development. 

Recommendation 15-1:  The Solar DPEIS should develop and present general 
characteristics of EMF effects along all existing and proposed transmission corridors. 

Recommendation 15-2:  The DPEIS should evaluate the health effects of EMF from 
different scales of solar development.   
Recommendation 15-3:  Project authorizations should include evaluation of EMF effects 
upon local populations of humans as well as wildlife. 

 
cc: 
Erin Minks, Senator Mark Udall 
Charlotte Bobicki, Senator Mike Bennet 
Brenda Felmlee, Rep. Scott Tipton 
Jane Summerson, DOE 
Andrea M. Jones, BLM La Jara 
Jeanna M. Paluzzi, CSU Extension, GEO Office 
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I'm writing concerning a proposed solar development site located approx. 3 miles SW of Rockville, Utah and Virgin, Utah. This
area has just recently become a very desirable outdoor recreational tourist location. Although I completely endorse solar energy
projects I believe there are better locations than this. Thank you, Julie McKown
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The Solar Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) preferred alternative would reduce the amount of BLM land
available for solar project applications (in six southwestern states) from the current figure of 99 million acres to 22 million acres.
Within the 22 million acres are 24 Solar Energy Zones (SEZs) with a total of 677,000 acres. The Riverside East SEZ (Desert
Center to Blythe) is the largest, at 202,000 acres. 

The 24 SEZs would be priority development areas, however the balance of the 22 million acres, subject to subsequent evaluation
and reduction, would remain available for application. But each project, whether located within a SEZ or not, would still have to
be approved as at present. 

There are five utility-scale solar projects from Desert Center to Blythe Airport that are either approved (two) or expected to be
approved (three) shortly. All five would begin construction in 2011. 

Approved: 
NextEra – Ford Dry Lake, 1950 ac, 250MW, parabolic trough 
Solar Millenium – Blythe Airport, 5950 ac, 1000MW, parabolic trough 

Pending: 
First Solar – Desert Center, 4410 ac, 550MW, photovoltaic 
Solar Millennium – 10 mi E of DC, 2970 ac, 500MW, parabolic trough 
SolarReserve – Rice, 1387 ac, 150MW, power tower (private land, not part of the SEZ) 

Besides these five projects, there are nine others in the Riverside East SEZ that are early in the process. 

I support the preferred alternative, to allow solar applications on 22 million acres of BLM land, with the following observations: 

1. The Riverside East SEZ is too large because it would allow development of vast portions of open desert within a compact area.
At 202,000 acres, it contains 30% of the land in all 24 SEZs. Five projects are to begin construction this year in the Riverside East
SEZ and nine others are in the pipeline - the size of the SEZ should be limited to that land presently under consideration. 

2. The underlying aquifer cannot support major development of the Riverside East SEZ. 

3. The Riverside County General Plan has marked the triangle between Desert Center (SR-177 at I-10) and Lake Tamarisk for
community development, however that area is presently also included in the SEZ and so it could potentially be used for solar
instead. Similarly, the SEZ includes frontage along Kaiser Road and SR-177 (Rice Road) that would be prime commercial
property.
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I have been a resident of the High Desert near Barstow for 33 years. I have grown to love and respect it. I have worked for NASA
at the Deep Space Tracking Station at Goldstone near Barstow, and now I teach Renewable Energy at the Victor Valley College in
Victorville. Because of the copious amount of sunlight here, I have taken my home and family OFF-GRID and make all our own
electricity from the sun. I personally know the desert can produce a lot of energy from both solar and wind. 
I support solar energy in the desert, but I am very concerned about carving up the desert with technologies that are very inefficient
and waste the potential of this great resource. 
At Victor Valley College we have installed a one Megawatt GaAs dual-axis solar array on seven acres that will save the college
over twenty million dollars over the next twenty years. This technology (Solar Concentrator by Sol Focus) is over thirty percent
efficient and can produce about ten megawatt-hours every day. This is exceptional! A comparable technology is the Stirling
Engine from Tessera that can achieve thirty-five percent efficiency. 
On the same seven acres, a fixed array from First Solar utilizing CdTe technology would have produced between two and three
megawatt-hours per day due to its poor efficiency and fixed axis. Because of its low installation costs, this is becoming the
preferred technology for installations in the desert. 
Our desert is more important to us than to allow a sub-standard technology to proliferate throughout the Mojave Desert. 

Thank you, 
Tony Malone 
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I favor solar energy
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Solar PEIS Comment 
From: David Beaumont 
Founder of Mojave Trails Group. 
Alternate Stakeholder to the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) for the California Off Road Vehicle
Association. (CORVA) 
Founding member of the Recreational Access Committee of California. (RACC) 
Life Member of the Blue Ribbon Coalition. 
May 2nd 2011 

This document is in violation of NEPA. 

This document fails to analyze the negative effects it causes to personal, interpersonal, and social relationships for individuals and
groups of people who utilize motorized vehicles as a means of transportation and recreation on public lands. 
As this program is designed, there is a negative cumulative effect to these individual’s sense of self and their perceived worthiness
as part of the whole of our social culture. 
These people see that the solar projects are being taken care of, they see that endangered species and their habitats are being taken
care of, all at the expense of their personal access to public lands. This process has a detrimental effect on their sense of self worth. 
By failing to sufficiently consider, and appropriately mitigate the damage done to these peoples, this document has failed to
include the broad range of “human” aspects of the effects and impacts of this program. 
Such people include, but are not limited to: 
Handicapped, physically challenged, or aged individuals; rock hounds; astronomers using telescopes; campers, where access was
achieved by motorized vehicles; hunters; in short, any person or group of persons, which requires the use of motorized vehicles to
safely transport themselves and their equipment for their chosen recreational activity; or operation of motorized vehicles for sport. 

To correct this omission this document shall include: 

A thorough Social Impact Analysis (SIA) to establish the short and long term impacts and effects of the programs established
inside this Solar PEIS on motorized users of public lands when faced with incremental restrictions and loss of access to those
public lands. 

Establishment of a mitigation plan based on the findings of this study. 

In part, this SIA should reference the scientific document(s) which are discussed in brief at this location: 

http://library.constantcontact.com/download/get/file/1104629435579-4/Study+Confirms+OHV.pdf 

Sincerely, 
David Beaumont 
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I am strongly opposed to the proposed Antonito Southeast solar zone, state 

of Colorado.   I have lived in the Antonito community all of my life, self-

employed as a farmer and cattle rancher.  My family is the current 

permittee of the BLM Alta Lake Grazing Permit.  I was unaware that our 

permit was being considered for solar development until Saturday, April 30, 

2011.  To my knowledge, as a permittee, I have never received written 

correspondence from BLM regarding this proposition.  I recently grazed the 

permit in the fall of 2010 and I am currently planning of grazing the permit 

during the months of May and June, 2011, anxiously waiting BLM approval 

for a start date of at least May 5, 2011.   

Sheep and cattle ranching has been a part of my family for a confirmed four 

generations.  Factually, my grandfather and my father were proud owners 

of the Alta Lake Grazing Permit and I inherited it, along with my two 

brothers, upon the passing of our mother and father.  My father and 

grandfather originally used the permit to pasture a flock of approximately 

1,000 sheep.  My father, in the early 1970’s converted the permit to a 200 

herd of cattle permit.  Since then, the permit was annually grazed in the fall 

by his cattle and my cattle.  Since I became a permittee, I have needed this 

permit in order to successfully remain in the cattle business.  Records will 

show that I have used this permit every time the grazing periods become 

available.  If this zone is approved, the impact to my family and I is 

significant.  I will be forced to sell my cattle herd and look for employment 

elsewhere.      

If approved, the impact to the antelope herd will also be significant.  My 

observations lead me to conclude antelope depend on the grazing in the 

Alta Lake Permit during certain times of the year.  Historically, this permit 

and the land proposed has the capacity to adequately feed the antelope 

during their migration cycles and provide ample pasture grasses and sage 

for sheep and cattle grazing.  There is no water for the antelope in the 

permit, requiring the antelope to migrate daily to the San Antonio River, 

which is approximately 1.5 miles from the north boundary fence of the 

permit.  My point is this permit is the closest BLM land to the San Antonio 

River, which makes the permit ideal for the preservation of antelope and 



other wildlife in the area.  The impact would be significant to the herd if they 

were no longer able to graze the land. 

Further, my understanding is the water that once was channeled through 

the permit has been abandoned and/or sold, and there are no plans or 

rights of ownership to plan on having access to water for development of 

any kind.  Currently, I haul water for my cattle to drink to parts of the permit 

and centered in the middle of the permit is a 300 foot well that is 

designated for livestock drinking water only.  My understanding at the time 

the well was drilled in the 1980’s is water could not be found any higher 

than 300 feet down and the pump flow is poor, as we have to run a 

generator for a minimum of 3-5 hours a day to adequately water the cattle.  

Therefore, I believe water is one major reason to deny approval of this 

zone for solar development.   

Transmission of solar energy produced is a major disadvantage, due to the 

lack of proximity to the nearest substation, which is south of the Town of 

Antonito.  The cost would be significant to develop transmission lines to 

move the electricity produced.  Transmission lines would have to be 

developed under/and or above the San Antonio River to hook onto the 

Town of Antonito substation, which is an environmental impact.  Who would 

bear the cost?  How fair would it be to ranchers, such as myself, for the 

government to subsidize large companies for this type of development and 

all these years, to not subsidize my operation in relation to surface water 

rights for my cattle to drink, providing me with electrical power to pump 

water for my cattle, and/or other forms of subsidy that would assist me in 

reducing my operating costs?  When one considers the east most part of 

the proposed Antonito Southeast Zone, it is highly impractical, not feasible, 

not cost efficient to consider the majority of the land proposed and my fear 

is who would bear the developmental costs for what could become a 

private ownership profit.  I do not see it being fair to make government 

subsidy funds available for infrastructure costs that are essentially funded 

by the taxpayer? 

Another area of concern is the environmental and ecosystem impact on the 

proposed area.  The composition of the surface land is predominately 



volcanic rock and soils.  This land by all accounts is not flat land; there are 

not large sections that meet the description of uniformity.  The land would 

have to be bulldozed; volcanic rocks would have to be stockpiled and/or 

hauled away, which means the land would have to be significantly 

impacted during the construction process.  Rabbits, rattlesnakes, other 

snakes, gophers, rats, and other rodents would be greatly impacted.  

Coyotes are abundant in the proposed zone and I am certain they depend 

on rabbits and other animals for their livelihood.  The impact to the types of 

sage and other plants that wildlife, sheep, and cattle depend on will be 

significant, if this land is disturbed.  We know the nearby San Antonio 

Mountain was a volcano at one time and these proposed zones are the 

geological remains of what happened back then.  Once again, the 

environmental and ecosystem impact will be tremendous, if approved. 

I can empathize with the lack of employment in Conejos County and all 

areas of the United States that are hurting.  However, one knows these 

projects provide temporary employment and a small number of full-time 

jobs, once the project is completed.  I also acknowledge the need for 

renewable energy.  However, I believe there are alternatives that need to 

be considered, other than proposing government owned land that is 

currently designated for a purpose such as the proposed one I have talked 

about.  I know there are private property owners that would be willing to sell 

their land for this type of development, with water rights attached to it.  Let 

the large companies and the developers/investors seek private land owners 

that are willing to part with their land and at the same time leave 

government/public owned lands out of the development process that has 

the potential to become a private ownership profit.  In addition, there are 

other proposed BLM solar zones that might have no designated purposes, 

such as livestock grazing permits, etc., and I would support these lands be 

the ones to approve, because of the lack of impact to current forms of 

operations that depend on the use of the land. 

In conclusion, I will repeat that I am strongly opposed to any approval of the 

Alta Lake Permit land and the adjacent grazing permit owned by the 

Moeller family for solar development for the above stated reasons and the 

reasons I further wish to emphasize below.  As mentioned above, I have 



never been contacted by anyone from BLM regarding my thoughts on the 

proposal.  I don’t believe it is professional of BLM staff to not notify me 

earlier that my permit was being considered for such development.  If the 

current law does not provide a protocol for involving and notifying grazing 

permitees, I am recommending protocol be implemented during the initial 

phase of such a proposal in order to adequately treat all involved equitably.  

I must emphasize there will be environmental and ecosystem impacts 

which will be significant, if approved.   

Also, I am more than willing to testify in person.  I am more than willing to 

become actively involved in this process, as I do not believe it is fair that 

people that are not aware of the lay of this land and the historical purposes 

of the land are the only ones involved.  I kindly ask that my public 

comments be shared as the process continues, especially the fact to 

consider that I would be significantly impacted, if approved.  Also, I ask my 

concerns be further studied and evaluated in order to secure data as to 

what the impact really is. 

Carlos Garcia 
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                                                                           Alton Strategic Environmental Group  

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                            New Port Richey, FL 

                                                                                                                        charles.alton@earthlink.net 

 

 

 

April 28, 2011 

 

 

Solar Energy PEIS 

Argonne National Laboratory 

9700 S. Cass Avenue – EVS/240 

Argonne, IL 60439 
 

Dear Solar Energy PEIS Manager, 

 

The three minute overview video of the documents is a nice feature for the Solar Energy 

Development Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Solar PEIS).  The 

work on this Draft Solar PEIS is impressive.  After some time reviewing the PEIS I have the 

following comments and recommendations. 

 

General Comments   
 

Although this 11,000 page PEIS
1
 is impressive in volume and data, it is also excessive and 

misses the intent of NEPA and the “Council on Environmental Quality Regulations For 

Implementing The Procedural Provisions Of The National Environmental Policy Act” (CEQ 

Regulations or 40 CFR 1500-1508).
2
  While the Readers Guide makes a point that, “a 

comprehensive review of the document will be aided by a clear understanding of how 

information presented in the Draft PEIS is organized,” it doesn’t resolve the need to read all 

11,000 pages and try to use this overwhelming amount of information to determine what a 

reasoned decision(s) might be.  The alternatives provided in the PEIS have already limited the 

options for making a broad based decision because the information is not laid out in such a way 

that the reader could develop their own possible or plausible alternatives.  And, this document 

                                                 
1
 Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States    

“The public will have 90 days to review this Draft PEIS. Given that the document consists of about 11,000 pages, 16 

chapters and 14 appendices, a comprehensive review of the document will be aided by a clear understanding of how 

information presented in the Draft PEIS is organized and how that information supports the agencies’ evaluation of 

alternatives.” Emphasis added, p. RG-1, December 2010 
2
 40 CFR 1500.4, Reducing paperwork, “Agencies shall reduce excessive paperwork by: (a) Reducing the length of 
environmental impact statements (§1502.2(c)), by means such as setting appropriate page limits (§§1501.7(b)(1) 

and 1502.7); (b) Preparing analytic rather than encyclopedic environmental impact statements (§1502.2(a)); … (d) 

Writing environmental impact statements in plain language (§1502.8); … (f) Emphasizing the portions of the 

environmental impact statement that are useful to decisionmakers and the public (§§1502.14 and 1502.15) and 

reducing emphasis on background material (§1502.16); … (i) Using program, policy, or plan environmental impact 

statements and tiering from statements of broad scope to those of narrower scope, to eliminate repetitive discussions 

of the same issues (§§1502.4 and 1502.20).” Emphasis added. 

mailto:charles.alton@earthlink.net


makes it very difficult, not clearer, for an understanding how decision or decisions will be made 

from this PEIS. 

 

I am sure someone working on this PEIS will be able to respond to my comments by quoting and 

referencing something similar to, “review pages 4,231 through 4,250”.  In truth, this may be an 

accurate response but in fact, it does not help me determine an appropriate alternative or make 

me better informed to do so.  I hope the answer to my comments will result in reconsidering 

redrafting this EIS as a policy-level EIS and adding tiered NEPA documents that can handle the 

potential for significant impacts.  This will break the traditional NEPA cycle of tiering agency 

actions down to a level where Categorical Exclusions (CEs) or Environmental Assessments 

(EAs)/mitigated Findings of No Significant Impact (FONSIs) can be used which do little to help 

understand what action or actions incrementally caused the original determination of potential 

for significant impact in this Solar Energy PEIS.  A prime example of this practice is the recent 

2010 BP oil spill situation.  The broader Gulf of Mexico oil permitting and drilling actions were 

broken down until each miniscule action was NEPA reviewed for new “significant 

information”.
3
  The only consistent outcome of this practice was that such small actions were by 

themselves not significant (e.g., the “approving” of drilling was not significant), although 

cumulatively they were as stated in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA)
4
 and the 

Five Year Programmatic EIS for 2007-2012 covering all such actions.
 5
   

 

The creation of a policy-level EIS from the information gathered for this draft Solar PEIS and 

including a tiered Records of Decision (RODs) process can eliminate the need to make 

determinations about the potential for significant impacts on each minute action covered under 

this PEIS.  Rather than using potential for significance of impacts as the measure for taking 

agency action, the objective would be to balance beneficial and adverse impacts so as to achieve 

                                                 
3
 “Proposed Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Lease Sale 206 Central Planning Area Environmental Assessment”, 

U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Service, Gulf of Mexico OCS Region, OCS EIS/EA, MMS 

2007-059, October 2007.  In the Finding Of No New Significant Impact (FONNSI) contained in the EA for the 

Lease Sale 206 (related to the Deepwater Horizon project) states NEPA compliance. “The purpose of the EA is to 

analyze whether the new information indicates that there are likely to be significant new impacts that were not 

addressed in the Multisale EIS.”  [Emphasis added] 
4
 OCSLA, 43 U.S.C. section 1332, Congressional declaration of policy, “It is hereby declared to be the policy of the 
United States that … (4) since exploration, development, and production of the minerals of the outer Continental 

Shelf will have significant impacts on coastal and non-coastal areas of the coastal States, and on other affected 

States, …”  [Emphasis added] 
5
 Federal Register, Vol. 75 No. 103, May 28, 2010, p. 29997. The reduction of potential significant impacts as stated 

in the Council On Environmental Quality Review Of MMS NEPA Policies, Practices, And Procedures For OCS Oil 

And Gas Exploration And Development. “… First, in April 2007, MMS prepared a broad ‘‘programmatic’’ EIS on 

the Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program for 2007–2012. Also, in April 2007, MMS prepared an 

EIS for the Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Lease Sales in the Western and Central Planning Areas, the ‘‘multi-

sale’’ EIS. 

In October 2007, MMS completed another NEPA analysis, an Environmental Assessment (EA), under the 

multi-sale EIS, for Central Gulf of Mexico Lease Sale 206. This is the sale in which the lease was issued for the 

location that includes the Deepwater Horizon well. … 

Finally, for the Deepwater Horizon well, MMS applied its existing Categorical Exclusion Review (CER) 

process prior to the decision to approve the Exploration Plan that included the drilling of the Deepwater Horizon 

well. The Categorical Exclusion used by MMS for Deepwater Horizon was established more than 20 years ago. 

Under section 11 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. section 1340, MMS had 30 days to complete 

its environmental review and act on the application to permit drilling. …”  [Emphasis added] 



the given objectives of the BLM/DOE Need and Purposes, as well as designated mission and 

national or regional considerations.      

 

Alternatives 
 

The alternatives provided in the PEIS have already limited the options for making a broad based 

decision because the information is not laid out in such a way as on a continuum of alternatives 

for the reader to develop their own possible alternatives.  The BLM/DOE need to focus on solar 

energy policy for their respective missions.
 6
   The basic policy direction alternatives on the 

continuum should focus on key societal issues such as; 1) Least-Cost Economically Energy 

direction, 2) Environmentally Sensitive Energy direction, and 3) Technologically Superior 

Energy direction.  These three issues are always at the root of national debate over energy 

resources of all types.  The BLM/DOE could also select a couple of other policy directions 

relevant to some of their particular issues related to mission.  For example, the DOE may add a 

policy alternative such as National Security Energy direction.  The BLM could add a policy 

alternative for Public Usability Energy direction.   

 

All of the generic environmental data in this draft Solar PEIS could be structured to understand 

the impacts associated with the different resource types and tie them to each of the basic policy 

direction alternatives.  Because of the continuum nature of the alternative configuration outside 

interests and the public then could be given the opportunity to use this information format to 

construct their own alternative(s).  This facilitates the desired outcome of a comprehensive “hard 

look” throughout the six states.  The final PEIS could then develop a Preferred Policy Direction 

alternative found somewhere on the continuum of alternatives by mixing and matching elements 

of the public’s and interest groups’ “build your own alternatives” and the draft PEIS 

alternatives.
7
   

 

                                                 
6
 BLM Mission: It is the mission of the Bureau of Land Management to sustain the health, diversity, and 

productivity of the public lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations. 

The mission of the Department of Energy is to ensure America's security and prosperity by addressing its 

energy, environmental, and nuclear challenges through transformative science and technology solutions.  

Goal 1: Catalyze the timely, material, and efficient transformation of the nation's energy system and secure U.S. 

leadership in clean energy technologies. 

Goal 2: Maintain a vibrant U.S. effort in science and engineering as a cornerstone of our economic prosperity, with 

clear leadership in strategic areas. 

Goal 3: Enhance nuclear security through defense, nonproliferation, and environmental efforts.  

We will achieve our mission by establishing an operational and adaptable framework that combines the 

best wisdom of all Department stakeholders. 
7
 “Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations,” CEQ Question 

1b, “How many alternatives have to be discussed when there is an infinite number of possible alternatives?  

A. For some proposals there may exist a very large or even an infinite number of possible reasonable alternatives. 

For example, a proposal to designate wilderness areas within a National Forest could be said to involve an infinite 

number of alternatives from 0 to 100 percent of the forest. When there are potentially a very large number of 

alternatives, only a reasonable number of examples, covering the full spectrum of alternatives, must be analyzed and 

compared in the EIS. An appropriate series of alternatives might include dedicating 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, or 100 

percent of the Forest to wilderness. What constitutes a reasonable range of alternatives depends on the nature of the 

proposal and the facts in each case.”  46 Fed. Reg. March 23, 1981, p. 18026.  

 

 



Once the policy direction alternative is selected by BLM/DOE in a policy ROD, the current draft 

Solar PEIS alternatives could be easily handled with Tiered RODs.  The Solar PEIS has already 

assembled the necessary information for doing either the Solar Energy Development Program 

Alternative or the Solar Energy Zone Program Alternative.  It would become an internal decision 

how to proceed based on the consistency with the policy direction selected in the ROD from the 

policy-level EIS.  DOE would not need to make so many determinations of potential for 

significant impacts for their programs and projects.  Both BLM/DOE would be freed from trying 

to make programmatic guidance such that “one shoe fits all”.  Each decision could be balanced 

against mission and national or regional considerations through the Tiered RODs.  
 

Energy Programs and Projects 

 

In reviewing this draft PEIS it appears that general standards or guidelines would be used in the 

future for making NEPA determinations.  The biggest concern with this process is that decisions 

would be made without public or interested parties input.  Past federal agencies NEPA practices 

have shown that public process is removed from many programs and projects through the use of 

tiered CEs which have completed a checklist focused on potential significance of “new 

information” issues.  Since the Solar PEIS is 11,000 pages and very encyclopedic there is little 

chance some form of connection couldn’t be made to this information making the tiered actions 

“information” non-significant.   

 

The other common NEPA practice is to use an EA/mitigated FONSI.  The checklist is completed 

to help ensure the EA reaches a FONSI through mitigation actions.  Whether these mitigation 

actions make sense for the particular program or project are less important than simply doing 

them to reach a FONSI.  For example, a programmatic EIS done this way may conclude that all 

hydro facilities have fish passage.  A tiered project is then required to have fish passage even if 

the fish cannot pass the three other dams below it.  The preferred outcome would be to balance 

all relevant concerns whether significant or not and build the so passage could be added in the 

future when needed. 

 

In both cases of the CE and EA/mitigated FONSI, the true nature of the potential impacts 

connected with other programs and projects would be lost.  The original reason for doing the 

Solar PEIS based on the potential for significant impacts is negated at the program and project 

level.  The opportunity to balance the program or project decision against mission, national, 

regional, or local considerations is also lost. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

While this Solar PEIS is a laudable effort for the BLM and DOE to do this EIS together it is also 

evident that the sequence is out of synchronization.  BLM and DOE continue to prepare PEISs 

on changes to national solar and other energy issues because they have not reviewed the overall 

policy concept for the bigger issue of national energy policy against their agency mission.  

Because there is no overall policy for energy development by DOE or on BLM public lands both 

will be caught in reoccurring cycle of EISs or PEISs each time a newer renewable or clean 

energy issue arises. 

 



BLM and DOE should make a paradigm shift to modernize the application of NEPA.  Ample 

data already exists from this Solar PEIS and other energy PEISs to prepare a policy-level energy 

EIS.  Examples of Policy Direction alternatives have been provided to begin structuring the 

recommended policy-level EIS process from this PEIS.  Rather than a focus on incremental 

energy changes these alternatives broaden the perspective and scope so that all energy resources 

and related actions can be considered and expedited.   

 

The development of a DOE/BLM National Energy Plan Programmatic EIS would have the 

following advantages: 

 

1. Introduce use of a policy-level EIS and Tiered RODs to expedite national energy 

planning, implementation, and monitoring on both public and private lands 

2. Lessen the need to make determinations of “potential for significant impacts” for 

proposed tiered energy program and project actions 

3. Reduce challenges and litigation risks over “potential for significant impacts” related to 

cumulative, connected, or similar actions such as changes and modifications of 

DOE/BLM resources or implementation of energy related programs and projects  

4. Allow each proposed program and project under the National Energy Plan to be decided 

on a balance of national, regional, and agency mission factors 

5. The current NEPA processes underway for programs and projects do not need to be 

stopped because they meet the requirements of 40 CFR 1506.1(c) (i.e., proposed actions 

are; independently justified, accompanied by an EIS, and do not prejudice the ultimate 

decision on programs and projects or limit alternatives of the policy EIS) 

6. Once the policy EIS and Tiered RODs methodology are properly put in place through a 

legally sufficient NEPA process DOE/BLM could incorporate any relevant EISs, EAs, or 

CEs underway or completed in future proposed policy implementation actions 
 

DOE’s and BLM’s application of a new NEPA paradigm and implementation for compliance 

would have the effect of leading all federal agency management and the NEPA community in 

eliminating unwanted, lengthy EAs used to substantiate mitigated FONSIs.  It would also break 

the unhealthy promotion of force fitting proposed agency actions into non-significant potential 

impacts categories or breaking down actions until they no longer have the potential for 

significant effects due to their minute size.  The ability to monitor energy policy implementation 

through programs and projects would be enhanced and offer opportunity to realize when existing 

policies need change without having to go through another unnecessary programmatic EIS or 

supplemental EIS process. 

 

I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this very important Solar PEIS.  If you 

want to see examples of policy-level EISs and tiered RODs as described see the Bonneville 

Power Administration, US Department of Energy, Business Plan EIS and Fish and Wildlife 

Implementation Plan EIS as models for how such a strategic NEPA plan can be accomplished.  I 

look forward to your response to draft PEIS comments and recommendations. 

 



Sincerely, 

 

Charles C. Alton 

Director of Strategic Environmental Assessment 

 



Thank you for your comment

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11872.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   22:29:27PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11872

First Name: [Withheld by requestor]
Middle Initial: [Withheld by requestor]
Last Name: [Withheld by requestor]
Organization: 
Address: [Withheld by requestor]
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: [Withheld by requestor]
State: [Withheld by requestor]
Zip: [Withheld by requestor]
Country: [Withheld by requestor]
Privacy Preference: Withhold name and address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

Please do not cover the Mojave or other deserts in solar panels. There is so much diversity to be both studied and enjoyed. People
seem to think deserts are void of life, interestingly enough, it is quite the opposite. I make it a point to travel to the desert annually
to view not only the spring bloom, but also to see the amazing animals adapted specifically to this harsh and beautiful
environment. While I believe in the power of solar energy, I think this can be done in a more effective way - how about roof tops in
urban areas. It is senseless to decimate a sensitive habitat like the desert. Please do not ruin the beautiful landscape that provides
shelter to the sidewinder, the desert tortoise, the cholla cacti, and the phenopepla. I don't want a mcdonald's billboard on the roof
of my house, I'm sure they don't want a solar panel on the roof of theirs.



Thank you for your comment, Luke Papez.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11873.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   22:32:58PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11873

First Name: Luke
Middle Initial: C
Last Name: Papez
Organization: LS Power Development, LLC
Address: 400 Chesterfield Center
Address 2: Suite 110
Address 3: 
City: St Louis
State: MO
Zip: 63017
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: Solar Zone DPEIS - LS Power comment letter - 05-02-2011.pdf

Comment Submitted:

Please see attached comment letter. 



--- LS Power Development, LLC 
- - - 400 Chesterfield Center, Suite 110 .- -- -. 

St. Louis, MO 63017 
~ + 't'!e 

(636) 532-2200e 
May 2,2011 

Solar Energy PElS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 

RE: Comments on Solar Energy Development Draft PElS 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Upon review of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 
Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States (DOE/EIS-0403), LS Power is 
pleased to submit the following comments: 

Background: LS Power is a privately held company focused on the development, 
investment and management of reliable and environmentally responsible power 
generation and transmission assets in the United States. LS Power currently has 
assets and development projects within the western states analyzed in the Draft 
Programmatic EIS. The Draft Programmatic EIS (POE IS) proposes to designate Solar 
Energy Zones (SEZ) in areas where members of the LS Power Group currently hold 
either authorized rights-of-way for high voltage electrical transmission and substation 
facilities, or pending applications for rights-of-way to construct and operate high voltage 
electrical transmission facilities. 

Comments: The PDEIS notes in several locations (i.e. Sections 9.1.2.2.1 and 
11 .3.2.2.1) that U[s]hould the proposed SEZ be identified as an SEZ in the ROD for this 
PElS, the BLM would still have discretion to authorize additional ROWs in the area until 
solar energy development was authorized , and then future ROWs would be subject to 
the rights granted for solar energy development." It is the understanding of LS Power 
that the designation of an SEZ will have no effect on authorized rights-of-way, whether 
or not construction has been initiated on those rights-of-way. For those instances 
where an application has been made for a right-of-way but action is still pending, LS 
Power requests confirmation that the designation of an SEZ will not prohibit BLM from 
granting additional rights-of-way for transmission facilities within an SEZ. LS Power 
currently has applications for transmission facilities pending action by the BLM and has 
expended significant time and resources performing engineering , design, field resource 
surveys, and other work based on a set of proposed and alternative alignments. These 
proposals for transmission facilities will create additional capacity for renewable 
transmission, including solar resources, and therefore BLM should not let a SEZ 
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designation interfere with proposed projects, including any alternatives being 
considered for such proposed projects. 

LS Power would like to commend the efforts of those who were involved with the 
designation of these Solar Energy Zones within this Programmatic EIS. Thank you for 
your consideration of these comments. Should you have any questions or wish to 
obtain further clarification of these comments, please feel free to contact me. 

Luke C Papez 
LS Power Development, LLC 

Page 2 of 2 



Thank you for your comment, Robert Tafanelli.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11874.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   22:39:01PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11874

First Name: Robert
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Tafanelli
Organization: Mesilla Valley Audubon Society
Address: 3881 Westview Ave.
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: Las Cruces
State: NM
Zip: 88007
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

2 May 2011 

Linda Resseguie, BLM Solar PEIS Project Lead 
Solar Energy PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue 
EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 

Re: Comments on Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy 
Development in New Mexico. 

These comments are presented on behalf of the Mesilla Valley Audubon Society (MVAS). Thank you for this opportunity. 

Mesilla Valley Audubon Society is a strong supporter of development of alternative energy however we believe it must be done
carefully and correctly. We firmly believe that we must be “smart from the start”. 

We are very concerned about the loss of desert grasslands over the past several decades and the subsequent decline of grassland
bird species. Therefore we are focusing on preserving and restoring grasslands—a major part of the Bureau of Land
Management’s Restore New Mexico Program. These grassland in general are important habitat to the endangered Aplomado
Falcon that is currently being introduced in southern New Mexico by the Peregrine Fund. 

The Solar Energy Development Alternative is the completely wrong approach. It is the “shotgun” approach used when oil and gas
development was first started. We are smarter now and should use that experience to do better from the start. The 4 million acres
proposed for New Mexico far exceeds the needs for all the affected states combined. It is overkill and unnecessary. 

We believe that a modified Solar Energy Zone Alternative is the correct approach. We commend BLM for their identification of
the three Solar Energy Zones in southern New Mexico. We agree with the location of these areas with some modification. Those
modifications are as follows. 

Afton SEZ: This zone is the most suitable one except for the view shed of the proposed Potrillos and Aden Wilderness units within
the Organ Mountains/Desert Peaks Wilderness Bill. Wherever possible we would encourage BLM to proposed locating solar
facilities within this SEZ that provide the most screening from the proposed Wilderness units. 

Mason Draw SEZ: The major flaw in this area is in the northeast corner where it includes about 1800 acres that is part of the
Sleeping Lady Hills unit that was identified by the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance as having Wilderness qualities as defined by
the U.S. Wilderness Act of 1964. If this area and some associated grasslands were removed MVAS would have no objections. 

Red Sands SEZ: We are happy to see that the numerous playas in this area are not included in the SEZ. However, the northern part
of this SEZ starting a mile or two north of Lone Butte and continuing northeast to include a couple of sections of the large unit to



the south and about the northern half of the middle unit should be excluded from the SEZ. This area has important grasslands that
are associated with the playas and other grasslands to the west and northwest. These grasslands are important to grassland birds
and associated raptors. During one 5 hour visit we saw numerous small birds as well as 2 or 3 golden eagles, one Ferruginous
Hawk, one American Kestrel as well as other raptors near the site. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this important issue to us in southern New Mexcio. We hope our suggestions can be
implemented in the final draft of this document. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Tafanelli 
Conservation Chair 
Mesilla Valley Audubon Society 
575-526-9380 



Thank you for your comment, David Beaumont.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11875.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   22:48:44PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11875

First Name: David
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Beaumont
Organization: Mojave Trails Group
Address: [Withheld by requestor]
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Address 3: 
City: [Withheld by requestor]
State: [Withheld by requestor]
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Country: [Withheld by requestor]
Privacy Preference: Withhold address from public record
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Comment Submitted:

Solar PEIS Comment 
From: David Beaumont 
Founder of Mojave Trails Group. (MTG) 
Alternate Stakeholder to the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) for the California Off Road Vehicle
Association. (CORVA) 
Founding member of the Recreational Access Committee of California. (RACC) 
Life Member of the Blue Ribbon Coalition. (BRC) 
May 2nd 2011 

This document is in violation of NEPA. 

The document fails to consider a wide range of human activities in the affected and impacted areas, specifically in regards to
recreation in the SEZ’s. 

Typical Sections in all documents for all states affected by this program with numerical and written reference X.X.5.3
SEZ-Specific Design Features and Deign Feature Effectiveness, includes a statement which excludes mitigation for the loss of any
recreational use in the SEZ’s. Yet this Section makes reference to Appendix A, Section A.2.2, which leads one to Section A.2.2.6
Design Features for Recreation Impacts, which clearly states that the only mitigation considered for the recreational community
will be for acreage lost for off-highway vehicle use. 
This is appreciated as it allows visitors to reach a given destination in mind, however, it is prejudiced in that there has been no
accommodation for the wide variety of human uses of our public lands. Not all users of public lands are using those public lands
for the sake of operating a motor vehicle. The motor vehicle is merely a means to an end allowing them to reach a location where
they may do a wide variety of recreational activities. Without mitigation for such activities eliminated inside the SEZ’s it is a
foreseeable consequence of this action that less and less opportunity for public enjoyment of our public lands will exist. 
The document has also failed to properly analyze the cumulative effect of such actions. 

The document shall do the following: 

Strike any and all instances of the last sentence of X.X.5.3 from the record. This sentence reads, “The exceptions would be in the
loss of any recreational use in the SEZ which would not be mitigated.” Replace this sentence with one which reflects the
following: 
“The loss of any recreational use, of any type, in the SEZ, shall be fully mitigated.” 

Sincerely, 
David Beaumont 



Thank you for your comment, Randy Banis.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11876.

Comment Date: May 2, 2011   22:52:26PM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
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May 2, 2011

RE:  Solar Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

The Mojave and Colorado Deserts of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) contain 
unique and diverse natural, cultural, scenic, mineral, and recreational resources, which benefit 
millions of Californian’s, the people of our nation, and visitors from around the world.  The 
value and importance of all these resources must be taken fully into account when considering 
other potential uses that could result in their substantial degradation or permanent loss. 

Over the past several years the BLM California Desert District staff has informed the California 
Desert District Advisory Committee (DAC) of a large number of proposed thermal and 
photovoltaic solar energy plants and wind turbine farms in the Mojave and Colorado Deserts.  
These proposed wind and solar energy projects, if developed, will impact many square miles of 
open desert lands.  Just the solar projects approved to date comprise over 37 square miles 
(23,832 acres).  This is of particular concern because they destroy all onsite resources across 
several square miles per installation and are not consistent with the multiple-use mandate of the 
BLM.

While DAC members recognize that the BLM has been directed to consider fast track renewable 
energy projects on public lands in California, we have frequently expressed our reservations, 
individually and collectively about the environmental and economic impacts of these projects.   
As a diverse body of individuals representing an equally diverse group of constituents, business 
affiliations, and geographic areas, we of the DAC are very concerned that the rush to 
accommodate the permitting and development of these projects could cause unacceptable and 
unanticipated impacts to the environment and to society. We are troubled that reviewing such 
projects using the fast track methodology could in hindsight, and decades later, result in a greater 
societal cost than benefits.

As such, it is imperative that processes be developed to ensure that renewable energy projects are 
appropriately limited in size, number, sequence of development and location so they do not cause 
unacceptable and unanticipated harm.

While it is hoped that the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Draft currently in 
public comment stage) will address the DAC's concerns as expressed in our letter of November 
26, 2008, we wish to reiterate those concerns as stated below:

Acceptable Project Areas

We appreciate the effort the CDCA BLM staff has made to date to encourage renewable energy 
project applicants to site their projects in locations which avoid areas containing important 
natural, cultural and recreational resources.   However, it is our concern that these areas may not 
remain off-limits to future projects.  For example, a current wind energy proposal is sited within 



the Johnson Valley Off-highway Vehicle Area.  The development of realistic siting criteria would 
be useful.

The DAC agrees that siting renewable energy projects in areas with important resource values or 
long established recreational uses is unacceptable.   In addition to those areas where renewable 
energy projects are not permitted by statute, e.g., Wilderness Areas, Wilderness Study Areas and 
National Monuments, we strongly urge the BLM to prohibit renewable energy projects in 
environmentally or economically significant areas such as Desert Wildlife Management Areas 
and Areas of Critical Environmental Concern, areas with recognized mineral resources, and in 
areas set aside for recreation, including designated Off-highway Vehicle areas.  

We urge the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to identify and prioritize disturbed or 
otherwise impacted areas near existing or officially designated electrical transmission corridors 
in the California desert for the siting of remote solar generating plants.  These should be utilized 
over other sites.  

Purpose and Need

Again, while the DAC members recognize the directives driving BLM actions,  the DAC 
requests that the BLM carefully identify and evaluate any viable alternatives to the project; for 
example, are there opportunities for  locally generated power (see comments below), is the 
technology viable, or are there more renewable energy projects currently proposed in the CDCA 
than are needed to meet California’s current or anticipated renewable energy portfolio needs or 
transmission capabilities.

Alternatives

In its regulations implementing NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) calls the 
alternatives analysis section the "heart of the EIS,” and require that agencies shall, in part: 

(a) Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives and for 
alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for 
their having been eliminated. 
(b) Devote substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail including the 
proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits. 
(c) Include reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. 
(d) Include the alternative of no action. 

We request when considering each project, that the BLM conduct a thorough analysis of 
potential alternatives, including the siting of solar and other renewable energy projects at sites 
closer to demand such as on industrial sites; on private lands or military lands that are not used 
but currently available or potentially reclaimable, if contaminated.  In light of the military’s 
request for additional public lands, providing currently unused land for renewable energy 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/ceq_info.htm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/ceq_info.htm


development seems like a potentially viable option that would help mitigate for the loss of any 
additional public lands that are withdrawn by the military.  

Cumulative Effects Analysis

It is critical that any analysis of the potential adverse effects of renewable energy projects 
consider past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions.  In the our letter of November 
26, 2008 the DAC requested that the Programmatic EIS and subsequent project level NEPA 
reviews include a thorough analysis of cumulative effects per U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency “Consideration of Cumulative Impacts in EPA Review of NEPA Documents”, EPA 315-
R-99-002, May 1999.  This analysis should include not only other renewable energy projects but 
also any power transmission lines that would need to be developed to serve the renewable energy  
plants.  The analysis should also consider a phased approach to the installation of these projects, 
with regular evaluation of impacts by BLM staff. 

Potential Impacts to Recreational Resources

Just as the DAC requested in 2008, we again urge that the BLM consider and address the effects 
of proposed renewable energy projects on the full range of recreational opportunities in the 
desert, including designated off-road vehicle areas, motorized and non-motorized trails, rock 
hounding areas, and other recreational resources.

Potential Impacts to Wildlife Movement

A number of the proposed solar energy projects are clustered together in bands along highways 
and energy transmission corridors.  If fully developed, they could create a massive impediment 
or barrier to wildlife movement.  The DAC requests that the BLM fully consider this potential 
effect, and that solar energy facilities be sited in a manner which maintains adequate corridors 
for wildlife movement and the maintenance of ecological processes.

Public Participation in the NEPA Review of Proposed Projects

The public input provision of NEPA helps to ensure that the managing agency receives input 
from knowledgeable individuals and experts.  This is to aid them in the decision making process.  
Simply said, it is good public policy to allow for public input during the NEPA process.  Given 
the number and importance of the resources in the CDCA and the potential impacts to them from 
renewable energy projects, we reiterate our previous request  that all NEPA reviews for proposed 
renewable energy projects continue to include meaningful public input, including sufficient 
public meetings and adequate public comment periods. 



Economic Viability and Compensation for the use of Public Lands

For those sites that meet NEPA and other requirements, the DAC is concerned that the public 
will not receive the true market value for its use by for-profit companies for power generation.  

The DAC is also concerned about the completion of due diligence to determine the economic 
viability of the proposed operator’s projects.  We request that the BLM consult with 
knowledgeable third party experts to assist in the appraisal of the value of the leases and to 
assess the economic viability of each proposal. 

Project Remediation

The DAC members are concerned that unacceptable and unanticipated impacts can result from 
the abandonment of large renewable projects.  We ask that the BLM require sufficient bonding, 
comparable to that requested by other resource development projects, such as mining, to ensure 
that renewable energy project sites are fully remediated in the event they are abandoned or 
otherwise terminated.

DAC members continue  to strongly recommend that the BLM proceed thoughtfully and 
carefully in the development of polices for dealing with solar and other renewable energy 
projects and that it give full consideration to alternatives and all affected resources during the 
environmental review process.  

The DAC members also request that we continue to be invited to be a part of the policy 
formation discussions and that we have the opportunity to provide input on any proposed policies 
prior to their adoption.  

Thank you in advance for your attention to these comments.  

Sincerely,

Randy Banis
Chairman
BLM California Desert District Advisory Committee
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Solar Energy Draft Programmatic  

EIS, Argonne National Laboratory 

9700 S. Cass Avenue - EVS/240 

Argonne, Illinois 60439 

 

May 2, 2011 

 

Re: Solar PEIS Comments, San Luis Valley of Coloardo 

 

Dear Sir/Madams: 

 

The Poncha Pass Gunnison Sage-grouse Working Group was formed in 1998 and is a local, multi-interest group 

of landowners, citizens, NGOs and agencies working toward conservation of Gunnison Sage-grouse at Poncha 

Pass in Saguache County, Colorado.   In response to your request for comments on the Solar PEIS you are 

preparing for the possible establishment of industrial scale solar power generation in the San Luis Valley of 

Colorado, we would like to comment on the impacts of such operations on Gunnison Sage-grouse in our area.   

 

The Gunnison Sage-grouse (Centrocercus minimus) is a State of Colorado “Species of Special Concern”; a 

Bureau of Land Management designated “sensitive species” and is a candidate for listing under the Endangered 

Species Act with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  The Poncha Pass population of Gunnison Sage-grouse is a 

small (< 30 individuals), isolated population and is one of only seven populations of Gunnison Sage-grouse 

(GuSG) remaining in Colorado and Utah. 

 

Gunnison Sage-grouse are dependent upon sagebrush habitat for every stage of their life cycle.  Sagebrush in 

the San Luis Valley of Colorado is limited and the Poncha Pass GuSG population depends on the sagebrush 

habitat that is present from the summit of Poncha Pass south about 10 miles on both the east and west sides of 

Highway 285.  The majority of GuSG habitat at Poncha Pass is publically owned and managed by the BLM.  

The birds display and mate on areas known as “leks”.  At Poncha Pass there is only one known active lek 

located on BLM land.  Sage-grouse on leks are very sensitive to noise and other disturbances.  

 

GuSG habitat at Poncha Pass is identified as in the PEIS as “BLM lands being analyzed” for possible solar 

development in the De Tilla Gulch SEZ.  

 

We have extensive grouse use information for the Poncha Pass Population of GuSG from radio telemetry data 

on over 40 individual birds that were radio collared from 1999-2002.  Radio telemetry data collected from 1999 

– 2003 show that GuSG use the sagebrush habitat identified in the PEIS as “BLM lands being analyzed”.  

 

The noise, dust and road construction necessary for industrial scale solar development have the potential to 

negatively impact GUSG at Poncha Pass.  The necessary surface disturbance would permanently alter 

sagebrush habitat and the noise, dust and vehicle traffic would have far reaching impacts to GUSG in the 

surrounding area.  Recommendations in the Gunnison Sage-grouse Rangewide Conservation Plan (RCP) outline 

measures to be taken to minimize impacts to GUSG (Appendix I: GUSG Disturbance Guidelines) and include:  

• surface disturbance should be avoided in GUSG seasonal habitats,  

• timing restrictions should be implemented,  

• any necessary equipment should produce minimal noise and should be equipped with mufflers or noise 

suppression devices. 

• Road construction should be limited 

• Seasonal closures during critical sage-grouse use periods should be set 

 



The riparian habitat along San Luis Creek is of particular importance as it provides critical habitat for hens with 

broods. 

 

The impacts of solar development at this location would be detrimental to Gunnison Sage-grouse.  The GUSG 

population at Poncha Pass is small, declining and vulnerable to disturbance.   

 

The Poncha Pass Gunnison Sage-grouse Local Working Group therefore requests that all solar 

develpments be deferred from the Poncha Pass area. 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment. Please contact our Local Working Group Coordinator, Jenny 

Nehring if you have any questions or concerns. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Nehring 

Poncha Pass Gunnison Sage-grouse Local Working Group Coordinator 

jennynehring@hotmail.com 

719-852-3619 

416 Adams St 

Monte Vista, CO  81144 

 

 

 
Mapped range of Gunnison Sage-grouse in Colorado and Utah. 
 

 

Poncha Pass 

mailto:jennynehring@hotmail.com
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02 May 2011 
 
 
 
Solar Energy Draft PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue – EVS/240 
Argonne, IL  60439 
 
RE:  1610  (300):  Draft  Programmatic  Environmental  Impact  Statement  for  Solar 
Energy Development in Six Southwestern States 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
Iberdrola Renewables, Inc. (IRI) is a developer and owner of wind and solar energy 
projects,  actively  developing  projects  throughout  the  United  States  and  operating 
approximately  5,000  megawatts  of  renewable  energy  projects  nationwide.    IRI  is 
providing the following comments for agency consideration, prompted by the Bureau 
of Land Management’s  (BLM) and Department of Energy’s  (DOE)  recently  released 
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy Development in 
Six Southwestern States  (DPEIS).   The effort by BLM and DOE  to  improve upon  the 
reviewing  and  processing  of  applications  to  develop  solar  energy projects  on BLM 
property  is  commendable  and  consistent  with  federal  policy  goals  for  renewable 
energy development on public lands.  IRI appreciates the opportunity to review and 
provide  comments  on  the  DPEIS,  which  we  believe  is  a  positive  progression  of 
current policy but falls short of optimizing what is currently a difficult, unpredictable, 
and  inconsistent  process  to  engage  on.    Our  comments  reflect  our  review  of  the 
DPEIS  in  light  of  current  polices  by BLM  for  processing Right  of Way Grant  (ROW 
grant) applications.   Our  intention  is  for  these comments  to  lend themselves to  the 
refinement  of  the  current  process  that  we  feel  is  fundamentally  flawed  in  the 
following ways: 
 

1. There  is  a  lack  of  true  measurement  for  the  BLM  to  differentiate  between 
substantive  (i.e.,  economically  viable)  applications  versus  applications  that 
will not result in development of solar energy projects (a.k.a., land squatters); 

2.  There  is  no  apparent  and  predictable  manner  in  which  an  applicant  can 
reasonably assume preservation of an  issued ROW Grant  for  lack of market 
demand for, or feasibility of delivering proposed generated solar energy; and 



3.  Inconsistent  application  of  land  use  limitations  are  imposed  on  renewable 
energy  projects  but  not  on  non‐renewable  energy  development  as  well  as 
other  land  uses,  some  of  which  have  equal  or  greater  impacts  as  a  solar 
energy project.  
 

These three basic but fundamental issues related to current policies for solar energy 
development are not sufficiently addressed by the DPEIS.  Furthermore, the current 
proposed  modifications  to  policy  in  the  DPEIS  introduce  additional  complications 
and challenges for applicants, such as: 
 

1. The DPEIS does not consider a Testing and Monitoring ROW Grant (T&M ROW 
Grant)  process  for  solar,  as  is  successfully  done  with  wind  energy 
applications.    There  is  a  business  need  for  measuring  solar  intensity  on  a 
project  site  in  order  to  develop  project  economic  forecasting.    The  use  of  a 
T&M  ROW  Grant  serves  that  purpose  as  well  as  practically  provides  a  low 
impact land right to an applicant to determine the feasibility of the proposed 
energy development project.  Use of T&M ROW Grants with finite terms (e.g., 
three  (3)  year  term  with  one  (1)  extension  opportunity)  has  proven  a 
successful method of eliminating the issue raised in point 1 above concerning 
the deficiencies in current policy; 
 

2. The DPEIS does not provide any clear method for preserving an issued ROW 
Grant beyond a  limited period of  time.    If  such a concession  is  in place with 
current  policy,  it  is  not  well  understood  nor  provides  a  sufficient  level  of 
assurance  to compel an applicant  to risk pursuing a ROW Grant  that  lacks a 
clear avenue of market for and delivery of derived solar energy.   Rather, the 
DPEIS suggests a continuation of using the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA)  process  as  a  means  of  forcing  applicants  to  move  forward  with 
developing projects that may not be economically viable.  This is effectively a 
cart  before  the  horse  scenario  –  evaluating  the  environmental  benefits  and 
impacts  of  a  project  that  is  not  capable  of  predicting  what  the market  will 
demand at the time the NEPA process is concluded and a ROW Grant is issued.  
This  issue  is  reflected  in  point  2  above  with  respect  to  current  policy,  as 
detailed in BLM Instructional Memorandum 2011‐059; and   
 

 
3. There is a basic tenet proposed by the DPEIS that much of the complications 

and controversies experienced by the BLM and renewable energy applicants 
can  be  avoided  by  more  mindful  sighting  of  projects  in  areas  of  prior 
disturbance, based on a resource‐intensive level of engagement by applicants 
that  is  simply  unsustainable  for  the  resource  constraints  of  the  BLM.  
Additionally,  other  development  constraints,  such  as  transmission  capacity, 
are  proposed  by  the DPEIS  as  needing  to  be  addressed much  sooner  in  the 
development process than is practical, regardless of how much it is viewed by 
the  BLM  to  inform  their  decision‐making  process.    These  proposed 
approaches, collectively coined by the BLM as “screening for success” or more 



recently  “Smart  from  the  Start”,  are  ambitious  and  ideally  compelling 
concepts.   However,  they are  impractical means of attempting  to manage an 
industry  whose  actions  are  a  reflection  of  the  nation’s  current  short‐term 
policy structure of enabling growth of renewable energy.  To our knowledge, 
there  is  no  area  within  the  public  lands  managed  by  the  BLM  where  a 
proposed  activity,  such  as  a  renewable  energy  project,  will  not  have  some 
form  of  public  opposition.    As  such,  the  NEPA  process  was  developed  to 
publicly vet consideration of federal actions.   NEPA was not contemplated to 
be  a  secondary  effort  of  publically  vetting  an  action  already  deemed 
appropriate by a public agency – which is what is implicated by the proposed 
SEZ concept in the DPEIS.   

 
It is with these thematic comments in mind that IRI feels authorized use of BLM land 
should  be  criteria‐based,  as  opposed  to  some  pre‐determined,  arbitrary  zone 
concept, and it is imperative that the BLM consider working collaboratively with the 
solar  industry when delineating/analyzing  lands  acceptable  for  solar development.  
Additionally,  however  BLM  resolves  to  address  solar  development,  resources 
allocated  to  current  projects  should  not  be  redirected  to  the  detriment  of  current 
endeavors.  To that end, IRI is providing the following DPEIS comments for the BLM’s 
consideration: 
 

1. BLM’s  reasonably  foreseeable  development  scenario  (RFDS)  for  solar 
development  over  the  next  20  years  assumes  an  upper  bound  of  75%  of 
development would occur on BLM land.   How was this calculated given that, 
to‐date, only one utility‐scale solar project proposed on BLM land has moved 
into the construction phase? 

2. Table ES.2‐2, “Areas for Exclusion under the BLM Solar Energy Development 
Program Alternative”  lists  25 areas proposed  to  exclude  solar development.  
Would  this  prevent  the  authorization  for  amendments  to  land  use  plans  in 
areas  identified  for  exclusion?    IRI  feels  exclusion  of  these  areas  should  be 
considered  on  a  project  by  project  basis  as  is  done  with  all  other  types  of 
proposed anthropogenic activities,  for example: 

a. Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMAs) are being proposed as 
exclusionary  areas  for  solar  development.    It  has  been  shown  that 
developers are able to mitigate for recreational use displaced by solar 
development and these areas should not necessarily be precluded. 

3. Clustering solar projects within small Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) areas could put 
a significant strain on the electrical load for transmission systems within the 
vicinity of  the SEZs.   While  the criteria of distance to transmission  lines was 
considered when selecting the proposed SEZs, there is no indication that the 
more  relevant  issue  of  transmission  capacity was  considered.    Additionally, 
without sustainable, long‐term national policy planning for renewable energy, 
attempting  to  predict  where  marketable  areas  are  for  future  renewable 



energy  development  is  futile,  with  the  proposed  SEZs  rendered  potentially 
useless due to unforeseeable shifts in market demand. 

4. The DPEIS allows BLM to continue authorizing non‐solar ROW applications in 
SEZ  areas  until  “solar  development  is  authorized.”   If  the  SEZ  alternative  is 
selected,  then this will place  further restrictions on the total area within the 
SEZ available  for solar development.   How is  this being considered  in DPEIS 
process?    

5. Section  5.2.3  (Impacts  and  Mitigation)  states,  "the  need  for  future 
transmission  capacity…should  be  reviewed."   Who  has  the  responsibility  to 
review  this  need  and  determine  whether  there  is  a  need?    How  can  BLM 
realistically coordinate this with utilities and transmission providers? 

6. Section  5.3.3  (Impacts  and  Mitigation)  states,  "Lands  identified  in  citizens' 
proposals  should  be  evaluated  for  wilderness  characteristics  prior  to  solar 
development  action  being  approved".   Citizens'  proposals  for  designating 
lands with wilderness  characteristics  should not  burden  the  review process 
for solar energy or other proposals, particularly if submitted just prior, or in 
response  to  a  Solar  ROW  application.   BLM  is  responsible  for  managing 
wilderness  characteristics  through  regular  updates  to  its  RMPs.   Like  any 
other  ROW  applicant,  a  proposing  citizen  entity  should  be  responsible  for 
financing necessary studies to demonstrate the area's ecological value, which 
should  be  evaluated  and  determined  through  a  full  NEPA  process  that 
includes  ROW  application,  cost  recovery  fees,  and  POD,  at  that  proposer's 
expense  (not  BLM's).    That  or  some  other  manner  of  controlling  arbitrary 
petitions  needs  to  be  in  place  and  applied  homogeneously  to  all  proposed 
activities on BLM land, not just solar energy development.  

7. Section 5.9.3.1 (Impacts and Mitigation) states, "Siting  in  identified 100‐year 
floodplains should not be allowed within the development".   The FEMA 100‐
year  floodplain  should  not  be  used  as  a  standard  for  siting  suitability.    The 
FEMA flood  insurance program is administered at  the discretion of Counties 
for  residential  flood  insurance,  only.   Projects  of  this  nature  can  use 
appropriate design to manage potential flood hazards.   

8. Table  11.1.1.3‐1  (Nevada)  states,  “Within  the  SEZ,  in  areas  visible  from and 
within 5 mi  (8 km) of Death Valley National Park,  visual  impacts associated 
with  solar  energy  project  operation  should  be  consistent with  VRM Class  II 
management  objectives,  as  experienced  from  KOPs  (to  be  determined  by 
BLM) within the National Park.” This seems restrictive to solar development 
since the level of change to the characteristic landscape should be low.   

9. Table 12.1.1.3‐1 (New Mexico) states, “Water resource analysis indicates that 
wet‐cooling and dry‐cooling options would not be feasible; other technologies 
should incorporate water conservation measures.”  What is BLM proposing if 
these technologies aren't sufficient to address water resource concerns? 
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The Pahrump Paiute Tribe opposes the consideration and potential siting of Solar Projects in Amargosa Valley, Nevada. This
location is situated within close proximity to numerous unrecorded archaeological sites, religious sites, songscapes and storyscapes
important to Southern Paiute people and more specifically, the Pahrump Paiute Tribe. We know there are known sites that will be
significantly and adversely impacted by the siting of the proposed projects. To date, no ethnographic studies have been conducted
with the Pahrump Paiute Tribe, as requested and approved by the Program Manager and Document Manager of Bureau of Land
Management. The Pahrump Paiute Tribe participated in a public meeting in Goldfield, Nevada expressing the concerns of our tribe.
Subsequent to meeting, correspondence was received by the BLM office administering this EIS, that ethnographic interviews
would indeed be conducted. After repeated requests, the BLM has failed to uphold this commitment and has not allowed the
Pahrump Paiute Tribe to engage in this project and fulfill the requirements under NEPA. Consideration of the Amargosa, NV site
will perpetuate additonal concerns relating to Environmental Justice that have not been properly evaluated absence of ethnographic
studies. The Pahrump Paiute Tribe will suffer adverse impacts if the Amargosa Valley, NV site is considered due to the holyland
violations that are not experienced by any other groups. 

The Pahrump Paiute Tribe again requests the opportunity to participate in the approved ethnographic project supported jointly by
the BLM and the Department of Energy, to assist in the identification and documentation of significant cultural resource sites. 

Lastly, we are aware and have traditonal cultural knowledge about the impacts deriving from this proposed solar projects on
socioeconmics, geology and soils, hyrology, air quality, human health and lastly environmental justice. 

The Pahrump Paiute Tribe along with other Southern Paiute tribes are aware of the cultural implications associated with the
artifical harnesssing of the power from the Sun and what will occur to the landscape. Accordingly, the Draft EIs does ot address
any of the issues raised by the Pahrump Paiute Tribe. 

Richard W. Arnold, Chairperson 
Pahrump Paiute Tribe
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Thank you for your comment, Ceal Smith.
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See attached file "SLVRCA draft PEIS comments" 
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April 2, 2011 
San Luis Valley Renewable Communities Alliance 
PO Box 477 
Saguache, Colorado 81131 
 
US Bureau of Land Management 
Draft Solar PEIS Comments 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue, EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Submitted electronically via: http://solareis.anl.gov/involve/comments/index.cfm 
 
RE: Draft Solar Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
On behalf of the San Luis Valley Renewable Communities Alliance (SLVRCA), its members 
and associates, we submit the following comments on the Draft Solar Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS). 
 
SLVRCA is a coalition of ranchers, biologists, renewable energy advocates and local citizens 
who view with great concern the industry and government momentum behind siting industrial 
scale, centralized solar power stations on large swaths of ecologically valuable public lands, 
particularly in the San Luis Valley, Colorado. 
 
We have come together to urge local, state and national government, utilities, regional 
environmental groups and the public to abandon this destructive path, and to work toward 
generating the power we need in the built environment. 
 
SLVRCA holds that there is a proper hierarchy of priority for strategies to end our nation's 
addiction to fossil fuels. We should start the switch by using the most cost-effective strategies for 
renewable energy production, which also happen to be the least environmentally destructive. In 
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descending order of priority: 
1. Reduce demand. According to some estimates, an aggressive program of conservation 

and energy efficiency using currently available technology could reduce US power 
consumption by nearly one third.1 

2. Generate renewable energy at or near the point of use. Distributed solar generation on 
homes and businesses is cost-competitive and does not incur the energy loss of 
distribution through transmission lines. Users can benefit through reduced utility bills or 
sales of power into the grid, or both. Installation time from project conception to 
completion is measured in weeks rather than years. 

3. Generate renewable energy on a larger scale within the built environment. Most cities 
possess large industrial spaces including warehouse roofs, brownfields, large parking 
lots, airports, and other areas that could be either converted to or augmented with 
renewable energy production using existing technology. Emerging technologies offer 
promise for additional methods to incorporate solar energy production into new 
residential and commercial construction. 

 
We maintain that a mixture of these techniques can meet our electrical energy needs without 
sacrificing biologically valuable ecosystems in Colorado and other southwestern states with large 
scale concentrating solar power plants. 
 
Should these common-sense methods fail to meet our society's long-term demand for renewable 
energy, centralized solar power plants should be sited only on available disturbed, degraded and 
contaminated lands that offer little carbon sequestration, wildlife habitat or other natural resource 
values. Renewable technologies that do not deplete scarce arid land water resources should be 
prioritized. In any event, prudent and responsible renewable energy development should always 
steer large-scale renewable energy production away from intact public and private wildlands and 
prime agricultural lands. 
 
I. Background 
The need to make a rapid transition to a renewable-based energy economy is urgent. Global 
warming threatens to unwind the relatively stable climate regime that has supported the 

                                                        

1 http://www.grist.org/article/2009-09-11-how-much-energy-does-the-us-waste/ 
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evolution of present human and ecological systems.2 At the same time, our economy has been 
rocked by global financial market crises that threaten to undermine our long-term economic 
security. It is imperative that we target the most efficient, rapid and cost-effective path to a 
renewable energy future that creates quality employment, revitalizes local economies, protects 
the environment and renews our communities. 
 
The beauty of renewable energy is its ubiquity. Solar in particular is available globally at the 
point of use. Advances in renewable energy, including smart grid technologies, are 
revolutionizing our energy systems. Many experts agree that decentralized generation and 
distribution is the wave of the future. If we are to realize our full renewable energy potential, we 
must make a major departure from the old energy business model dependent on a constantly 
expanding, centralized utility system. 
 
In the US, utility monopolies have dominated our energy sector for more than half a century. 
Resistance to change permeates the highest echelons of government. The push for industrial-
scale remote central station renewable energy power plants reflects this old energy paradigm. 
 
Reducing CO2 emissions has been cited by the California Energy Commission as an “overriding 
consideration” for permitting solar projects that have otherwise fail to meet environmental 
standards. DOI and DOE need to review the effectiveness of RES’s in reducing emissions before 
pursuing a national RES policy. By mandating a market “add-on,” rather than a substitution, 
RES’s may be ineffective in reducing emissions or climate change. Because there is no 
requirement to reduce fossil-fuel-generated power by an equivalent megawattage, RES mandates 
are being used by Investor Owned Utilities (IOU’s) to create an artificial market above existing 
generation, even as efficiency and conservation reduce overall demand. In addition, utilities are 
playing the green card to justify lucrative new transmission infrastructure.3 If left unchecked, 
RES policies could undermine efforts to reduce CO2 emissions, unnecessarily increase the cost 
                                                        

2 Overland, Carol A, Attorney, “Transmission: It’s all connected," Slide 13, public presentation, 
January 20, 2011, Adams State College, Alamosa, Co, http://legalectric.org/?s=San+Luis+Valley 
 
3 US Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Fast-Track Renewable Energy 
Projects, updated: January 6, 2011: 
http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/renewable_energy/fast-track_renewable.html 
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of renewable energy, and delay by decades our transition to a new energy economy. 
 
II. Business as usual 
 
“Leading” in the wrong direction 
 
Against this backdrop, the Administration claims to be making sweeping changes in the way we 
generate energy in this country, yet there is nothing new or innovative about this policy other 
than that it uses solar in place of traditional fossil fuel energy to power massive centralized 
generation stations on a scale never before seen. 
 
Even many purported progressives have taken the approach that we must “do it all, everywhere” 
in order to confront the climate crisis—yet ignored in the analysis are the environmental damage 
and counter-productivity of siting industrial-scale solar development on carbon-sequestering, 
ecologically valuable intact public lands. Though allusions are frequently made to the need to 
site solar power plants wisely and in an “environmentally responsible” manner, serious efforts to 
act on these concerns are sorely lacking. 
 
There is a severe lack of proper leadership on renewable energy policy in the US. SLVRCA 
believes this leadership vacuum will endure as long as the Bureau of Land Management 
remains in charge of solar energy development. As long as remote, pristine and near-pristine 
desert in the public sphere is the centerpiece of solar development siting, the BLM remains 
indispensable and has no reason to relinquish its current role. 
 
Same old energy interests 
 
By offering up public resources, the BLM is subsidizing the same energy interests that have 
profited by oil and gas development on public lands and waters (BP, Chevron). Taxpayer-funded 
subsidies in the form of cash grants and federal loan guarantees are going to the same financial 
players that helped bring the country to the edge of financial meltdown (Morgan Stanley, 
Goldman Sachs). 
 
By converting public lands to industrial energy factories in fragile, remote areas with massive 
requirements for transmission at great cost to ratepayers and the environment, our renewable 
energy policy is taking the least enlightened path possible, staying close to the status quo while 
attempting to create the illusion of change. 
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Fourteen solar projects on over 60,000 acres and more than 750 miles of new high-voltage 
transmission projects have been fast-tracked on public lands.34 The projects range from 516 to 
7,840 acres, with the average power plant exceeding 4,300 acres. This scale and intensity of 
development on public lands is unprecedented. Massive solar power plants pose irreversible, 
long-term, cumulative ecosystem and species-level threats to fragile desert and grassland biomes. 
In addition, expediting so many fast-tracked projects all at once has rendered public review of 
environmental impact studies nearly impossible. 
 
Failure to meet environmental standards 
 
Numerous deficiencies in meeting National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) legal 
requirements have been documented by agencies and environmental groups4, including, but not 
limited to: 

 Inadequate or completely lacking biological surveys 
 Failure to adequately assess indirect impacts 
 Failure to consider a reasonable range of project alternatives 
 Narrow purpose and need statements 
 Absence of baseline visual and noise resource analysis 
 Inadequate cumulative impacts analysis 
 Deficient underlying planning documents that never contemplated this scale of 

development and have no relevant guidelines that limit acceptable change 
 Unresolved, deferred, and inadequate mitigation measures 

 
The fast-track process puts enormous pressure on responsible agencies and staff to rush through 
evaluations of largely unknown technologies on an unprecedented scale. In acknowledgement of 
the serious shortcomings of the fast-track process, even otherwise compliant environmental 
groups issued the following “disclaimer” of the fast-track process:5 

                                                        

4 Al Weinrub, Community Power: Decentralized Renewable Energy in California, November 2010, page 26: 

http://www.localcleanenergy.org/Community-Power-Publication 

 

5 5NRDC, Sierra Club et al, Comments on Chevron Energy Solutions Lucerne Valley Solar Project, May 2010. 
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“We urge the BLM and the Interior Department to acknowledge publicly the deficiencies 

of the current [fast track] process and to commit publicly to improving it. More 

specifically, we urge both entities to affirm that neither the current process, nor any of the 

project sites, nor any of the environmental documents, establish any legal or procedural 

precedents for future decision-making, siting or environmental review." 

 
As of this writing, Secretary Salazar has approved nine of the fourteen fast-tracked utility-scale 
solar developments on public land, six in the deserts of California and three in Nevada, the 
proposed plants' maximum generating capacity of approximately 3,200 MW on more than 
29,000 acres. 
 
In many cases, agency staff determined projects to have multiple, unmitigatable adverse 
environmental impacts. Rather than reducing the scale, redirecting projects away from sensitive 
habitats, or denying project approvals, agencies invoked subjective “overriding considerations” 
to push otherwise unwarranted approvals through. The move was based on a hypothetical 
assertion that reduced greenhouse gas emissions resulting from solar generation would offset 
negative environmental impacts. The Imperial Valley Solar Project offers a point in case: 
 

“…Staff believes that the direct project impacts to biological resource, and soil and water 

resources, and visual resources, and the cumulative impacts associated with biological 

resources, land use, soil and water resources, and visual resources for the Imperial Valley 

Solar (IVS) Project will be significant. There is no feasible mitigation that would reduce 

the impacts to a level that is less than significant given the scale of the project, and other 

projects that were cumulatively considered…staff recognizes that due to a lack of 

information regarding the long-term performance of this new technology, it is uncertain 

whether the applicant’s claims regarding reliability will be met.”6 

 
 
 
                                                        

6 California Energy Commission Staff, Staff’s Comments Regarding a Possible Energy Commission Finding of 

Overriding Considerations – Imperial Valley Solar Project (08-AFC-5), July 27, 2010: 

http://faultline.org/images/uploads/TN_57759_07- 27-10_Staffs_Comments_to_Override_Considerations.pdf 
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Agency staff nevertheless concludes: 
 

“Notwithstanding the unmitigatable impacts…it will provide critical environmental 

benefits by helping the state reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, and these positive 

attributes must be weighed against the projects adverse impacts. It is because of these 

benefits and the concerns regarding the adverse impacts that global warming will have 

upon the state and our environment, including desert ecosystems, that staff believes it 

would be appropriate for the Commission to approve the project based on a finding of 

overriding considerations…”7 

 
No scientific evidence has been presented to support the claim that these projects reduce 
greenhouse emissions. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that the opposite may be true. In a seven 
year monitoring study, researchers at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas found that carbon 
sequestration rates in Mojave Desert ecosystems rival or exceed that of some forest and 
grassland ecosystems.8 
 
More recent work at the Center for Conservation Biology, University of California, Riverside,  
(Allen, et al) calls for more studies on groundwater depletion, landscape fragmentation, 
vegetation type conversion and regional carbon budgets. The researchers warn that “moving 
forward with industrial-scale solar developments in undeveloped desert habitats without 
quantifying the array of impacts…may unknowingly compromise biodiversity and ecosystem 
functioning.”9 
 
In addition, sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), used primarily as an electrical insulator in high voltage 
transmission of electricity, is the most potent of the six greenhouse gases regulated by the EPA, 
with a global warming potential 23,900 times that of CO2. One pound of SF6 is equivalent to 

                                                        

7 Ibid. 

8 Richard Stone, “Have Desert Researchers Discovered a Hidden Loop in the Carbon Cycle?” Science, June 16, 2008: 

http://www.allianceforresponsibleenergypolicy.com/CarbonCyclereport.pdf 

9 Allen, Michael, F., McHughen, A, Barrows, C., Impacts of Large-scale Solar Development on Regional Ecosystem Dynamics: 

Critical Research Gaps, Desert Tortoise Council, 36th Annual Meeting and Symposium, Feb. 18-20, 2011, Las Vegas, NV, 

http://www.deserttortoise.org/abstract/2011DTCSymposiumAbstracts.pdf 
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eleven tons of CO2, nothing sequesters it and the chemical has a half-life in the atmosphere of 
3,200 years.10 The cost and effect of adding over 750 miles of new transmission infrastructure on 
SF6 emissions must also be factored into carbon-balance equations. 
 
Unlike other forms of energy extraction, concentrating solar development entails use of 100 
percent of the surface of a site. Environmental impacts are long-term (decades to centuries)11 and 
the prospect of either short- and long-term reclamation remains purely speculative. 
 
Until sound scientific research confirms the untested assumption that replacing intact desert 
ecosystems with industrial scale, centralized solar power plants will, in fact, result in a net 
CO2 reduction, evocation of categorical exclusions or other environmental waivers is arbitrary 
and unwarranted. 
 
Offsite mitigation and translocation of affected wetlands, migrant bird habitat and federally 
threatened and endangered species, including Gunnison’s Prairie Dog is another severe, 
unresolved concern.  The overall impact of multiple projects will be devastating to vulnerable 
migrant bird species dependent on these habitats, particularly to unique populations restricted to 
narrow habitat conditions. 
 
America’s newest national heritage area 

The vast San Luis Valley, Colorado is the cradle of the nations early settlement and a treasure 
trove of natural, cultural and historical wonders.  The Valley spans six counties and 8,000 square 
miles at an average altitude of 7,500 feet.    

North America’s earliest human inhabitants, the Clovis peoples followed the vast herds of elk, 
pronghorn and the now extinct mammoth that roamed the San Luis Valley more than 12,000 
years ago.  A continuous stream of people followed including the Ute, Navajo, Apache, Tiwa, 
Tewa, Comanche, Kiowa and Arapaho.  Blanca Peak and numerous sites around the Valley are 
still sacred to Native Americans.  The Spaniards settled here in the mid 1800’s, and today nearly 

                                                        

10 US EPA. SF6 Emission Reduction Partnership for Electric Power Systems: http://www.epa.gov/electricpower-

sf6/basic.html 
11 Ibid. 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half of the Valley’s residents are of Hispanic descent.  Among the many families that have 
farmed and ranched here for generations, are Interior Secretary Ken Salazar’s family.    

In recognition of its rich biological and cultural heritage, much of the San Luis Valley was 
designated a National Heritage Area in 2009.   The Sangre de Cristo National Heritage Area Act 
designates more than 3,000 square miles, a landscape larger than the states of Delaware and 
Rhode Island combined.  It is named for the range of jagged, 14,000-foot mountains that defines 
the eastern edge of the San Luis Valley, one of the largest and highest alpine valleys in North 
America.  One of only 3 National Heritage Areas in the West, the designation underscores the 
importance of the Valley’s natural and cultural heritage as part of Americas national story.   

Cultural and historic resources are a primary concern in the San Luis Valley.  Based on 
testimony by local residents familiar with the sites, cultural resource inventories in the 4 
proposed Solar Energy Zones are inadequate and incomplete.   Conflicts are inevitable, as 
underscored by the concerns expressed by Native Americans and their legal challenges based on 
lack of consultation by the BLM on six of the nine projects permitted in California by DOI to 
date. 
 
Public risk, private gain 
 
Adding to the public burden are government cash grants to private, for-profit consortiums of up 
to 30 percent of a project’s total cost. Much of the momentum behind fast tracking was to meet 
the December 21, 2010 deadline for solar projects to quality for American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding. Under industry pressure, Congress is considering extending 
recovery funds for solar development. 
 
ARRA funds have also been allocated for loan guarantees — that is, loans by US taxpayers 
through the Treasury Department, guaranteed by taxpayers through the Department of Energy. 
Two have been issued so far — $1.37 billion to BrightSource for three plants in the Mojave, and 
$1.45 billion to Abengoa for a plant on private land in Arizona. Solar Millennium is seeking a 
$1.9 billion loan/guarantee for its projects in Blythe. 
 
The President’s proposed budget also includes $73 million to review and permit renewable 
energy projects on federal lands. In addition to these generous federal subsidies, states have 
waived millions of dollars in permit-processing fees for private utility-scale solar developers, 
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with no provision for reimbursement.12 
 
The Department of Interior has set as its goal “to permit at least 9,000 megawatts of new solar, 
wind, and geothermal electricity generation capacity on DOI-managed lands by the end of 
2011.” Reaching this goal before the end of the year would require fast tracking of an additional 
5,800 MW on more than 70,000 acres. Whether or not there are more fast-track proposals, it is 
clear that the Administration is strongly committed to the current, expedited policy. 
 
Staying the wrong course 
 
Six of the nine fast-tracked solar projects are currently under litigation in response to inadequate, 
expedited reviews and potentially unwarranted approvals. In addition, some fast tracked projects 
depend on approvals of new long-distance transmission lines that are, themselves, under 
litigation. Rather than expediting solar energy generation, the “fast track” process has 
complicated and delayed our country’s progress on renewable energy. Agency deference to 
entrenched, old energy interests and business models have created policy mire that could be 
decades or longer to resolve before these projects ever go online. 
 
In an October 2010 conference call to which environmental representatives were invited, 
Secretary Salazar expressed ambivalence regarding the previous fast-tracked projects, admitting 
that the “process had not been perfect.” The Secretary rationalized project approval on the basis 
that there had been no renewable energy program before he came in. He alluded to setting aside 
1,000 square miles (640,000 acres) for solar—about the amount of land in the Solar Study Areas 
mapped out prior to issuance of the Draft PEIS. 
 
We expected the problems identified in the course of the fast-track process to be remedied 
through the Solar PEIS, which DOI and DOE began in 2008, to “establish environmental policies 
and mitigation strategies (e.g., best management practices and siting criteria) related to solar 
energy development.” Maps of the solar study areas (SSAs), including those encompassing 
22,000 acres in the San Luis Valley, Colorado were offered for public review. 
 
                                                        

12 Jessica Cejnar, “County could establish position on green energy projects,” Desert Dispatch, April 2010: 

http://www.desertdispatch.com/news/board-8265-position-energy.html 
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Late in 2010, as the release of the draft PEIS approached, in the wake of the Secretary’s approval 
of several fast-track projects, we looked ahead to the PEIS for what we hoped would be a more 
rational and acutely focused analysis. This would in turn result in a legally and biologically 
defensible program. It was widely assumed, and regularly reinforced through statements from 
Interior, that the PEIS would begin with the 22,000 acres of SSAs and work from there to narrow 
appropriate lands for solar development, in the six states. 
 
Thus, the public was unprepared for the choice of a Preferred Alternative that would keep over 
160,000 acres of public land in Colorado and nearly 22 million acres—about 33 times as much 
acreage as the SSAs—open to lease applications. 
 
The Preferred Alternative is directly counter to the intent of the PEIS, which was to introduce 
some limits and predictability on how development of solar on public lands was to proceed. 
Caving into industry demands,13 Interior has essentially said, “We do not wish to establish any 
meaningful limits on what is available to industry." 
 
III. Applicable Federal Orders and Inapplicable “Mandates” 
 
The myth of the mandate 
 
By pledging to put a “bulls-eye” on public land for solar development and calling on Congress to 
make a long-term commitment to billions of dollars in public loan guarantees and grants to large 
scale solar developers, Interior Department Secretary Salazar is in keeping with a time-honored 
tradition of offering up federal land as a dumping ground for yet another single-use, 
environmentally damaging form of energy exploitation. 
 
Much of the drive behind solar development on public lands has been predicated on what is often 
referred to as a “mandate” in the 2005 Energy Policy Act (PL 109-58). Policymakers, agencies, 
industry, the press, and environmentalists all make reference to it. Yet the short provision 
regarding renewable energy on public lands in the legislation (Section 211), establishes an 
                                                        

13 Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, LLP, Comments of Large-scale Solar Association (LSA), the Solar Energy 

Industry Association (SEIA), and the Center for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Technologies (CEERT), Solar 

Energy PEIS Scopingletter submitted to BLM, September 14, 2009. 
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aspiration, not a mandate: 
 

"It is the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of the Interior should, before the end of 

the 10-year period beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, seek to have approved non-hydropower 

renewable energy projects located on the public lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 

megawatts of electricity.”14 
 
We agree with our partner organization, Solar Done Right that “A Sense of Congress” resolution 
has no force of law. The fact that this provision does not establish a mandate does not render it 
irrelevant, but it does mean that the Secretary of the Interior is not required to promote and sign 
off on permitting for utility-scale solar power plants. To do so is a policy choice, not a legally 
binding Congressional mandate. 
 
Amended Federal Order 3285A1, issued by DOI Secretary Salazar on February 22, 2010, is also 
cited as the basis for using public lands for solar development. The Order takes its authority from 
the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Section 3) and therefore also constitutes a DOI policy choice, 
rather than a legally binding Order. Nevertheless, the Order states that “as the steward of more 
than one-fifth of our Nation’s lands,” the department has a significant role in coordinating and 
ensuring environmentally responsible renewable energy production… [Emphasis added].” The 
Order clearly states that the department should pursue solar leasing “while protecting and 
enhancing the Nation’s water, wildlife, and other natural resources.” 
 
Given the significant impacts from large-scale concentrating solar that cannot be mitigated, the 
goal of “protecting and enhancing the Nation’s water, wildlife, and other natural resources” 
while implementing large scale “environmentally responsible” solar development, cannot be met 
through any of the alternatives being analyzed in the DPEIS. 
 
When considering the big picture of renewable energy development, technology and market 
trends, we believe that the discretionary targeting of intact public lands for industrial solar 
development is a grave mistake in need of reversal. 
 
 
                                                        

14 PL 109-58, Section 211. 
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IV. Scope, purpose, need and alternatives 
 
Narrow, industry-driven alternatives 
 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires agencies to "[r]igorously explore and 
objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. The courts have found that 
"The `existence of a viable but unexamined alternative renders an environmental impact 
statement inadequate.'" And that the "touchstone for our inquiry is whether an EIS's selection and 
discussion of alternatives fosters informed decision-making and informed public participation." 
As currently defined, the BLM’s scope to analyze “use of multiple solar energy technologies at 
utility-scale over the next 20 years on lands within six southwestern states,” and DPEIS purpose 
and need, “to respond to the high interest in siting utility-scale solar energy development on 
public lands,” reflect the priorities of the solar industry to gain maximum access to public lands 
for industrial-scale development,18 rather than the public interest in identifying the wisest 
approach to renewable energy development that preserves the long-term value of public lands. 
 
According to the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Section 6.2) and reiterated in Instructional 
Memorandum No. 2011-059, “The purpose and need statement for an externally generated action 
must describe the BLM purpose and need, not an applicant’s interests and objectives or external 
proponent’s purpose and need (40 CFR 1502.13) (emphasis added), but rather “the problem or 
opportunity to which the BLM is responding and what the BLM hopes to accomplish by the 
action.” 15 
 
The foregone conclusion of all of the alternatives analyzed in the DPEIS is the sacrifice of huge 
swaths of public lands for another wave of energy exploitation. The DPEIS fails to consider 
whether siting large-scale solar on public lands is the highest and best use of those lands, nor 
does it explore alternatives to public lands solar. 
 
Siting industrial scale solar power plants on high-value, intact public lands has come under 
increasing scrutiny as the public becomes aware of viable alternatives such as large-scale solar 
“roof-top” PV in the built environment, or siting solar development on the nation's millions of 
                                                        

15 US Department of Interior, BLM, Instructional Memorandum No. 2011-059, National Environmental Policy Act 

Compliance for Utility-Scale Renewable Energy Right-of-Way Authorizations, Expires: 09-30/2012. 
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acres of disturbed, degraded and contaminated lands. 
 
Distributed generation 
 
While the DPEIS acknowledges that “[distributed generation] will be an important component of 
future electricity supplies,” it rejects the analysis of a distributed generation alternative based on 
outdated and incorrect assumptions. 
 
The DPEIS conclusion that only “23% of required of required electricity supplies could be met 
with roof-top PV systems” is refuted by numerous studies. For example, a 2007 Navigant study 
prepared for the California Energy Commission (CEC) estimated the combined solar PV 
capacity potential of residential and commercial rooftops in California to be 50,255 megawatts in 
2010 and67,889 megawatts in 2016.16 
 
A 2009 Black & Veatch and Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) report to the 
CPUC, found 11,543 megawatts of large (greater than 1/3 acre) urban rooftop capacity and 
27,000 megawatts of ground-mounted capacity near existing substations. 17 
 
A June 2010 update of the study found that California has a capacity of 55,000 megawatts of 
decentralized solar PV (over 100,000 GWh/year). 22 This is more than enough to meet the 
estimated 40,000 to 56,000 GWh/year net short in the state. The potential for DG goes well 
beyond the numbers cited in these studies that only account for the most accessible commercial 
sites. 
 
It is common knowledge that solar PV prices have fallen dramatically in the past two years. In a 
recent filing to the state’s PUC, Southern California Edison asked for approval of 20 solar PV 
projects worth 250 MW – all of which are expected to generation 567 gigawatt-hours of 
                                                        

16 Navigant Consulting, California Energy Commission, California Rooftop Photovoltaic (PV) Resource Assessment 

and Growth Potential by County, September 2007, Table B.1: 

http://www.navigantconsulting.com/downloads/knowledge_center/CECReport-500-2007-048.pdf 
17 Black & Veatch, Summary of PV Potential Assessment in RETI and the 33% Implementation Analysis, December 

2009: http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/FBB0837D-5FFF-4101-9014- 

AF92228B9497/0/ReDECWorkshopPresentation1ExistingAnalyses.ppt. 
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electricity for less than the price of natural gas.23 Five years ago, solar PV and concentrated 
solar power were comparable in price, but solar PV is now indisputably cheaper than 
concentrated solar power.18 
 
Solar PV with battery storage has a lower levelized cost than concentrating solar with storage,19 
and many small installations spread widely over a larger geographic area, are far less vulnerable 
than large central-station solar generation that can be entirely shut down by a single cloud. 
Advocates of utility-scale solar commonly omit from their calculations avoided costs of new 
transmission, and the 7.5–15 percent losses from moving solar-generated electricity hundreds of 
miles to urban demand centers when comparing the cost of centralized vs. distributed solar 
generation. 
 
In cloudy Germany, 8,000 MW of distributed PV were installed in 2010 alone,20 more than 80 
percent of it on rooftops. 
 
A strategy focused primarily on distributed PV would be the most cost-effective approach to 
rapidly expanding solar power production in the United States. Germany has demonstrated that a 
spectacularly high, distributed PV installation rate is sustainable when an appropriate contract 
structure, the feed-in tariff, is utilized. 
 
Approximately 17,000 megawatts of PV were installed worldwide by the end of 2009. Only 664 
megawatts of the global total solar was concentrating solar thermal. Ironically, most of this solar 
thermal capacity was built in California in the 1980s and early 1990s.21 

                                                        

18 Ryan Pletka, Black & Veatch, LTPP Solar PV Performance and Cost Estimates, prepared for CPUC as input to 

Long-Term Procurement Proceeding, June 18, 2010, slide 37: http://wwwcpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/A0CBE958- 

E2C4-4AC7-9D56-3-AB4D14D723D/)/BVE3PVAssessment.ppt. 
19 Stephen Lacey, “Solar PV Becoming Cheaper than Gas in California?,” Renewable Energy World, February 8, 

2011, http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2011/02/solar-pv-becoming-cheaper-than-gas-

incalifornia 
20 Kirshbaum, Erik, “Germany to add record 8 GW of solar power in 2010,” Reuters, December 6, 2010, 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/12/06/us-germany-solar-idUSTRE6B53L220101206 

John Farrell, “Busting 4 myths about solar PV vs. concentrating solar," Grist, February 17, 2011, 

http://www.grist.org/article/2011-02-15-busting-4-myths-about-solar-pv-v.-concentrating-solar 
21 Ibid 
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In a recent publication, “Federal Government Betting on the Wrong Solar, "Horse,” engineer and 
PV expert Bill Powers points out: 

The United States is wasting billions of dollars of American Recovery and Reinvestment 

Act (ARRA) cash grants and loan guarantees on very large, high-cost, high environmental- impact, 

transmission-dependent desert solar thermal power plants that will be obsolete before they generate a 

single kilowatt-hour of electricity… 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is in the process of completing a potentially landmark 

study, the Solar Vision Study (SVS). It maps out a strategy to provide the United States 

with 10 to 20 percent of its electric energy from solar power by 2030. The document 

appears to be intended to serve as technical support for a national strategic commitment to solar thermal 

development…. 

…The SVS proposes that half of the nation’s solar power will come from solar thermal 

installations, based on a low and unsupported cost-of-energy forecast for solar thermal 

plants. The SVS also presumes that the Southwest will be the hub from which this solar 

power is generated and transmitted to other parts of the country, while estimating an 

almost trivial transmission expense to make this happen. 

… A revised and corrected SVS would envision a solar future that is effectively 100 

percent solar PV. This PV future would also be predominantly smaller-scale PV connected at the 

distribution level, to avoid the expense of transmission. Otherwise, enormous costs for the new 

transmission capacity would be necessary to move remote Southwest solar power to demand centers 

around the country. 22 

 
Generally speaking, “rooftop” solar is shorthand for solar PV installed on commercial and 
residential rooftops, parking lots, highway easements, and virtually any site in the built 
environment that has suitable space for distributed generation. When all costs are factored in— 
including new transmission infrastructure and transmission line losses—local, distributed solar 
PV is comparable in efficiency, faster to bring online, and more cost-effective than remote 

                                                        

22 Powers, Bill. Federal government betting on the wrong solar horse, Natural Gas & Electricity Journal, December 

2010: http://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen- 

US%3Aofficial&channel=s&hl=en&source=hp&biw=856&bih=797&q=Federal+Government+Betting+on+the+Wr

ong+Solar+Horse&btnG=Google+Search 
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industrial scale solar thermal power or remote utility-scale PV plants. 23 
Local installations such as rooftop or parking lot solar PV reduce peak load at the source of 
demand and thus reduce or eliminate the need for additional conventional generation and 
transmission infrastructure. Yet, because investor-owned utilities are guaranteed a high rate of 
return for transmission and new generation infrastructure, they oppose large-scale deployment of 
rooftop solar24 and thus work to perpetrate the myths surrounding point-of-use solar. 25 
 
Environmental Protection Agency – RE-Powering America 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which is obligated to review all environmental 
impact statements, stated strongly in its scoping comments on the PEIS that the BLM should 
include a DG alternative in its analysis. In addition, the EPA “strongly [encouraged] BLM, DOE, 
and other interested parties to pursue siting renewable energy projects on disturbed, degraded, 
and contaminated sites, before considering large tracts of undisturbed public lands.”26 
 
The EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response has been identifying abandoned 
mine lands, brownfields, Resource Conservation and Recover (RCRA) sites, and federal and 
nonfederal Superfund cites that may be suitable for solar and other non-fossil-fuel energy 
projects.27 
 

                                                        

23  

 
25 Powers, Bill, and Sheila Bowers, SLVRCA Coalition. Distributed Solar PV – Why It Should Be The Centerpiece 

of US. Solar Energy Policy, 

http://solardoneright.org/index.php/briefings/post/distributed_solar_pv_why_it_should_be_the_centerpiece_of_u.s._

solar_energy_/ 
26 Philips, Matthew. Newsweek, Taking a Dim View of Solar Energy, Who could possibly be against homeowners 

using solar panels to power their homes? Utility Companies, August 25, 2009. 

http://www.newsweek.com/2009/08/24/taking-a-dim-view-ofsolar-energy.html 
27 Scoping letter from EPA Region IX dated September 8, 2009, signed by Ann McPherson, Environmental Review 

Office.  http://www.epa.gov/renewableenergyland/docs/repower_contaminated_land_factsheet.pdf 
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In its original scoping letter on the Programmatic EIS, EPA identified hundreds of thousands of 
acres of contaminated sites around the country. Following the same methods used by the 
National Renewable Energy Lab to identify suitable concentrating solar generation sites, EPA 
identified a "technical potential" of 920,000 MW of solar generation.28 
 
In April 2009, several environmental organizations issued draft recommendations for solar 
energy development study areas consistent with their own siting criteria. These areas, just in 
California, comprised 53,400 acres of BLM-managed public land and 242,200 acres of adjacent 
private lands.29   
 
In its Environmental Impact Reviews for fast-track solar projects, the California Energy 
Commission also identified disturbed public and private land sites as suitable alternatives to 
some of the proposed undisturbed public land sites. In a compilation of the CEC’s comments on 
these sites and some of his own research, engineer Bill Powers shows yet more alternative sites 
for several of the projects.30 
 
Westland’s Solar Park in California’s central valley includes approximately 30,000 acres of 
disturbed land targeted for renewable energy development within the Westland’s Water District, 
where agricultural land has been rendered unusable by salt buildup from long-term, intensive 
irrigation. The project is believed to be suitable for up to 5 GW of solar power generation.31 

                                                        

28 Technical potential is defined as “Potential that is technically possible, without consideration of cost or practical 

feasibility. Given the hidden financial and externalized environmental costs of the current policy led by the Interior 

just to site 10,000 MW, we believe it is credible to use the EPA’s optimistic estimate for comparison purposes. 

http://www.epa.gov/renewableenergyland/docs/repower_technologies_solar.pdf.  

29 California Desert & Renewable Energy Working Group, Recommendations to Secretary of the Interior Ken 

Salazar on Ways to Improve Planning and Permitting for the Next Generation of Solar Energy Projects on BLM 

Land in the California Desert, December 22, 2010, http://http://solardoneright.org/images/uploads/31-jan-

_1_BLM_fast_track_projects_list_of_preferred_disturbed_land_alternatives1.pdf 
30 Woody, Todd, “Recycling land for green energy ideas," New York Times, August 10, 2010, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/11/business/energy-environment/11solar.html and 

http://westlandssolarpark.com/Westlands_Solar_Park/Project_Overview_and_General_Information.html 
31 Ibid. 
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None of the examples above offers the entire solution, but they do demonstrate the lack of 
imagination and innovation that is currently guiding site selection. This primitive approach— 
using public land as the “easy call” for siting renewable energy—is not necessary. There are 
alternative for siting both large- and small-scale renewables. 
 
Failure to take a “hard look” 
 
Billions have been invested in cash grant and loan guarantees to prop up proposals using 1980s 
and 1990s-era technologies in remote, intact desert landscapes, when a push for widespread 
deployment of DG on pavement and rooftops would serve the public interest far better. 
Thus we have an exploitive, outmoded approach to siting mired in 19th Century attitudes toward 
public land, coupled with financially- and environmentally-subsidized, outmoded technology 
that will fail to achieve a responsible energy future. 
 
There is vast potential to get outmoded and environmentally damaging solar off public lands by 
prioritizing distributed generation from solar PV installations in the built environment. 
The purpose and need for the PEIS fails to take a hard look at distributed generation and siting 
alternatives that “minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment” in 
order to inform decision-makers and the public, as required by NEPA. 
 
Instructional Memorandum No. 2011-05938 issued by the Director of the BLM acknowledges 
that in limited circumstances the agency may choose to evaluate a non-federal land alternative or 
different technology alternative raised through scoping, “to the extent necessary to support a 
decision regarding the pending application.” The BLM’s dismissive stance regarding alternatives 
to its own narrow proposals, however, suggests that this would be used exclusively to point up 
the (false) superiority of the public-land, remote, concentrated solar projects it favors. To comply 
with NEPA, the BLM must analyze these sites and technologies as the legitimate alternatives 
they are. 
 
The DC Circuit Court of Appeals has found an EIS inadequate for failing to consider eliminating 
oil import quotas as an alternative to the sale of oil leases on the Outer Continental Shelf, even 
though the alternative was outside the jurisdiction of Interior. No PEIS was prepared in that 
instance, but here there is an even stronger case to consider broader alternatives, as a PEIS is 
meant to address broader policy decisions rather than a specific proposed action. 
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As the Council on Environmental Quality has stated, 
“Section 1502.14 [of the NEPA regulations] requires the EIS to examine all reasonable 

alternatives to the proposal. In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the 

emphasis is on what is "reasonable" rather than on whether the proponent or applicant 

likes or is itself capable of carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives 

include those that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint 

and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the 

applicant.” 

And, 
“An alternative that is outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be 

analyzed in the EIS if it is reasonable. A potential conflict with local or federal law does 

not necessarily render an alternative unreasonable, although such conflicts must be 

considered. Section 1506.2(d). Alternatives that are outside the scope of what Congress 

has approved or funded must still be evaluated in the EIS if they are reasonable, because 

the EIS may serve as the basis for modifying the Congressional approval or funding in 

light of NEPA's goals and policies. Section 1500.1(a)[emphasis added].”32 

 
V. Conclusion 
 
In addition to turning to degraded, contaminated sites, there is vast potential to get outmoded, 
environmentally damaging solar off public lands in the alternative of distributed generation 
through solar PV installations in the built environment. 
 
The PEIS dismisses alternatives such as Distributed Generation, restricting solar development to 
populated areas, or conservation and demand-side management, on the basis of defining the 
purpose and need as “[responding] in a more efficient and effective manner to the high interest in 
siting utility-scale solar energy development on public lands.” This, in turn, the agency relates to 
“the requirements for facilitating solar energy development on BLM-administered lands 
established by the Energy Policy Act…” 
 
This approach renders the Draft Solar PEIS fundamentally flawed. The DOI, DOE and BLM are 

                                                        

32 http://ceq.hss.doe.gov/nepa/regs/40/40p3.htm 
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required to consider a far broader range of alternatives. While the Energy Policy Act—upon 
which Interior leans—expressed Congress’ “sense” that Interior “should seek to have approved” 
a stated amount of non-hydropower renewable energy on public land, it did not establish a 
mandate. Interior is not required to establish this footprint on public lands, and in light of the 
evidence regarding the environmental damage it would cause, has the discretion to, and must, 
change course. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Ceal Smith 
On behalf of SLVRCA co-founders, members and affiliates 
 

APPENDIX OF CONCERNS SPECIFIC TO THE SAN LUIS VALLEY, COLORADO 

Water resources 
The San Luis Valley is an arid environment where water is scarce and aquifer, wetland and 
riparian ecosystems are already stressed. The Rio Grande Basin has little water to spare for 
energy development; is already over-appropriated and facing many challenging issues as a result 
of new sub-district rules currently being worked out in the San Luis Valley.  
 
The DPEIS fails to conduct a meaningful analysis of the cumulative impacts of solar energy 
development on water resources and users with its analysis of each SEZ, within flow systems 
and across the state as a whole. This is particularly true concerning the availability of 
groundwater for solar projects and the impacts of groundwater withdrawals on special status 
species, and other public trust resources. 
 
Withdrawal of over thousands of acre-feet of water from these basins will intercept the source of 
the water that now maintains the numerous springs, seeps, marshes, streams, and riparian and 
mesquite habitats that support the wildlife and plant resources including migratory birds and 
threatened and endangered species. Many of these habitats are federally protected wildlife 
refuges, national parks and monuments, and national recreation areas that are supported by 
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federally held water rights. 
 
The programmatic EIS that BLM fails to assess the impacts of the loss of interbasin flow and 
examine the reasonably foreseeable cumulative impacts of water use for solar energy projects on 
groundwater-dependent species and their habitats.  The DPEIS also fails to discuss the potential 
for increased competition for water resources in the area, and the indirect agricultural, 
socioeconomic and ecosystem impacts of allocating water to energy production.  
The PEIS also fails to include additional analysis and discussion of existing water quality 
conditions, water treatment, and impacts to water quality in the DPEIS. The DPEIS provides a 
brief discussion of groundwater quality in the SEZs, but fails to provide any baseline information 
regarding surface water quality. There is no discussion of the size, type or extent of surface or 
groundwater quality impacts due to sedimentation, runoff, contaminant spills, herbicide 
application or wastewater treatment. 
 
In fact, the DPEIS provides little information that discerns any difference between wastewater 
treatment alternatives or how an alternative might be chosen or any disclosure of contaminants in 
the wastewater as well as treatment methods, chemicals that may be stored or used, and the 
potentially affected acreage if treated on-site and the impacts of the increase in vehicle traffic if 
treated off-site. 
 
Soil erosion and associated vegetation impacts 
Impacts to soil resources are some of the most challenging issues for solar projects proposed in 
the desert.  Desert soils are particularly fragile, and development can have significant impact on 
soil crusts. Soil crusts and vegetation play a vital role in retaining desert topsoil; when areas are 
bladed, a complex of interrelated negative impacts occur. Biological soil crusts, composed of a 
community of mosses, lichens, algae, fungi, and bacteria, form a textured, porous layer a few 
centimeters thick above the ground surface and a fibrous mat that extends below ground, holding 
topsoil in place, inhibiting the spread of invasive weeds, and facilitating nitrogen fixation and 
carbon cycling to enhance soil fertility. When these soils are disturbed, the desert land generates 
more dust and the area is more susceptible to invasive plant species. Native plant communities as 
well as soil crusts could take many years to re-establish after disturbance in the arid, low 
productivity environment of the SEZs.  
 
While acknowledging significant impact potentials, the PEIS doesn’t provide sufficient analysis 
of air quality impacts and only contains a short discussion of fugitive dust which states 
“…exposed soil would provide a continual source of fugitive dust throughout the life of the 
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facility, resulting in the long-term deposition of particulates onto plants in the vicinity. Such 
deposition could lead to long-term changes in plant community composition and productivity in 
the vicinity of a solar energy facility.” 
 
The FEIS does not provide adequate analysis of the impacts on the soils, including any biological 
soil crusts, as well as the potential for introducing non-native invasive plant species. Existing 
plant communities and variability to changing water regimes is poorly described particularly for 
sensitive species. Unfortunately, in a dry ecosystem some species are only present or active for a 
few weeks each year. In dry years, some plant species will not appear at all, although viable root 
systems are present underground. Therefore, any historical vegetation or wildlife surveys  
 should be considered. 
 
Destruction of surface hydrologic function is another important impact that is not addressed. 
Many potential development areas are located on extensive alluvial fans, containing many 
ephemeral drainages and incised washes.  Consideration of the cumulative impacts from 
anthropogenic uses on these streams is critical in watershed-based assessments and land 
management decisions to maintain overall watershed health and water quality.”  
 
Air quality and snowmelt 
 
Solar development will require extensive clearing and leveling of terrain. Such actions destroy 
soil structures such as biological soil crusts and often include near complete vegetation removal 
subjecting the soil surface to highly erosive winds. Disturbance of playa soils without biological 
soil crusts has the largest erosive impact as the crushing of the mineral crust leaves the soil 
surface unprotected (Belnap 2001). In many areas of the six Southwestern States covered by the 
PEIS, soil-borne diseases and toxins in dust generated by wind erosion can be transported 
considerable distances from the disturbed site. In the central Rocky Mountain states of Colorado 
and Utah, acceleration of snowmelt due to dust accumulation on snowpack has also been 
indentified as a strong influence on water availability throughout the growing season. 
 
Contrary to popular belief, dust can travel great distances from its source, even across oceans and 
continents, sometimes having negative impacts on human health and distant ecosystems (Husar 
et al. 2001, Joy 2005, McClure et al 2009). 
 
In North America, the southwestern deserts are the source of the majority of mineral aerosol 
emissions. Human activities in these regions have significantly increased the amount of wind 
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erosion and hence dust production and deposition, with broad implications for biogeochemical 
cycling and impacts to arctic and mountain snowpack depths and melt rates (Neff et al. 2008). 
 
Of particular importance are the effects of global climate change on the region.  It is very likely 
that desertification will intensify with the effect of increasing the probability of more dust being 
produced as vegetative cover decreases and soils dry (Morman 2010). 
 
Scientists at the U.S. Geologic Service have been studying the sources and composition of dust 
across the desert southwest, from both natural and anthropogenic sources, including in terminal 
lake valleys in southern California and Nevada in which solar developments are being 
contemplated in this PEIS (Reheis et al. 2009). 
 
The studies are finding that dust from terminal lake basins could be transported hundreds of 
miles and could be a global source of metal-bearing and potentially toxic dust. Not only are they 
readily available, the dusts are also easily respired and are highly bioaccessible (Reheis et al. 
2003, (Reheis et al. 2003, Morman 2010). 
 
While there is some variability between dust sources, all include a mixture of arsenic, chromium, 
cadmium, lead, copper, nickel and zinc, all potentially toxic to humans (Reheis et al. 2009, 
Reheis et al. 2003, Morman 2010). 
 
Recent research has indicated that dust generation has regional effects on snow chemistry and 
subsequent melting in the Central Rocky Mountain region (Rhoades et al. 2010). Theaccelerated 
snowmelt from dust deposition changes surface water flow pattern and timing,groundwater 
recharge, and water availability during the driest parts of the year, and is stronglyinfluenced by 
destabilization of desert soils (Painter et al. 2010). 
 
Habitat connectivity, corridors, and fencing 
 
The Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) maintains GIS layers of linear migration patterns 
for selected big game species. Industrial-scale solar development in these linkages could result in 
their permanent impairment, fragmentation and loss of functionality for certain species. CDOW 
migration corridor layers for mule deer and pronghorn indicate that several areas contain and 
provide the critical public lands connectivity to enable pronghorn migration through the Poncha 
Pass area south of Poncha Springs to Mineral Hot Springs. These migration corridors run north 
to south through areas identified as open for solar development.  
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Similarly, the Southern Rockies Wildlands Network Vision defines a pronghorn migration 
corridor to the south of the towns of Saguache and Moffat. This corridor runs east to west across 
the San Luis Valley through a mosaic of public and private land. BLM lands in this area that are 
identified as open for development likely provide critical foraging opportunities and refugia 
during migration, and removal of these “stepping stone” habitats could have long-term effects on 
local pronghorn population viability.  
 
Landscape-scale habitats that link large blocks of intact habitat that support and sustain all 
Special Status Species are not included in the analysis of impacts in each of the alternatives and 
in the development of impact avoidance mitigation measures. Such measures may require that 
areas proposed for solar energy development are fully avoided if they fall within an essential 
habitat connectivity area. 
 
In addition, issues around wildlife movement and habitat corridors are landscape-scale issues 
that need to be addressed at a regional/landscape scale.  The BLM preferred alternative intersects 
large areas with high biodiversity and/or protected status including: 

 90,297 acres of lands included in the Nature Conservancy’s 2001 Ecoregional Portfolio. 
 13,382 acres (over 10 areas) designated by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program 

(CNHP) as areas of high biodiversity significance. 
 13,301 acres identified by SWReGAP as riparian land. 
 28,017 acres of CNHP Potential Conservation Areas. 
 12,562 acres of the CNHP San Luis Valley Playa Lake network of conservation areas that 

include several playa lake Potential Conservation Areas. 
 33,357-acres of Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project/Center for Native Ecosystems 

Wildland Network Design high use areas. 
 9,376-acres of Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project/Center for Native Ecosystems 

Wildlands Network Design Core Conservation Areas. 
 6,024-acres of the Colorado Natural Areas Program Medano-Zapata Natural Area. 
 561 acres of the CDOW/BLM Hot Creek State Wildlife Area. 
 Significant but undetermined ephemeral wetlands.  
 Significant but undetermined migrant bird habitat including Sand Hill Crane foraging and 

migration corridors. 
 
The BLM preferred alternative intersects crucial habitat areas for the following special status or 
game species: 
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 Gunnison’s prairie dog: 4,956 acres of CDOW active colonies, 626 acres overlap with 
inactive colonies, 30,467 acres overlap with colonies of unknown status. 

 Gunnison sage-grouse: 4,140 acres of overlap with CDOW production areas, 52 acres of 
overlap with lek sites as defined by the Natural Diversity Information Source (NDIS) for 
the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, 

 Bald Eagle: 1,604 acres of overlap with CDOW roost sites, as well as 6,343 acres of 
overlap with CDOW winter concentration areas. 

 Elk: 10,633 acres of SREP/CNE habitat linkages, 636 acres of CDOW migration 
corridors, 5,483 acres of CDOW production areas, 72,117 acres of CDOW severe winter 
range, 12,625 acres of CDOW winter concentration area, and 2530 acres of resident 
population area. 

 Mule Deer: 1,368 acres of SREP/CNE habitat linkages, 416 acres of CDOW migration 
corridors, 36,274 acres of CDOW severe winter range, 4596 acres of CDOW critical 
winter range, 3,915 acres of CDOW winter concentration area, and 13,386 acres of 
CDOW resident population area. 

 Pronghorn: 246 acres of CDOW migration corridors, 24,733 acres of CDOW severe 
winter range, 26,342 acres of winter concentration area, 5,471 acres of CDOW 
concentration area, and 1,703 acres of CDOW resident population area. 

 Bighorn Sheep: 441 acres of CDOW winter range and 277 acres of severe winter range. 
 Mountain Plover: 2743 acres of CNHP high precision element occurrence overlap. 
 Black-footed Ferret: 354 acres of CNHP high precision element occurrence overlap. 
 Colorado River Cutthroat Trout: 3,123 acres of watershed area, 3,307 acres of buffered 

stream segments designated by CDOW for the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission as critical habitat. 

 Greenback Cutthroat Trout: 1,093 acres of watershed area. 
 Rio Grande Cutthroat Trout: 48,407 acres of Rio Grande cutthroat watershed. 
 Roundtail Chub: 118 acres of CNHP high precision element occurrence overlap. 
 Little Penstemon: 336 acres of CNHP high precision element occurrence overlap. 
 Dwarf Milkweed: 94 acres of CNHP high precision element occurrence overlap 

 
San Luis Valley, CO Solar Energy Zones  
 
I. DeTilla Gulch  
 
This SEZ has the highest level of natural resource conflicts of any in Colorado.  
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The following concerns make this SEZ problematic and it should be removed from consideration 
for solar development. 
 
Gunnison’s Prairie Dog Colonies Surround the SEZ on Three Sides 
Populations of Gunnison’s prairie dog (GPD) within the San Luis Valley have been determined 
to be warranted for listing, but precluded by pending actions for species with higher listing 
priority. The species currently has candidate status and a fairly high Listing Priority Number of 3 
(the highest possible ranking for this species is 2). The potential for listing will increase if the 
species continues to decline. Accordingly, active colonies in their most recent CDOW dataset 
(2007) should be completely avoided. In addition, clearance surveys should be performed in and 
around colonies classified by CDOW as inactive or unknown, and these areas should be left 
undeveloped if possible. Preserving habitat linkages between occupied areas is also important; 
the fencing and siting Best Management Practices BLM has committed to in the solar PEIS 
emphasize preventing population level habitat connectivity issues for large game species, but 
these BMPs must extend to GPD as well. Assessments of GPD movements between colonies and 
avoidance of migration corridors for this species are critical.  
 
There is also a large complex of active and inactive colonies west of Los Mogotes East SEZ that 
could be a good priority area for mitigation. According to the most recent CDOW data, there is 
an active Gunnison’s prairie dog colony of 207 acres on the northern edge of the SEZ, and 
another active 161-acre colony 0.3 miles to the west. A 1518-acre inactive colony surrounds the 
western active colony, and a 12,797-acre inactive colony or colony complex is immediately to 
the east. The entire SEZ is historic habitat for GPD. The juxtaposition of active and inactive 
colonies, as well as the species’ tendency to re-colonize previously occupied habitat, make it 
likely that if this area was left undeveloped the species would eventually occupy habitat within 
the SEZ. 
 
Sage-Grouse 
The entire DeTilla Gulch SEZ is historical habitat for the Gunnison sage-grouse. Gunnison 
sage-grouse is a Candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The conservation 
context of this species and high likelihood of listing is detailed in Appendix A. It would be 
unprecedented for USWFS to declare critical habitat for this species so far from currently 
occupied habitat, but it cannot be totally ruled out under an ambitious recovery program. 
 
Big Game Winter Habitat Use 
The DeTilla Gulch SEZ contains several hundred acres of severe winter range for elk and winter 
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concentration habitat for pronghorn. As with the Antonito Southeast site, disturbance during the 
winter season should be avoided or minimized in these areas. 
 
Mineral Hot Springs Potential Conservation Area 
The portion of this SEZ containing the Gunnison’s prairie dog colonies has also been identified 
by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program as a Potential Conservation Area (PCA) for its high 
biodiversity value. The PCA, known as the Mineral Hot Springs PCA, “encompasses most of 
the expanse of shortgrass prairie in Saguache County” and the SEZoverlaps with 1027 acres of 
this. The PCA was identified primarily for the diversity of small mammals found there, including 
the Gunnison’s prairie dog, the globally vulnerable thirteen lined ground squirrel, and the 
globally vulnerable silky pocketmouse. The intersection with the SEZ occurs at the south end of 
the PCA, however, an area mentioned in the official summary  as being dominated by 
greasewood and rabbitbrush. Given that all of the above species feed predominantly on grasses, 
forbs, sedges, and occasional insects, this habitat at the southern edge of the PCA is likely less 
suitable than areas further north.   
 
Riparian Areas 
The SEZ contains riparian habitat within a watershed that sustains a population of Rio Grande 
cutthroat trout, a BLM Sensitive Species. Avoidance of riparian habitat as with the Antonito 
Southeast site, direct impacts to riparian zones and aquatic habitat is likely easy to avoid, but 
only if the appropriate measures are taken in subsequent stages of the siting, permitting, and 
development process. 
 

Cultural Resources 
The SEZ is located 0.25 miles from the Old Spanish NHT, and the BLM should include analysis 
of potential impacts associated with development in the FPEIS, as well as measures to avoid, 
minimize or mitigate such impacts. 
 
II. Antonito Southeast  
 
This area is a Wildland Network Design high use area, and could provide habitat for a range of 
species besides those mentioned below.   
 
Gunnison’s Prairie Dog 
Based on official CDOW data, the SEZ is flanked on its northwest edge by a small active prairie 
dog colony as well as two larger inactive colonies. Unofficial information from CDOW also 
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indicates that the species may have expanded into the SEZ, and a subsequent site visit by The 
Wilderness Society staff confirmed that there were burrows within the SEZ.  It should be 
emphasized, though, that for this declining, habitat limited species, currently unoccupied habitat 
is especially important. Gunnison’s prairie dog are known to reoccupy abandoned sites following 
local population declines from plague or other factors, so areas that are suitable but currently 
unoccupied are important, particularly if there is evidence of use by the species in the past. 
 
Gunnison Sage-Grouse 
The entire Antonito Southeast SEZ is historical habitat for the Gunnison sage-grouse. Gunnison 
sage-grouse is a Candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The conservation 
context of this species and high likelihood of listing is detailed in Appendix A.  
Elk 
Antonito Southeast SEZ has 55% overlap (5430 acres) with CDOW elk severe winter range, 
which extends to the west in a north-south band 13 miles wide. While the SEZ does not supply 
irreplaceable winter habitat for the species as a whole, it is important for local populations that 
wintering herds be protected from extensive disturbance during this precarious part of their life 
cycle. BLM should consider adding provisions to limit activity outside of project fencing during 
severe winters when elk are using these areas. 
Pronghorn 
Similarly, the entire SEZ is within pronghorn winter range, but this is fairly well distributed 
throughout the area, and there are no severe winter range or winter concentration areas within the 
SEZ. As with elk, it’s not likely that the SEZ provides essential habitat, but it does provide some 
quality habitat as well as likely movement corridors through the SEZ that should be safeguarded 
in areas outside project footprints. 
 
 
III. Fourmile East SEZ 
 
Gunnison’s prairie dog colony of unknown status occur in this area. In addition, the SEZ 
contains winter range for pronghorn as well as overall range for elk, mule deer, black bear, and 
mountain lion. According to official CDOW data, the southern tip of the SEZ intersects a large 
GPD colony of unknown status.  Surveys for the species have not been conducted within any 
area defined by CDOW as having colonies of inactive or unknown status.  
 
D. Los Mogotes East SEZ 
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Gunnison’s Prairie Dog Colonies Surround the SEZ on All Sides 
According to the most recent CDOW data, there is a 59,300-acre Gunnison’s prairie dog colony 
complex of unknown status that intersects the northwest corner of the SEZ. This colony complex 
contains 8 active colonies inside it, and is flanked by additional colonies (active and unknown 
status) to the east that also surround the SEZ. Given this configuration, it seems likely that 
migrating individuals could move through the SEZ, and that areas within the SEZ could even be 
colonized in the future (the entire SEZ is historic habitat for the species). A candidate species 
that has been considered not warranted for listing for the past several years, this species has a 
fairly high Listing Priority Number of 3; the potential for listing will increase if the species 
continues to decline. Active colonies on and adjacent to Los Mogotes East SEZ must be 
protected from development or surface disturbance, as should any movement corridors 
associated with these colonies. 
 
Large Game Wintering Areas 
Los Mogotes East SEZ is also within winter range, severe winter range, and winter concentration 
areas for pronghorn, severe winter range and winter range for elk, and winter range for mule 
deer. The area is also a SREP/CNE Wildland Network low use area. Previously stated concerns 
about blocking mammal movements due to project configuration and fencing also apply here. 
 
Cultural Resources 
The SEZ is located immediately west of the Old Spanish NHT, and the area is known by locals 
to have numerous cultural and historical resources that have not been adequately inventoried. 
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As one of the permittees who will be affected by the proposed Solar Development, we want you to understand our concerns about
this proposal. 

1. Private land is available for the development which is closer to existing transmition lines, has water rights available, and is better
suited for development. 

2. The proposal abandons the multi-use concept which is part of the fabric of BLMs congressionaly mandated direction. This
project eliminates not only grazing usage but all other uses except the project. The public will be excluded. 

3. From our experience with running cattle on this permit there is barely enough water available from the existing well to water
our cattle let alone supply the projected water needs of this project. There is no live water on the permit. Any water acquired in
any augmentation plan will almost certainly take prime farm land out of production. Consequently the project should be located on
land which has the necessary water rights rather than making two pieces of land less valuable. 

4. The proposed location on our permit is significantly elevated from the valley floor and will be visible from a wide distance. This
permit is an up slope foothills site. It gains 400 feet in elevation from east to west. Instead of seeing unspoiled western sage
country with its abundant wildlife, we and the public will see acres and acres of solar panels. The San Luis Valley is a scenic area,
tourist come to the Valley to see beautiful mountain vistas not acres and acres of solar panels. Why should Valley Reisdents give
up the beautiful views to export power out of the valley with almost no financial gain and very few jobs created for local residents.
We are being asked to sacrifice a lot for no gain. 

5. This permit is an essential componet of ranch. We use this permit for fall pasture for our cattle herd. This fall usage allows for a
full growing season prior to harvest by the cattle. This grazing plan minimizes impact on the permit. Our family has been ranching
in the Valley for over 100 years. For generations we have been good stewards of the land. We have voluntarily limited our use of
the permit when the resource was at risk such as during drought periods. We have persued a sensible use of the permit which
compliements other public use. 

In conclusion common sense would dictate against converting this scenic and nearly unspoiled property to commercial
development which takes away from many to benefit a few. 
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Please see attached file for comments. Thank you. 



TONOPAH AREA COALITION 
Tonopah, AZ 
May 2, 2011 

 

Dear Solar Energy PEIS, 

 Over the past year members of the Tonopah Area Coalition (TAC) have visited many of 

the current utility-scale solar proposals on public, private, and State trust lands in Arizona.   

Additionally, the TAC has visited the three Solar Energy Zones (SEZ’s) outlined in the Solar 

Energy Development Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Solar PEIS). 

 The Tonopah Area Coalition review of the Draft Solar PEIS points to numerous 

advantages of limiting solar development to the SEZ Program Alternative.  This alternative is a 

more refined approach to efficiently identify suitable utility-scale solar sites on BLM land as part 

of the goal of increasing our Nation’s supply of renewable energy.   

 The SEZ Program Alternative outlines zones where negative impacts maybe low. The 

SEZ Program Alternative is proactive rather than responding to many current, poorly selected, 

Solar Right of Way (ROW) Applications in Arizona.  The TAC sees that the upfront SEZ analysis 

as quicker, more efficient, and less harmful than the proposed ROW applications.  But the most 

important reason this Program Alternative should be adopted is that SEZ’s will stabilize the 

market by limiting solar development to lands that are most appropriate. 

 The initial SEZ’s Program Alternative has provided good site reviews but needs the added 

refinement of an Environmental Impact Statement covering each zone to assure complete 

evaluation of the cumulative impacts in and near a proposed solar energy project.   

  Concerns for all three SEZ’s are protection of night sky resource (dark sky), water 

consumption, and the variables of impacts associated with each type of solar technology.  The 

TAC supports the use of the best available, low water consumption technology, for all types of 

solar technology.   With SEZ’s (for Gillespie SEZ high amounts of groundwater pumping could 

‘draw’ existing contaminated groundwater plume away from nearby natural gas pumping station) 

and low groundwater water use is needed to avoid increasing land subsidence.   

 Another concern is Gillespie SEZ boundary overlays the historic Agua Caliente Scenic 

Drive (BLM).  Moving this road alignment south will negatively impact important bighorn sheep 

populations and wildlife corridors.  The TAC hopes the BLM Final PEIS will move the SEZ 

boundary north so that the existing historic Agua Caliente road remains on the current alignment 

and the existing road becomes outside the SEZ’s southern boundary.   With the proposed 

boundary change, the Gillespie SEZ would be an important step closer to being a viable BLM 

solar priority area and one that the TAC would recognize as more appropriate. 

 However, of the three, the greatest concern is with negative impacts from the proposed 

Bullard Wash SEZ.  This SEZ is proposed in an important transition zone between the Joshua 

tree (Arizona Upland) forest and the Sonoran desert.  Reviewing much of this site, has revealed a 

wide-range of plants and wildlife plus a drainage that supplies water to important neighboring 



destinations.  Since negative impacts would be significant, especially on a wide-variety of  

special statue species, we believe the Bullard Wash SEZ should be dropped from further 

evaluation as a Solar Energy Zone.   

 Brenda SEZ is the best suited BLM Solar Energy site TAC members visited.  This SEZ 

demonstrates the effectiveness a screening key issues for identifying a candidate site.  Also, the 

Brenda SEZ planning process demonstrated the effectiveness of the SEZ Program Alternative.  

Moving the western boundary slightly east, to avoid impacts on a significant wash, and avoiding 

further land subsidence by utilizing low water consumption solar technologies could make this 

location (next to a large block of Arizona State Trust land) part of a future cluster of several 

utility-scale solar sites.  This site will facilitate short-term solar energy development in Arizona. 

 Many current Arizona BLM Solar ROW Applications have been visited by TAC 

members.   Complex siting issues and the many negative impacts associated with utility-scale 

applications, reveal the Solar Energy Development Program Alternative (SEDP)  - the Preferred 

Alternative - will not adequately protect some of the most fragile BLM land in Arizona.   

 One problem with the SEDP is because BLM and citizen studies covering southwest 

Arizona continue to languish.  So the result is areas that qualify with wilderness characteristics, 

or as Areas of Environmental Concern, or need special wildlife management designations have 

not yet been recognized due to delays with the BLM Phoenix South Resource Management Plan.  

Simply put, areas not yet designated are not protected on Solar ROW Exclusion and Avoidance 

list.  Some, of the many areas, that merit being listed as ‘Exclusion or Avoidance Areas’ within 

southwest Arizona include Saddle Mountain - Palo Verde Hills, Harquahala Mountain complex, 

Belmont Mountains, Black Butte, Eagletail Mountains, East Clanton Hills, Red Rock Canyon, 

Face Mountain and the Gila River. 

 The SEDP Alternative falls short of mitigation measures for the values of that ecoregions. 

Fragmentation and visual impacts from utility-scale solar development will threaten wildlife 

corridors, lambing areas for desert bighorn sheep, nesting areas for hawks, geologic scenery, 

archaeological sites, in this fragile region within the Sonoran desert because this portion of 

Arizona is not adequately studied - yet.  The more defined SEZ’s Program Alternative will avoid 

this type of data shortfall. 

 Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA) is an important addition to the list of 

Exclusions.  However, areas defined with wilderness characteristics (by BLM staff, 

organizations, and citizen analysis) should also be included as Exclusion and Avoidance Areas.  

While high insolation numbers identifies a sunny climate, it is only one asset for a region where 

most of BLM land has values far greater than any one value or one use. 

 In the current race of Solar ROW Applications on public lands, are many ill-conceived 

sites that are costly for site analyze in time for BLM staff and costly in taxpayer money.  

(Example: Poorly defined Solar ROW Applications that have sites straddling the Central Arizona 

Project canal in Arizona.) 

 The SEZ Program Alternative avoids the problems, like habitat fragmentation, that TAC 

members identified at many Solar ROW Application locations.  Also, the SEZ Program 

Alternative should end the application race for Solar ROW’s based on land speculation relative 



to 500kV lines.  When compared to the SEDP the SEZ’s Program Alternative offers a more 

refined and efficient method for reaching a starting point for solar applications.   

 Currently private lands, like fallow farms, are already being utilized for solar 

development plus the Arizona State Land Department has dozens of solar applications.  The TAC 

is optimistic that the need for utility-scale sites on BLM land could be reduced from the 

projected 13,735 SEZ acres.  Considering this initial phase of utility-scale solar technologies, we 

encourage the Final PEIS to include a biannual evaluation of all proposed Arizona solar projects 

and technological changes, relative to the need for future undeveloped land for additional BLM 

SEZ acreage. 

 All of the many options for utility-scale solar energy projects include a significant linear 

burden on BLM land from degradation of areas created by electric transmission corridors and 

associated infrastructure.  In western Arizona, significant amounts of BLM lands are bisected 

and fragmented by 500kV electric transmission corridors.  Negative impacts of expansion are 

already beginning to occur.  The recent start of a line expansion (500kV) near Saddle Mountain 

(T1N, R8W) already shows soil disturbance that needs immediate BLM oversight and mitigation 

measures to assure effective fugitive dust control, avoidance of road expansion and off-highway 

vehicle spur routes, avoidance of excessive native plant damage, and prevention of invasive 

species from gaining a foothold along these linear developments. 

 Another positive siting option is new work in reviewing BLM disposal land and brown 

fields that are being evaluated as Restoration Design Energy Project (RDEP). This effort by the 

BLM offers another sensible method for determining appropriate solar sites in Arizona.   

 When RDEP sites are combined with large tracks of private land, often fallow farm land, 

in areas like Hyder, Arizona (where solar projects are already being built on private lands) and on 

and State Trust lands near Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, the result could be that 

undeveloped BLM lands represent a very small portion of the total needed to supply solar energy  

over the next 20 years.   The TAC recognizes the BLM review of RDEP lands as an opportunity 

to avoid the use of natural lands for utility-scale projects. 

 Current Solar Rights of Way (ROW) Applications are on BLM lands in southwestern 

Arizona that we know contain significant wildlife habitat, critical wildlife corridors, high scenic 

values, plus varied front-country and back-county recreational opportunities.  Areas like Saddle 

Mountain represent one example where wilderness characteristics like solitude, unique geologic, 

spectacular scenery, cultural elements, and critical wildlife connections show the TAC that most 

of BLM’s land in Arizona is inappropriate for utility-scale, Solar ROW Applications.    

 The TAC believes that with modifications to their boundaries, both the Bouse SEZ and 

Gillespie SEZ will represent sites identified by the SEZ Programmatic Alternative approach 

following a method more sensible then ‘gold rush like’ speculation apparent in current solar 

ROW applications.     

 The Tonopah Area Coalition appreciates that solar energy projects are a significant new 

challenge addressed by the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Department of 

Energy, Department of the Interior, and the Bureau of Land Management in preparing the Solar 

Development - Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).   



 The TAC appreciates the substantial progress that has been made in defining this new, 

complex, land use issue for utility-scale solar energy development.   

 

 The Tonopah Area Coalition encourages the Final PEIS adoption of the refined SEZ 

Program Alternative as the best approach to find the most appropriate BLM lands for utility scale 

solar development. 

  

 Sincerely,   

  

 David Schwake, President 

 Tonopah Area Coalition  

 (via email) 
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Siting of solar generation sites should be considered in areas where the impacts would be low or non-existent, such as already
developed land devoid of a significant biosphere. Empty lots, rooftops, marginal cleared land, etc... 

Given the amazing beauty and biodiversity in all of the United States' deserts, I think it would be foolish and needlessly destructive
to clear such spaces for development. 
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Greetings, 

Basin and Range Watch signed on to the PEIS comment letter from Solar Done Right which questions the PEIS policy. We would
like to add this additional letter to the PEIS which requests that BLM adopt a responsible policy of sighting solar off of
undeveloped lands. It is inaccurate to claim that the BLM can no longer use private land alternatives. Because big solar is far from
environmentally responsible, BLM should use existing National Environmental Policy Act guidelines to develop renewable energy
outside of the jurisdiction of the lead agency. BLM should also adopt a distributed generation alternative. 

Basin and Range Watch is a group of volunteers who live in the deserts of Nevada and California, working to stop the destruction
of our desert homeland. Industrial renewable energy companies are seeking to develop millions of acres of unspoiled habitat in our
region. Our goal is to identify the problems of energy sprawl and find solutions that will preserve our natural ecosystems and open
spaces. 

Disturbed and Degraded Lands Criteria 

Below is a criteria for ranking and rating disturbed and degraded lands that could be used for development of solar energy with the
least impacts. The BLM should NEVER site these projects on undeveloped land. Look the disaster that is taking place in Ivanpah
Valley. Fast tracking this project and others may lead to the local rt tortoise extinction. They believe that over 600 juvenile desert
tortoises will be killed by just that project. 

Attempts to site renewable energy sprawl on disturbed or degraded lands have been made, such as the Bureau of Land
Management Restoration Design Energy Project (RDEP) in Arizona, but this will not be of much use unless a clear definition of
disturbed and degraded lands is agreed upon. The BLM should have done this by now. 

All too often, large renewable energy developers undermine a 4,000 acre parcel of land by placing a “disturbed” label on it based
on a few tire tracks and some trash. Often these places have not received the large visitation that most National Parks and
Wilderness Areas receive. The level of disturbance can be two to three times greater in popular recreation areas. The Ivanpah Solar
Electric Generating System is being built in the Mojave Desert in California. The company, BrightSource repeatedly told people
that the 4,000 acres is disturbed. The disturbance was defined as a transmission line, a couple of off-road tracks and the location is
about three miles from Primm, Nevada. This site is expected to have many more desert tortoises than expected. 

It is also important to factor in that no matter how disturbed the site is, any energy facility needs to be hooked into transmission
lines. Transmission often needs to pass through sensitive, undeveloped land. The Devers-Palo Verde line was to originally pass
over the Kofa Mountains National Wildlife Refuge. Transmission also impacts private land. In the case of the recently approved
Sunrise Powerlink in southern California, 350 private properties had to be seized through Eminent Domain. 



We have developed our own “Disturbed Lands Criteria” that we would like to see the Department of the Interior adopt. 

Defining “Disturbed” or “Degraded” Lands: 

We have broken these down in the following four categories; number one being the most inappropriate and number 4, the built
environment being the most appropriate. 

1. Pristine lands. These lands are the most inappropriate for development. A tire track or transmission line may run through these
lands, but those are not significant enough disturbances to justify solar and wind energy sprawl. 

2. Agricultural fields. While these lands are disturbed, they have a recovery potential. The landscape has not been altered too
dramatically. Sighting renewable energy on this land could still impact flora, fauna and visual resources. In the case of the Beacon
Project in California, the land is on an old agricultural field, but after a few decades, the native flora and fauna re-colonized the
field. They found rare Mojave ground squirrels on the site and 24 desert tortoises. Using old agricultural fields will also create
potential transmission sighting issues on more pristine lands. The term "brownfileds" is sometimes used here, but needs definition,
as some brownfields could be in category 3. 

3. Geologically Altered or Contaminated Landscapes. Strip mines; areas with high selenium contamination from agricultural
practices, such as Westlands Water District area of San Joaquin Valley, California; poisoned lands and EPA Superfund sites.
Severely degraded lands. These have longer recovery potential. Like number two, this will create transmission sighting issues on
pristine lands and potential visual issues. 

4. The Built Environment. Roof tops, parking Lots. This is the most impact free and carbon free solution to using renewable
energy. The distributed generation alternative should always be the first alternative. 

Thank you, 

Kevin Emmerich 

Laura Cunningham 

Basin and Range Watch 

P.O. Box 70 

Beatty, NV 89003 
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Comment Submitted:



 
May 2, 2011 
 
Delivered via electronic submission to the BLM Solar PEIS website 
(http://solareis.anl.gov). 
 
Linda Resseguie, BLM Solar PEIS Project Lead  
Solar Energy PEIS  
Argonne National Laboratory  
9700 S. Cass Avenue - EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Re: Comments on Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy 
Development in California Solar Energy Zones (SEZs) from the California Native Plant 
Society 
 
Dear Ms. Resseguie: 
 
The California Native Plant Society (CNPS) submits the following comments and 
recommendations regarding the U.S. Bureau of Land Management's (BLM's) Draft Solar 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Solar PEIS) document. In addition 
to the comments provided in this document, CNPS has provided additional information in 
comments submitted to BLM on April 29, 2011 by a group of environmental 
organizations. We incorporate those additional group comments herein by reference.  Our 
comments below address issues at both the programmatic and Solar Energy Zone (SEZ)-
specific levels. 
 
CNPS is a non-profit organization working to protect California’s native plant heritage 
and preserve it for future generations. Our nearly 10,000 members professional and 
volunteers who work to promote native plant conservation through 33 chapters statewide.  
 
CNPS supports renewable energy generation via large-array utility scale projects only 
when sited on already-disturbed lands, e.g., brownfields and fallow, mechanically 
disturbed agricultural lands. We oppose the siting of large-array renewable energy 
projects sited in functionally intact areas on public trust lands, both in the desert and 
elsewhere.  
 
The Solar PEIS will govern solar development on public lands for at least 20 years.  
Therefore, development of large-scale projects must be sited on places with the fewest 
impacts on intact plant and animal habitats, natural resources, and endangered species.  
 
The BLM’s Preferred Alternative designates Solar Energy Zones (SEZs), but  
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also would permit solar development on 22 million more acres on public land.  This 
proposed acreage includes many lands that are simply unacceptable places to develop 
solar energy, thus defeating the purpose of the zone approach in the first place.  
  
This additional acreage vastly exceeds BLM's own analysis of what is truly needed and 
cannot be justified under the Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario. 
 
Opening this additional acreage won’t create a significant change from the current 
scattered, fast-tracked siting approach.  CNPS strongly feels that this approach will 
involve higher resource conflicts, more public opposition, continued uncertainty both for 
wildlife managers and developers, and more litigation.  It will slow down rather than 
speed up our clean energy transition. 
 
There should be no projects developed outside these zones and if the need should arise, 
the BLM program must allow for designating additional zones in areas identified as 
degraded and with lower impacts in the future. This alternative would likely be the only 
one to comply with the Federal Land and Policy Management Act and ensure federal land 
resources are sustainable for future generations.  Complete conversion of hundreds of 
thousands of acres in California alone is not sustainable.   
 
CNPS strongly urges BLM to choose the Solar Energy Zone Program Alternative, which 
would provide a program for developing solar energy while still protecting our public 
lands.    
 
Programmatic-level comments 
 
• CNPS believes the Iron Mountain SEZ in California must be removed from 
consideration for renewable energy project development. The public lands in the Iron 
Mountain SESA represent a wilderness-locked area where botanical characteristics are 
largely unknown, and whose access is extremely limited. Development of renewable 
energy projects in the proposed Iron Mountain SEZ would introduce avoidable and 
immitigable impacts to this area (severing of migration corridors, introduction of invasive 
plant and animal species into an intact and isolated desert ecosystem). Additionally, 
renewable energy development within this proposed SEZ would be inconsistent with the 
Siting Criteria developed by the coalition of desert conservation groups (Attachment B), 
and with the biological framework and objectives being developed as part of the Desert 
Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) process. 
 
• CNPS believes the Pisgah SEZ in California must be removed from consideration for 
renewable energy project development. The public lands in the Pisgah SEZ represent 
known habitat for several sensitive species including populations of Penstemon 
albomarginatus. Additionally, developments in these areas would have unacceptable 
impacts to desert tortoise.  
 
• In California, both the BLM Solar PEIS, and the joint state / federal Desert Renewable 
Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) engage in landscape level analysis for renewable 
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energy siting and development in the California desert.  This type of comprehensive 
planning is needed to address management actions that will ensure the long-term 
conservation of the desert ecosystem. Conservation planning through these two processes 
must be coordinated to consider all project applications, including those currently 
progressing through entitlement and certification phases outside of the more 
comprehensive landscape-level planning approaches. Finalizing zone designations in 
California may preclude conservation options in the DRECP. To avoid this problem, a 
final decision on California zone boundaries should be delayed until the DRECP has been 
completed. 
 
• BLM has chosen to take a lead role in identifying and establishing solar energy zones in 
the western United States, including California. CNPS feels strongly that BLM must 
follow through as leaders in this desert solar PEIS process by employing strong, 
unambiguous language within the PEIS document regarding requirements and 
recommendations to be followed in order to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate negative 
project affects to the environment in question.  
 
Weak, ambiguous wording found in Appendix A must be strengthened. For example: 
" Plant species that positively influence the presence and abundance of the desert bird 
focal species should be avoided to the extent practicable," needs to be reworded to "… 
must be avoided to the extent practicable" p. A-120. 
 
"…the project developer could collect and voucher seeds…," changed to "will be 
required to collect and voucher seeds," p. A-61. 
 
" An Integrated Vegetation Management Plan addressing invasive species control, and 
an Ecological Resources Mitigation and Monitoring Plan addressing habitat restoration 
should be approved and implemented to increase the potential for successful 
restoration…"  must be changed to "… must be approved and implemented…." p. A-
126. 
 
BLM has chosen to use weak language throughout the sections and SEZ-specific design 
feature tables of Appendix A. These are examples of places in the PEIS that must be 
unequivocal in their recommendations requirements (both at the programmatic, and SEZ-
specific scales), but which will still provide a range of choices to the project developer as 
to how they meet the requirements. The requirements are not optional, but the range to 
which they apply will differ from project to project. 
 
• In addition to addressing the need to preserve landscape-scale functionality of intact 
desert habitat when siting and developing large-array solar projects, the BLM must also 
address the need to conserve individual rare, threatened and endangered plant taxa within 
California SEZs. BLM must address project impacts to rare, threatened, and endangered 
plants within zones by following policies and guidelines outlined in BLM Special Status 
Plan Management Manual 6840-1, and BLM Management Manual Supplement H-
6840.06, both available on-line via the BLM website (on September 14, 2009) at 
(respectively):  
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 http://www.blm.gov/ca/pdfs/pa_pdfs/biology_pdfs/SpecialStatusPlantManagement.pdf 
and  
http://www.blm.gov/ca/pdfs/pa_pdfs/biology_pdfs/6840.06-supplement.pdf. 
 
In particular, CNPS recommends that development within SEZ's maintain the following 
BLM policies and guidelines: 
 

1. Federally listed threatened and endangered plant taxa, and those proposed for 
federal listing will be addressed as per the requirements of the federal 
Endangered Species Act. 
 

2. For Candidate Plant Species, the BLM will carry out management, consistent with 
the principles of multiple use, for the conservation of candidate plant species and 
their habitats and will ensure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out do not 
contribute to the need to list any of these species as Threatened or Endangered.  
Specifically, the BLM will adopt the guidelines outlined in BLM Special Status 
Plant Manual Supplement 6840-06 section C. 

 
3. California State listed plants and California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) 1B plants 

are recognized as BLM Sensitive Plant Species and will be given the same level 
of protection as Candidate Plant Species and all of the policy statements given for 
candidate species apply equally to sensitive plant species (cf. BLM Special Status 
Plant Manual Supplement 6840-06 section C). 

 
4.    The probability of occurrence of rare plants must be considered as High, project's 

Habitat Disturbance Level within each SEZ must be considered as High, and 
therefore all botanical inventories conducted as part of an environmental review 
within each SEZ must meet a minimum intensity level of Complete as defined in 
BLM Special Status Plan Management Manual 6840-1 sections III.E.1 and 
III.E.2. 

 
5.    Many special status plant inventories of public lands conducted to assess the 

impacts of a project are performed by consultants hired by project proponents. 
Personnel conducting botanical inventories within SEZs must have strong 
backgrounds in plant taxonomy, plant ecology, field sampling design and 
methods, and knowledge of the floras of the area to be inventoried. Such 
qualifications help to ensure that all special status plants occurring in the area to 
be inventoried will be located, including those that were not predicted to occur at 
the start of the inventory. Therefore, botanical survey personnel requirements 
must meet the qualifications outlined in BLM Special Status Plan Management 
Manual 6840-1 section III.D.1.   
 

6.    In order for the BLM to adequately determine the quality of such third party 
inventories, CNPS recommends botanical surveys be conducted as per the CNPS 
Botanical Survey Guidelines and the California Department of Fish & Game 
Guidelines for Assessing the Effects of Proposed Projects on Rare, Threatened, 
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and Endangered Plants and Natural Communities. 
 

7.    CNPS recommends that project impacts to plant taxa that are considered rare 
within California but more common elsewhere (CRPR 2 plants) be assessed 
during project reviews within SEZs. These taxa represent plants occurring at the 
periphery of their population ranges and whose genetic stock may represent 
biological factors critical to a taxon's ability to adapt to changing climatic 
conditions. 
 

California SEZ-specific comments 
 
Based on botanical information from recent reconnaissance level surveys, we provide the 
following descriptions of plant communities and our related concerns regarding 
California SEZs. CNPS provides a list of special-status plants and plant communities 
found in the proposed CA SEZs and surrounding areas in Attachment A. 
 
Iron Mountain SEZ 
We recommend eliminating this SEZ due to the high occurrence of sensitive resources 
and general inconsistency with siting criteria developed by the coalition of desert 
conservation groups (Attachment B), and with the biological framework and objectives 
being developed as part of the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) 
process.  
 
Description of SEZ location 
The Iron Mountain (Iron Mt.) SEZ is located in a remote area of the California desert 
region, approximately 60 miles from the nearest city, with no small town in the 
intervening area (with the exception of Vidal). There is no agriculture use of surrounding 
areas.  
 
There is a small WWII training area, and a utility corridor south of HW 62, and small 
mine to the north. Recent (December 2010) field reconnaissance surveys observed some 
disturbance (invasive weed (Brassica tournefortii, Sahara mustard) growth) along the 
utility corridor.  
 
The western half of the Iron Mountain SEZ is microphyll woodland and represents a 
transition zone between Mojave and Sonoran ecoregions, and as such represents an area 
of ecologically important vegetation community. 
 
Delineation of wetlands and impacts to groundwater-dependent vegetation 
Iron Mt. SEZ is centered on a playa/lake, Danby Lake, which occupies a fairly large 
portion of the western half of the SEZ. Danby Lake is a playa feature with dunes to the 
south and mostly intact groundwater dependent (GDE, a.k.a. phryeatophytic) vegetation 
and riparian/wash features around its margins. Should development be proposed up to the 
edge of the playa, as has occurred at Palen to the south, groundwater-dependent 
vegetation could be directly impacted, including rare natural communities (e.g., Suaeda 
moquinii shrubland (bush seepweed) alliance - State Heritage Rank - S3.2. See 
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Attachment A for full list of special status plant communities known to occur in and 
around this SEZ).  
 
An intent to pump groundwater carries potential for project impacts to groundwater 
dependent vegetation.  Project-related groundwater pumped from a deep water aquifer 
might not impact the shallow (alluvial) aquifer that supports phreatophytic vegetation, as 
the two aquifers are separated by impermeable layers of fine sediments (which do occur 
around playas). However, geologic faulting can fracture the ground between the shallow 
and deep aquifers, and lead to leakage between shallow and deep aquifers. The potential 
impacts of groundwater pumping to GDE communities continues to be an important topic 
area that needs to be addressed in the Cumulative Impacts analysis of any SEZ, and for 
Iron Mt. SEZ in particular. 
 
The connection between rare natural GDE communities and solar development near 
desert playas is an issue that has been largely overlooked to date in the desert solar 
environmental review process. GDE communities were addressed during the California 
Energy Commission evidentiary hearings for the Genesis and Palen solar projects, and 
are addressed within project Conditions of Certification for these projects (see: Condition 
of Certification BIO-25 and BIO-26 for the Genesis project, and Condition of 
Certification BIO-23 and BIO-24 for the Palen project).  
 
The larger streams in the Iron Mt. SEZ support a microphyll woodland of smoke tree 
(Psorothamnus spinosus) and palo verde (Cercidium floridum ssp. floridum). Currently, 
the practice by solar project applicants has been to delineate washes only if dominated by 
tree species. Assessing impacts to GDE communities will require applicants to delineate 
washes, playas, and associated vegetation, including smaller washes dominated by shrub 
and herb-dominated communities, which have been largely ignored during project 
reviews to date, in order to conserve important natural communities within this SEZ.  
 
Imperial East SEZ 
 
Description of SEZ vegetation 
The majority of the habitat along Hwy 8 is stabilized desert dunes of Larrea tridentata 
(creosote). The area is marked by large plants with hummocks of sand accumulated 
around the shrubs (coppice dunes), punctuated by scattered, and very large coppice dunes 
of Prosopis glandulosa (mesquite) over 3 meters high, with many animal burrows visible.  
 
The site occurs in a topographic low where very few washes are present. The occurrences 
of mesquite are a good indication of groundwater dependent vegetation. Groundwater 
pumping even for a dry-cooled facility could have significant negative affects to GDE 
communities within and around this SEZ. The potential impacts of groundwater pumping 
to GDE communities needs to be addressed in the Cumulative Impacts analysis for this 
SEZ. 
 
The creosote was tall and vigorous in the western half of the SEZ but looked relatively 
distressed in the eastern half. The reason(s) for this was not obvious.  These eastern 
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creosote stands did not exhibit the depauperate, drought-stressed characteristics 
sometimes seen in stands deprived of surface flow by canals, dikes, and highways. The 
plants were predominantly senescent, and over 75% dead in many eastern areas of the 
SEZ, and in the East Mesa BLM ACEC to the north. 
 
In the eastern and southern portion of the SEZ, especially in the relatively more disturbed 
areas between Hwy 98 and the canal, the creosote is co-dominated by Ericameria 
linearifolia, with associated Ambrosia dumosa, and Atriplex polycarpa.  
 
Farther to the west along Hwy 98, the vegetation is dominated by an association of 
creosote and Ephedra californica (ephedra) for several miles. Ericameria linearifolia 
(narrow leafed goldenbush), Ambrosia dumosa (white bursage, burrowbush), and Atriplex 
polycarpa (allscale) are also present but the stands were defined predominantly by 
creosote and ephedra. These observed stands of creosote, ephedra, and narrow leafed 
goldenbush may be new vegetation associations not currently documented based on 
available vegetation data (NECO vegetation mapping did not collect data as far south as 
this SEZ area), and underscore the need for vegetation surveys in this area. 
 
Near the western boundary of the SEZ along Hwy 98, what at first would appear to be 
canal leaks of tamarisk on aerial photos are actually vast stands of mesquite and Pluchea 
sericea (arrow weed), which occur mostly in separate stands. The BLM Lake Cahuilla 
ACEC to the west of the Imperial East SEZ, is occupied largely by the mesquite and 
Pluchea communities. The majority of the mesquite is just off-site of the Imperial East 
SEZ, however it is important to note these occurrences because even dry-cooled solar 
projects can use a large volume of water during their construction phase. If projects were 
to rely on groundwater to supplement irrigation water, or as their sole source of water, 
their impacts to groundwater dependent vegetation could be significant. The zone of 
influence of groundwater pumping can extend 1 to 2 miles out from the wells and the 
cumulative effect on nearby groundwater dependent plant communities would most likely 
be significant. 
 
The Imperial East SEZ vegetation is underlain by fine to medium sand. The location and 
soil type are definitely potential conditions for Astragalus magdalenae peirsonii 
(Peirson's milkvetch), Croton wigginsii (Wiggins' croton), and other dunes rare plant 
species, as well as an indication of flat-tailed horned lizard habitat.  
 
There is also potential for a number of rare invertebrate species to occur, including the 
Riverside cuckoo wasp (from the Wiley’s Well area), recently discovered at the 
Algodones Dunes.  
 
Pisgah SEZ 
We recommend removing this zone to avoid impacts to sensitive resources. This area is a 
focal point of biological landscape connectivity between the western and eastern Mojave 
Desert Regions and is rich in biological resources.  As such it is regionally significant in 
sustaining biological diversity and gene flow at the landscape level. The description of 
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the affected environment and impacts of proposed development in the Draft PEIS are not 
based on the best available information for this specific area.   
 
Recent surveys associated with solar projects permitted in 2010 confirmed that solar 
development in this area would entail loss of habitat and displacement of many wildlife 
species, including the state and federally threatened desert tortoise, special-status reptiles, 
special-status mammals, migratory birds, and numerous rare plant species, including 
Penstemon albomarginatus, a BLM sensitive species. The BLM should remove the 
proposed Pisgah SEZ from further consideration because of its location within an 
area of essential habitat connectivity. Designation of this area as a SEZ is incompatible 
with the BLM’s conservation responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act, Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act, and its own wildlife resource manuals. 
 
Riverside East SEZ 
We believe the area of the Riverside East SEZ should be reduced to avoid impacts to rare 
plants and other sensitive resources. In early February, 2011, CNPS Vegetation Program 
staff conducted a field-based workshop around Palen Lake near Desert Center to identify, 
survey, and map rare vegetation in this area of the Riverside East SEZ.  
 
Palen Lake is an alkali playa surrounded by series of active, semi-stabilized, and 
stabilized dunes and areas of desert pavement. It includes a myriad of vegetation patterns 
including creosote shrublands, mesquite bosques, desert wash woodlands, saltbush 
scrubs, and groundwater-dependent sink scrubs in addition to the dune and desert 
pavement habitats. 
 
During the workshop, participants sampled 15 vegetation stands and made several 
additional observation points. Rare communities documented included Parkinsonia 
florida (blue palo verde), Olneya tesota (ironwood), Propopis glandulosa (mesquite), and 
Psorothamnus spinosus (smoke tree) woodland alliances; and Suaeda moquinii shrubland 
(bush seepweed) alliance.   
 
As with the other proposed California SEZs, assessing impacts to groundwater dependent 
communities within the Riverside East SEZ, particularly around dry lakes and playas, 
will be essential in order to conserve important natural communities.  
 
Summary of CNPS's Concerns with BLM's Solar PEIS: 
 
 Rare natural communities (including alliances and associations) may be present but 

undetected by the vegetation mapping dataset used by the PEIS; 
 

 If potential impacts to rare natural communities occur, then they should be 
appropriately addressed and/or avoided; 

 
 New undocumented alliances/association may occur in the region, whereby they 

would need to be addressed; 
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 Groundwater pumping for construction and operation needs could lower the 
groundwater table near wetlands and mesquite stands and cause stress, decline or 
death. Wells should not be located near stands, and the SEZ should exclude wet-
cooled or trough technologies to avoid significant cumulative effects to wetlands and 
mesquite; 

 
 Invasives could be introduced through soil disturbing activities, roadways and other 

corridors, and contaminated vehicles and equipment but also via an increased risk of 
fire; 

 
 Fall surveys must be required to avoid missing significant finds and impacts to plants 

only detectable during late season surveys; 
 
 Special-status plant surveys should begin now to facilitate avoidance through site 

design in the early planning stages; sensitive plants are difficult to impossible to 
mitigate off-site and avoidance is often the only option;  
 

 Multiple years of spring surveys are necessary to avoid missing sensitive species that 
may only be detectable in certain years (since germination and growth of plants in the 
desert is weather dependent); 

 
 High potential for rare and endemic dune insects warrants a specific requirement to 

conduct invertebrate surveys by qualified specialists; 
 
 Cryptobiotic crusts, where present, should be documented and avoided or salvaged 

and replaced; 
 
 Transmission corridors must be revegetated; revegetation plans must use only locally 

collected seed (or progeny), natural seed banks and soil crusts should be salvaged and 
replaced, and long-term weed monitoring and maintenance required; 

 
 Geomorphic studies of the wind sand transport corridor must be conducted and 

downwind or “wind shadow” effects from obstructions considered; 
 
 BLM and REAT agencies should assume responsibility for designing and 

implementing long-term monitoring of cumulative effects, and Before-after Control 
Impact (BACI) studies need to be initiated now; 

 
 Desert washes must be delineated according to guidance for delineating state waters; 

applicants should coordinate with CDFGs Lake and Streambed Alteration Program 
before beginning delineations surveys; 

 
 PEIS should require a non-disturbance buffer between development and wetlands, the 

width established in consultation with CDFG and FWS to minimize disturbance to 
sensitive wildlife using the wetlands; 
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 Mitigation measures described in PEIS are too vague to be enforceable; require more 
detail, measurable performance standards, and accountability;  
 

 Language in the PEIS regarding avoidance, mitigation requirements and 
recommendations must be unambiguous.  

 
The California Native Plant Society appreciates the opportunity to provide these 
comments regarding the scoping requirements of the SEZ PEIS. We will continue to 
provide information that can help the BLM develop the best possible environmental 
assessment in a timely manner. We share a common goal to provide effective, long-term 
protective policies for the preservation of biological resources in the California Desert, 
while addressing the permitting process for renewable energy projects. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Greg Suba 
Conservation Program Director 
California Native Plant Society 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

Rare Plants, Sensitive Plant Species, Plant Species of Concern, and Vegetation 
Types in Each Proposed California SEZ 

 
I. Plant Species - List of Rare Plants known to occur within and around the BLM Solar 

Energy Zones (SEZ) in Califiornia. These lists were derived from a search of the 
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), February 2011. 

 
Pisgah SEZ 
 
Scientific Name Common name State Fed G-

rank 
S-
rank 

CRPR

Androstephium 
breviflorum 

Small-flowered 
androstephium 

- - G5 S2S3 2.2 

Castela emoryi Emory's crucifixion-thorn - - G2G3 S2S3 2.3 
Penstemon 
albomarginatus 

White-margined 
beardtongue 

- - G2 S1 1B.1 

 
Iron Mountain SEZ 
 
Scientific Name Common name State Fed G-

rank 
S-
rank 

CRPR

Astragalus insularis var. 
harwoodii 

Harwood's milk-
vetch 

- - G5T3 S2.2? 2.2 

Eriastrum harwoodii Harwood's 
eriastrum 

- - G2 S2 1B.2 

 
Riverside East SEZ 
 
Scientific Name Common name State Fed G-rank S-rank CRPR 
Astragalus insularis var. 
harwoodii 

Harwood's milk-
vetch 

- - G5T3 S2.2? 2.2 

Castela emoryi Emory's crucifixion-
thorn 

- - G2G3 S2S3 2.3 

Colubrina californica Las Animas 
colubrine 

- - G4 S2S3.3 2.3 

Coryphantha alversonii Alverson's foxtail 
cactus 

- - G3 S3.2 4.3 

Ditaxis serrata var. 
californica 

California ditaxis - - G5T2T3 S2 3.2 

Eriastrum harwoodii Harwood's eriastrum - - G2 S2 1B.2 
Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. 
tenuispina 

Slender-spined all-
thorn 

- - G4T4 S2.2 2.2 

Mentzelia puberula Darlington's blazing 
star 

- - G4 S2 2.2 

Wislizenia refracta ssp. 
palmeri 

Palmer's jackass 
clover 

- - G5T2T4 S2? 2.2 
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Imperial East SEZ  
Plants known to occur within 10 kilometers of the SEZ 
 
Scientific Name Common name State Fed G-rank S-rank CRPR
Croton wigginsii Wiggin's croton Rare - G2G3 S1.2 2.2 
Palafoxia arida var. gigantean Giant Spanish-needle - - G5T3 S2 1B.3 
Pholisma sonorae Sand food   G2 S2 1B.2 
 
 
Status Codes: 
Federal: FE - Federally listed endangered: species in danger of extinction throughout a significant 

portion of its range 
FT - Federally listed, threatened: species likely to become endangered within the foreseeable 
future 
BCC: Fish and Wildlife Service: Birds of Conservation Concern: Identifies migratory and non-
migratory bird species (beyond those already designated as federally threatened or endangered) 
that represent highest conservation priorities 
<www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/reports/BCC2002.pdf> 
 

State  CSC = California Species of Special Concern.  Species of concern to CDFG because of 
declining population levels, limited ranges, and/or continuing threats have made them 
vulnerable to extinction. 
SE - State listed as endangered 
ST = State listed as threatened 
WL = State watch list 

 
State Rank (S-Rank):   

S1—Less than 6 EO, or less than 1,000 individuals, or less than 2,000 acres;  
S2—Same as “G2”;  
S3—Same as “G3”. 

State Rank Extension:   
0.2—threatened;  
0.3—no current threats known 

 
Global Rank (G-Rank) is a reflection of the overall condition of an element throughout its global range:   

G2—Same as “S2”;  
G3—Same as “S3”;  
G4—Apparently secure, this rank is clearly lower than G3, but factors exist to cause some 
concern; i.e., there is some threat, or somewhat narrow habitat;  
G5—Population or stand demonstrably secure to ineradicable due to being commonly found in the 
world. Subspecies receive a T-rank attached to the G-rank.  The G-rank refers to the whole species 
range, but the T-rank refers to the global condition of taxon variety only. 

 
California Rare Plant Rank  (CRPR) 

1B - Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere 
2 - Rare, threatened, or endangered in California but more common elsewhere 
3 - Plants which need more information - a watch list 
4 - Limited distribution – a watch list 
0.1 - Seriously threatened in California (high degree/immediacy of threat) 
0.2 - Fairly threatened in California (moderate degree/immediacy of threat) 
0.3 - Not very threatened in California (low degree/immediacy of threats or no current threats 
known) 
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II. Alliances – Draft List of Vegetation Types Known or Likely to  
Occur in the Imperial East SEZ and Environs 
California Native Plant Society, February 2011 

 
The alliances and associated listed below include those known to occur within the BLM 
Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) and those known to occur within 10 kilometers of the SEZs 
(and therefore have potential to be present in the SEZ. The list for Imperial East was 
derived from observation in late 2010; thus, additional information could be acquired for 
this location.   
* = Considered as Statewide Rare or of High Priority for Inventory (with State Rarity 
ranking of S3 or below).  Also, see the DFG natural communities list, which addresses 
high ranking of vegetation types. 

             

Imperial East SEZ 
Tree Dominated: 
Prosopis glandulosa Shrubland Alliance* 

Prosopis glandulosa / Pluchea sericea – Atriplex canescens* 
Shrub Dominated: 
Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Ambrosia dumosa – Ericameria linearifolia (provisional type based on 
observation) 
Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance 
 Larrea tridentata 
 Larrea tridentata – Ericameria linearifolia (provisional type based on 
observation) 
Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa 
 Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa-Ephedra (californica)* 

Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa / Pleuraphis rigida* 
Pluchea sericea Shrubland Alliance* 
             
 
Alliances – Draft List of Vegetation Types Known or Likely to Occur in the Pisgah SEZ 

and Environs 
CNPS, February 2011 

This list was derived from data included in the Mojave Desert Ecosystem Program (see 
the report by Thomas et al. 2004 and associated MDEP GIS files).  The alliances listed 
below include those known to occur within this BLM Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) and those 
known to occur within 10 kilometers of the SEZ (and therefore have potential to be 
present in the SEZ).   
* = Considered as Statewide Rare or of High Priority for Inventory (with State Rarity 
ranking of S3 or below). Also, see the DFG natural communities list, which addresses 
high ranking of vegetation types. 
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Pisgah SEZ 

Tree Dominated: 
Chilopsis linearis Woodland Alliance* 
Prosopis glandulosa Woodland Alliance* 

 
Shrub Dominated: 
Allenrolfea occidentalis Shrubland Alliance* 
Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 *Some associations may be rare in area 

Atriplex canescens Shrubland Alliance 

Atriplex polycarpa Shrubland Alliance 
Atriplex spinifera Shrubland Alliance * 
Bebbia juncea Provisional Shrubland Alliance 
Castela emoryi Shrubland Special Stands 
Coleogyne ramosissima Shrubland Alliance 
Ephedra nevadensis Shrubland Alliance 
Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
Larrea tridentata – Encelia farinosa Shrubland Alliance 
Hymenoclea salsola shrubland Alliance 
Suaeda moquinii Shrubland Alliance* 
Yucca schidigera Shrubland Alliance 

 

Herbaceous: 

Pleuraphis rigida Herbaceous Alliance * 
Dicoria canescens – Abronia villosa Herbaceous Alliance* 
 (Likely type in areas mapped as Dunes) 
             

 
Alliances – Draft List of Vegetation Types Known or Likely to Occur in the Iron 

Mountain SEZ and Environs 
CNPS, February 2011 

This list for Iron Mountain region was derived largely from data collected in preparation 
of the Northern & Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (see NECO 
classification report by Evens and Hartman 2007).  The alliances and associated listed 
below include those known to occur within the BLM Soloar Energy Zone (SEZ) and 
those known to occur within 10 kilometers of the SEZs (and therefore have potential to 
be present in the SEZ).  
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* = Considered as Statewide Rare or of High Priority for Inventory (with State Rarity 
ranking of S3 or below).  Also, see the DFG natural communities list, which addresses 
high ranking of vegetation types. 

             

Iron Mountain SEZ 
Tree Dominated: 
Parkinsonia florida – Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance* 
 Parkinsonia florida – Psorothamnus spinosus / Hymenoclea salsola* 
Psorothamnus spinosus Woodland Alliance 

Psorothamnus spinosus / Ephedra (californica) – Hymenoclea salsola 
Tamarix spp. Woodland Semi-Natural Stands 
 (may include plantings) 
Shrub Dominated: 
Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Ambrosia dumosa – Ephedra (californica) sandy*  
 Ambrosia dumosa / Brassica tournefortii 
Ephedra californica Shrubland Alliance 
 Ephedra (californica) – Psorothamnus emoryi/Pleuraphis rigida* 
Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Krameria grayi 
 Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa / Pleuraphis rigida* 
 Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Atriplex polycarpa 
 Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa/Brassica tournefortii 
Suaeda moquinii Shrubland Alliance* 
 Suaeda moquinii – Atriplex canescens – Atriplex polycarpa* 
 Suaeda moquinii/sparse playa* 
Herbaceous Dominated: 
Brassica (tournefortii) Herbaceous Semi-Natural Stands 
Pleuraphis rigida Herbaceous Alliance* 
 Pleuraphis rigida / Ambrosia dumosa* 
             

 
Alliances & Associations – Draft List of Known or Likely to Occur Vegetation Types in 

the East Riverside SEZ and Environs 
CNPS, February 2011 

This list was derived largely from data collected in preparation of the Northern & Eastern 
Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (see NECO classification report by 
Evens and Hartman 2007), and from additional data collected in 2011 during a CNPS 
vegetation mapping workshop at Palen Lake.  Because the vegetation communities 
throughout the entire East Riverside Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) are not yet mapped, the 
alliances and associated listed below include those known to occur within the SEZ and 
those that occur within 10 kilometers of the SEZ (and therefore have potential to be 
present in the SEZ).   
* = Considered as Statewide Rare or of High Priority for Inventory (with State Rarity 
ranking of S3 or below).  Also, see the DFG natural communities list, which addresses 
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high ranking of vegetation types. 
             

East Riverside SEZ 

Tree Dominated Types: 
Parkinsonia florida – Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance* 
 Parkinsonia florida / Larrea tridentata – Peucephyllum schottii*  

Parkinsonia florida - Olneya tesota*  
Parkinsonia florida / (Psorothamnus emoryi, Pleuraphis rigida) (provisional dune 

type)* 
Parkinsonia florida - Olneya tesota / Hyptis emoryi*  
Parkinsonia florida*  
Parkinsonia florida / Hyptis emoryi* 
Olneya tesota*  

 Olneya tesota / Psorothamnus schottii* 

Prosopis glandulosa Woodland Alliance* 
 Prosopis glandulosa – Atriplex spp.* 

Psorothamnus spinosus Woodland Alliance* 
 Psorothamnus spinosus / Ephedra (californica) - Ambrosia salsola 

 
Shrub Dominated Types: 
Allenrolfea occidentalis Shrubland Alliance* 

Allenrolfea occidentalis* 
 Allenrolfea occidentalis - Suaeda moquinii* 

Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Ambrosia dumosa – Ephedra californica* 
 Ambrosia dumosa / Pleuraphis rigida* 

Atriplex canescens Shrubland Alliance 
 Atriplex canescens  

Atriplex polycarpa Shrubland Alliance 
Atriplex polycarpa Sparse Playa 

Atriplex spinifera Shrubland Alliance * 
 Atriplex spinifera* 

Encelia farinosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Encelia farinosa 

Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance 
 Larrea tridentata 
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 Larrea tridentata – Atriplex polycarpa 

 Larrea tridentata / Cryptogamic crust 
Larrea tridentata / Pleuraphis rigida* 

Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa  
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Krameria grayi 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Fouquieria splendens* 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Olneya tesota* 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa – Psorothamnus spinosus* 
Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa / Cryptogramic crust 

Larrea tridentata – Encelia farinosa Shrubland Alliance 
 Larrea tridentata – Encelia farinosa 

Larrea tridentata – Encelia farinosa – Ambrosia dumosa 

Pluchea sericea Shrubland Alliance* 
 Pluchea sericea* 

Suaeda moquinii Shrubland Alliance* 
 Suaeda moquinii* 
 Suaeda moquinii – Atriplex canescens* 
 
Herbaceous Types: 

Brassica (tournefortii) Herbaceous Semi-Natural Stands 
Brassica tournefortii / Ambrosia dumosa 

Pleuraphis rigida Herbaceous Alliance * 
 Pleuraphis rigida* (in desert washes and on dunes) 

Pleuraphis rigida / Ephedra (californica)* 

Dicoria canescens – Abronia villosa Herbaceous Alliance* 
Dicoria canescens* 
Salsola tragus - Oenothera deltoides* (provisional dune type based on 

observation) 

Petalonyx thurberi Provisional Herbaceous Stands*  
(provisional sandy type based on observation in area and recent data collection on 
NPS lands) 

Wislizenia refracta Herbaceous Special Stands* 
 

Miscellaneous Land Use Types: 

Simmondsia chinensis plantations and other agricultural field 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

Environmental Stakeholders 
Renewable Energy Siting Criteria for the California Desert Conservation Area 



Audubon California    
California Native Plant Society * California Wilderness Coalition   

Center for Biological Diversity * Defenders of Wildlife   
Desert Protective Council * Mojave Desert Land Trust   

National Parks Conservation Association  
Natural Resources Defense Council  *  Sierra Club  *  The Nature Conservancy 

The Wilderness Society * The Wildlands Conservancy 
 
 

Renewable Siting Criteria for California Desert Conservation Area 
 
Environmental stakeholders have been asked by land management agencies, elected officials, other 
decision-makers, and renewable energy proponents to provide criteria for use in identifying potential 
renewable energy sites in the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA). Large parts of the 
California desert ecosystem have survived despite pressures from mining, grazing, ORV, real estate 
development and military uses over the last century.  Now, utility scale renewable energy 
development presents the challenge of new land consumptive activities on a potentially 
unprecedented scale. Without careful planning, the surviving desert ecosystems may be further 
fragmented, degraded and lost.  
 
The criteria below primarily address the siting of solar energy projects and would need to be further 
refined to address factors that are specific to the siting of wind and geothermal facilities.  While the 
criteria listed below are not ranked, they are intended to inform planning processes and were 
designed to provide ecosystem level protection to the CDCA (including public, private and military 
lands) by giving preference to disturbed lands, steering development away from lands with high 
environmental values, and avoiding the deserts�’ undeveloped cores.  They were developed with 
input from field scientists, land managers, and conservation professionals and fall into two 
categories: 1) areas to prioritize for siting and 2) high conflict areas.  The criteria are intended to 
guide solar development to areas with comparatively low potential for conflict and controversy in an 
effort to help California meet its ambitious renewable energy goals in a timely manner.  

 
Areas to Prioritize for Siting 

o Lands that have been mechanically disturbed, i.e., locations that are degraded and disturbed 
by mechanical disturbance: 

 Lands that have been �“type-converted�” from native vegetation through plowing, 
bulldozing or other mechanical impact often in support of agriculture or other land 
cover change activities (mining, clearance for development, heavy off-road vehicle 
use).1   

o Public lands of comparatively low resource value located adjacent to degraded and impacted 
private lands on the fringes of the CDCA:2 

 Allow for the expansion of renewable energy development onto private lands. 
 Private lands development offers tax benefits to local government. 

o Brownfields: 
 Revitalize idle or underutilized industrialized sites. 
 Existing transmission capacity and infrastructure are typically in place. 
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o Locations adjacent to urbanized areas:3 
 Provide jobs for local residents often in underserved communities; 
 Minimize growth-inducing impacts; 
 Provide homes and services for the workforce that will be required at new energy 

facilities; 
 Minimize workforce commute and associated greenhouse gas emissions.  

o Locations that minimize the need to build new roads.   
o Locations that could be served by existing substations.  
o Areas proximate to sources of municipal wastewater for use in cleaning. 
o Locations proximate to load centers. 
o Locations adjacent to federally designated corridors with existing major transmission lines.4 

 
High Conflict Areas 
In an effort to flag areas that will generate significant controversy the environmental community has 
developed the following list of criteria for areas to avoid in siting renewable projects. These criteria 
are fairly broad. They are intended to minimize resource conflicts and thereby help California meet 
its ambitious renewable goals. The criteria are not intended to serve as a substitute for project 
specific review. They do not include the categories of lands within the California desert that are off 
limits to all development by statute or policy.5 
 

o Locations that support sensitive biological resources, including: federally designated and 
proposed critical habitat; significant6 populations of federal or state threatened and 
endangered species,7 significant populations of sensitive, rare and special status species,8 and 
rare or unique plant communities.9 

o Areas of Critical Environmental Concern, Wildlife Habitat Management Areas, proposed 
HCP and NCCP Conservation Reserves.10  

o Lands purchased for conservation including those conveyed to the BLM.11 
o Landscape-level biological linkage areas required for the continued functioning of biological 

and ecological processes.12 
o Proposed Wilderness Areas, proposed National Monuments, and Citizens�’ Wilderness 

Inventory Areas.13 
o Wetlands and riparian areas, including the upland habitat and groundwater resources 

required to protect the integrity of seeps, springs, streams or wetlands.14  
o National Historic Register eligible sites and other known cultural resources. 
o Locations directly adjacent to National or State Park units.15 
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   EXPLANATIONS    

 
1 Some of these lands may be currently abandoned from those prior activities, allowing some natural 
vegetation to be sparsely re-established.  However, because the desert is slow to heal, these lands do not 
support the high level of ecological functioning that undisturbed natural lands do. 
2 Based on currently available data. 
3 Urbanized areas include desert communities that welcome local industrial development but do not include 
communities that are dependent on tourism for their economic survival. 
4 The term �“federally designated corridors�” does not include contingent corridors. 
5 Lands where development is prohibited by statute or policy include but are not limited to: 
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National Park Service units; designated Wilderness Areas; Wilderness Study Areas; BLM National 
Conservation Areas; National Recreation Areas; National Monuments; private preserves and reserves; 
Inventoried Roadless Areas on USFS lands; National Historic and National Scenic Trails; National Wild, 
Scenic and Recreational Rivers; HCP and NCCP lands precluded from development; conservation mitigation 
banks under conservation easements approved by the state Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service or Army Corps of Engineers a; California State Wetlands; California State Parks; Department 
of Fish and Game Wildlife Areas and Ecological Reserves; National Historic Register sites.  
6 Determining �“significance�” requires consideration of factors that include population size and characteristics, 
linkage, and feasibility of mitigation. 
7 Some listed species have no designated critical habitat or occupy habitat outside of designated critical 
habitat.  Locations with significant occurrences of federal or state threatened and endangered species should 
be avoided even if these locations are outside of designated critical habitat or conservation areas in order to 
minimize take and provide connectivity between critical habitat units. 
8 Significant populations/occurrences of sensitive, rare and special status species including CNPS list 1B and 
list 2 plants, and federal or state agency species of concern. 
9 Rare plant communities/assemblages include those defined by the California Native Plant Society�’s Rare 
Plant Communities Initiative and by federal, state and county agencies.  
10 ACECs include Desert Tortoise Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs). The CDCA Plan has 
designated specific Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (HMAs) to conserve habitat for species such as the 
Mohave ground squirrel and bighorn sheep. Some of these designated areas are subject to development caps 
which apply to renewable energy projects (as well as other activities). 
11 These lands include compensation lands purchased for mitigation by other parties and transferred to the 
BLM and compensation lands purchased directly by the BLM. 
12 Landscape-level linkages provide connectivity between species populations, wildlife movement corridors, 
ecological process corridors (e.g., sand movement corridors), and climate change adaptation corridors.  They 
also provide connections between protected ecological reserves such as National Park units and Wilderness 
Areas.  The long-term viability of existing populations within such reserves may be dependent upon habitat, 
populations or processes that extend outside of their boundaries.  While it is possible to describe current 
wildlife movement corridors, the problem of forecasting the future locations of such corridors is confounded 
by the lack of certainty inherent in global climate change.  Hence the need to maintain broad, landscape-level 
connections. To maintain ecological functions and natural history values inherent in parks, wilderness and 
other biological reserves, trans-boundary ecological processes must be identified and protected.  Specific and 
cumulative impacts that may threaten vital corridors and trans-boundary processes should be avoided. 
13 Proposed Wilderness Areas: lands proposed by a member of Congress to be set aside to preserve 
wilderness values. The proposal must be: 1) introduced as legislation, or 2) announced by a member of 
Congress with publicly available maps. Proposed National Monuments: areas proposed by the President or a 
member of Congress to protect objects of historic or scientific interest. The proposal must be: 1) introduced 
as legislation or 2) announced by a member of Congress with publicly available maps. Citizens' Wilderness 
Inventory Areas: lands that have been inventoried by citizens groups, conservationists, and agencies and 
found to have defined �“wilderness characteristics.�” The proposal has been publicly announced. 
14 The extent of upland habitat that needs to be protected is sensitive to site-specific resources.  For example: 
the NECO Amendment to the CDCA Plan protects streams within a 5-mile radius of Townsend big-eared 
bat maternity roosts; aquatic and riparian species may be highly sensitive to changes in groundwater levels.    
15 Adjacent: lying contiguous, adjoining or within 2 miles of park or state boundaries. (Note: lands more than 
2 miles from a park boundary should be evaluated for importance from a landscape-level linkage perspective, 
as further defined in footnote 12). 



Thank you for your comment, Jim Bell.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11888.
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When Good is Bad 
By Jim Bell 
www.jimbell.com jimbellelsi@cox.net 
619-758-9020 

Here we go again, justifying doing something bad to do something supposedly good. 

I’m referring to the plan to scrape off hundreds of square miles of desert and other habitat areas to install solar collecting devices
that convert direct solar light into electricity. This approach will also require that more plant and animal habitats will have to be
damaged to construct and maintain transmission lines to deliver electricity produced by remote solar power plants to cities where
most of it is needed. 

Obviously, scraping off land to install renewable energy to electricity producing devices will hurt all the plants and animals on the
land to be scraped off. It will also hurt animals that now use the land to be scraped off for food, water and migration. But don’t we
have to have remote solar to electricity sites to become renewably electricity self-sufficient in urban areas? 

Absolutely not!!! 

In fact, much of the United States can become renewable electricity self-sufficient, and do it in ways that are both cost-effective
and life-support-system-effective. Because of laws like AB 117 (CCA or Community Choice Aggregation) in California, this
option is already available to cities and counties in some states. Basically it allows cities and counties in those states to become
CCA municipalities. This means that cities and counties in those states can choose to become electricity supply and price secure by
making their buildings and infrastructure more electricity use efficient and by installing PV panels on roofs and over parking lots. 

Assuming 1.000 sq. ft. of roof and parking lot per capita, San Diego County, where I live, can use free-market forces to
cost-effectively become renewably electricity self-sufficient. This can be accomplished by increasing the County’s electricity use
efficiency by 40% and installing 15% efficient PV panels over 17% its roofs and parking lots, (shaded parking). 

Other benefits of becoming renewable electricity self-sufficient include: 

+ Eliminating the need to scrape off habitat to accommodate remote direct solar installations and transmission lines to deliver the
electricity they produce to urban areas. Land under buildings and parking is already disturbed and damaged plant and animal
habitat. Installing efficiency improvements in building and PV panels on roofs and over parking lots eliminates the need to impact
new land. 
+ Being more electricity supply and price secure. The increase in electricity use efficiency and the electricity produced on local
roofs and parking lots cannot be cut off by the failure of transmission lines from remote suppliers to urban areas. Increasing
electricity use efficiency and installing PV panels on roofs and over parking lots would also make it difficult for acts of nature,
accidents or intentional human acts to cause serious damage or disruption to a county’s production, distribution and storage of
renewably generated electricity. 



+ Changing San Diego County’s negative-electricity purchase cash-flow into a positive-electricity-purchase-cash-flow. Currently
San Diego County exports one billion plus dollars each year to purchase imported electricity or imported natural gas or nuclear
fuel to make electricity locally. If the County were renewable electricity self-sufficient today, all the money now exported to pay
for imported electricity or fuels to produce it locally will be kept in the County’s economy. Initially this money will be used to hire
businesses and its employees to make the county more electricity use efficient and install PV panels on roofs and over parking lots.
Because the businesses and workers making the county more electricity use efficient and renewable electricity self-sufficient will
be local, much of the money they earn will be spent locally, helping everyone’s bottom line. Assuming an economic multiplier
benefit of two, a renewable electricity self-sufficient San Diego County would add around $3 billion of economic activity to the
County’s economy each year. This is assuming that electricity is 10 cents per kWh. If the cost of electricity on the Western States
Electricity Grid Market is more than 10 cents per kWh, the positive-cash-flow and economic multiplier benefit of becoming
renewable electricity self-sufficient in San Diego County will grow accordingly. 

+ That local efficiency and PV installations do not require new power lines or existing power line enhancement. The electricity
produced with PV on roofs and over parking lots is already grid connected. Excess electricity produced during peak PV output can
be sold or traded for electricity through out the Western States Electricity Grid for times when local PV panels are not producing
sufficient electricity to meet the county’s electricity demand. 

+ Eliminating the County’s contribution to pollution, general life-support damage and to climate change related to its dependence
on producing electricity using fossil and nuclear fuels. It also eliminates the life-support damage connected to producing and
delivering remotely produced renewably generated electricity to urban areas. 

+ Eliminating price shocks related to the rising cost of electricity; made with price uncertain non-renewable energy resources.
Unlike fossil and nuclear fuels, renewable energy resources are free and even delivered free. We are still becoming more cost-
effective at becoming more electricity use efficient and making and installing PV panels over roofs and parking lots. 

+ Increasing local business and employment. Becoming renewable electricity self-sufficient in San Diego County will create over
400,000 job-years of direct and indirect employment. 

+ Changing ratepayers into utility company owners. As owners, ratepayers can meet all their electricity needs. If they produce
more than they need, they can sell excess production into the Western States Grid. 

+ Fostering the potential for the cost of increasing electricity use efficiency and renewably generated electricity to become less
expensive. The manufacture and installation of electricity use efficiency measures and renewable energy collection and conversion
to electricity devices is still becoming less expensive and the energy to power them is free and even delivered free. 

+ Serving as a free-market example of how communities, in general, can save money and the environment by becoming renewable
electricity self-sufficient. With some modifications, this investment strategy can be used by many communities to become
completely renewable energy, water and food self-sufficient. 

+ Becoming more electricity use efficient and installing PV panels on roofs and over parking lots adds zero heat to the county’s
incident solar load. When electricity produced in the desert is used locally, it will add heat from the desert to the county’s incident
solar load. It’s a small addition but now is not the time we need more heat. 

For details on the free-market plan (zero subsidies needed) to make San Diego County renewable electricity self-sufficient, go to
www.jimbell.com and click on “Green Papers” 
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To Whom it May Concern: 

Attached please find a letter with the Town of Apple Valley's comments regarding the Draft Solar Energy Development PEIS.
Please contact me if you have any difficulty opening the attachment. 

Sincerely, 
Heidi Brannon 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

April 30, 2011 
 
 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
BLM Washington Office 
Attn: Draft Solar Energy PEIS 
 
Re: Town of Apple Valley, CA Comments on the Draft Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic EIS 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
The Town of Apple Valley (Town) appreciates this opportunity to provide comments to 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) regarding the Draft Solar PEIS for the proposed 
Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States (Solar Energy Development 
PEIS). 
 
The Town is in the process of developing a 285-square mile (170,000 acres) Multi-
Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP) for the Town’s limits and Sphere of 
Influence.  Of this area, approximately 55,250 acres are BLM Lands.  The Town is 
developing the MSHCP to implement its General Plan and achieve its over-arching 
vision that the community’s quality of life is tied to its rural character and that this 
character is to be preserved and protected for the long-term health of the community.  
 
While the MSHCP is a local plan, it will employ a regional conservation strategy that 
protects key linkages in the high desert.  Specifically the MSHCP is looking at 
protecting two critical regional linkages, the Wild Wash Linkage and the San 
Bernardino-Granite Mountains Linkage, that pass through the Town’s planning area. In 
doing so, the Town’s MSHCP integrates well with the goals and objectives of larger 
conservation planning efforts taking place in the Mojave Desert, including the Desert 
Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP).   
 
To preserve the two key regional linkages identified, the Town’s MSHCP looks to build 
on the existing network of BLM lands within its planning area.  These nearly 
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contiguous blocks of federal lands provide important landscape level connections 
between the coastal and desert mountains and the Ord-Rodman and Freemont-Kramer 
Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMA). 
 
The Draft Solar Energy Development PEIS identifies seven Renewable Energy Project 
ROW Applications that are pending or authorized for wind site testing or facility 
development that completely or partially overlap the linkage areas identified in the 
Town’s MSHCP (see table 1).  
 
Table 1. Pending or authorized Renewable Energy Project ROW Applications on 
BLM-Administered Land overlapping the linkage areas identified in the Town’s 
MSHCP as shown in the Draft Solar PEIS*. 
 

Pending Wind 
Site Testing 

Authorized Wind 
Site Testing 

Pending Wind 
Development Facility 

CACA 51767 CACA 44975 CACA 48254 
CACA 51772 CACA 49255  
CACA 52148   
CACA 52188   

 
*Figure 9.3.22.2-1 Locations of Renewable Energy Proposals on Public Land within a 50-mi (80-km) Radius of the 
Proposed Pisgah SEZ. 
 
*Table 9.3.22.2-2 Pending Renewable Energy Project ROW Applications on BLM-Administered Land within 50 mi 
(80-km) of the Pisgah SEZ 
 
In addition, approximately 1,800 acres of “BLM Lands Available” (as identified in 
Figure 9.3.22.2-1) for solar fall within the linkage areas identified in the Town’s MSHCP. 
 
The Town believes that siting large-scale renewable energy projects, as identified in the 
Solar Energy Development PEIS, on BLM lands within the linkage areas will negate the 
linkages’ functional value and disrupt the Town’s comprehensive effort to plan for and 
solve regional conservation issues.   
 
The Town has taken significant steps to encourage suitable renewable energy 
development within its limits (photovoltaic projects under 400 acres are allowed in 
designated areas under the Town’s local Ordinances) that maintain the Town’s rural 
character and quality of life.  The Town is requesting that the BLM exclude large-scale 
renewable energy development from federal lands included in the regional linkages 
identified by the Town’s MSHCP.   
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Thank you again for this opportunity to provide comments to the BLM on the Solar 
Energy Development PEIS.  For addition information on the Town’s MSHCP, please 
contact Lori Lamson, Assistant Director of Community Development, at (760) 240-7000, 
extension 7200. 
 
We look forward to working with the BLM as they further develop the Solar Energy 
Development PEIS. 
 
Respectfully, 

 
 

 
 

Heidi Brannon 
Vice President, Director of Projects 
Solution Strategies, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
cc: Lori Lamson, Assistant Director Community Development 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solution Strategies, Inc. (SSI) is consulting for the Town of Apple Valley on the development of 
its MSHCP.  SSI also represents the Town at the DRECP stakeholder meetings. 
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Gentlemen: 

The Draft PEIS is fundamentally flawed. The current document follows an exploitive, outmoded approach, mired in 19th Century
attitudes toward public land, coupled with financially and environmentally-subsidized, outmoded technology that will fail to
achieve a responsible energy future. 

The whole PEIS, including specifically the designation of one-stop approval SEZ's, should be thrown out. All big projects should
go through full NEPA review and not be excluded from such review because they are in a SEZ. 

The alternatives presented in the PEIS are far, far too narrow in scope. 

The PEIS dismisses alternatives such as distributed generation, limiting solar development to populated areas, or conservation and
demand-side management, on the basis that its purpose and need is “responding in a more efficient and effective manner to the
high interest in siting utility-scale solar energy development on public lands.” But the agencies are required to consider a far
broader range of alternatives. As the Council on Environmental Quality has stated: 

“An alternative that is outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be analyzed in the EIS [as well as] alternatives
that are outside the scope of what Congress has approved or funded… if they are reasonable, because the EIS may serve as the
basis for modifying the Congressional approval or funding in light of NEPA’s goals and policies.” 

For a complete, well-formulated statement of my views on this subject I refer to the report "Wrong from The Start" on this issue,
published by the organization Solar Done Right. I fully endorse the report. Please follow this URL to see the full report on the
web: http://solardoneright.org/images/uploads/WrongFromTheStart.pdf . 

I am also attaching a copy of the report to this comment message. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Haney 
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Executive Summary

The Departments of Energy and the Interior are preparing a Programmatic Environmental 

Impact Statement (PEIS) to evaluate utility-scale solar energy development, to establish envi-

ronmental policies and mitigation strategies for solar energy projects, and to amend relevant 

BLM land use plans with the consideration of establishing a new BLM Solar Energy Pro-

gram. Though it is billed as a way of making solar development “Smart From The Start,” the 

PEIS is a significant step further into a reckless, ultimately ineffective energy policy. 

The need to move to a renewable-based energy economy, and quickly, is urgent. Global 

warming threatens to unwind the relatively stable climate regime that has supported the evo-

lution of present human and ecological systems. 

But the Draft PEIS is fundamentally flawed. The current document follows an exploi-

tive, outmoded approach, mired in 19th Century attitudes toward public land, coupled with 

financially and environmentally-subsidized, outmoded technology that will fail to achieve a 

responsible energy future.

The PEIS dismisses alternatives such as distributed generation, limiting solar development 

to populated areas, or conservation and demand-side management, on the basis that its pur-

pose and need is “responding in a more efficient and effective manner to the high interest in 

siting utility-scale solar energy development on public lands.”  But the agencies are required 

to consider a far broader range of alternatives. As the Council on Environmental Quality has 

stated:

“An alternative that is outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be analyzed 

in the EIS [as well as] alternatives that are outside the scope of what Congress has approved or 

funded… if they are reasonable, because the EIS may serve as the basis for modifying the Congres-

sional approval or funding in light of NEPA’s goals and policies.”

Massive solar power plants pose irreversible, long-term, cumulative ecological threats to 

fragile deserts and grasslands. Unlike other forms of energy extraction, concentrating solar 

development entails use of as much as 100 percent of the surface of a site. Environmental 

impacts will endure for decades to centuries, and the prospects for restoration are purely 

speculative. 

Even prior to the PEIS, there were numerous deficiencies in the BLM’s National Envi-

ronmental Policy Act (NEPA) process for these projects. They included:
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Inadequate or absent biological surveys

Failure to adequately assess indirect impacts

Failure to consider a reasonable range of project alternatives

Narrow purpose and need statements

Absence of baseline visual and noise resource analysis 

Inadequate cumulative impacts analysis

Deficient underlying planning documents that never contemplated this scale of 

development and have no relevant guidelines that limit acceptable change

Unresolved, deferred, and inadequate mitigation measures

Despite the crucial importance of lowering our carbon emissions, no scientific studies have 

been done to examine the claim that these projects reduce net greenhouse gas emissions once 

construction, transmission, and the disruption of carbon-sequestering ecosystems on site are 

taken into account.

Interior’s stated goal of “protecting and enhancing the Nation’s water, wildlife, and other 

natural resources” while implementing large scale “environmentally responsible” solar devel-

opment, cannot be met through any of the alternatives being analyzed in the DPEIS. 

Alternative sites and technology 

By offering up public resources, the BLM is subsidizing the same energy interests that have 

profited by oil and gas development on public lands and waters (BP, Chevron). Taxpayer-

funded subsidies in the form of cash grants and federal loan guarantees are going to the same 

financial players that helped bring the country to the edge of financial meltdown (Morgan 

Stanley, Goldman Sachs). But if we are to realize our full renewable energy potential, we 

must make a major departure from the old energy business model. 

There are sound alternatives to the current path, including sites and technology. 

EPA has identified millions of acres of abandoned mine lands, brownfields, and 

federal and non-federal Superfund sites that may be suitable for solar and other 

non-fossil-fuel energy projects.

In California alone, environmental organizations have identified almost 300,000 

acres of BLM land and adjacent private lands that would meet their stricter siting 

criteria for utility-scale solar.

≠

≠
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The Westlands Water District in California’s Central Valley includes approxi-

mately 30,000 acres of degraded agricultural land believed to be suitable for up to 

5 GW of solar power generation.

Installation in populated areas, the built environment, and/or damaged lands makes infi-

nitely more sense.

Moreover, a strategy focused primarily on distributed PV would be the most cost-effec-

tive and fastest way to expand solar power production in the United States. When all costs 

are factored in—including new transmission infrastructure and transmission line losses—local, 

distributed solar PV is comparable in efficiency, faster to bring online, and more cost-effec-

tive than remote utility-scale solar plants. 

In short, we can prevent irremediable damage from utility-scale solar development on our 

public lands by prioritizing distributed generation from PV installations in the built environ-

ment. 

We urge government, utilities, the mainstream environmental movement and the public 

to abandon this destructive path, scrap the PEIS, and help us make distributed generation in 

the built environment the centerpiece of our energy policy. 

About Solar Done Right

Solar Done Right is a coalition of public land activists, solar power and electrical engineering 

experts, biologists and renewable energy advocates who view with great concern the industry 

and government momentum behind siting industrial scale, centralized solar power stations on 

large swaths of ecologically valuable public lands.

≠
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Solar Done Right

Solar Done Right is a coalition of public land activists, solar power and electrical engineering 

experts, biologists and renewable energy advocates who view with great concern the industry 

and government momentum behind siting industrial scale, centralized solar power stations on 

large swaths of ecologically valuable public lands.

We have come together to urge government, utilities, the mainstream environmental 

movement and the public to abandon this destructive path, and to work toward generating 

the power we need in the built environment.

Solar Done Right holds that there is a proper hierarchy of priority for strategies to end 

our nation’s addiction to fossil fuels. We should start the switch by using the most cost-effec-

tive strategies for renewable energy production, which also happen to be the least environ-

mentally destructive. In descending order of priority:

Reduce demand. According to some estimates, an aggressive program of conser-

vation and energy efficiency using currently available technology could reduce 

US power consumption by nearly one third.1

Generate renewable energy at or near the point of use. Distributed solar gener-

ation on homes and businesses is cost-competitive and does not incur the energy 

loss of distribution through transmission lines. Users can benefit through reduced 

utility bills or sales of power into the grid, or both. Installation time from project 

conception to completion is measured in weeks rather than years.

Generate renewable energy on a larger scale within the built environment. 

Most cities possess large industrial spaces including warehouse roofs, brownfields, 

large parking lots, airports, and other areas that could be either converted to or 

augmented with renewable energy production using existing technology. Emerg-

ing technologies offer promise for additional methods to incorporate solar energy 

production into new residential and commercial construction.

We maintain that a mixture of these techniques can meet our electrical energy needs without 

sacrificing biologically valuable desert and grassland ecosystems with large scale concentrating 

1.

2.

3.

1) http://tinyurl.com/
m4vphk

http://tinyurl.com/m4vphk
http://tinyurl.com/m4vphk
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solar power plants. Should these common-sense methods fail to meet our society’s long-term 

demand for renewable energy, centralized solar power plants should be sited only on avail-

able disturbed, degraded and contaminated lands that offer little carbon sequestration, wildlife 

habitat or other natural resource values. Renewable technologies that do not deplete scarce 

arid land water resources should be prioritized. In any event, prudent and responsible renew-

able energy development should always steer large-scale renewable energy production away 

from intact public and private wildlands and prime agricultural lands.

Colorado’s San 

Luis Valley, 

targeted for 

industrial solar 

development

Photo by Russ 

Wayne, some rights 

reserved under 

Creative Commons
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Background

The need to make a rapid transition to a renewable-based energy economy is urgent. Global 

warming threatens to unwind the relatively stable climate regime that has supported the 

evolution of present human and ecological systems. At the same time, our economy has been 

rocked by global financial market crises that threaten to undermine our long-term economic 

security. It is imperative that we target the most efficient, rapid and cost-effective path to a 

renewable energy future that creates quality employment, revitalizes local economies, pro-

tects the environment and renews our communities. 

The beauty of renewable energy is its ubiquity. Solar in particular is available globally at 

the point of use. Advances in renewable energy, including smart grid technologies, are revo-

lutionizing our energy systems. Many experts agree that decentralized generation and distri-

bution is the wave of the future. If we are to realize our full renewable energy potential, we 

must make a major departure from the old energy business model dependent on a constantly 

expanding, centralized utility system. 

In the US, utility monopolies have dominated our energy sector for more than half a cen-

tury. Resistance to change permeates the highest echelons of government. The adoption of 

Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards (RES) in many states, including the six states analyzed 

for solar resources in the PEIS, reflects this old energy paradigm. 

Reducing CO
2
 emissions has been cited as an “overriding consideration” by the Cali-

fornia Energy Commission for permitting solar projects that have otherwise failed to meet 

environmental standards. DOI and DOE need to review the effectiveness of RESs in re-

ducing emissions before pursuing a national RES policy. By mandating a market “add-on,” 

rather than a substitution, RESs may be ineffective in reducing emissions or climate change. 

Because there is no requirement to reduce fossil-fuel-generated power by an equivalent 

megawattage, RES mandates are being used by Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) to create an 

artificial market above existing generation, even as efficiency and conservation reduce overall 

demand. In addition, utilities are playing the green card to justify lucrative new transmission 

infrastructure.2 If left unchecked, RES policies could undermine efforts to reduce CO
2
 emis-

sions, unnecessarily increase the cost of renewable energy, and delay by decades our transi-

tion to a new energy economy. 

2) Overland, Carol A, 
Attorney; “Transmission: 
It’s all connected,” Slide 
13, public presentation, 

January 20, 2011, Adams 
State College, Alamosa, 

CO, http://tinyurl.
com/4eznf6c

http://tinyurl.com/4eznf6c
http://tinyurl.com/4eznf6c
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Business as usual

“Leading” in the wrong direction

The Administration claims to be making sweeping changes in the way we generate energy 

in this country, yet there is nothing new or innovative about its policy other than that it uses 

solar in place of traditional fossil fuel energy to power massive centralized generation stations 

on a scale never before seen. 

Even many purported progressives have taken the approach that we must “do it all, 

everywhere” in order to confront the climate crisis, yet ignored in the analysis are the envi-

ronmental damage and counter-productivity of siting industrial-scale solar development on 

carbon-sequestering, ecologically valuable intact public lands. Though allusions are frequent-

ly made to the need to site solar power plants wisely and in an “environmentally responsible” 

manner, serious efforts to act on these concerns are sorely lacking. 

There is a severe lack of proper leadership on renewable energy policy in the US. So-

lar Done Right believes this leadership vacuum will endure as long as the Bureau of Land 

Management remains in charge of solar energy development. As long as remote, pristine and 

near-pristine desert in the public sphere is the centerpiece of solar development siting, the 

BLM remains indispensable and has no reason to relinquish its current role. 

Same old energy interests 

By offering up public resources, the BLM is subsidizing the same energy interests that have 

profited by oil and gas development on public lands and waters (BP, Chevron). Taxpayer-

funded subsidies in the form of cash grants and federal loan guarantees are going to the same 

financial players that helped bring the country to the edge of financial meltdown (Morgan 

Stanley, Goldman Sachs). 

By converting public lands to industrial energy factories in fragile, remote areas with mas-

sive requirements for transmission at great cost to ratepayers and the environment, our re-

newable energy policy is taking the least enlightened path possible, staying close to the status 

quo while attempting to create the illusion of change.

Fourteen solar projects on over 60,000 acres and more than 750 miles of new high-volt-

age transmission projects have been fast-tracked on public lands.3 The projects range from 

516 to 7,840 acres, with the average power plant exceeding 4,300 acres. This scale and 

intensity of development on public lands is unprecedented. Massive solar power plants pose 

irreversible, long-term, cumulative ecosystem and species-level threats to fragile desert and 

grassland biomes. 

3)  BLM, Fast-Track 
Renewable Energy 

Projects, updated: Jan. 
6, 2011: http://tinyurl.

com/y8n6z99

http://tinyurl.com/y8n6z99
http://tinyurl.com/y8n6z99
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In addition, expediting so many fast-tracked projects all at once has rendered public re-

view of environmental impact studies nearly impossible. 

Failure to meet environmental standards

Numerous deficiencies in meeting National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) legal require-

ments have been documented by agencies and environmental groups4, including, but not 

limited to:

Inadequate or completely lacking biological surveys

Failure to adequately assess indirect impacts

Failure to consider a reasonable range of project alternatives

Narrow purpose and need statements

Absence of baseline visual and noise resource analysis 

Inadequate cumulative impacts analysis

Deficient underlying planning documents that never contemplated this scale of 

development and have no relevant guidelines that limit acceptable change

Unresolved, deferred, and inadequate mitigation measures

The fast-track process puts enormous pressure on responsible agencies and staff to 

rush through evaluations of largely unknown technologies on an unprecedented scale. In 

 acknowledgement of the serious shortcomings of the fast-track process, even otherwise com-

pliant environmental groups issued the following “disclaimer” of the fast-track process:5

“We urge the BLM and the Interior Department to acknowledge publicly the deficiencies of the 

current [fast track] process and to commit publicly to improving it. More specifically, we urge both 

entities to affirm that neither the current process, nor any of the project sites, nor any of the envi-

ronmental documents, establish any legal or procedural precedents for future decision-making, siting 

or environmental review.”

As of this writing, Secretary Salazar has approved nine of the fourteen fast-tracked utility-

scale solar developments on public land, six in the deserts of California and three in Nevada, 

the proposed plants’ maximum generating capacity totalling approximately 3,200 MW on 

more than 29,000 acres. 

≠

≠

≠

≠

≠

≠

≠

≠

4) Al Weinrub, Community 
Power: Decentralized 
Renewable Energy in 
California, November 
2010, page 26: http://
tinyurl.com/4o2l2kj

5) NRDC, Sierra Club et al, 
Comments on Chevron 
Energy Solutions Lucerne 
Valley Solar Project, May 
2010.

http://tinyurl.com/4o2l2kj
http://tinyurl.com/4o2l2kj
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In many cases, agency staff determined projects to have multiple, unmitigatable adverse 

environmental impacts. Rather than reducing the scale, redirecting projects away from sensi-

tive habitats, or denying project approvals, agencies invoked subjective “overriding con-

siderations” to push otherwise unwarranted approvals through. The move was based on a 

hypothetical assertion that reduced greenhouse gas emissions resulting from solar generation 

would offset negative environmental impacts. The Imperial Valley Solar Project offers a case 

in point:

“…Staff believes that the direct project impacts to biological resource, and soil and water re-

sources, and visual resources, and the cumulative impacts associated with biological resources, land 

use, soil and water resources, and visual resources for the Imperial Valley Solar (IVS) Project will 

be significant. There is no feasible mitigation that would reduce the impacts to a level that is less 

than significant given the scale of the project, and other projects that were cumulatively consid-

ered…staff recognizes that due to a lack of information regarding the long-term performance of this 

new technology, it is uncertain whether the applicant’s claims regarding reliability will be met.”6

Agency staff nevertheless concludes:

“Notwithstanding the unmitigatable impacts…it will provide critical environmental benefits by 

helping the state reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, and these positive attributes must be weighed 

against the projects adverse impacts. It is because of these benefits and the concerns regarding the 

adverse impacts that global warming will have upon the state and our environment, including desert 

ecosystems, that staff believes it would be appropriate for the Commission to approve the project 

based on a finding of overriding considerations…”7

No scientific evidence has been presented to support the claim that these projects reduce 

greenhouse emissions. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that the opposite may be true. In a 

seven-year monitoring study, researchers at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas found that 

carbon sequestration rates in Mojave Desert ecosystems rival or exceed that of some forest 

and grassland ecosystems.8 

More recent work at the Center for Conservation Biology, University of California, 

Riverside, suggests that soil disturbance from large-scale solar development may disrupt 

Pleistocene-era caliche deposits that release carbon to the atmosphere when exposed to the 

elements, thus “negat[ing] the solar development C gains.” 

6) California Energy 
Commission Staff, Staff’s 

Comments Regarding 
a Possible Energy 

Commission Finding of 
Overriding Considerations 

– Imperial Valley Solar 
Project (08-AFC-5), July 

27, 2010:  
http://coyot.es/x2dd

8) Richard Stone, “Have 
Desert Researchers 

Discovered a Hidden 
Loop in the Carbon 

Cycle?” Science, June 
16, 2008: http://tinyurl.

com/4jmhawk

7) Ibid.

http://coyot.es/x2dd 
http://tinyurl.com/4jmhawk
http://tinyurl.com/4jmhawk
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Allen, et al. call for more studies on groundwater depletion, landscape fragmentation, 

vegetation type conversion and regional carbon budgets. The researchers warn that “mov-

ing forward with industrial-scale solar developments in undeveloped desert habitats with-

out quantifying the array of 

impacts…may unknowingly 

compromise biodiversity and 

ecosystem functioning.”9

In addition, sulfur hexa-

fluoride (SF
6
), used primarily 

as an electrical insulator in high 

voltage transmission of electric-

ity, is the most potent of the six 

greenhouse gases regulated by 

the EPA, with a global warming potential 23,900 times that of CO
2
. One pound of SF

6
 is 

equivalent to eleven tons of CO
2
, nothing sequesters it and the chemical has a half-life in the 

atmosphere of 3,200 years.10 The cost and effect of adding over 750 miles of new transmis-

sion infrastructure on SF
6
 emissions must also be factored into carbon-balance equations.

Unlike other forms of energy extraction, concentrating solar development entails use of 

100 percent of the surface of a site. Environmental impacts are long-term (decades to centu-

ries)11 and the prospect of either short- and long-term reclamation remains purely speculative. 

Until sound scientific research confirms the untested assumption that displacing intact, 

carbon sequestering desert and grassland ecosystems with solar power plants will, in fact, 

result in a net CO
2
 reduction, evocation of categorical exclusions or other environmental 

waivers is arbitrary and unwarranted.

Offsite mitigation and translocation of affected federally threatened and endangered species, 

including the desert tortoise, Mojave fringe-toed lizard, flat-tailed horned lizard, golden eagle 

and desert bighorn, is another severe, unresolved concern. Translocation efforts for sensitive 

species are still experimental.12 Inadequately assessed and mitigated impacts from developing 

large swathes of desert are highly likely to undermine vital conservation and recovery efforts.13

It is impossible to determine how much land would be required as mitigation habitat for 

affected species such as the desert tortoise, because it is not known how many projects could 

ultimately be permitted. Further, there is little suitable habitat available on private lands in 

the areas most heavily targeted for industrial solar development, providing narrow opportuni-

ties to acquire whatever mitigation habitat might be needed.

9) Allen, McHughen, 
Barrows; Impacts 
of Large-scale Solar 
Development on Regional 
Ecosystem Dynamics: 
Critical Research Gaps, 
Desert Tortoise Council, 
36th Annual Meeting and 
Symposium, Feb. 18-20, 
2011, Las Vegas, NV, 
http://tinyurl.com/
4qg8uw8

10) US EPA. SF6 Emission 
Reduction Partnership for 
Electric Power Systems: 
http://tinyurl.com/46sjujz

11) Ibid.

12)  Field, Kimberleigh, 
Desert Tortoise Recovery 
Office, US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Reno, NV, 
Minimizing Risks When 
Translocating Desert 
Tortoises, DTC Annual 
Meeting op.cit.

13)  Belenky, Lisa, Fast-
Tracking the Death by a 
of Thousand Cuts: How 
Sprawling Industrial 
Renewable Energy 
Development in the 
Desert is Undermining 
Conservation of the Desert 
Tortoise, DTC Annual 
Meeting op.cit.

Soil disturbance from large-scale solar 

development may disrupt Pleistocene-era 

caliche deposits that will release carbon to the 

atmosphere when exposed to the elements.

http://tinyurl.com/4qg8uw8
http://tinyurl.com/4qg8uw8
http://tinyurl.com/46sjujz
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The prospects for the species survival, upon which “takings” permits are based, are likely 

overly optimistic. The overall impact of multiple projects will be devastating to vulnerable 

species dependent on these habitats, particularly to unique populations restricted to narrow 

habitat conditions.

There is a broad misconception among the public (and to some extent among scientists 

and land managers), that scientists have completed the floristic inventory of the California 

desert, and that the remaining hotbeds for botanical discovery are limited to places like In-

donesia and the Brazilian Amazon. Yet the California desert is, in fact, one of the remaining 

floristic frontiers in the United States. Using the trends from the past 50 years and extrapolat-

ing forward in time, we can expect to discover another 200 native plant species in the Cali-

fornia deserts over the next 50 years. Thus, approximately nine percent of today’s California 

desert plants are not yet named by science. Given the scale and rapid pace of energy develop-

ment in the desert regions, we are likely to incur extinctions, and many will be species we 

never had the opportunity to discover and name.14 

In addition, cultural resource conflicts are rife, as underscored by the concerns expressed 

by Native Americans and their legal challenges based on lack of consultation by the BLM on 

six of the nine projects permitted by DOI to date.

Public risk, private gain

Adding to the public burden are government cash grants to private, for-profit consortiums of 

up to 30 percent of a project’s total cost. Much of the momentum behind fast tracking was 

to meet the December 21, 2010 deadline for solar projects to quality for American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding. Under industry pressure, Congress is considering 

extending recovery funds for solar development. 

ARRA funds have also been allocated for loan guarantees – that is, loans by US taxpay-

ers through the Treasury Department, guaranteed by taxpayers through the Department of 

Energy. Two have been issued so far – $1.37 billion to BrightSource for three plants in the 

Mojave, and $1.45 billion to Abengoa for a plant on private land in Arizona. Solar Millen-

nium is seeking a $1.9 billion loan/guarantee for its projects in Blythe.

The President’s proposed budget also includes $73 million to review and permit renew-

able energy projects on federal lands. In addition to these generous federal subsidies, states 

have waived millions of dollars in permit-processing fees for private utility-scale solar devel-

opers, with no provision for reimbursement.15

14) André, James; director, 
University of California 

Granite Mountains Desert 
Research Center. Email 

communication to Solar 
Done Right, February 17, 

2011.

15) Jessica Cejnar, “County 
could establish position 

on green energy projects,” 
Desert Dispatch, April 

2010: http://tinyurl.com/
y3wm4vz

 http://tinyurl.com/y3wm4vz
 http://tinyurl.com/y3wm4vz
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The Department of Interior has set as its goal “to permit at least 9,000 megawatts of new 

solar, wind, and geothermal electricity generation capacity on DOI-managed lands by the 

end of 2011.” Reaching this goal before the end of the year would require fast tracking of an 

additional 5,800 MW on more than 70,000 acres. Whether or not there are more fast-track 

proposals, it is clear that the Administration is strongly committed to the current, expedited 

policy.

Staying the wrong course

Six of the nine fast-tracked projects are currently under litigation in response to inadequate, 

expedited reviews and potentially unwarranted approvals. In addition, some fast tracked 

projects depend on approvals of new long-distance transmission lines that are, themselves, 

under litigation. Rather than expediting solar energy generation, the “fast track” process has 

complicated and delayed our country’s progress on renewable energy. Agency deference to 

entrenched, old energy interests and business models have created policy mire that could be 

decades or longer to resolve before these projects ever go online.

In an October 2010 conference call to which environmental representatives were invited, 

Secretary Salazar expressed ambivalence regarding the previous fast-tracked projects, admit-

ting that the “process had not been perfect.” The Secretary rationalized project approval on 

the basis that there had been no renewable energy program before he came in. He alluded to 

setting aside 1,000 square miles (640,000 acres) for solar – about the amount of land in the 

Solar Study Areas mapped out prior to issuance of the Draft PEIS.

We expected the problems identified in the course of the fast-track process to be rem-

edied through the Solar PEIS, which DOI and DOE began in 2008, to “establish environ-

mental policies and mitigation strategies (e.g., best management practices and siting criteria) 

related to solar energy development.” Maps of the solar study areas (SSAs), encompassing 

676,000 acres, were offered for public review. 

Late in 2010, as the release of the draft PEIS approached in the wake of the Secretary’s ap-

proval of several fast-track projects, we looked ahead to the PEIS for what we hoped would 

be a more rational and acutely focused analysis. This would in turn result in a legally and bio-

logically defensible program. It was widely assumed, and regularly reinforced through state-

ments from Interior, that the PEIS would begin with the 676,000 acres of SSAs and work 

from there to narrow appropriate lands for solar development, in the six states. 
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Thus, the public was unprepared for the choice of a Preferred Alternative that would keep 

22 million acres of public land – about 33 times as much acreage as the SSAs – open to lease 

applications. 

The Preferred Alternative is directly counter to the intent of the PEIS, which was to 

introduce some limits and predictability on how development of solar on public lands was to 

proceed. Caving into industry demands,16 Interior has essentially said, “We do not wish to 

establish any meaningful limits on what is available to industry.”

16) Paul, Hastings, 
Janofsky & Walker, LLP, 
Comments of Large-scale 
Solar Association, the 
Solar Energy Industry 
Association, and the 
Center for Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable 
Technologies, Solar 
Energy PEIS Scoping letter 
submitted to BLM, Sept. 
14 2009.
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Applicable federal orders and inapplicable “mandates”

The myth of the mandate

By pledging to put a “bulls-eye” on public land for solar development and calling on Con-

gress to make a long-term commitment to billions of dollars in public loan guarantees and 

grants to large-scale solar developers, Interior Department Secretary Salazar is in keeping 

with a time-honored tradition of offering up federal land as a dumping ground for yet an-

other single-use, environmentally damaging form of energy exploitation.

Much of the drive behind solar development on public lands has been predicated on what 

is often referred to as a “mandate” in the 2005 Energy Policy Act (PL 109-58). Policymak-

ers, agencies, industry, the press, and environmentalists all make reference to it. Yet the short 

provision regarding renewable energy on public lands in the legislation (Section 211), estab-

lishes an aspiration, not a mandate:

“It is the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of the Interior should, before the end of the 

10-year period beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, seek to have approved non-hydro-

power renewable energy projects located on the public lands with a generation capacity of at least 

10,000 megawatts of electricity.”17

A Sense of Congress resolution has no force of law. The fact that this provision does not 

establish a mandate does not render it irrelevant, but it does mean that the Secretary of the 

Interior is not required to promote and sign off on permitting for utility-scale solar power 

plants. To do so is a policy choice, not a legally binding Congressional mandate.

Amended Federal Order 3285A1, issued by Interior Secretary Ken Salazar on February 

22, 2010, is also cited as the basis for using public lands for solar development. The Order 

takes its authority from the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Section 3) and therefore also consti-

tutes a DOI policy choice, rather than a legally binding Order. Nevertheless, the Order states 

that “as the steward of more than one-fifth of our Nation’s lands,” the department has a 

significant role in coordinating and ensuring environmentally responsible renewable energy 

production… [Emphasis added].” The Order clearly states that the department should pursue 

solar leasing “while protecting and enhancing the Nation’s water, wildlife, and other natural 

resources.” 

Given the significant impacts from large-scale concentrating solar that cannot be miti-

gated, the goal of “protecting and enhancing the Nation’s water, wildlife, and other natural 

17) PL 109-58, Section 211.
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resources” while implementing large scale “environmentally responsible” solar development, 

cannot be met through any of the alternatives being analyzed in the PEIS. 

When considering the big picture of renewable energy development, technology and 

market trends, we believe that the discretionary targeting of intact public lands for industrial 

solar development is a grave mistake in need of reversal. 

An ancient 
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Colorado Desert, 
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by solar and 
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Scope, purpose, need and alternatives

Narrow, industry-driven alternatives

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires agencies to “[r]igorously explore 

and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. The courts have 

found that “The existence of a viable but unexamined alternative renders an environmental 

impact statement inadequate.” And that the “touchstone for our inquiry is whether an EIS’s 

selection and discussion of alternatives fosters informed decision-making and informed public 

participation.” 

As currently defined, the BLM’s scope to analyze “use of multiple solar energy tech-

nologies at utility-scale over the next 20 years on lands within six southwestern states,” and 

DPEIS purpose and need, “to respond to the high interest in siting utility-scale solar energy 

development on public lands,” reflect the priorities of the solar industry to gain maximum 

access to public lands for industrial-scale development,18 rather than the public interest in 

identifying the wisest approach to renewable energy development that preserves the long-

term value of public lands. 

According to the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Section 6.2) and reiterated in In-

structional Memorandum No. 2011-059, “The purpose and need statement for an externally 

generated action must describe the BLM purpose and need, not an applicant’s interests and 

objectives or external proponent’s purpose and need (40 CFR 1502.13) (emphasis added), 

but rather “the problem or opportunity to which the BLM is responding and what the BLM 

hopes to accomplish by the action.”19

The foregone conclusion of all of the alternatives analyzed in the DPEIS is the sacrifice 

of huge swaths of public lands for another wave of energy exploitation. The DPEIS fails to 

 consider whether siting large-scale solar on public lands is the highest and best use of those 

lands, nor does it explore alternatives to public lands solar.

Siting industrial-scale solar power plants on high-value, intact public lands has come under 

increasing scrutiny as the public becomes aware of viable alternatives such as large-scale solar 

“roof-top” PV in the built environment, or siting solar development on the nation’s millions 

of acres of disturbed, degraded and contaminated lands. 

18) Paul, Hastings, 
Janofsky & Walker, op. cit.

19) US Department of 
Interior, BLM, Instructional 

Memorandum No. 
2011-059, National 

Environmental Policy 
Act Compliance for 

Utility-Scale Renewable 
Energy Right-of-Way 

Authorizations, Expires: 
09-30/2012. 
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Distributed generation

While the DPEIS acknowledges that “[distributed generation] will be an important compo-

nent of future electricity supplies,” it rejects the analysis of a distributed generation alternative 

based on outdated and incorrect assumptions. 

The DPEIS conclusion that only 23 percent of required of required electricity supplies 

could be met with roof-top PV systems is refuted by numerous studies. For example, a 2007 

Navigant study prepared for the California Energy Commission (CEC) estimated the com-

bined solar PV capacity potential of residential and commercial rooftops in California to be 

50,255 megawatts in 2010 and 67,889 megawatts in 2016.20 

A 2009 Black & Veatch and Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) report to 

the CPUC, found 11,543 megawatts of large (greater than 1/3 acre) urban rooftop capacity 

and 27,000 megawatts of ground-mounted capacity near existing substations.21

A June 2010 update of the study found that California has a capacity of 55,000 megawatts of 

decentralized solar PV 

(over 100,000 GWh/

year).22 This is more than 

enough to meet the esti-

mated 40,000 to 56,000 

GWh/year net short in 

the state. The potential 

for DG goes well be-

yond the numbers cited in these studies that only account for the most accessible commercial sites. 

It is common knowledge that solar PV prices have fallen dramatically in the past two 

years. In a recent filing to the state’s PUC, Southern California Edison asked for approval 

of 20 solar PV projects worth 250 MW – all of which are expected to generation 567 giga-

watt-hours of electricity for less than the price of natural gas.23 Five years ago, solar PV and 

concentrated solar power were comparable in price, but solar PV is now indisputably cheaper 

than concentrated solar power.24 

Solar PV with battery storage has a lower levelized cost than concentrating solar with storage,25 

and many small installations spread widely over a larger geographic area, are far less vulnerable 

than large central-station solar generation that can be entirely shut down by a single cloud. 

Advocates of utility-scale solar commonly omit from their calculations avoided costs of 

new transmission, and the 7.5–15 percent losses from moving solar-generated electricity hun-

20) Navigant Consulting, 
CEC, California Rooftop 
PV Resource Assessment 
and Growth Potential by 
County, Sept. 2007 http://
tinyurl.com/4glyzs4

21) Black & Veatch, 
Summary of PV Potential 
Assessment in RETI and 
the 33% Implementation 
Analysis, Dec. 2009: 
http://tinyurl.com/
45n2j7x.

22) Ryan Pletka, Black & 
Veatch, LTPP Solar PV 
Performance and Cost 
Estimates, prepared 
for CPUC as input to 
Long-Term Procurement 
Proceeding, June 18, 2010, 
slide 37: http://tinyurl.
com/4vg3zum 

23) Stephen Lacey, “Solar 
PV Becoming Cheaper 
than Gas in California?,” 
Renewable Energy World, 
Feb. 8, 2011,http://tinyurl.
com/4nhdx9q

24) John Farrell, “Busting 
4 myths about solar PV vs. 
concentrating solar,” Grist, 
Feb. 17, 2011, http://
tinyurl.com/4cprzhl

25) Ibid.

Five years ago, solar PV and concentrated solar power 

were comparable in price, but solar PV is now  

indisputably cheaper than concentrated solar power.

http://tinyurl.com/4glyzs4 
http://tinyurl.com/4glyzs4 
http://tinyurl.com/45n2j7x
http://tinyurl.com/45n2j7x
http://tinyurl.com/4vg3zum
http://tinyurl.com/4vg3zum
http://tinyurl.com/4cprzhl
http://tinyurl.com/4cprzhl
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dreds of miles to urban demand centers when comparing the cost of centralized vs. distrib-

uted solar generation. 

In cloudy Germany, 8,000 MW of distributed PV were installed in 2010 alone,26 more 

than 80 percent of it on rooftops.

A strategy focused primarily on distributed PV would be the most cost-effective approach 

to rapidly expanding solar power production in the United States. Germany has demonstrat-

ed that a spectacularly high, distributed PV installation rate is sustainable when an appropriate 

contract structure, the feed-in tariff, is utilized.

Approximately 17,000 megawatts of PV were installed worldwide by the end of 2009. 

Only 664 megawatts of the global total solar was concentrating solar thermal. Ironically, most 

of this solar thermal capacity was built in California in the 1980s and early 1990s.27

 In his recent article “Federal Government Betting on the Wrong Solar ‘Horse,’” engineer 

and PV expert Bill Powers points out:

The United States is wasting billions of dollars of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

(ARRA) cash grants and loan guarantees on very large, high-cost, high-environmental-impact, 

transmission-dependent desert solar thermal power plants that will be obsolete before they generate a 

single kilowatt-hour of electricity…

The Department of Energy (DOE) is in the process of completing a potentially landmark 

study, the Solar Vision Study (SVS). It maps out a strategy to provide the United States with 10 

to 20 percent of its electric energy from solar power by 2030. The document appears to be intended 

to serve as technical support for a national strategic commitment to solar thermal development….

…The SVS proposes that half of the nation’s solar power will come from solar thermal instal-

lations, based on a low and unsupported cost-of-energy forecast for solar thermal plants. The SVS 

also presumes that the Southwest will be the hub from which this solar power is generated and 

transmitted to other parts of the country, while estimating an almost trivial transmission expense to 

make this happen.

…A revised and corrected SVS would envision a solar future that is effectively 100 percent solar 

PV. This PV future would also be predominantly smaller-scale PV connected at the distribution 

level, to avoid the expense of transmission. Otherwise, enormous costs for new transmission capacity 

would be necessary to move remote Southwest solar power to demand centers around the country.28

Generally speaking, “rooftop” solar is shorthand for solar PV installed on commercial 

and residential rooftops, parking lots, highway easements, and virtually any site in the built 

27) Powers, Bill. “Federal 
government betting on 
the wrong solar horse,” 

Natural Gas & Electricity 
Journal, Dec. 2010: http://

tinyurl.com/6c8uzwz

28)  Ibid.

26) Kirshbaum, Erik, 
“Germany to add record 

8 GW of solar power 
in 2010,” Reuters, Dec. 
6, 2010, http://tinyurl.

com/4fwt3ub

http://tinyurl.com/6c8uzwz
http://tinyurl.com/6c8uzwz
http://tinyurl.com/4fwt3ub
http://tinyurl.com/4fwt3ub
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environment that has suitable space for distributed generation. When all costs are factored in 

– including new transmission infrastructure and transmission line losses – local, distributed so-

lar PV is comparable in efficiency, faster to bring online, and more cost-effective than remote 

utility-scale solar thermal power or remote utility-scale PV plants.29

Local installations such as rooftop or parking lot solar PV reduce peak load at the source 

of demand and thus reduce or eliminate the need for additional conventional generation and 

transmission infrastructure. Yet, because investor-owned utilities are guaranteed a high rate of 

return for transmission and new generation infrastructure, they oppose large-scale deployment 

of rooftop solar30 and thus work to perpetrate the myths surrounding point-of-use solar.31

Environmental Protection Agency – RE-Powering America 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which is obligated to review all environ-

mental impact 

statements, stated 

strongly in its scop-

ing comments on 

the PEIS that the 

BLM should include 

a DG alternative 

in its analysis. In 

addition, the EPA 

“strongly [encour-

aged] BLM, DOE, and other interested parties to pursue siting renewable energy projects on 

disturbed, degraded, and contaminated sites, before considering large tracts of undisturbed 

public lands.”32

The EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response has been identifying aban-

doned mine lands, brownfields, Resource Conservation and Recover (RCRA) sites, and 

federal and non-federal Superfund cites that may be suitable for solar and other non-fossil-

fuel energy projects.33 

In its original scoping letter on the Programmatic EIS, EPA identified hundreds of thou-

sands of acres of contaminated sites around the country. Following the same methods used by 

the National Renewable Energy Lab to identify suitable concentrating solar generation sites, 

EPA identified a “technical potential” of 920,000 MW of solar generation.34 

30) Haugen, Dan, “Why 
Isn’t the U.S. Embracing 
Feed-in Tariffs?,” Solve 
Climate News, March 
24, 2009, http://tinyurl.
com/4qazjwf

31) Philips, Matthew. 
Newsweek, Taking a Dim 
View of Solar Energy, 
Who could possibly be 
against homeowners 
using solar panels to 
power their homes? 
Utility Companies, 
August 25, 2009. http://
tinyurl.com/4uj33mb

EPA identified hundreds of thousands of acres of 

contaminated sites around the country with a technical 

potential of 920,000 MW of solar generation and strongly  

encouraged BLM and DOE to seek alternatives to siting 

solar developments on intact public lands.

29)  Powers, Bill, and 
Bowers, Sheila; Solar Done 
Right. “Distributed Solar 
PV – Why It Should Be The 
Centerpiece of US. Solar 
Energy Policy,” http://
tinyurl.com/49n3vxm

32)  Scoping letter 
from EPA Region IX, 
Sept. 8, 2009, signed 
Ann McPherson, 
Environmental Review 
Office.

33) http://tinyurl.
com/4gcm222

34) http://tinyurl.
com/6xqumcs. Technical 
potential is defined 
“without consideration 
of cost or practical 
feasibility.” Given 
true financial and  
environmental costs of 
the current policy led by 
the Interior just to site 
10,000 MW, we believe it 
is credible to use the EPA’s 
optimistic estimate for 
comparison purposes.

http://tinyurl.com/4qazjwf
http://tinyurl.com/4qazjwf
http://tinyurl.com/4uj33mb
http://tinyurl.com/4uj33mb
http://tinyurl.com/49n3vxm
http://tinyurl.com/49n3vxm
http://tinyurl.com/4gcm222
http://tinyurl.com/4gcm222
http://tinyurl.com/6xqumcs
http://tinyurl.com/6xqumcs
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In April 2009, several environmental organizations issued draft recommendations for solar 

energy development study areas consistent with their own siting criteria. These areas, just in 

California, comprised 53,400 acres of BLM-managed public land and 242,200 acres of adja-

cent private lands.35

In its Environmental Impact Reviews for fast-track solar projects, the California Energy 

Commission also identified disturbed public and private land sites as suitable alternatives to 

some of the proposed undisturbed public land sites. In a compilation of the CEC’s comments 

on these sites and some of his own research, engineer Bill Powers shows yet more alternative 

sites for several of the projects.36 

Westland’s Solar Park in California’s Central Valley includes approximately 30,000 acres 

of disturbed land targeted for renewable energy development within the Westland’s Water 

District, where agricultural land has been rendered unusable by salt buildup from long-term, 

intensive irrigation. The project is believed to be suitable for up to 5 GW of solar power 

generation.37

None of the examples above offers the entire solution, but they do demonstrate the lack 

of imagination and innovation that is currently guiding site selection. This primitive ap-

proach – using public land as the “easy call” for siting renewable energy – is not necessary. 

There are alternative for siting both large- and small-scale renewables. 

Failure to take a “hard look”

Billions have been invested in cash grant and loan guarantees to prop up proposals using 1980s- 

and 1990s-era technologies in remote, intact desert landscapes, when a push for widespread 

deployment of DG on pavement and rooftops would serve the public interest far better. 

Thus we have an exploitive, outmoded approach to siting mired in 19th Century attitudes 

toward public land, coupled with financially- and environmentally-subsidized, outmoded 

technology that will fail to achieve a responsible energy future.

There is vast potential to get outmoded and environmentally damaging solar off public 

lands by prioritizing distributed generation from solar PV installations in the built environ-

ment. 

The purpose and need for the PEIS fails to take a hard look at distributed generation and 

siting alternatives that “minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human envi-

ronment” in order to inform decision-makers and the public, as required by NEPA. 

Instructional Memorandum No. 2011-05938 issued by the Director of the BLM acknowl-

edges that in limited circumstances the agency may choose to evaluate a non-federal land 

37) Woody, Todd, 
“Recycling land for green 
energy ideas,” New York 
Times, August 10, 2010, 

http://tinyurl.com/29kga5s 
and http://tinyurl.

com/4c646sx

38)  Ibid.

35) California Desert 
& Renewable Energy 

Working Group, 
Recommendations to 

Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar on Ways to 

Improve Planning and 
Permitting for the Next 

Generation of Solar Energy 
Projects on BLM Land in 

the California Desert, Dec. 
22, 2010

36) http://tinyurl.
com/685oo7z

http://tinyurl.com/29kga5s 
http://tinyurl.com/4c646sx
http://tinyurl.com/4c646sx
http://tinyurl.com/685oo7z
http://tinyurl.com/685oo7z
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alternative or different technology alternative raised through scoping, “to the extent neces-

sary to support a decision regarding the pending application.” The BLM’s dismissive stance 

regarding alternatives to its own narrow proposals, however, suggests that this would be used 

exclusively to point up the (false) superiority of the public-land, remote, concentrated solar 

projects it favors. To comply with NEPA, the BLM must analyze these sites and technologies 

as the legitimate alternatives they are. 

The DC Circuit Court of Appeals has found an EIS inadequate for failing to consider 

eliminating oil import quotas as an alternative to the sale of oil leases on the Outer Conti-

nental Shelf, even though the alternative was outside the jurisdiction of Interior. No PEIS 

was prepared in that instance, but here there is an even stronger case to consider broader 

alternatives, as a PEIS is meant to address broader policy decisions rather than a specific pro-

posed action.

As the Council on Environmental Quality has stated, 

“Section 1502.14 [of the NEPA regulations] requires the EIS to examine all reasonable al-

ternatives to the proposal. In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is 

on what is “reasonable” rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable 

of carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or 

feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply 

desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”

And,

“An alternative that is outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be analyzed in 

the EIS if it is reasonable. A potential conflict with local or federal law does not necessarily render 

an alternative unreasonable, although such conflicts must be considered. Section 1506.2(d). Alter-

natives that are outside the scope of what Congress has approved or funded must still be evaluated 

in the EIS if they are reasonable, because the EIS may serve as the basis for modifying 

the Congressional approval or funding in light of NEPA’s goals and policies. Section 

1500.1(a)[emphasis added].”3939) http://tinyurl.
com/4kdtcvf

http://tinyurl.com/4kdtcvf
http://tinyurl.com/4kdtcvf
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Conclusion 

In addition to turning to degraded, contaminated sites, there is vast potential to get outmod-

ed, environmentally damaging solar off public lands in the alternative of distributed genera-

tion through solar PV installations in the built environment.

The PEIS dismisses alternatives such as distributed generation, restricting solar develop-

ment to populated areas, or conservation and demand-side management, on the basis of de-

fining the purpose and need as “[responding] in a more efficient and effective manner to the 

high interest in siting utility-scale solar energy development on public lands.” This, in turn, 

the agency relates to “the requirements for facilitating solar energy development on BLM-

administered lands established by the Energy Policy Act…”

This approach renders the Draft Solar PEIS fundamentally flawed. The DOI, DOE and 

BLM are required to consider a far broader range of alternatives. While the Energy Policy 

Act – upon which Interior leans – expressed Congress’ “sense” that Interior “should seek to 

have approved” a stated amount of non-hydropower renewable energy on public land, it did 

not establish a mandate. Interior is not required to establish this footprint on public lands, and 

in light of the evidence regarding the environmental damage it would cause, has the discre-

tion to, and must, change course. 
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533 Suffolk Drive 
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 

Solar Energy PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue 
EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 

Dear Sir: 

I have reviewed the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS) and offer the following comments. 

1. Alternatives. The Solar Energy Development Program Alternative (the Preferred Alternative) would allow solar energy
applications on nearly 22 million acres of BLM lands in six states. I believe the DPEIS makes a compelling case to select this
alternative as it best meets the purpose and need of the DPEIS. However, since solar energy development is an exclusive use of
the public lands and could displace other important multiple use activities, I believe that the Solar Energy Development Program
Alternative should be more carefully defined to further narrow the types of lands that would be potentially available for right of
way (ROW) application. In addition to the areas for exclusion listed in Table ES.2-2 (page ES-8), recommend the following areas
for exclusion be added: (a) High Value Recreation Settings; (b) Transportation and Public Access Routes; and (c) Areas of Known
Mineral Deposits. In my view, these exclusions would help steer solar energy applications to areas where there are fewer conflicts
with public uses and less chance for controversy. In addition, I believe the Arizona BLM Restoration Design Energy Project
(RDEP) offers a good example of further refining the categories of lands suitable for solar energy development. Its emphasis on
previously disturbed or developed lands gives the public more confidence that solar energy development will not come at the
expense of the public’s ability to enjoy a diverse range of multiple uses on their public lands. Perhaps the Solar Energy
Development Program Alternative could be modified to adopt that same approach. Using the same theme of previously disturbed
lands, another option to consider is solar energy development on public lands withdrawn by the Department of Defense. I believe a
very compelling business case could be made to locate solar utility plants on military lands that have suitable characteristics for
solar energy development. For example, portions of the Barry Goldwater Range and Yuma Proving Ground in southwestern
Arizona could likely offer opportunities for solar energy development on disturbed lands that are not subject to hazardous
operations. 

2. Solar Energy Zones. In my view, one of the solar energy zones proposed for Arizona should be re-considered for the following
reasons: 
a. Public Access, Safety, and Recreation. The Gillespie Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) is located along and contiguous to Agua Caliente
Road, a scenic 49 mile long unpaved county road in western Maricopa County. This road provides access to spectacular BLM lands
with high value recreation settings, including Fourth of July Butte, Face Mountain, and the Gila Bend Mountains. Agua Caliente
Road is expected to be designated a backcountry byway in the Lower Sonoran RMP that is underway. The BLM lands traversed by



Agua Caliente Road offer exceptional opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized recreation, including hiking, hunting,
wildlife viewing, camping, backcountry touring, outdoor photography, sightseeing, and rock-hounding, and offer stunning views
of pristine Sonoran Desert landscapes. In addition, access to the Signal Peak and Woolsey Peak Wilderness areas is via a jeep road
that extends south from Agua Caliente Road. The Gillespie SEZ would close access to this OHV route and thus would close the
primary access to these wilderness areas. It would also pose safety concerns to travelers on Agua Caliente Road who would have
to drive through a gauntlet of solar utility plant equipment with glint and glare impacts. It would seem that solar energy developers
would want to avoid placing expensive solar utility equipment so close to a public road, a situation inviting potential damage and
liability concerns. 
b. Visual Resource Management. The Gillespie SEZ would be visible from various National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) units, including Signal Peak Wilderness, Woolsey Peak Wilderness, and the Sonoran Desert National Monument. The
visual impact of solar utility plants and associated disturbed lands is not compatible with NLCS values. Woolsey Peak and Signal
Peak Wilderness areas are only 2 and 3.5 miles respectively from the Gillespie SEZ. 
c. Groundwater. The Gillespie SEZ is located in the Phoenix Active Management Area (AMA). Use of groundwater for solar
energy equipment will be very problematic in this AMA. 
d. Air Quality. The Gillespie SEZ is also located in Maricopa County, much of has been designated by the EPA as a
non-attainment area for ozone and PM-10 dust particles. Ground disturbance associated with solar utility plant construction and
operations will further exacerbate the County’s PM-10 and air pollution impacts. 
In summary, I recommend the Gillespie SEZ either be deleted from further consideration or else relocated to the north of Agua
Caliente Road. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. Please keep my name on your mailing list for future updates and notices
of public comment periods. 

Sincerely, 

//signed// 

Steve Saway 
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1.  Alternatives.     The Solar Energy Development Program Alternative (the Preferred 

Alternative) would allow solar energy applications on nearly 22 million acres of BLM lands in six 

states.  I believe the DPEIS makes a compelling case to select this alternative as it best meets 

the purpose and need of the DPEIS.   However, since solar energy development is an exclusive 

use of the public lands and could displace other important multiple use activities, I believe that 

the Solar Energy Development Program Alternative should be more carefully defined to further 

narrow the types of lands that would be potentially available for right of way (ROW) 

application.  In addition to the areas for exclusion listed in Table ES.2-2 (page ES-8), recommend 

the following areas for exclusion be added:  (a) High Value Recreation Settings;  (b) 

Transportation and Public Access Routes; and (c) Areas of Known Mineral Deposits.   In my 

view, these exclusions would help steer solar energy applications to areas where there are 

fewer conflicts with public uses and less chance for controversy.   In addition, I believe the 

Arizona BLM Restoration Design Energy Project (RDEP) offers a good example of further refining 
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Department of Defense.  I believe a very compelling business case could be made to locate 

solar utility plants on military lands that have suitable characteristics for solar energy 

development.   For example, portions of the Barry Goldwater Range and Yuma Proving Ground 



in southwestern Arizona could likely offer opportunities for solar energy development on 

disturbed lands that are not subject to hazardous operations.  

 

2.  Solar Energy Zones.  In my view, one of the solar energy zones proposed for Arizona should 

be re-considered for the following reasons: 

 a.   Public Access, Safety, and Recreation.  The Gillespie Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) is located along 

and contiguous to Agua Caliente Road, a scenic 49 mile long unpaved county road in western 

Maricopa County.  This road provides access to spectacular BLM lands with high value 

recreation settings, including Fourth of July Butte, Face Mountain, and the Gila Bend 

Mountains.  Agua Caliente Road is expected to be designated a backcountry byway in the Lower 

Sonoran RMP that is underway.  The BLM lands traversed by Agua Caliente Road offer 

exceptional opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized recreation, including hiking, 

hunting, wildlife viewing, camping, backcountry touring, outdoor photography, sightseeing, and 

rock-hounding, and offer stunning views of pristine Sonoran Desert landscapes.  In addition, 

access to the Signal Peak and Woolsey Peak Wilderness areas is via a jeep road that extends 

south from Agua Caliente Road.  The Gillespie SEZ would close access to this OHV route and 

thus would close the primary access to these wilderness areas.  It would also pose safety 

concerns to travelers on Agua Caliente Road who would have to drive through a gauntlet of 

solar utility plant equipment with glint and glare impacts.  It would seem that solar energy 

developers would want to avoid placing expensive solar utility equipment so close to a public 

road, a situation inviting potential damage and liability concerns. 

b.   Visual Resource Management.  The Gillespie SEZ would be visible from various National 

Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) units, including Signal Peak Wilderness, Woolsey Peak 

Wilderness, and the Sonoran Desert National Monument.  The visual impact of solar utility 

plants and associated disturbed lands is not compatible with NLCS values.  Woolsey Peak and 

Signal Peak Wilderness areas are only 2 and 3.5 miles respectively from the Gillespie SEZ. 

c.   Groundwater.  The Gillespie SEZ is located in the Phoenix Active Management Area (AMA).  

Use of groundwater for solar energy equipment will be very problematic in this AMA. 

d.  Air Quality.  The Gillespie SEZ is also located in Maricopa County, much of has been 

designated by the EPA as a non-attainment area for ozone and PM-10 dust particles.  Ground 

disturbance associated with solar utility plant construction and operations will further 

exacerbate the County’s PM-10 and air pollution impacts. 

In summary, I recommend the Gillespie SEZ either be deleted from further consideration or else 

relocated to the north of Agua Caliente Road.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments.  Please keep my name on your 

mailing list for future updates and notices of public comment periods. 

 



Sincerely, 

 

//signed// 

 

Steve Saway 



Thank you for your comment, MAURICE FRANK-CHURCHILL.
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Comment Submitted:

My comments are on the Commulative Impacts. 
11.7.22.1 Geographic Extent of the Cummmulative Impact: Dust hazard needs to be considered. A study of the APE and
immediate area up to 100 miles should be considered. 
11.7.22.3.4 Climate change: Due to a vast numer of solar panels, cummulative impacts need to e considered to the valley and as i
have stated above-100 area. Dramatic climate change can affect the plat and animal life in the surrounding areas. 
11.7.22.4.1 Land and Realty; The area is too remote to consider industrial parks. But before such a determination can be made-in
my opinion-a feasibility study should be completed to determine if an industrial park is feasable. 
11.7.22.4.6 Soil Resources: A wind study nees to be conducted to determine the cummulative affects of fugutive soil and also the
impacts to the soil from solar panels and its affect on the soil. Cummulative affects to consider is as the land is removed of
vegetation especially when area that trial people go to gather medicinal and and food plants. Another consideration is what is the
cummulative affect to places that give songs to Native people. Are the songs still there? Or are thery gone forever? 
11.7.22.4.8 Water Resources: As stated earlier, water resources are over-appropiated-where will the water come from to continue
the operation for the life of the solar project? What will the cummulative affects to the farms and ranches in the area as well as
near by towns such as hadley, Silver Peak, Goldfield, Round Mountain, Carvers, and Tonopah that also used ground as well as
surface water? What will the quality of the water be as ancient lake Tonopah is covered with alkali? 
11.7.22.4.9 Vegetation: During the field trip by Duckwater Tribal representatives, concerns were made aout the rice grass fields,
sgae brush in the washes, wolfberries, and other plants used for medicinal, ceremonial, and for food. The concern was they will not
be ale to come to this area to gather the plants required for their use. 
11.7.22.4.10: Wildlife and Aquatic Biota: Dust from the land during windy days will have an affect on the wildlife. The ground
squirrels, rabits, big horn sheep, antelope. 



Duckwater Shoshone Tribe’s comments to the Solar PEIS (Miller’s-Tonopah, Nevada) 

11.7.22.4.10; W ildlife and Biota: As stated in the previous comment, concerns are about the plant 

communities that both the birds and animal use for survival. 

11.7.22.4.12 Air Quality: Aggressive dust control-water is listed. The Tribes question is for how long and 

how much water will be used? For the duration of the project?  As with fugitive dust, air quality will be 

greatly affected in the towns of Tonopah, Belmont, Manhattan, Round Mountain, Hadley, Carvers, 

Goldfield, Silver Peak, and Dyer; as well as Yomba to the North. 

11.7.22.4.12.16 Cultural Resources: Trails will be lost when the earth is scraped void of brushes and land 

marks. Songs will be lost from the land, because of the landscape change, plant communities will be 

removed from the places Native People went to gather their food, medicinal, and ceremonial plants. 

Adverse effect will happen to the area if the area is clean and void of things the People need to survive. 

More in-depth interviews should be conducted to gather the Tribe’s concerns. 

11.7.22.19 Environmental Justice: The statement that no minority or low income population is incorrect. 

The Yomba Shoshone Tribe to the North, The Timbisha Shoshone Tribe to the South, to the West is 

Owens valley which has several reservations, and to the East are the Duckwater and Ely Tribe. These 

various Tribes need to be considered and included in the interview and future interviews should include 

the above mentioned tribes to gather their comments and concerns. 

Environmental Justice should include economic, cultural, spiritual, and other changes that can have an 

adverse effect. 

 

  



Thank you for your comment, Michael Quinlan.
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I'm very appreciative of the BLM's efforts to expedite the development of solar power on BLM land. However, I feel that the
BLM's preferred alternative - the Solar Development Program (SDP) - opens far too much land to potential development. Some
4.5 million acres in Arizona alone would be potentially available for solar power facilities. A much better choice, in my opinion,
would be the Solar Energy Zones (SEZ) Alternative, in which conflicts with wildlife and outdoor recreation are minimized. The
SEZ Alternative would focus development on areas that are appropriate for solar development and have the best chance for easy
development. Further, the SEZ Alternative would have the smallest impact on the biological and scenic aspects of the BLM's
holdings in Arizona. 



Thank you for your comment, Samuel Cunningham.
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Comment Submitted:

Samuel Cunningham 
2651 S 8th Ave Apt 1047 Yuma Arizona, 85364 

Solar Energy PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue 
EVS/240 
Argonne, IL 60439 
To Whom it May Concern 
Although I have just recently become to know the natural beauty of Desert Center, California, a small unincorporated city in
California’s Colorado Desert between Indio and Blythe California respectively, I still feel compelled to pose questions concerning
the proposed solar farms in the area. All life in the area will be disrupted by this project and some concerns should be addressed. I
have many concerns about such a proposal and would like to have the following accepted as my official comment for matters that I
would like to see addressed and mitigated. 
CONCERNS 
Ecosystem Concerns- Desert Tortoise 
Desert Center and the surrounding desert area is home to a host of indigenous plant and animal life which will be affected by any
proposed development in these previously undisturbed areas. The PEIS documents list a number of plant and animals that were
considered and of those, there is the Desert Tortoise. The proposal is to relocate the tortoises as they have been in so many other
instances. My concern was just how these animals fare when moved and found the following. 
“ During an Evidentiary Hearing on September 20, 2010 in which the California Energy Commission sought final comment on
their plan to approve the gigantic solar sprawl at Calico, CEC biologist Chris Huntley stated that, “ For the control site for a
tortoise that’s just handled, blood tested, and radio tagged, we placed a 5 percent mortality rate on that based on feedback from the
Fish and Game. For the translocated tortoise, the tortoise physically moved from the project site and placed in a translocation site,
we assumed a 50 percent mortality figure.”
http://faultline.org/index.php/site/item/desert_tortoise_relocation_is_desert_tortoise_eradication/) 
My question concerning the tortoises is what types of consideration has been given to minimizing or forgoing the relocation of the
tortoises given this potential mortality rate? 
Ecosystem Concerns- Ironwood Trees 
My understanding is that, the Midland Ironwood Forest is the largest concentration of desert ironwood trees (Olneya tesota) in
California. The area is in the Palen-McCoy Wilderness area between the Palen Mountains and the McCoy Mountains, a few miles
northwest of Blythe, California. According to www.desertmuseum.org/programs/flora, there is a disturbing trend in the natural
decline of old ironwood trees in large parts of the Chuckwalla Valley but in some cases, it is believed these trees are more than 800
years old. 
Given the noted decline, the extended maturation period, and the importance of the Ironwood tree to so much of the desert
wildlife, what are plans to avoid or minimize the tree’s destruction during this development? Will areas be excluded or will they
all are be cleared for equipment? 
Safety 
From my research, it appears that most solar farm projects are located in remote areas, and employ little to no perimeter fencing or
other protective measures. 



Will this project be fenced? If not, what steps will these companies take to provide a safe environment for children being that these
are so close to communities? If they will be fenced, how much of it will be fenced and where will it begin and end? 

Proximity 
In reviewing the maps provided on the EIS site, it appears that some of the panels are within just hundreds of feet from the homes
of Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk residents. 
Is there a reason that the physical location of these projects can’t be moved to approximately 20 miles outside of the nearest home
or business? This would be much less intrusive on residents and the visual landscape. 
Failure Rate and Infrastructure 
There is a disturbing number of articles that talk about the failure rate of solar farms for a number of different reasons. It is difficult
to determine what the rate is and what has happened when they have failed. Of course, with over 200,000 acres of proposed
projects in the Desert Center area, my concern is both how we minimize the intrusion and secondly, how we handle it if it
comes…and fails. 
What are the plans if a solar company deploys thousands of panels and associated equipment and it fails to deliver what is needed
to be profitable /viable? Additionally, because this technology could very well be obsolete in 5 years and a smaller, more effective
product appears what is the plan to remove all the equipment in place? 

I understand that excess capacity that is produced by solar farms cannot always be stored thereby reducing the chance of
profitability and increasing the chance that a company may walk away, what are the plans for this excess capacity storage? 

Reflective Danger 
In my research I have noticed that the glare or reflection of the solar panels is a concern for many. Are the panels that will be
deployed less reflective to neighboring aircraft, cars, or people? 

Final Comments 
My only final comment is simply why this close to people? It appears to me that the project could be much less invasive if the
proposed sites were pushed 20-30 miles outside of inhabited areas. The ecosystems would obviously still be affected but if the
project is a foregone conclusion, this would minimize the effect. We are not anti growth and certainly understand the need to
reduce dependency on foreign oil/fossil fuels. I just think we need to rethink this before we end up with skeletons of failed projects
across the desert. 

Sincerely, 
Samuel Cunningham 



Samuel Cunningham 

2651 S 8
th
 Ave Apt 1047 Yuma Arizona, 85364 

 

Solar Energy PEIS 

Argonne National Laboratory 

9700 S. Cass Avenue 

EVS/240  

Argonne, IL 60439 

To Whom it May Concern 

Although I have just recently become to know the natural beauty of  Desert Center, 

California, a small unincorporated city in California’s Colorado Desert between Indio and 

Blythe California respectively, I still feel compelled to pose questions concerning the 

proposed solar farms in the area. All life in the area will be disrupted by this project and 

some concerns should be addressed.  I have many concerns about such a proposal and 

would like to have the following accepted as my official comment for matters that I 

would like to see addressed and mitigated. 

CONCERNS 

Ecosystem Concerns- Desert Tortoise 

Desert Center and the surrounding desert area is home to a host of indigenous plant and 

animal life which will be affected by  any proposed development in these previously 

undisturbed areas.   The PEIS documents list a number of plant and animals that were 

considered and of those, there is the Desert Tortoise. The proposal is to relocate the 

tortoises as they have been in so many other instances.  My concern was just how these 

animals fare when moved and found the following.  

“ During an Evidentiary Hearing on September 20, 2010 in which the California Energy 

Commission sought final comment on their plan to approve the gigantic solar sprawl at 

Calico, CEC biologist Chris Huntley stated that,   “ For the control site for a tortoise 

that’s just handled, blood tested, and radio tagged, we placed a 5 percent mortality rate 

on that based on feedback from the Fish and Game. For the translocated tortoise, the 

tortoise physically moved from the project site and placed in a translocation site, we 

assumed a 50 percent mortality figure.” 

http://faultline.org/index.php/site/item/desert_tortoise_relocation_is_desert_tortoise_eradication/)     

http://www.scribd.com/doc/38655246/CEC-Calico-Evidentiary-Hearing-9-20-2010-Partial-Transcript
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My question concerning the tortoises is what types of consideration has been given 

to minimizing or forgoing the relocation of the tortoises given this potential 

mortality rate?  

Ecosystem Concerns- Ironwood Trees 

My understanding is that, the Midland Ironwood Forest is the largest concentration of 

desert ironwood trees (Olneya tesota) in California.  The area is in the Palen-McCoy 

Wilderness area between the Palen Mountains and the McCoy Mountains, a few miles 

northwest of Blythe, California.   According to www.desertmuseum.org/programs/flora, 

there is a disturbing trend in the natural decline of  old ironwood trees in large parts of the 

Chuckwalla Valley but in some cases, it is believed these trees are more than 800 years 

old.   

Given the noted decline, the extended maturation period, and the importance of the 

Ironwood tree to so much of the desert wildlife, what are plans to avoid or minimize 

the tree’s destruction during this development?  Will areas be excluded or will  they 

all are be cleared for equipment?  

Safety 

From my research, it appears that most solar farm projects are located in remote areas,  

and employ little to no perimeter fencing or other protective measures.  

Will this project be fenced?   If not, what steps will these companies take to provide 

a safe environment for children being that these are so close to communities?  If 

they will be fenced, how much of it will be fenced and where will it begin and end? 
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Proximity 

In reviewing the maps provided on the EIS site, it appears that some of the panels are 

within just hundreds of feet from the homes of Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk 

residents.   

Is there a reason that the physical location of these projects can’t be moved to 

approximately 20 miles outside of the nearest home or business?  This would be 

much less intrusive on residents and the visual landscape. 

Failure Rate and Infrastructure 

There is a disturbing number of articles that talk about the failure rate of solar farms for a 

number of different reasons. It is difficult to determine what the rate is and what has 

happened when they have failed.   Of course, with over 200,000 acres of proposed 

projects in the Desert Center area, my concern is both how we minimize the intrusion and 

secondly, how we handle it if it comes…and fails.   

What are the plans if a solar company deploys thousands of panels and associated 

equipment and it fails to deliver what is needed to be profitable /viable?  

Additionally, because this technology could very well be obsolete in 5 years and a 

smaller, more effective product appears what is the plan to remove all the 

equipment in place?   

 

I understand that excess capacity that is produced by solar farms cannot always be 

stored thereby reducing the chance of profitability and increasing the chance that a 

company may walk away, what are the plans for this excess capacity storage? 

 

Reflective Danger 

In my research I have noticed that the glare or reflection of the solar panels is a 

concern for many.  Are the panels that will be deployed less reflective to neighboring 

aircraft, cars, or people? 
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Final Comments 

My only final comment is simply why this close to people?   It appears to me that the 

project could be much less invasive if the proposed sites were pushed 20-30 miles outside 

of inhabited areas.  The ecosystems would obviously still be affected but if the project is 

a foregone conclusion, this would minimize the effect.  We are not anti growth and 

certainly understand the need to reduce dependency on foreign oil/fossil fuels.  I just 

think we need to rethink this before we end up with skeletons of failed projects across the 

desert. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Cunningham 
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The recreation analysis is incomplete. Although it does look at recreational activities taking place in the solar energy zones, it does
not consider impacts on recreation on acquisition, mitigation or compensatory lands. Recreation stands to loose twice but this was
not considered in the analysis. 

I do not support the proposed alternative. I prefer the alternative that is less in acreage.



Thank you for your comment, Cory Briggs.
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Comment Submitted:

Please see the attached letter. 
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14 April 2011

Solar Energy Draft Programmatic EIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue, EVS/240
Argonne, IL 60439 

Re: Comments on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
for Solar Energy Development in the Six Southwestern States

 
These comments are submitted on behalf of CAlifornians for Renewable Energy regarding

the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (“PEIS”) for Solar Energy Development
in the Six Southwestern States issued by the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) and the
Department of Energy (“DOE”).  The comments supplement any other comments that may have been
submitted by my client.

While the development of renewable energy is critical to our country’s energy dependence
and efforts to reduce air pollutants including greenhouse gases, renewable energy projects, like any
other project, should be done in a way that minimizes the impacts to the environment and cultural
resources.  The following comments are submitted with the goal of promoting the balance between
developing renewable energy and the protection of environmental and cultural resources.    

A. The Purpose and Need Statements Are Too Narrowly Construed

An agency “cannot define its objectives in unreasonably narrow terms.”  City of Carmel-by-
the-Sea v. U.S. Dept. of Transportation, 123 F.3d 1142 (9th Cir. 1997).  The statement of purpose
and alternatives are closely linked since “the stated goal of a project necessarily dictates the range
of ‘reasonable’ alternatives.”  Id.  Both BLM and DOE have based their purpose and need sections
on an unduly restrictive reading of applicable statutes and orders.

For BLM’s part, the purpose and need section says that the Solar Energy Program will further
BLM’s ability to meet the mandates of Executive Order 13212 and the Energy Policy Act of 2005
and has been designed to meet Secretarial Order 3285A1.  However, none of these items is as
narrowly tailored as requiring the siting of utility-scale solar energy development on public lands. 
Executive Order 13212 calls for energy-related projects to be expedited, while maintaining safety,
public health, and environmental protections.  Ex. A1.  The Energy Policy Act of 2005 encourages
the Secretary of Interior to approve non-hydropower renewable energy projects on public lands with
a generation capacity of at least 10,000 megawatts of electricity.  Ex. A2.  Secretarial Order 3285A1
calls for the identification and prioritization of specific locations in the United States best suited for
large-scale production of solar, wind, geothermal, incremental or small hydroelectric power on
existing structures, and biomass energy (e.g. renewable energy zones).   Ex. A5.  Altogether, none
of these policies is so narrowly construed as to limit their application to a six-state study area or to
solar energy. 

Be Good to the Earth: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
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For DOE’s part, the purpose and need section says that DOE is required to take actions to
meet mandates under Executive Orders 13212 and 13514, as well as Section 603 of the Energy
Independence and Security Act.  Executive Order 13212 calls for energy-related projects to be
expedited while maintaining safety, public health, and environmental protections. Ex. A1.  Executive
Order 13514 declares that it is the policy of the United States that federal agencies shall increase
energy efficiency; measure, report, and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions from direct and
indirect activities; conserve and protect water resources; eliminate waste, recycle and prevent
pollution; leverage agency acquisitions to foster markets for sustainable technologies; design,
construct and operate high performance sustainable buildings; strengthen the vitality and livability
of communities in which federal facilities are located; and inform federal employees and involve
them in the achievement of these goals.  Ex. A4.  With respect to renewable energy, the Executive
Order calls for aligning federal policies to increase the effectiveness of local planning for energy
choices such as locally generated renewable energy and identifying impacts from alternative energy
sources in EISs.  Finally, Section 603 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 calls on
the Secretary to conduct a study on the methods to integrate concentrating solar power and utility-
scale photovoltaic systems into regional electricity transmission upgrades needed to bring electricity
from high-concentrating solar power resource areas to growing electric power load centers
throughout the United States and to report on the results of a study on methods to reduce the amount
of water consumed by concentrating solar power systems.  Ex. A3.  In other words, the focus of the
executive orders is not limited to utility-scale solar projects, and the Energy Independence and
Security Act does not limit its scope to a six-state study area.

Altogether, the purpose and need for a Solar Energy Program such as the one proposed is
much narrower and limited than the executive orders and laws that the program is said to be
fulfilling.  As discussed in more detail below, the narrow focus on utility-scale solar projects in a six-
state area unduly restricts the alternatives analysis.

B. The Project Description Is Inadequate

The project description is too vague.  The goal of the project is not clearly articulated, which
makes it difficult to articulate alternatives that would meet the goal but have a less significant
environmental impact.  For example, on page 2-28, the PEIS rejects the proposed alternative of
limiting development to the fast-track applications because the “restriction would arbitrarily limit
solar development on BLM-administered lands over the next 20 years.”  However, not setting forth
a goal is even more arbitrary.  Similarly, the PEIS rejects an analysis of development on the
maximum amount of public lands allowable because of conflicts with potential uses of the land and
long-term commitment of resources.  But on page 1-13, the PEIS explains that its geographic scope
for BLM includes all BLM-administered lands in the six-state study area.  By failing to clearly
articulate a goal, BLM has arbitrarily restricted the range of alternatives examined in the PEIS and
thwarted informed decision-making.

Along the same lines, the project baseline is not properly described.  Agencies are required
to “describe the environment of the areas to be affected or created by the alternatives under
consideration.” 40 CFR § 1502.15. The establishment of the baseline conditions of the affected
environment is a practical requirement of the NEPA process. In Half Moon Bay Fisherman’s
Marketing Ass’n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988), the Ninth Circuit stated that
“without establishing . . . baseline conditions . . . there is simply no way to determine what effect [an
action] will have on the environment, and consequently, no way to comply with NEPA.”  The PEIS
fails to provide enough information about the baseline and description of the environmental setting
in order to adequately assess the impacts of the proposed action.

Be Good to the Earth: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
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C. The PEIS Fails to Look at a Reasonable Range of Alternatives

NEPA requires that an EIS contain a discussion of the “alternatives to the proposed action.” 
42 U.S.C. §§ 4332(2)(C)(iii) & (E).  The discussion of alternatives is at “the heart” of the NEPA
process and is intended to provide a “clear basis for choice among options by the decisionmaker and
the public.”   40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.  An agency must look at all reasonable alternatives.  Native
Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 428 F.3d 1233 (9th Cir. 2005).    

Renewable Distributed Generation

The elimination of a distributed-generation alternative is unreasonable for a number of
reasons.  DOE is a lead agency in this action and the evaluation of distributed generation (“DG”)
falls within the scope of DOE’s mission.  In fact, DOE’s purpose and need statement indicates that
“DOE proposes to further integrate environmental considerations into its analysis and selection of
solar projects that it will support.”  DOE cannot accomplish that goal by focusing only on a narrow
subset of solar energy projects.  Further, the PEIS states that “Western’s purpose and need for
participating in this PEIS is to identify potential transmission impacts and recommend mitigation
measures for transmission lines associated with solar energy projects.”  DG (including renewable
DG) offers benefits over utility-scale solar projects in terms of transmission.  Rooftop and other
localized placement of photovoltaics reduces transmission congestion because less electricity is
being transmitted over the energy grid.  Furthermore, more energy is captured because at least some
portion of energy is lost (the amount depends on a variety of factors) when electricity is transmitted
over long distances.  See Exs. C77-C80.  A broader look at both utility-scale solar and renewable DG
is needed to provide the basis for informed decision-making about the environmental impacts of
transmission.  Therefore, this alternative should have been considered in the PEIS.  

Although a DG alternative may be outside BLM’s jurisdiction, the alternatives analysis is not
limited to an agency’s jurisdiction.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14©.  Distributed rooftop photovoltaics
(“PV”) has a much less significant environmental impact than utility-scale concentrated solar. As
recognized by the National Renewable Energy Lab, distributed PV has benefits such as low land use
and no transmission.  Ex. C1.  The National Renewable Energy Lab has further recognized that DG
sources such as rooftop PV and small wind turbines have substantial potential to provide electricity

2with little impact on land, air pollution, or CO  emissions.  Id.

Without quantifying how much capacity DG has and without articulating the goals, the PEIS
concludes that distributed solar cannot meet the goals.  If the goal is 10,000 MW of electricity by
2015 as articulated under the Energy Policy Act of 2005, distributed solar can meet that goal.  On
page 193 of the California Energy Commission Integrated Energy Policy Report (December 2009),
it states that a 2007 estimate from the Energy Commission suggests that there is roof space for over
60,000 MW of PV capacity.  Ex. C2.  See also Exs. C3 & C4.  In other words, California alone has
the capacity to meet the goals of providing well over 10,000 MW of electricity through distributed
generation.  Combined with the other five states, one would be hard-pressed to determine that DG,
particularly DG focused on renewable energy (or even more narrowly, distributed PV), could fail to
meet the goals with respect to capacity.

Section 5(a)(8) of Secretarial Order 3285A1 calls upon the Task Force on Energy and
Climate Change to work with individual states, tribes, local governments, and other interested
stakeholders to identify appropriate areas for generation and necessary transmission.  Significant
progress has been made in the six states comprising the study area to promote DG, including
progress with the development of grid-monitoring technologies which are often touted as being an
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impediment to the deployment of DG.  Arizona requires utilities to satisfy a DG renewable-energy
requirement.  Ex. C5 (ARIZ. ADMIN. CODE §§ 14-2-1802-1805).  Arizona also provides for tax
incentives for using and installing solar energy and has implemented other measures.  Exs. C6-C13. 
 Colorado requires a certain amount of retail sales to be from solar DG.  Exs. C26-27.   Colorado
requires utilities to allow net metering.  Exs. C28-C30.  Utah, New Mexico, and Nevada have similar
programs that promote renewable DG and net metering.  See Exs. C14-25 & C31-45.  Finally,
California has taken great strides in promoting renewable DG with Governor Schwarzenegger’s
Million Solar Roofs program and the legislation that followed.  Exs. C52-C56.  California has also
gone a long way in not only implementing legislation, but actually getting a smart-grid system into
operation.  Exs. C59-C64 & C66.  Altogether, a renewable DG alternative would encourage
cooperation between states and the federal government to implement a comprehensive renewable-
energy strategy.  

Furthermore, the federal government has undergone a number of projects to promote
distributed PV, demonstrating that a DG alternative is a reasonable alternative.  For example,
photovoltaics have been installed on rooftops of federal correctional facilities, military bases, and
postal service buildings.  Exs. C68-C70, C72-C76.

Altogether, an analysis of a DG alternative or an alternative that includes at least some DG
component would allow for a meaningful review of the appropriate balance to strike between
environmental impacts caused by land-intensive utility-scale generation and the electricity-generation
capacity.  Without an analysis of this alternative, the decision-makers cannot make an informed
decision about what impacts are an acceptable cost for the benefit attained.

Conservation and Demand-Side Management

As with the rejection of a DG alternative, the elimination of a conservation and/or other
demand-side management alternative is unreasonable for a number of reasons.  Again, DOE is a lead
agency in this action and the evaluation of conservation and/or demand-side management is not
outside the scope of DOE’s mission.  The PEIS states that “Western’s purpose and need for
participating in this PEIS is to identify potential transmission impacts and recommend mitigation
measures for transmission lines associated with solar energy projects.”  Conservation, demand
response and other demand-side measures can reduce congestion on the grid.  Conservation and
other demand-side alternatives are needed to provide the basis for informed decision-making about
the environmental impacts of increased transmission.  Therefore, this alternative should have been
considered in the PEIS. 

Again, although a demand-side management alternative may be outside BLM’s jurisdiction,
the alternatives analysis is not limited to an agency’s jurisdiction.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14©. The
benefits of energy efficiency and demand response have landed these issues at the top of the
California loading order.  Ex. C81.  There has been a significant amount of new research emerging
on the demand side of energy management and a push both at the state and federal level for
improving demand.  See Exs. C81-C85.  

Other Federal, State, or Private Land

The rejection of an alternative based on development of renewable energy on other federal
land, state land, or private land is based on inaccurate information.  Page 2-26 of the PEIS states that
alternatives based on these suggestions do not meet “the objectives established for the BLM by the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 and Secretarial Order 3285A1, both of which require BLM to facilitate
renewable energy development on public lands.”  Neither the Energy Policy Act nor the Secretarial
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Order mandates any action by BLM; the Energy Policy Act encourages the Secretary of the Interior
to seek to have approved non-hydropower renewable energy located on public lands with a
generation capacity of at least 10,000 megawatts of electricity, and the Secretarial Order requires the
Task Force on Energy and Climate Change to identify and prioritize the specific locations in the
United States best suited for large-scale production of solar, wind, geothermal, incremental or small
hydroelectric power on existing structures, and biomass energy (e.g. renewable energy zones).  In
other words, the reason for rejecting this alternative is based on an inaccurate premise.    

As shown in the preceding section, there are a number of examples of siting renewable-
energy developments on federal, state, or private land.  Exs. C68-C76.  Looking at such an
alternative is reasonable here.

Renewable Energy Zones

There is no alternative that looks at establishing renewable-energy zones rather than focusing
exclusively on solar, either within the six-state study area or on all public lands in the United States. 
Secretarial Order 3285A1 requires the Task Force on Energy and Climate Change to identify and
prioritize the specific locations in the United States best suited for large-scale production of solar,
wind, geothermal, incremental or small hydroelectric power on existing structures, and biomass
energy (i.e., renewable-energy zones).

Looking at renewable-energy zones as an alternative to focusing exclusively on solar energy
zones provides decision-makers with valuable insight as to the best way to prioritize land-use
decisions.  When BLM looked at the potential for renewable energy on public lands in 2003, there
were places in the six-state study area that were determined to be appropriate for multiple types of
renewable energy.  Ex. C86.  There are likely to be places within areas identified for solar energy
zones that would also be effective, but where wind energy would also be feasible, have a less
significant environmental impact, and/or be more compatible with alternative uses for the site (e.g.,
agriculture or grazing).  Exs. C86-C89.

Fast-Track Application Restriction

If the goal of the project is to comply with Executive Order 13212, then restricting
development to the fast-track applications is a reasonable alternative.  Executive Order 13212 aims
to expedite energy-related projects, while maintaining safety, public health, and environmental
protections.  Focusing on the fast-track renewable energy projects (including solar, wind, and
geothermal) would meet this goal.  Similarly, the fast-track projects contribute to the goal of 10,000
megawatts of electricity generated from renewable energy projects located on public lands as set
forth in the Energy Policy Act of 2005.  See PEIS 2-28.  Furthermore, when preparing a similar
program for implementation of a wind energy development program on BLM-managed lands, BLM
and DOE considered a similar alternative.  Ex. C90. 

10,000 Megawatts of Electricity by 2015 Alternative

If the goal of the project is to comply with the Energy Policy Act of 2005, a reasonable
alternative is to look at the locations most appropriate to reach the 10,000 megawatts (“MW”) of
electricity goal from non-hydropower renewable energy on public lands.  Congress is responsible
for setting energy policies, and it has articulated a goal of siting 10,000 MW of electricity generated
from renewable energy on public lands; it may have a different plan for furthering renewable energy
in the future.  Going beyond the policies in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 is overreaching and, in
this case, furthering an energy policy that will be outdated due to new technology by the time that
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it is implemented. Therefore, a reasonable alternative would be to look at siting projects that meet
Congress’s goal without presuming that Congress intended to use public land for additional
renewable energy projects beyond that goal.  

According to a BLM fact sheet, 3,572 MW of solar energy have been approved through fast-
track applications, 437 MW of wind energy have been approved, and 1,300 MW of capacity from
geothermal plants that are in use.  Ex. C91.  After consideration of the approved projects,
approximately 5,000 MW of renewable energy is left to be approved on public lands by 2015 to
reach the Energy Policy Act of 2005 goal.  Within this goal, one approach would be for BLM to
identify and prioritize specific locations with the land available to support 5,000 MW of renewable
energy in the United States best suited for large-scale production of solar, wind, geothermal, and
biomass energy on public lands in accordance with Secretarial Order 3285A1.  

The assumption that the 10,000 MW of electricity by 2015 must be achieved entirely on
BLM-controlled land in six states through solar energy, which underlies the rejection of the
distributed generation alternative by BLM is false.  Furthermore, over 5,000 MW of renewable
energy have already been approved on public lands; distributed generation would not need to achieve
10,000 MW of electricity by 2015 to reach the 10,000-MW goal.  Ex. C91.

Even if this alternative looked exclusively at BLM-administered land in the six-state study
area and focused only on solar energy zones (“SEZ”), this alternative would be feasible.  The
proposed SEZs are estimated to generate somewhere between 60,212 to 108,381 MW of electricity
depending on what technology is used on 677,357 acres of land.  A 10,000 MW alternative would
allow BLM to meet the 10,000 MW goal with a much less significant impact by streamlining review
on a fraction of the land that is currently being considered under the PEIS.  

This alternative avails itself to a number of potential sub-alternatives that look at prioritizing
available land for renewable energy based on impacts.  For example, under this alternative, it would
be feasible to look at locations that are identified as being feasible for utility-scale solar development
and are already within close proximity to transmission that has the capacity for the additional load,
areas of already disturbed land, areas that have minimal cultural and biological impact, and areas
where the impacts to water supply would be minimal, which is also a goal under the Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007.  

D. The Alternatives Analysis Is Inadequate

NEPA requires that an EIS contain a discussion of the “alternatives to the proposed action.” 
42 U.S.C. §§ 4332(2)(C)(iii) & (E).  Agencies must “[d]evote substantial treatment to each
alternative considered in detail including the proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their
comparative merits.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(b).  To begin, there is no clear indication of what the
proposed action is.  Thus, there are no alternatives to the proposed action, but instead to alternative
actions and a no action alternative for BLM’s part.

On page 6-48, BLM identifies the solar energy development program to be the preferred
alternative.  However, the analysis of this alternative is critically flawed because the geographic
scope has not been clearly articulated.  Among the considerations in Table 2.2-2, the areas for
exclusion have yet to be thoroughly vetted.  For example, the PEIS acknowledges that consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is ongoing and could result in the modification, refinement,
or addition of exclusion areas.  Although not acknowledged in Table 2.2-2, consultation has also not
been completed for important cultural and archaeological resources and this consultation process
could also result in the modification, refinement, or addition of exclusion areas.  In fact, page 2-10
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of the PEIS acknowledges that identification of areas of tribal concern is underway as part of the
ongoing tribal consultation process.  In other words, the consultation process is not complete.  
Furthermore, most, if not all, of the SEZs (the narrower category of sites analyzed in the PEIS) will
impact Native American tribes, yet are being analyzed.  The PEIS also acknowledges that some
exclusion areas could not be mapped due to lack of data that would be identified at a later date
through pre-application consultations.  In the end, the public and decision-maker are left without a
clear understanding of what areas are being considered under the solar energy development program
and which areas will be excluded. 

Additionally, there is no meaningful comparison between the no-action, solar energy
development program alternative, and the SEZ program alternative.  While thousands of pages are
devoted to looking at the SEZs, minimal attention is given to the no-action alternative and solar
energy development program.  For example, the PEIS does not quantify how many acres of wetlands
would be impacted under the no-action alternative versus the SEZ alternative, how much lands of
Native American significance would be impacted by comparison under the alternatives, or how much
grazing land would be lost under each of the alternatives.  Instead, the PEIS simply states that the
alternatives have the same impacts except for the geographic area of impact, which, as explained
above, is not clearly articulated in the PEIS for the solar energy development program.

E. The PEIS Fails to Adequately Analyze Direct and Indirect Impacts

NEPA requires agencies to take a “hard look” at the effects of proposed actions; a cursory
review of environmental impacts will not stand.  Idaho Sporting Congress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146
(9th Cir. 1998).  NEPA requires an agency to do the necessary work to obtain sufficient information. 
National Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Babbitt, 241 F.3d 722 (9th Cir. 2001). Even for a
programmatic environmental document, BLM and DOE have failed to take a hard look at a number
of impacts.  

In addition, the PEIS is required to look at cumulative impacts.  A cumulative impact is “the
impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. . . .”  40 C.F.R. § 1508.07.  NEPA
requires that the cumulative impacts analysis provide “some quantified or detailed information,”
because “[w]ithout such information, neither courts nor the public . . . can be assured that the
[agency] provided the hard look that it is required to provide.”  Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. U.S.
Forest Serv., 137 F.3d 1372 (9th Cir. 1988).

California Desert Conservation Area

All four SEZs in California are within the California Desert Conservation Area (“CDCA”). 
As part of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, Congress designated approximately 25
million acres of southern California as the CDCA.   43 U.S.C. § 1781.  Congress found that “the
California desert contains historical, scenic, archeological, environmental, biological, cultural,
scientific, educational, recreational, and economic resources that are uniquely located adjacent to an
area of large population.”  43 U.S.C. § 1781(a)(1).  Congress has recognized that “the California
desert environment is a total ecosystem that is extremely fragile, easily scarred, and slowly healed.” 
43 U.S.C. § 1781(a)(2).  As a special area, Congress required that a “comprehensive, long-range plan
for the management, use, development and protection of the public lands within the California
Desert Conservation Area” be prepared.  Id. at § 1781(d).  For the CDCA and other public lands,
Congress mandated that the BLM “shall, by regulation or otherwise, take any action necessary to
prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands.” 43 U.S.C § 1732(b).
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There are four classes of land in the CDCA: Class C, Class L, Class M, and Class I.  Class
L (Limited Use) denotes a protection of sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological, and cultural resource
values and its lands are to be managed to provide for generally lower-intensity uses, carefully
controlled multiple uses of resources, while making sure that sensitive values are not significantly
diminished.  Class M (Moderate Use) lands are designated to promote more of a balance between
higher intensity of uses and protection of public uses, including energy development.  Class I
(Intensive Use) lands are intended for concentrated use of lands and resources.  The SEZs are
comprised mostly of Class L and Class M lands under the CDCA, with only a small fraction using
Class I lands.  While renewable-energy projects are permitted on Class L lands, the type of
concentrated, utility-scale projects examined under the PEIS are best suited for Class I lands and
potentially some Class M lands.  The intensity of development is not appropriate for Class L lands. 
Even for Class M lands, the intent is to allow for multiple uses of the land.  The PEIS acknowledges
that the SEZs require the exclusive use of the land for the utility-scale solar development.  While
wind farms, for example, could be used in conjunction with grazing or other agricultural uses, the
technology examined in the PEIS does not allow for multiple uses of land.  

Furthermore, the PEIS does not disclose how many CDCA plan amendments will be required
and does not address the cumulative impacts within the CDCA plan.  The cumulative impacts
analysis looks at an arbitrary geographic distance without considering the impacts based on
resources.  Particularly with a plan like the CDCA, it is important to see how resources are being
balanced within the entirety of the plan.

Wildlife: Desert Tortoise

The PEIS fails to take a hard look at the potential for impacts to the desert tortoise.  While
the PEIS acknowledges that there will be impacts to the desert tortoise, there is no comprehensive
analysis of the proposed action’s impact on the desert tortoise.  The desert tortoise is susceptible to
impacts due to fragmentation of habitat.  Ex. E2.  Furthermore, relocation can have serious
consequences that need to be considered when examining programs and policies for large projects
such as the ones proposed here.  Exs. E3-E7. 

Additionally, the construction of utility-scale solar facilities is harmful to the desert tortoise. 
The BLM recently ordered the Ivanpah Project to cease construction activities because at least two
tortoises were killed during those activities.

Native American Resources

The PEIS defers analysis of Native American concerns until project-specific consultation is
conducted.  However, the PEIS provides an opportunity to look at appropriate siting of solar energy
facilities in relation to cultural sites.  As the PEIS acknowledges on page 8.1-15, for example, Native
American tribes encourage looking at landscapes and resources as a whole.  Waiting for project-
specific consultations further exacerbates the piecemeal problem.

The impacts to wildlife should be considered in the context of Native American importance. 
For example, the desert tortoise holds special significance to Native Americans.  Ex. E8.

The cumulative impact analysis discounts impacts to cultural resources and Native American
Tribes.  For many Native American sacred sites, the importance derives not only from the sites
themselves but also from how they relate to one another.  Ex. E9.  Furthermore, there are a number
of sacred trails that traverse the boundaries of the various SEZs that should be examined.  Exs. E10-
E11.  Looking at the SEZs in isolation unduly minimizes the impacts.
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Water Supply

Water supply is an important consideration in utility-scale solar development.  In fact,
Congress required a study on methods to reduce the amount of water consumed by concentrating
solar power systems.  Ex. A3.  Notably, Chapter 5 of the PEIS is silent on the Colorado River.  The
Colorado River has been under an enormous amount of pressure and is anticipated to be under even
more pressure in the future due to climate-change impacts.  Exs. E13-E18.  

Fire Hazards

The technology contemplated for utility-scale solar energy development poses a high fire risk,
as indicated on page 5-15 of the PEIS.  Parabolic-trough and power-tower facilities present fire risks
as a result of extremely hot heat-transfer fluids, and solar dish engine facilities present unique fire
risks because of their use of highly flammable hydrogen gas.  Given such a high risk, more attention
should have been given to fire hazards and the ability to prevent fires at the various locations.

F. The PEIS Fails to Identify Appropriate Mitigation

“Implicit in NEPA’s demand that an agency prepare a detailed statement on ‘any adverse
environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented,’ 42 U.S.C. §
4332(C)(ii), is an understanding that an EIS will discuss the extent to which adverse effects can be
avoided.”  Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens, 490 U.S. 332 (1989).  NEPA requires that an EIS
discuss mitigation measures with “sufficient detail to ensure that environmental consequences have
been fairly evaluated.”  Id.  A mitigation discussion must have at least some evaluation of the
effectiveness of the mitigation.  South Fork Band Council of Western Shoshone v. Department of the
Interior, 588 F.3d 718 (9th Cir. 2009).

The PEIS fails to evaluate the effectiveness of the mitigation or even provide enough
information about the proposed mitigation to gauge effectiveness.  While potential mitigation
measures are listed, there is no analysis about the effectiveness of the measures in the PEIS.  Many
of the proposed mitigation measures do not include any objective.  A number of plans are suggested,
such as the preparation of a Fire Management and Protection Plan and a Nuisance Animal and Pest
Control Plan, without any further detail about what these plans should be comprised of or what the
plans should accomplish.  Furthermore, there is inadequate information about what each of the
mitigation measures entails.  Very few of the mitigation measures refer to any evidentiary support
for why they are being proposed.

There is no criteria for when the “potentially applicable mitigation measures” will be
implemented, if at all.  BLM’s objective for the PEIS is to evaluate a proposed program to further
support utility-scale solar energy development on BLM-administered land.  PEIS, p. 1-7.  The Solar
Energy Program is intended to establish mitigation requirements for solar energy development on
public lands to ensure the most environmentally responsible development and delivery of solar
energy.  PEIS, p. 1-8.  By including only “potentially applicable mitigation measures,” this goal is
not being achieved.  

The proposed potential mitigation measures are unenforceable.  For example, Section 5.3.3
states that solar facilities “should be located and designed to minimize impacts on specifically
designated areas and lands with wilderness characteristics,” “[p]rotection of existing values of
specially designated areas and land with wilderness characteristics should be evaluated during the
environmental analysis of solar energy project applications,” and lands that have not been recently
inventoried for wildness characteristics “should be inventoried for wilderness characteristics prior
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to solar development action being approved within these areas.”  This pattern of indicating what
“should” be done at future stages repeats itself throughout the PEIS.  See Sections 5.2.3, 5.4.2, 5.4.3,
5.5.3, 5.6.3, 5.7.4, 5.8.3, 5.9.3, 5.10.3, 5.11.3, 5.12.3, 5.13.3, 5.14.3, 5.15.3, 5.16.3, 5.17.3, 5.18.3,
5.19.3, 5.20.3 and 5.21.4.  This type of “mitigation” is neither enforceable nor effective. 
Recommendations are not the same as legally enforceable, binding mitigation measures.

Because this letter is being submitted electronically, my office has mailed you a DVD
containing copies of the exhibits cited above; if you do not receive the DVD within a few days,
please do not hesitate to let me know.  An index of the forthcoming exhibits accompanies this letter.

Thank you for your consideration of my client’s comments.

Sincerely,

BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION

Cory J. Briggs
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May 8, 2009
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November 12, 2009

E7 “Desert: BLM Gets an Earful About the Ivanpah
Valley”

April 1, 2011

Native American Resources

E8 The Desert Tortoise and Early Peoples of the
Western Deserts

March 1996

E9 The Ivanpah Generating Station Project Ethnographic
(Native American) Resources

September 1981

E10 The Salt Song Trail Map: The Sacred Landscape of
the Nuwuvi Peopke

E11 “Run to Save the Geoglyphs from Giant Solar
Project” 

October 30, 2010

Water

E12 “Park Service Warns of Solar Projects’ Impacts to
Mojave Desert” 

April 23, 2009

E13 “Western Reservoirs Could be Dry by 2050" July 20, 2009

E14 Future of Western Water Supply Threatened by
Climate Change

E15 The Colorado River’s Uncertain Future

E16 Managing the Uncertainties on the Colorado River
System

E17 Scripps News: Climate Change Means Shortfalls in
Colorado River



E18 Sustainable Water Deliveries from the Colorado
River in a Changing Climate



Thank you for your comment, anthony madrigal.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11897.

Comment Date: May 3, 2011   01:48:11AM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11897

First Name: anthony
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: madrigal
Organization: San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
Address: 26569 Community Center D
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: Highland
State: CA
Zip: 92346
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: scan0001_SMBMIcommentsSolar-PEIS.pdf

Comment Submitted:









Thank you for your comment, Colin Safranek.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11898.

Comment Date: May 3, 2011   01:49:50AM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11898

First Name: Colin
Middle Initial: M
Last Name: Safranek
Organization: 
Address: 
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: 
State: [Withheld by requestor]
Zip: [Withheld by requestor]
Country: [Withheld by requestor]
Privacy Preference: Withhold address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

The big solar projects make no sense. By the time the projects are completed, the technology used will be out of date and not
competitive. The large solar farms proposed are too far away from the metropolitan areas they are intended to serve, rendering
them inefficient due to the required long-distance transport of the energy generated. The fact that we, the tax payers, are in large
part subsidizing these inefficient projects is infuriating. The companies winning the bids and breaking ground will destroy
enormous acreages of wild desert land, home to hundreds of unique (and some endangered) flora/fauna species, marring the
desolately beautiful landscape of the Southwest. Their enterprise will fail ultimately, due to design flaws, but they will make a
quick and undeserved profit, simply because they pretended to be a "green" energy alternative. There are far better and more
efficient ways of generating electricity for our growing, energy consuming populations. We do not need to destroy the beautiful,
ever more rare, open spaces of our country. 

- Colin Safranek



Thank you for your comment, Melanie Anderson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11899.

Comment Date: May 3, 2011   01:49:54AM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11899

First Name: Melanie
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Anderson
Organization: 
Address: 
Address 2: 
Address 3: 
City: 
State: CA
Zip: 95064
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: 

Comment Submitted:

(Supposedly) Save the turtles, kill the tortoises. This is condemning an endangered species to an unacceptable fate. Centralized
solar is not the answer, especially during a period where technology is constantly improving in the alternative energy field. Or, if
this is a necessity, change the location! Choose an abandoned army base, or a Superfund site; not a place where an important
species--among a habitat of unbelievably rich biodiversity--is being put at risk. 



Thank you for your comment, Anne Alexander.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SolarD11901.

Comment Date: May 3, 2011   02:06:05AM  
Solar Energy Development PEIS
Comment ID: SolarD11901

First Name: Anne
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Alexander
Organization: Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
Address: 2029 Century Park East
Address 2: Suite 2600
Address 3: 
City: Los Angeles
State: CA
Zip: 90067
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: BNSF Comments to Draft Solar PEIS Part 1.pdf

Comment Submitted:



 

 

Name BNSF Railway Company 
Title P.O. Box 961073 
 Fort Worth, Texas  76161-0073  

2500 Lou Menk Drive 
Fort Worth, Texas  76131-2828 
 
 
 

       
 

 

 
May 2, 2011 

Solar Energy Draft PEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Avenue – EVS/240 
Argonne, Illinois 60439 
 
 

Re: Comments on Draft PEIS 
 
The following comments are submitted on behalf of BNSF Railway Company ("BNSF").  BNSF 
appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft PEIS.   
 
1. Overview 

 
BNSF is one of two Class 1 railroads operating in the Southwestern United States.  BNSF 
appreciates the opportunity, as a part of the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) and 
Department of Energy’s (“DOE)” review process relating to the Draft Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States (the 
Draft “PEIS”), to provide comments to develop an agency-specific program to facilitate 
responsible utility-scale solar energy development in western states.   
 
BNSF provides long-haul freight service throughout the U.S. over a 32,000-mile route.  Its 
double-track transcontinental mainline, traversed by as many as 80 trains per day, carries 
interstate commerce from the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach to U.S. Midwestern, 
Southwestern and Eastern markets.  The BNSF mainline is adjacent to BLM lands in California, 
Arizona and New Mexico which are proposed to be made available for application for solar 
development under the Preferred Solar Energy Development Program Alternative (“Preferred 
Alternative”) evaluated in the Draft PEIS.  In addition, the BNSF mainline is situated within or 
in close proximity to a number of Solar Energy Zones ("SEZ") being evaluated in the SEZ 
Alternative of the Draft PEIS. 1   
 
BNSF disagrees with the summary conclusion that “utility scale solar energy projects are 
expected to have an insignificant impact on railroad operations.”  [PEIS at 5-253.]  In addition to 
                                                           
1 The BNSF mainline runs directly through the center of the Pisgah SEZ.  [PEIS at 9.3-1.]   The 
BNSF mainline connects to the ARZC railroad through an interchange with the ARZC railroad, 
which is within the Iron Mountain SEZ [PEIS at 9.2-299] and Riverside East SEZ [PEIS at 9.4-
365].  The BNSF mainline (as well as the Union Pacific mainline) run within 1-5 miles of the 
border of the Afton SEZ.  [PEIS at 12.1-1; Figure 12.1.1.1-1.]    



 

 

an “increased risk of collision between a train and a vehicle ... most notably from drivers trying 
to beat a train because of frustration with site-related traffic congestion,” [PEIS at 5-254.] there 
are other significant impacts to rail operations which have been testified to in the siting of a 
utility-scale solar energy project, the Calico Solar Project, in San Bernardino, California.   
 
These impacts include glare and glint impacts from solar technology which would have adverse 
impacts, including health impacts, on rail employees, agents or contractors, and operations, 
including a train crew’s ability to accurately see and respond to signals.  Associated glint and 
glare from solar technologies could interfere with the ability of train crews to obtain and 
maintain this visual contact.  If visual contact is broken, under GCOR Section 9.4 the engineer 
must immediately stop the train.  This often requires an emergency application of the brakes, 
risking derailment of the train, collision with another train, and other catastrophic events.  When 
a train has been stopped through emergency application of the brakes, GCOR Section 6.23 
requires the engineer to inspect all cars, units, equipment and track pursuant to  BNSF special 
instructions and rules.  This can cause significant delays to rail operations with ramifications 
reaching from the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach to Chicago and beyond.  Thus, glint and 
glare are critical safety and operational issues.  We attach as Exhibit A the prepared direct 
testimony of Joseph Schnell, a BNSF employee, Exhibit B the prepared direct testimony of 
Dennis Skeels, a BNSF employee, and Exhibit C the prepared direct testimony of Dr. David 
Krauss and Dr. Genevieve Heckman, experts in the field of neuroscience, all of whom provided 
testimony regarding the Calico Solar facility’s potential impact on BNSF rail operations from 
glare and glint.  Dr. Krauss identified the need for a site-specific glare and glint study to identify 
site-specific mitigation measures on the footprint of the solar project.  Given the discussion in 
Chapter 5 with respect to the reflective surfaces of all solar technology, absent the site-specific 
modeling described below, BNSF requests BLM and DOE require a buffer zone of two miles on 
both sides of all rail lines and explicitly provide that no exception to the buffer be granted 
without the modeling having confirmed that no adverse impacts, including health impacts, to rail 
employees, operations, and right of way would result, and that any mitigation measures be 
imposed on the footprint of the proposed project. 
 
In addition to the glare and glint impacts from the solar technology, placement of a transmission 
line in the vicinity of a rail line may result in interference with signals, equipment malfunction, 
and rail employees being shocked, even fatally.  See Exhibit A and Exhibit B, prepared direct 
testimony of Joseph Schnell and Dennis Skeels in the Calico Solar proceeding.  Mitigation 
measures for adverse induction impacts include requiring transmission lines to be set back 300 
feet from the edge of the railroad right-of-way and requiring any crossing of the transmission 
line over the rail line to be at a 90-degree angle. These impacts should be discussed in at least 
sections 5.13.1.5 on page 5-208 and 5.19.1.1 Transportation Siting on page 5-253.   
 
The impacts from stormwater runoff and sediment transport can have significant adverse impacts 
on nearby rail rights-of-way.  BNSF concurs with the discussion in the PEIS on pages 5-19 
through 5-26 regarding utility-scale solar projects’ potential impacts on the Geologic Setting and 
Soil Resources.  We attach as Exhibits D and E, respectively, the prepared direct testimony of 
Thomas Schmidt and David Miller, BNSF employees, and as Exhibits F and G, respectively, the 
prepared direct testimony of Steve Metro and Doug Hamilton, experts in the field of hydrology, 
all of whom testified to the significant stormwater runoff and sediment transport impacts onto, 



 

 

across and off the Calico Solar Project onto the BNSF right-of-way absent the installation of 
proper mitigation measures.  It is imperative that the proper studies be performed to evaluate 
potential adverse impacts and to identify appropriate project elements or mitigation measures to 
address those impacts.  In some instances geologic factors should be used to exclude portions of 
BLM and private lands from solar development.  In all cases, these site-specific studies need to 
be prepared early enough in the application process to inform responsible and commenting 
agencies, stakeholders and interested parties prior to the performance of environmental reviews 
and the submission of comments. 
 
BNSF concurs with the PEIS’s conclusions in 5.7.1.4 regarding the range of impacts involved in 
the decommissioning/reclamation of a utility-scale solar facility and requests BLM and DOE to 
require a thorough analysis of each of the elements of decommissioning and reclamation and 
their associated costs.  Once the true cost is established, BLM and DOE should create a financial 
mechanism by which the availability of decommissioning/reclamation funds can be ensured 
throughout the life of the project.  Otherwise, adjacent landowners such as the railroad may be 
severely adversely impacted by ill-maintained or abandoned utility-scaled facilities the size of 
small cities. 
 
Water usage and depletion of groundwater by solar facilities can result in the undermining of rail 
infrastructure.  The effects of subsidence can cause a need for increased maintenance and 
increase derailments. See Exhibit D, prepared direct testimony of Thomas Schmidt in the Calico 
Solar proceeding. 
 
A major area of concern for the railroads, as will be more fully discussed below, is ensuring that 
the project proponent provide access to all portions of its facility using existing public crossings 
of any nearby rail lines.  There is an ongoing effort by railroads, in conformance with federal and 
state policies, to eliminate private crossings thereby reducing their related hazards and risks.  The 
PEIS and subsequent site-specific environmental analyses should incorporate this requirement 
into their analysis of transportation impacts. 
 
Given the critical importance of rail infrastructure to the movement of goods, emergency access 
to all rail right-of-way needs to be preserved in the granting of any right-of-way for a solar 
development project. We attach as Exhibit H the prepared direct testimony of Edward Phillips, a 
BNSF employee, who testified to the need for emergency access to the rail line in the Calico 
Solar proceeding.  
 
Clearly there are further analyses that need to be performed, with respect to the impact of utility-
scale solar energy facilities, on rail operations than have currently been performed in the PEIS.  
We request BLM and DOE to address these concerns prior to the preparation of the FEIS. 
 
2. Comments on Cooperating Agencies 
 
The PEIS identifies a list of cooperating agencies for the preparation of the PEIS.  [PEIS at1-19-
20.]  BNSF requests that BLM and DOE also consult with the Federal Railroad Administration 
(FRA) as to those aspects of the proposed actions and alternatives which could impact rail 
employees and operations under the Preferred Alternative or SEZ Alternative.  In addition, 



 

 

BNSF requests the list of laws, ordinances, regulations and standards (LORS) applicable to the 
proposed Solar Development Program Alternative and SEZ Alternative set forth in Appendix H 
be augmented with a Table H-16 to include applicable LORS relating to rail, including the 
Supremacy Clause, U.S.C.A. Const. Art. VI, cl. 2, the Commerce Clause, U.S.C.A. Const. Art. 1, 
§8, cl. 2, the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970, 49 U.S.C. §§20101-20144; 21301-21304 
("FRSA"); the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008, Public Law 110-432 ("RSIA"); the 
Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act of 1995, 49 U.S.C. §§10101, et seq. 
("ICCTA"), and the BNSF General Code of Operating Rules (“GCOR”), BNSF’s federally-
regulated operating procedures. 2   
 
3. Comments on BLM Planning Criteria 
 
BNSF requests BLM to add the coordination with rail lines “in the PEIS and plan amendment 
process to strive for consistency with existing plans and policies...” [PEIS at 1-15, seventh bullet 
point.]  BNSF also requests BLM add a planning criteria to address the needs of transportation 
infrastructure and operations, such as highways and railroad rights-of-way, adjacent to or within 
the areas affected by the Preferred Alternative or SEZ Alternative.  [PEIS at 1-15.]  More 
specifically, we request a criterion that “the BLM will protect pre-FLPMA rights-of-way, 
including rail rights-of-way, from the impacts of solar projects.” 
 
4. Further Comments on Project Impacts 

 
Given the critical importance of this transcontinental rail corridor, it is essential that safety along 
BNSF’s mainline be maintained.  Accordingly, BNSF has significant concerns that the 
construction and operation of any solar energy project not adversely impact BNSF operations or 
otherwise impose unacceptable safety risks to BNSF personnel and operations.  While BNSF 
appreciates that "site-specific and species-specific issues [will] be addressed during individual 
project reviews," there are several issues that can and should be identified on a programmatic 
level.  [PEIS at ES-5.]  BNSF’s comments are focused on the Draft PEIS objective of 
“identif[ying] relevant design features (i.e., mitigation requirements) applicable to solar energy 
development in general.”  [PEIS at ES-5.] 
 

                                                           
2 Railroads are required to file their operating rules and any amendments thereto with the FRA.  
The operating rules are intended to ensure safety in railroad operations (GCOR Section 1.1), and 
railroads are required to periodically monitor compliance with their operating rules.  49 C.F.R. 
217.9.  Railroads must periodically instruct their employees on the meaning and application of 
the operating rules (49 C.F.R. Part 217.11), and must have a program to monitor the conduct of 
their certified locomotive engineers and their compliance with “provisions of the railroad’s 
operating rules that require response to signals that display less than a ‘clear’ aspect...” 49 C.F.R. 
Part 240.303(d)(1)(i).  A railroad is required to revoke the certificate of an engineer who fails to 
meet the qualification requirements of Part 240, which may be established by an engineer’s 
failure to control a train in accordance with a signal.  49 C.F.R. Part 240.307.  A railroad's failure 
to comply with the provisions of these regulations may subject the railroad to civil penalties. 

 



 

 

BNSF operates in 28 states in the midwestern and western United States and Canada.  It is the 
product of hundreds of predecessor companies that were merged or acquired over the past 150 
years to form a unified interstate system.  It is the second largest railroad in North America, and 
has a large freight rail presence in California, Arizona, and New Mexico.  Railroads provide the 
most efficient, environmentally protective, and safest form of overland freight transportation in 
the United States, and it is the policy of the Federal Government to promote freight rail 
transportation. 
 
As noted in the PEIS, “the BLM currently evaluates solar energy ROW [right-of-way] 
applications on a project-specific basis, a process that involves assessment in accordance with 
the requirements of NEPA, Title V of the Federal Land Policy Management Act of 1976 
(FLPMA), the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), 
and other applicable statutes and regulations.”  As of February 2010, BLM  was in the process of 
reviewing 127 applications for FLPMA ROW authorizations for solar facilities to be located on 
BLM-administered lands.  [PEIS at ES-1.]  While recognizing the potential benefits of a 
programmatic approach to the evaluation of the impacts of solar energy projects, it is BNSF’s 
position that the Preferred Alternative is overly broad with respect to the BLM lands which it 
would make available for application for solar energy development. The approach taken in the 
SEZ Alternative is preferable in that it strictly limits the areas for solar energy project 
development to those areas identified by BLM as best-suited for large scale power generation.  
Nonetheless, it is BNSF’s position that the SEZ Alternative is also overly broad.  In this early 
stage of the development of solar energy, it is possible that many impacts of such projects are as 
yet unstudied or unknown.  Adoption of the Preferred Alternative would lessen the requirements 
for environmental review for nearly 22 million acres of BLM lands.  As such, it could result in 
the approval of solar projects in areas where such development would result in adverse impacts, 
including health impacts, from glare and glint on BNSF’s employees, agents or contractors and 
operations, including a train crew’s ability to accurately see and respond to signals.. The SEZ 
Alternative is more conservative, facilitating development of utility scale solar energy projects 
on 677,400 acres of BLM managed lands. However, the SEZs have been established directly 
adjacent to BNSF and other rail lines throughout much of the six-state area, and BNSF is 
concerned that the development of such projects adjacent to its rail lines would result in 
significant adverse impacts, including health impacts, to BNSF’s employees and contractors, and 
critical rail operations. As discussed, BNSF requests BLM and DOE exclude from the Preferred 
Alternative and the SEZ Alternative all lands, public or private, within two miles of a rail right-
of-way in their siting of utility-scale solar facilities. 
 
BNSF's mainline is within BNSF's right-of-way ("ROW"), which is a pre-FLPMA right-of-way.  
A right-of-way issued by the Secretary of the Interior under FLPMA must contain terms and 
conditions that "protect Federal . . . economic interests . . . [and] protect the other lawful users of 
the lands adjacent to or traversed by such a right-of-way."  [43 U.S.C. §1765(b).]  A right-of-way 
granted pursuant to FLPMA must be compatible with an adjacent pre-FLPMA right-of-way.  
FLPMA does not grant the Secretary of the Interior the right to terminate, restrict, or impede the 
rights of the holder of a pre-FLPMA right-of-way.  [43 U.S.C. §1769.]   
 
As a major transcontinental transportation corridor responsible for the shipment of a significant 
portion of the goods to and from the west coast, the federal government has an important 



 

 

economic interest in ensuring that rail traffic is not interrupted.  FPLMA makes it clear that it 
does not grant the Secretary the right to terminate a right-of-way that was issued before the 
FLPMA – such as the BNSF ROW.  43 U.S.C. §1769(a).  Nor can the Federal government take 
any action to restrict or impede the rights of a holder of a pre-FLPMA right-of-way.3  See, e.g., 
City and County of Denver, by and Through Bd. Of Water Comm'rs v. Bergland, 695 F.2d 465 
10th Cir. 1082) (US Forest Service cannot impede City's planned water project inasmuch as it is 
an authorized use of a pre-FLPMA right-of-way through national forest lands).   
 

A. Hydrology 
 

The Draft PEIS notes that BLM “Staff was asked to identify areas that were near existing 
transmission or designated corridors, near existing roads, generally had a slope of 1 to 2% or 
less, and were a minimum of 2,500 acres (10.1km2).”  [PEIS at ES-7.]  Because BNSF’s 
mainline traverses and its ROW is within or immediately adjacent to utility corridors and 
transmission lines, BLM Staff has been asked to identify potential SEZ’s that are in close 
proximity to BNSF’s mainline and ROW.  BNSF’s mainline has, in many areas, been in place 
for over a hundred years.  The BNSF mainline has countless bridges, trestles, culverts and other 
features designed to protect it from normal and sudden hydrologic runoff over and within the 
topography within which BNSF’s mainline is situated.  While the Draft PEIS asks BLM Staff to 
identify potential SEZ’s with a slope of 1 – 2% or less, there are a number of proposed SEZ’s 
that have slopes in excess of 1 – 2%.4 
 
A natural consequence of any solar development project is a change, both temporarily during 
construction and permanently throughout the life of the project, to the respective hydrology 
associated with the project site.  Accordingly, it is critical that appropriate, site-specific 
hydrological studies5 be conducted well in advance of the emplacement of the respective 
technology.  BNSF’s experience with the Calico Solar Project has made it abundantly clear that 
these studies will establish the locations of any hydrological features – such as but not limited to 
                                                           
3 FLPMA and NEPA require that lands adjacent to the proposed Project right-of-way be 
protected.  Such protection cannot be accomplished without “full and fair discussion of 
significant environmental impacts” (40 C.F.R. 1502.1) and a discussion of the “means to 
mitigate adverse environmental impacts” (Id.) as required by NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.).   
4 For example, the Draft PEIS refers to “[s]ix fast-track projects” in California, to include the 
Calico Solar Project.  The Calico Solar Project is within the proposed Pisgah SEZ.  The Calico 
Solar Project has a slope that ranges from 3 - 6%.  [See Staff Assessment and Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement, Calico Solar Project, (08-AFC-13), dated March 30, 2010, at 
B.2-52.] 
5 Typical hydrology studies include a Drainage Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan 
(“DESCP”), a Storm Water Damage Monitoring and Response Plan, a Decommissioning Plan, a 
Groundwater Level Monitoring and Reporting Plan, Storm Water/Flood Control Protection 
Design Plans (ensuring protection from 100-year, 24-hour storms), and a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”).  See table 5.1-1 Mitigation Plans to Minimize Environmental 
Impacts of Utility-Scale Solar Energy Facilities.  [PEIS at 5-3.] 

 



 

 

retention basins, detentions basins, debris basins and floodwater channels – that are necessary to 
protect not only the project itself but adjacent properties such as the BNSF mainline and ROW.  
BNSF strongly encourages BLM and DOE to incorporate standard mitigation measures within 
the Draft PEIS that require such hydrology studies to ensure that the BNSF mainline and ROW 
and other adjacent landowners are protected from the impact of future solar development 
projects. 
 

B. Glint and Glare 
 

Solar development projects employ a variety of technologies, to include parabolic mirrors and 
photovoltaic panels.  These technologies have associated glint and glare which can have a direct 
negative impact on adjacent properties.6  In addition to visual impact, some technologies – such 
as but not limited to SunCatchers and other parabolic mirror technologies – have known adverse 
health impacts to humans.7   
 
BNSF’s specific concerns relate to the health and safety of its train crews on its mainline 
travelling through the BNSF ROW.  In addition to potential adverse health impacts to its train 
crews, BNSF is concerned that glare and glint from solar technologies could adversely impact its 
train crews ability to observe and respond to train signals.  Both Federal Railway Administration 
(“FRA”) regulations and the GCOR require BNSF to maintain visual contact with signals.   
 
Accordingly, BNSF requests that BLM incorporate standard mitigation measures within the 
Draft PEIS to address these glare and glint impacts.  BNSF suggests that at a minimum a buffer 
of at least two miles be created on either side of a rail right-of-way and any solar development 
project.  In any case where an alternative to the establishment of a buffer is requested by a 
project proponent, BLM should require that site-specific, technology-specific glare and glint 
modeling be conducted, taking into account the terrain, the height and orientation of the rail line, 
the effect of the geometry of the track, the changes in elevation, the direction of travel, and the 
time of day and year on the magnitude and pattern of glare, among other factors.  Such modeling 
should be taken into account prior to the finalization of site plans for the proposed solar 
development project.  Affected railroads should be provided the opportunity to participate in 
such studies or offer rail-specific data and information on the project and its potential adverse 
impacts, including health impacts.  Attached as Exhibit A hereto is a proposed Scope of Work 
for such a glare and glint study, which BNSF has proposed in connection with the Calico Solar 
                                                           
6 For example, the Calico Solar Final Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”) issued by the 
BLM on August 6, 2010, found that a project may have an adverse impact if, among other things 
it would alter rail traffic or conflict with existing policies, plans, or programs.  [FEIS 4-319 – 4-
320.]  The FEIS acknowledges the visual impacts to rail where it states:  “From [the BNSF 
Railroad], the Proposed Action would create a strong degree of contrast.  The magnitude of 
change from this viewpoint would be very high, and the Proposed Action would dominate the 
landscape.”  [FEIS 4-345.]  The FEIS, however, does not address the potential for glint and glare 
to adversely affect the safety of rail operations and personnel on BNSF property adjacent to the 
proposed right-of-way for the Project.  See also PEIS Section 5.12.2 at p. 5-175 through 5-191.] 
7 For example, studies have shown that, at a minimum, the offset for the employment of 
SunCatchers should be at least 223 feet to avoid adverse impact to human observers.   



 

 

Project in San Bernardino County, California.  BNSF believes this level of analysis of glare and 
glint impacts is critical to ensure that the BNSF employees, operations, mainline and ROW, and 
other adjacent landowners, are protected from the impact of future solar development projects. 
 

C. Access Issues 
 

 Because of the unique nature of the pre-FLPMA ROW granted to BNSF for its mainline 
and rail operations, any crossing of the BNSF mainline, either at-grade or through a grade-
separated crossing, has potential adverse impacts to the safety of BNSF train crews and to BSNF 
rail operations.  Accordingly, BLM should explicitly exclude any access on, over, across or 
under any railroad right-of-way as part of a proposed solar energy project. Before any proposed 
solar development project is considered that envisions access onto or across the BNSF or other 
rail right-of-way, the proponent of the proposed solar development project should be required to 
coordinate directly with BNSF or other railroad and conduct all appropriate and necessary 
studies, to include hydrology and glint and glare studies, to ensure that any such crossing can be 
accomplished in a safe manner and without adversely impacting rail operations.  Only after any 
access issues have been resolved at the discretion of the affected railroad should BLM consider 
the application.   
 
5. Comments on Appendices 
 
Appendix C.  BNSF objects to BLM Land Use Pan Amendments under BLM Action 
Alternatives of the PEIS absent conditions such as affected areas exclude land within two miles 
of either side of any rail right-of-way, and the studies and mitigation measures identified above 
be implemented. 
 
Appendix H.  Please see comment above. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
BNSF continues to support the need for site-specific plans as contemplated by the PEIS.  “Many 
of the potential mitigation measures indicate the need for project-specific plans (see Table 5.1-1). 
The content of these plans will depend on specific project requirements and locations, and their 
applicability and effectiveness also needs to be evaluated at the project specific level. The 
authorizing agency or agencies (e.g., BLM, DOE, or state agencies) would need to determine the 
adequacy of such plans for specific projects. [PEIS 5-2] 
 
For all the foregoing reasons, BNSF respectfully requests that the BLM supplement the Draft 
PEIS to include a general requirement that in connection with consideration of any solar 
development project, BLM make a finding that the particular technology proposed in that 
particular location will not result in adverse impacts, including health impacts, from glint and 
glare on rail employees, agents or contractors and operations, including a train crew’s ability to 
accurately see and respond to signals.  In addition, BNSF requests that the BLM include in the 
Draft PEIS the requirement that a solar project applicant: (1) perform comprehensive hydrology 
studies to determine project impacts on any rail line in the vicinity of the proposed project and 
implement appropriate mitigation measures on the project site; (2) perform a site-specific, and 



 

 

technology-specific glare and glint study to include modeling; (3) a subsidence monitoring plan 
and mitigation measures; (4) a thorough decommissioning/reclamation study and establish 
funding for the life of the project; (5) maintain emergency access for rail operations on the rail 
right-of-way; and (6) to the extent an applicant anticipates requiring access rights across, on, 
over or under a railroad right-of-way, secure such access rights directly with the applicable rail 
operator prior to submittal of an application for the solar development project. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
      /s/        
 
Cynthia L. Burch 
On Behalf of BNSF Railway 
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TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS HAMILTON, P.E., D.WRE 

PROPOSED CALICO SOLAR PROJECT, SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

 

Q.1  What is your name, occupation, and experience? 

A.1  I, Douglas Hamilton, am a registered civil engineer in 

the State of California (License No. 42210). I am a 

Principal Engineer at Exponent, Inc. My area of 

specialization is water resources including flood hazards 

in arid regions including the sometimes ultra-hazardous 

processes such as high velocity water flow, uncertain flow 

paths, erosion, sediment deposition, transport of debris, 

and perilous impact forces. I have extensive local 

experience, knowledge of railroad hydrology in Southern 

California, and international experience in the types of 

flood hazards associated with alluvial fans. My practice 

includes identifying and mitigating flood hazards in both 

the pristine and developed desert regions of California. I 

have worked with many public and private experts who 

provide important information that is relevant to this type 

of hazard including Flood Control agencies in San 

Bernardino and Riverside Counties. I served on the National 
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Research Council Committee on Alluvial Fan Flooding,1 and as 

a consultant to the California Governor’s Task Force on 

Flooding. Later, I served in a key advisory role in the 

California Governor’s Task Force on Alluvial Fan Flooding.2 

My C.V. is attached as Exhibit 1 to this Declaration. 

I have direct knowledge of hydrology, geology, 

geomorphology, sediment transport, and hazardous flooding 

conditions in the vicinity of the Cady Mountains in San 

Bernardino County. These types of process affect the 

Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) rail line and the 

proposed Calico Solar Project which is located both north 

and south of the BNSF line between Daggett and Ludlow in 

the vicinity of historic Hector, a former watering stop for 

steam locomotives. This subdivision of the BNSF track was 

originally built in the 1880’s and 1890’s. The Hector 

Station shows up on the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS) topographic maps that are shown in the background of 

most of the source maps prepared by the applicant from both 

                                                            
1 Alluvial Fan Flooding, National Research Council, National Academy Press, 
Washington, D.C., 1996 http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?isbn=0309055423 
  
2 California Governor’s Alluvial Fan Task Force, California State University 
San Bernardino, Water Resources Institute, 2010 
http://aftf.csusb.edu/documents/FINDINGS_Final_July2010_web.pdf  
http://aftf.csusb.edu/documents/IA_Final_July2010_web.pdf 
http://aftf.csusb.edu/documents/FACT%20SHEET_Plenary%2010%20Distribution_Mar20
10.pdf 
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the California Energy Commission (CEC)3 and the United 

States Bureau of Land Management (BLM)4.  

 

Q.2  Are extreme alluvial fan flooding, erosion, and debris flow 

hazards associated with active alluvial fans at the proposed 

Calico Solar Site? 

A.2 The proposed Calico Solar site is on an active 

alluvial fan. Significant information exists that confirms 

the alluvial fans and the associated flooding hazards 

emanating from the Cady Mountains are located within and 

pass through the proposed Calico Solar project area. The 

proposed Calico project area also extends south of the 

existing BNSF track down to Interstate 40 (I-40) shown on 

the USGS topographic provided as Exhibit 2 attached to this 

declaration. The project boundary on Exhibit 2 is the one 

originally proposed by the applicant.  

The Existing Conditions Hydrologic and Hydraulics Study 

prepared for the applicant by Huitt Zollars on April 23, 

2009, Binder 1, Exhibit A shows a Geomorphic Hazard Map for 

the project area. Basically, this map concludes that 

virtually the entire area between the foot of the mountains 

                                                            
3 http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/calicosolar/documents/index.html  
4 http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/prog/energy/fasttrack/calico.html  
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down to the BNSF Railroad is subject to either Severe or 

High Hazard Levels. Severe and High Hazards mean that high 

velocity flows, debris flows, unpredictable flow paths, and 

sediment movement characterize the flood hazards at the 

site in its existing condition.  The applicant and their 

consultants have not provided an updated map showing that 

these types of hazards are non-existent in this area. In 

fact, in 1966, T.W. Dibblee and A.M. Bassett working for 

the California Division of Mines and Geology, prepared a 

surficial geology map with cross sections for the area. The 

map is consistent with the Geomorphic Hazard Map in the 

Huitt Zollars report and shows that the proposed Calico 

Solar Site is on an active alluvial fan area composed of 

Recent Alluvium and Recent Alluvium Fan Gravel (See Exhibit 

3). The project boundary shown on Exhibit 3 is the one 

original proposed by the applicant.  

Because the flooding sources emanating from the Cady 

Mountains flow onto a series of alluvial fans, the 

direction of flow and the amount of flow in any given 

desert wash further down the fan is unpredictable. In fact, 

entirely new desert washes can be formed during a single 

flood event. This element of randomness is one of the 

factors that makes flooding on alluvial fans so hazardous.    
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Appendix G of the FEMA guidelines (See Exhibit 4) for 

analyzing floods on alluvial fans states that for active 

alluvial fan areas, the prudent assumption is that all of 

the water from the apex of the fan could reach any point on 

the fan and, therefore, the target area where a facility is 

being designed should accommodate the erosion, sediment, 

and water from the full flow that emanates from the fan 

apex. 

In a letter dated September 10, 2010 to the CEC, Tessera 

Solar provided two revised project alternatives identified 

as Scenarios 5.5 and 6. These scenarios move the northern 

project boundary south avoiding Sections 4 and 5 as well as 

make other adjustments. The project layout and proposed 

drainage patterns for Scenario 5.5 is overlaid on a recent 

aerial photograph and is shown in Exhibit 5. As can be seen 

from the aerial photo, the site is still subject to random 

flood flow paths characteristic of active alluvial fans. 

Instead of benign, shallow sheet flow spreading out over 

the surface of the desert floor, water emanating from the 

Cady Mountains will concentrate in existing drainage paths 

as well as new ones created during a flood event. This is 

why critical infrastructure on alluvial fans should have 
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structural flood control measures to collect and convey 

floodwater around and/or through the project. 

A review of the proposed project alternative in a letter 

from Tessera Energy dated February 12, 2010 to the CEC 

shows Figure 12 from URS. This plan indicates that a series 

of stormwater collection devices on the northern boundary 

would partially separate the project from stormwater flow 

from the Cady Mountains. This essentially surrounds the 

project and addresses the uncertainty of flow paths on the 

alluvial fans. This approach could be designed in a way 

such that sediment passes through the system and not trap 

sediment. In fact, bypassing sediment through constructed 

flood control facilities is a common practice in desert 

regions both to reduce maintenance and to preserve the 

environment downstream. Even though Scenarios 5.5 and 6 are 

moved further from the base of the mountains, eliminating 

flood protection measures at the northern boundary will 

subject the site to the full force of alluvial fan 

flooding.    

 

Q.3  Do you have an opinion on whether the sediment, erosion, 

and flooding studies prepared by Howard H. Chang Ph.D., P.E. are 

inadequate, factually incorrect, and do not propose required 
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mitigation to protect the proposed Calico Solar Project and 

prevent impacts to the BNSF right of way?  

A.3 In the study by Howard H. Chang, Ph.D., P.E. entitled 

Sediment Study for Washes at Calico Solar Project Site in 

San Bernardino County (Original Chang Study) dated July, 

2010, no discussion of the unpredictability of flood flows 

from alluvial fans is presented. In a paper dated November 

1982 entitled Fluvial Hydraulics of Deltas and Alluvial 

Fans, Dr. Chang state, “Streams on deltas and alluvial fans 

that are formed in noncohesive alluvium are characterized 

by unstable channel geometries.”5 However, he does not 

include the unstable and unpredictable nature of channel 

behavior in the alluvial fan analyses for the Calico Solar 

Project site. 

The Original Chang Study relies on the use of a hydraulic 

and sediment transport computer program known as FLUVIAL-

12. It should be noted that this computer program is not on 

the list of programs accepted by FEMA for use in analyzing 

floods on alluvial fans nor for use in rivers (See Exhibit 

6). Estimates of pier scour depth for the 2-foot diameter 

foundation for each of the proposed solar devices range 

from 3.14 feet to 4.61 feet deep based on the depth of 

                                                            
5  Chang, H.H. Fluvial Hydraulics of Deltas and Alluvial Fans. ASCE Journal of 
the Hydraulics Division. November 1982. 
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water flow (page 17). However, the standard formula from 

the Federal Highway Administration referenced on page 11 of 

the Original Chang Report is incorrect. 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) formula for local 

scour around round-nosed piers/bents or cylindrical 

piers/bents is incorrectly quoted in Dr. Chang’s July 2010 

report.  The actual formula in Hydraulic Engineering 

Circular No. 18, labeled as Equation 6.1, reads as follows6: 

ys/y1 = 2.0*K1*K2*K3*K4*(a/y1)0.65*Fr10.43. These factors are 

important to consider in order to estimate scour depths for 

alluvial fans.         

Furthermore, a review of the FLUVIAL-12 computer program 

output file labeled FAN-WASH.TXT indicates that the water 

flow calculations were based on a hypothetical channel 

carrying only 40 cubic feet per second (cfs) of flood 

water. Whereas, Figure 4, Page 9 shows a hydrograph 

involving a maximum flow of approximately 10,000 cfs. 

Combining the use of an incomplete scour equation and 

underestimating the amount of stormwater flow through the 

site means that both the depth and length of scour holes 

around the 2-foot diameter piers could be much greater than 
                                                            
6 Federal Highway Administration.   Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 18.  
Evaluating Scour at Bridges Fourth Edition.  Publication No. FHWA NHI 01-001, 
May 2001.  Available online at: 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/engineering/hydraulics/library_arc.cfm?pub_number=17&
id=37.  Accessed September 17, 2010.   
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reported and could impact natural flow patterns which 

ultimately impact down gradient areas, including the BNSF 

right of way. 

On September 8, 2010 Dr. Chang prepared a report entitled 

Assessment of Detention Basins / Debris Basins for Calico 

Solar Site (Revised Chang Report). In this report, he 

recommends the removal of what are referred to as basins 

from the northern boundary of the Calico Solar project. My 

examination of the actual function of the proposed basins 

would be to funnel offsite stormwater into discrete, 

discernable flow paths. The decision to eliminate all of 

the flood hazard control at the northern boundary of the 

Calico Solar Project is unsound as the projected stormwater 

flows cited in the Original Chang Study are on the order of 

10,000 cfs. Should a significant portion of the flow be 

concentrated in a flow path that does not exist today, it 

could damage the Calico Solar Project. Furthermore, the 

localized scour around the cylindrical concrete foundations 

of the proposed SunCatchers could be much greater than 

predicted by the Original Chang Study and divert 

floodwaters to areas along and within the BNSF right of way 

this could undermine the track embankment and the bridge 

crossings. 
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In the Original Chang Study, the predicted scour depth 

around the 2-foot diameter foundation post supporting the 

SunCatchers assumes water spreads as sheet flow. This 

assumption does not account for the random effects of 

hazardous flows on alluvial fans where a large percentage 

of the water from the apex of the alluvial fan reaches the 

pier rather than spreading out and dissipating. The 

original option of collecting and funneling offsite flows 

into discrete flow through paths is reasonable and 

necessary.  

I do not believe this type of critical flood protection 

element at the northern boundary of the Calico Solar 

Project should be eliminated as an option in the proposed 

hydrology study.  

 

Q.4 Does the currently proposed Calico Solar Project ignore 

potential flood hazard impacts on the existing BNSF Right of 

Way, I-40, and to the project itself? 

A.4 The original proposal from the applicant to the CEC 

showed that there would be floodwater collection devices, 

detention basins, debris basins, or some other type of 

device to better control the uncertainties of hazardous 
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flood processes on the alluvial fans at the northern 

boundary of the proposed Calico Solar Project. 

The Revised Chang Report, filed with the CEC, states that 

flood control measures at the northern boundary are not 

necessary. In fact, according to Dr. Chang, attempts at 

mitigating the alluvial fan flooding hazards could actually 

harm the Calico Project. 

In response to Dr. Chang’s declarations to the CEC, the 

project engineers from URS decided to adopt a policy of 

reaction rather than one that includes direct flood hazard 

mitigation. The proposed approach by the project proponent 

is to wait and see what happens after a 5-year 24 hour 

storm which amounts to more than 1.5 inches of rain in one 

day. For desert environments, this amount of rain in one 

day can be problematic. These characteristics of desert 

environments are confirmed by the Huitt Zollars study and 

the West Consultants Appendix therein. In my experience, 

even after one-half inch of rain in this region, both roads 

and railroads are inspected for damage. Based on NOAA Atlas 

14, the most recent compilation of rainfall statistics in 

the desert region, the 100-year storm amounts to more than 

3 inches in 24 hours, which can cause severe erosion and 

deposition. 
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Q.5 What is the history of flood hazards related to railroad 

transportation in the Mojave Desert Region of California as it 

pertains to the this project? 

A.5 The history of floods occurring in the Mojave Desert 

Region of California is documented in numerous hydrologic 

and geologic publications including some that stem from 

reconnaissance surveys and assessments performed in the 

early Twentieth Century.  The United States Department of 

Interior Geological Survey (now the United State Geological 

Survey, USGS) noted in 1929 that there are substantial 

flood risks in the Mojave Desert:  

Storms, especially those occurring in the 

summer, frequently do great damage.  At 

several places the crops of entire ranches 

have been washed away or buried by debris in 

a single storm.  Large sums of money have 

been expended in protecting railroads from 

the floods that rush down from the 

mountains.  Large drainage channels several 

thousand feet long are constructed to lead 

the floods to specially protected culverts, 

and concrete walls have been built at a 
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number of places to protect the Atchison, 

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.  In spite of all 

these protective works sections of track are 

washed out every few months.  Considerable 

damage is also frequently done to highways.  

Strangely enough, in this land, of little 

rain the monetary losses due to excessive 

rainfall probably exceeded those due to all 

other climatic conditions.7     

 

Q.6 Do the Chang reports ignore the impacts of increasing the 

concentration of rainwater on localized areas of soil in desert 

environments and the detrimental effect of superimposing a 

gridded road system that does not follow the natural stormwater 

flow direction?  

A.6 The railroad track in question has suffered damage 

from activities related to intensive adjacent land use. For 

example, in Hesperia and Victorville, California, large 

scale residential development decreased the ability of 

desert soils to absorb rainfall and directed ever 

                                                            
7 US Department of the Interior Geological Survey.  Water-Supply Paper 578 The 
Mohave Desert Region California.  United States Government Printing Office, 
Washington.  1929.  Available at: 
http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_24591.htm.  Accessed September 14, 
2010.   
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increasing amounts of stormwater runoff toward the BNSF 

track. In the storms of 1992 and 1993, extreme erosion 

occurred near the tracks. This problem of increased 

impervious surfaces on desert lands and the concentration 

of the resulting water culminated on August 14, 2004 when 

the BNSF track at Milepost 39 and 41 in the Cajon 

Subdivision was undermined by stormwater runoff and 

collapsed (See Exhibit 7). 

The September 15, 2010 Applicant’s Submittal of Response to 

Sierra Club Data Requested on September 14, 2010 briefly 

discusses the changes in hydrology, drainage, erosion, and 

sedimentation that would result by adopting reduced 

footprint project scenarios.  In the response to this query 

regarding potential impacts, it is explained that there is 

3.14 square feet per 0.28 acres of the project site and 

that this relation is “too small…to cause significant 

impacts.”8 However, this statement is only referring to the 

concrete pedestal of the solar device.  

The August 2010 Testimony by Marie McLean, James Jewell, 

and Alan Linsley, AIA discuss Traffic and Transportation 

                                                            
8 This is discussed on Page 7 of the September 15, 2010 letter from Felicia L. 
Bellows of Tessera Solar to Christopher Meyer of the California Energy 
Commission regarding the Calico Solar (formerly Solar One) Project (08-AFC-
13) Applicant’s Submittal of Response to Sierra Club Data Requested September 
14, 2010.   
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matters related to the Calico Solar Project.  This document 

states that approximately 34,000 SunCatchers are proposed 

for the project, each of which is 11.5 meters 

(approximately 38 feet) in diameter. The area of each solar 

unit is approximately 1,130 square feet. These units rotate 

to take advantage of the angle of the sun and theoretically 

could be tilted or put in a “store” mode to minimize the 

interception of rainfall. However, rain does not always 

fall vertically downward. Winds can cause the rain to fall 

at an angle and could strike the solar panel. The resulting 

runoff could concentrate and create localized runoff. The 

project also includes a 14.4 acre “main services complex” 

and a 2.8-acre substation.9 The only mitigation plan being 

proposed is to build a detention basin for increased runoff 

from the main services complex. The change to the local 

hydrology that could be caused by an approximate 24,000 

SunCatchers is not acknowledged.  

Item B.1.4.1 of the Staff Assessment and DEIS discusses 

that the original project has approximately 25 miles of 

paved roads, 168 miles of North-South dirt roads, and 102 

miles of East-West Dirt Roads. The dirt roads are to be 

treated with a polymer for dust control and stabilization. 

                                                            
9 Appendix C.11 – Traffic and Transportation.  Testimony of Marie McLean, James 
Jewell, and Alan Lindsley, AIA.  August 2010.   
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Increased runoff can be expected to occur as a result of 

the roads. Even the dirt roads will have decreased 

infiltration capacity from rainfall due to compaction by 

vehicle traffic and the hydrophobic nature of the chemicals 

typically applied to dirt roads.  

The road systems used to access and maintain the solar 

panels are arranged in a North-South and East-West grid. 

This is contrary to the natural flow direction of water and 

debris along the alluvial fan is from Northeast to 

Southwest. Ultimately the system of dirt roads will serve 

as flood conveyance paths during large storms and change 

the way that water reaches the BNSF track potentially 

concentrating and eroding the track embankment. 

The issues above are indicators that there are substantial 

impacts to land use resulting from the proposed Calico 

Solar Project including increased runoff and sediment 

transport. The Revised Chang Report essentially eliminates 

upstream flood protection on the Northern project boundary 

and does not revise, correct, or explain why it is prudent 

to deviate from the Geomorphic Hazard Map in the Huitt 

Zollars report. Furthermore, none of the 5 proposed flood 

protection alternatives from the Huitt Zollars report have 

been carried over to the Revised Chang Report. I agree with 
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the Huitt Zollars report that without including some 

structural flood mitigation measure on the northern project 

boundary, that the solar units, and other infrastructure 

will be subject to severe and damaging flooding and 

erosion. Unmitigated, such damage and erosion will impact 

the BNSF railroad embankment by altering existing flow 

paths, increasing flood runoff, and increasing the amount 

of sediment and debris that will reach the BNSF tracks.  

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct and that this declaration was executed on September 

17, 2010 at Irvine, California. 

Douglas Hamilton, P.E. 

Registered by the California Board of Professional Engineers No. 
42210 
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